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Standing Tall
CU marshals its resources 
to face a global pandemic

For the Class of ’20,   
a senior spring interrupted 
COVID research roundup
‘America’s Doctor’:  
Anthony Fauci, MD ’66
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CURRENTS
 13  TINY HOUSE 

Hip cabin in the woods
 16  COMMON THREADS 

Professor and textile artist  
Riché Richardson

 18  GRILL MASTER 
’Tis the season for Cornell Chicken

 22  OFFICE SPACE 
ILR prof on the tradeoffs  
of telecommuting

34 Senior Spring Interrupted
The pandemic-driven switch to remote learning upended the lives of all Cornell 
students—but for members of the Class of 2020, it also deprived them of 
beloved traditions like Senior Week, a final Slope Day, and Commencement on 
Memorial Day weekend. Last semester, students in a class on University history 
got a chance not only to reflect on their experiences, but share them with future 
generations by penning memoirs to be included in the Archives.

46 Some Enchanted Evenings
Watching the sunset from Libe Slope has been a beloved ritual for generations of 
Cornellians. But during the COVID-19 pandemic—when so many other pastimes 
have been off-limits—it has become even more popular: a chance to see friends, 
enjoy nature, and revel in the fine weather while observing social distancing. 

50 The Scientific Method
From Ithaca and Geneva to Manhattan, researchers on Cornell’s campuses 
are focusing their brainpower and resources on ways to address the many 
challenges of COVID-19. Investigators are exploring potentially life-saving drugs, 
devising new methods of making masks, finding ways to quantify the pandemic’s 
economic and environmental effects, and much more. 

56 The Doctor Is In
Since COVID-19 emerged in the U.S., the NIH’s Anthony Fauci, MD ’66, has 
become a ubiquitous presence as the face of the federal government’s scientific 
response to the pandemic, speaking so frequently that his voice is often raw from 
overuse. It’s a familiar role for Fauci, who has been at the forefront of every major 
epidemic and outbreak since HIV/AIDS.
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“From the moment we first saw the Inns of Aurora, we knew 

no other venue would compare to it. Right from the start, the 

staff bent over backwards to help us create our dream wedding. 

Between the staff, the food, and the gorgeous property,  

everything was more perfect than we could have imagined.”   

—  CH A R L E N E  +  J E R E M Y,  M A R R I E D  2019

• Five boutique hotels
• Just 40 minutes from Ithaca
• Lakefront ceremonies  
   & receptions
• On-site planning included
• Award-winning cuisine

Reach us by 

When a move is in your future, let our experience  
and proven results work for you! 

LISTINGS SOLD 
 

 
FASTER* 

52% 34 YRS 

email— kmseaman@warrenhomes.com 
text/call— (607) 280-3339    online—kateseaman.com 
stopping in— Warren Real Estate, 830 Hanshaw Rd, Ithaca, NY 14850 

OF COMBINED 
EXPERIENCE 

AVERAGE PRICE  
ON SOLD HOMES 

 
 

HIGHER* 
91% 

*Ithaca Board of Realtors® 2019 statistics 
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F R O M  T H E  P R E S I D E N T

Time of Need
As students and their families face the pandemic’s economic 
challenges, Cornell is committed to helping them—and you can too
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 In this age of COVID-19, the only 
constant has been change. What we 
know about the virus—how it spreads, 

how to protect ourselves, what the future 
might bring—changes almost hourly. As we 
plan for Cornell’s future, we find ourselves 
planning not for one likely future, or even for 
several possible scenarios, but for scenarios 
within scenarios—while the world around 
us, and the parameters of our planning, shift 
like sand.

As we engage in this planning, we are 
drawing on a set of principles that we estab-
lished as the pandemic was just taking hold. 
Specifically, we committed to doing our 
utmost to care for our students, to safeguard 
Cornell’s future as a world-class academic 
institution, to strive to 
maintain our staffing, and Today, Co

and a half 
person,’ 
and to me
student, is

rne
old

with
et 
 be

ll’s commitment—over a century 
—to be a university for ‘any 
out regard to their ability to pay, 

the full financial need of every 
ing tested as never before. 

to seek new knowledge, 
learning from our current 
circumstances.

The first of those prin-
ciples—caring for our 
students—is especially 
critical. The economic consequences of the 
pandemic have been devastating to so many 
in this country and around the world, and 
our students and their families have not 
been immune to this devastation. But we 
remain committed to Cornell’s founding 
promise: to provide a world-class educa-
tion to the most talented women and men 
of every background, whatever their race, 
religion, or financial means. The premise of 
this enterprise, as true then as it is now, is 
that education matters. Those with access 
to higher education fare, overall, far better in 
life: they are more financially stable, they are 
healthier, their lives are longer. They reap, 
as well, the intangible rewards—of learning 
to delve deeply, aspire ambitiously, speak  
fearlessly, and have their voices heard. 

Today, Cornell’s commitment—over a 
century and a half old—to be a university 

for “any person,” without regard to their 
ability to pay, and to meet the full finan-
cial need of every student, is being tested as 
never before. We know from experience that 
each 1 percent increase in unemployment 
can be expected to add an additional 275 to 
300 students to Cornell’s financial aid rolls, 
as well as to increase the need of students 
already receiving aid, at an added cost of at 
least $7.7 million. With a projection of unem-
ployment at 12 percent over pre-pandemic 
levels, our added costs will top $90 million 
this coming year, plus an additional $50–$55 
million in the two years following. And we 
are facing these costs at a time when caring 
for our students also means expanding other 
forms of support to them—for example, 

mental health services to enable them to 
cope with the stresses of the pandemic. Yet 
we will not waver in our pledge to ensure that 
all our students have the resources they need 
to complete their Cornell education.

In these incredibly challenging times, 
we are turning to those who know best the 
value of a Cornell education—our alumni—
and asking for your help. Whether you are 
able to give a small gift or a large one, your 
support will help ensure that the thousands 
of Cornell students who rely on financial aid 
will be able to continue and complete their 
degrees—and that our university will proudly 
remain for “any person, any study,” today and 
tomorrow. n

— Martha E. Pollack
president@cornell.edu

To give a gift to financial aid, please visit cornel.ly/givingpriorities.

Your gift unlocks 
opportunities for 
Cornellians to come.

What doors will your gift open?

Stephanie Czech Rader ’37 served her 
country in the Offi  ce of Strategic Services—
one of the fi rst women to join the elite US 
intelligence agency formed at the outbreak 
of World War II.
Her bequest gift will help generations 
of Cornellians rise to the challenges of 
their times. Read her story at 
alumni.cornell.giftplans.org/rader.
To advise Cornell of your bequest intentions 
or to explore gift planning, contact the 
Offi  ce of Trusts, Estates, and Gift Planning.
1-800-481-1865
gift_planning@cornell.edu
giftplanning.giving.cornell.edu
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C A M P U S  N E W S

From the Hill
Cornellians Support Battle Against Racism
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As the Black Lives Matter movement gained strength across the

nation and the world, Cornellians took part in demonstrations on 

campus and beyond. In one of numerous local protests over the

course of several weeks, about 1,000 people marched from Ho Plaza 

to the Ithaca Police Department downtown in early June, decry-

ing police killings of African Americans and calling for changes to 

make the nation’s criminal justice system more fair and equitable. 

The event was a joint effort by community groups and campus orga-

nizations including several Greek houses, the Nigerian Students

Association, and Black Students United. “The extraordinary times 

in which we are living are shining a spotlight on so many issues of 

equity, and the lack of it: on the ways that rights and opportunity

are unevenly distributed across our society, and the worth of our

labor and our lives unequally valued,” President Martha Pollack

said in a message to the University. “As an academic community

built on the bedrock values of diversity, inclusion, and openness,

we have an obligation to ensure that the forces of these events and 

our feelings drive us not backward, but forward.”

Pollack went on to describe a series of initiatives to address

issues related to diversity and inclusion. They include stepping

up the efforts of the committee that advises the Cornell Police on 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

public safety and victim advocacy; holding a summit with local 

and regional law enforcement agencies; scheduling a series of 

Zoom sessions to discuss such topics as institutional racism and 

ways to be allies to Black colleagues; and organizing a University-

wide reading of the book How to Be an Antiracist, including virtual 

discussions over the summer. “As a community,” Pollack said, “we 

can and must act, through our teaching, our research, and our 

engagement, to stand up for those who are oppressed or mar-

ginalized, to educate ourselves and others, and to work to ensure 

that we—our entire society—do better.” She later designated 

June 19—“Juneteenth,” or Emancipation Day—as a holiday for the 

Ithaca and Cornell Tech campuses, deeming it a “day of reflec-

tion”; Dean Augustine Choi did the same at the Medical College. 

Also in June, two student petitions circulated demanding a 

variety of actions by the University, including creating a student-

led alternative justice board and an anti-racism institute. Through  

a GoFundMe campaign, a new organization called Cornell Students 

for Black Lives—a coalition of some 185 campus groups—raised 

over $115,000 to support its stated goal of “utilizing its networks 

to amplify the Black voices on campus in promoting activism and 

education to combat both explicit and implicit racism.” 

NATIONAL MOVEMENT: Protesters marched from campus to downtown Ithaca in early June, demanding racial justice and decrying police brutality.
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CAPS AND GOWNS: In May, Cornellians celebrated a virtual Commencement 
on social media. Revelers included (clockwise from top left) Fabrice Ulysse ’20; 
Aaron Chiou, PhD ’20 (who crocheted his own mini-avatar and took photos around 
campus); Stephanie Smart ’20 (with her dad, horticulture professor Larry Smart 
’87, and a clock tower cake); and Jordan Landsman ’20. 

CAMPUS AWAITS: The Arts Quad in June

Students to Return to the Hill This Fall
In late June, President Pollack announced the University’s plans

for fall semester. As she outlined in an e-mail to the Cornell com-

munity, most students will return and in-person instruction will

resume—though, she said, “it will be different from any semes-

ter we’ve experienced before.” (The plans apply to the Ithaca and

Geneva campuses; Cornell Tech’s fall will be all online, while the

Medical College’s will be a mix of remote and in-person teaching.)

Pollack noted that while a residential semester has inher-

ent risks, epidemiological studies indicate that they may in fact

be lower than with an all-online arrangement, given that surveys

show that many students plan to return to Ithaca either way and

would otherwise not be governed by the strictures that Cornell

will put in place. They include mandatory COVID tests; dining hall

service combining take-out and eat-in meals (the latter by reser-

vation only); and on-campus residential rules limiting the number

of students sharing rooms and bathrooms. All students—whether

living in University housing or local rentals—will be required to

sign a pledge to follow guidelines regarding face masks, physi-

cal distancing, social gatherings, daily 

health check-ins, and more.  The fall, Polla
different from
we’ve experie

says, ‘will be 
ny semester 
d before.’

ck 
 a

nce
In classrooms, all students will be 

required to wear face masks and sit 

in assigned seats; faculty will have to 

wear masks or face shields. International students unable to trav-

el due to COVID restrictions can study remotely and may have the

option of a residential campus experience in their home regions

through partnerships Cornell is establishing with other schools.

The fall move-in process will happen over an extended

period, to allow for COVID testing and the quarantine of arriv-

ing students. In-person instruction is set to begin September 2

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

  

and continue until Thanksgiving break, when students will 

return home and complete the semester online, including exams. 

Spring semester will begin on February 9 and is aimed to be ful-

ly residential, though Pollack stressed that those and all other  

plans are subject to change according to 

the conditions of the pandemic.

This year’s Homecoming will be vir-

tual (“StayHomecoming”), and there will 

be no winter Commencement; December 

graduates can participate in Commencement 2021—set, as usu-

al, for Memorial Day weekend. The delayed 2020 Commencement 

will be held during a special 5th Reunion, June 3–6, hosted by 

the classes of ’15 and ’16. As Pollack wrote: “The year ahead 

will be different, it will be difficult, but it will, I believe, still be 

a year to treasure—a year of exploration and discovery, a year of  

friendship, and of growth.”

For 2020 Grads, a Virtual Salute
While a traditional Commencement for members of the Ithaca 

campus’s Class of 2020 has been postponed to next summer, their 

degrees were conferred on Memorial Day weekend, when the 

ceremony was originally scheduled. The class received a host of 

virtual kudos from faculty, administrators, family, and friends 

on Twitter and Instagram, with dozens of posts bearing the 

hashtag #Cornell2020. In lieu of the traditional Commencement 

address, President Pollack offered a video message on behalf of 

the University’s academic leadership. “Throughout the unprec-

edented events of these past months, as our community’s lives 

and expectations have been upended, reshaped, and upended 

again, our hearts have been most of all with you: our graduating 

seniors,” she said. 

As usual, the graduates—about 6,000 in total, including some 

3,300 earning bachelor’s degrees—will receive physical diplo-

mas in the mail. But this year, for the first time, they’ll also get 

an e-mailed version. “Since the day you arrived at Cornell, all of 

you expected to end your time on campus the way generations 

of Cornellians have: celebrating Commencement in Ithaca, with 

caps and gowns, families and friends,” Pollack said. “That is what 

all of you deserve, and it is exactly what we will do, as soon as we 

responsibly can. And I can’t wait to celebrate with you: a class 

that will always have its own place in the history of Cornell.”
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Endowment to Eschew Fossil Fuels
In May, the Board of Trustees approved a moratorium on new 

private investments in fossil fuel sectors, along with a decision 

to grow those in alternative energy technologies. The move had 

been recommended by the board’s Investment Committee after 

a review of the University’s $6.9 billion endowment portfolio and 

analysis of the financial outlook for the coal, oil, and gas industries, 

including the threat posed by climate change. “There’s a growing 

recognition that we’re transitioning away from fossil fuels globally, 

and the economic competitiveness of renewable energy sources is 

rising,” says Ken Miranda, the University’s chief investment offi-

cer. “We’re doing the right thing from an investment perspective, 

particularly for an endowment with a perpetual time horizon.”

‘ Minecraft is a fantastic medium 
to learn and demonstrate 
knowledge about ancient 
civilizations and architecture.’

— Engineering major Aliyah Geer ’21,  
who built a Mesopotamian city in the video game  

for a Near Eastern studies class

Give My Regards to . . . 
These Cornellians in the news

L.A. Times reporter and former CAM intern Molly 
O’Toole ’09 (left), who shared the first-ever 
Pulitzer Prize for audio reporting for her work on  
a “This American Life” series on asylum seekers.

Computer science professor Éva 
Tardos (right), elected to the 
American Philosophical Society, 
the U.S.’s oldest learned society.

Government professor Peter Katzenstein (below 
left), winner of the Johan Skytte Prize (considered 
the Nobel of political science) for contributions to 
the field including “furthering the understanding 
of how history, culture, and norms shape economies.”

Nick Diaco ’21 and Anna Poslednik ’21, 
winners of Goldwater Scholarships.

Professors G. Peter Lepage (physics) and 
Thomas Pepinsky (government), awarded Tisch 
Distinguished Professorships, among Cornell’s 
highest faculty honors.

Kay WalkingStick, professor emerita of art and an 
internationally known Cherokee artist, elected to 
the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Lorin Warnick, PhD ’94 (right), appointed to a 
second five-year term as dean of the Vet college.
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‘WONDER’ WOMEN: More than two dozen alumnae who are 
current leaders in STEM and related fields are featured in a 
new book from the Cornell student chapter of the Society of 
Women Engineers. Entitled Wall of Wonder, the book—penned 
by Madeline Dubelier ’20, Catherine Gurecky ’20, and Abigail 
Macaluso ’20—includes profiles of each subject, along with 
illustrated portraits by David Ross Jansen ’22. Says Gurecky: 
“The book covers everything from a fashion designer and a 
meteorologist all the way to more traditional engineers.”

Did You Know . . .

That the Cornell 
Dairy is now 
shipping ice cream 
via overnight 
FedEx? For details, 
go to foodscience.
cals.cornell.edu.

Request the 2020 official visitor guide: VISITITHACA.COM

What does Ithaca mean to you?                        @VisitIthaca  #wheninIthaca

Taughannock Falls photograph by Stu Gallagher

Find a new perspective 
        in even the most familiar places.
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New Deans Named
Cornell recently announced the appointment of four new deans:

Lynden Archer (left), the James A. Friend 

Family Distinguished Professor in Engineer-

ing, has been named dean of the Engineering 

college. On the faculty since 2000, Archer is 

the former director of the School of Chem-

ical and Biomolecular Engineering; since 

fall 2017, he has been director of the Cornell Energy Systems  

Institute, a position he will keep until a successor is hired. 

Kavita Bala (right), chair of computer science 

and an expert in computer graphics and com-

puter vision, will serve as dean of the Faculty of 

Computing and Information Science. Provost 

Michael Kotlikoff calls her “a researcher whose 

innovative work crosses disciplines and fre-

quently bridges the divide between academia and industry.”

In a position that has been expanded to include 

the post of vice provost for graduate education, 

Kathryn Boor ’80 (left) will be dean of the Grad-

uate School. CALS dean since 2010, Boor is a 

professor of food science (her undergrad major) 

who joined the faculty in 1994; she chaired 

the department from 2007–10. Her term will begin when her  

successor at CALS is hired.

After two years as interim dean of Human Ecol-

ogy, Rachel Dunifon (right) has been formally 

named to the position. She came to the Hill 

in 2001 as a professor of policy analysis and 

management, specializing in child and fam-

ily policy. Kotlikoff praised her “outstanding, 

forward-thinking leadership” during her time as interim dean, 

which included a recent review of the social sciences at Cornell.

RIP, Rulloff’s
Rulloff’s, the College Avenue staple that opened and closed several 

times over the decades, is gone for good. The restaurant shuttered 

in March due to the COVID-19 pandemic, never to reopen for a last 

hurrah: the building that housed it was demolished in June, and 

its interior fixtures—including its iconic bar—were put up for sale. 

Happily, its neighbor Collegetown Bagels (which stopped operat-

ing at its familiar corner location in late May due to the planned 

demolition) is only gone temporarily. It’s slated to reopen in August 

in a new, larger storefront in the historic Sheldon Court building 

right across the street.

R + D
New “smart parking” software 
developed by systems engineering 
professor H. Oliver Gao matches drivers 
with garage spots based on such factors 
as cost and walking distance to the final 
destination. It could reduce congestion 
and emissions while saving time. 

Food science professor Syed Rizvi and Michael Wagner ’09, PhD 
’15, have received a patent on a method for making instant ice 
cream using pressurized carbon dioxide.

Analyzing how biological structures like 
insect wings and plant leaves repel heavy 
raindrops, CALS researchers have shown that 
microscale bumps and a nanoscale layer of 
wax offer a protective surface. 

A startup founded by MBA student Gabe Trumbo that aims to 
establish lounges at midsize airports won the $25,000 first prize in 

the annual Cornell Hospitality Business Plan 
Competition in April.

Birding’s annual Global Big Day, organized 
by the Lab of Ornithology, set a world record 
in May with 2.1 million observations; some 
50,000 participants recorded 6,479 species.

Photography by kwanloy/RawPixel and weedezign/Adobe Stock.
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On-Campus Research Resumes
In late May, the University got the go-ahead from New York State 

to begin reopening its Upstate research facilities in what Provost 

Kotlikoff described as a “staged, limited manner.” Most research 

had been suspended since March 15, with only essential work 

related to COVID-19 allowed to continue. In order to reopen, facil-

ities have to meet a strict set of requirements including making 

personal protective equipment available and having employ-

ees complete COVID-19 safety training. The guidelines also call 

for workers to undergo mandatory daily health screenings and 

to practice social distancing on the job. As University officials 

note, as operations gradually restart, the need for distancing may 

mean changes in how people collaborate.  “I believe we really 

need to rethink everything that we do in the lab,” says Emmanuel 

Giannelis, vice provost for research.
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bench/bed combo, a window seat (Lok’s favorite reading perch) 
with built-in storage, and a camp sink—complete with chic 
shelving—that would be at home in a Manhattan studio apart-
ment. Outside, there’s a charcoal grill and two concrete chairs; 
pointy-shaped but surprisingly comfortable, they’re part of an 
award-winning series that earned Lok and Zivkovic a 2018 
showing in a Queens sculpture park. 

formed by these new construction processes,’ says 
ee as is and make it a participant in the design.’ 

‘ This building is deeply in
Zivkovic. ‘You take the tr

 It’s like something out of a hip fairy tale. Nestled 
in the countryside about fifteen minutes from 
campus sits a cabin that’s as cozy as it is visually 

striking. And what’s more, it has an environmentally 
friendly twist: its exterior was salvaged from trees that 
fell prey to an invasive insect and would otherwise have 
decayed, contributing to the planet’s carbon load. The 
architecture professors who created it—Leslie Lok and 
Sasa Zivkovic, spouses who also run their own design 
firm—devised an ingenious method for processing the 
trees, which had been infested by the dreaded emerald 
ash borer beetle. 

Constructed with the help of architecture students, 
the cabin was completed in summer 2019. This spring, it 
was part of a portfolio of work that won Lok and Zivkovic 
the 2020 Architectural 
League Prize for Young 
Architects and Designers. 
“It’s meant to be a week-
end retreat for us,” says Lok, noting that the cabin (which is 
insulated, though it has no electricity or running water) has 
played host to a wintertime birthday party as well as warm-
weather barbecues. “It has become a gathering spot for us and 
our close friends.” 

Inside the ten-by-ten-foot structure, the pair have made
ingenious use of space, with such amenities as a fireplace, a 
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RURAL RETREAT (clockwise from above): The cabin’s cozy interior, complete with fireplace and camp sink; Zivkovic (left) and Lok with two of their abstract, 3D-printed chairs; 
Lok in her favorite reading spot; one side of the cabin’s exterior, where one of the ash logs seems to “re-form” for the viewer

For the cabin’s foundation and chimney, the designers 
employed a novel method of 3D-printing concrete that involves 
using gravel as a support structure as it dries—allowing them 
to conserve resources while maximizing design flexibility. The 
lumber itself came from Cornell’s Arnot Teaching and Research 
Forest; with the aid of its director, senior Extension associ-
ate Peter Smallidge, Lok and Zivkovic selected ten trees to be 
harvested for the project. As the two explain, the voracious 
beetle—which has devastated ash trees throughout much of the 
U.S. since arriving from Asia nearly two decades ago—makes 
the wood misshapen and useless for conventional construction. 
But through the use of 3D scanning techniques and a robot-
ically controlled cutting arm, they were able to custom-slice 
each board for its specific spot on the structure. “This building 
is deeply informed by these new construction processes,” says 
Zivkovic. “You take the tree as is and make it a participant in 
the design. With the robot and the 3D scanning, we can make 
these odd geometries work.” 

For example, the pair harnessed the natural curve of one 
log to form a gracefully sloped awning over the entryway; the 
handle on the front door isn’t a piece of hardware but a seren-
dipitous length of wood, still bearing its bark. As Lok points out, 
the form of the original trees is still very much present: from 
particular angles—such as when one looks down the outer wall 
just to the right of the front door—the individual boards seem 
to magically come back together. “If you stand here,” she says, 
“you can almost see the log reconstruct itself.”  n

— Kitty Kemp
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 COMMON THREADS
Professor, author, and textile artist Riché Richardson  
explores the African American experience

 Richardso
of the mo

 When nine Black churchgoers were 
murdered in South Carolina in 
June 2015, it gave new urgency to 

an ongoing battle in the culture wars: whether 
the Confederate flag—which the killer had 
fetishized, and which the state still flew over 
its capitol—should be considered not a benign 
relic of Southern heritage but a hateful symbol 
of white supremacy. As that debate was raging, 
the New York Times opinion section invited 
Cornell professor Riché Richardson to weigh in 
on what other symbols should go on the ash 
heap of history. 

Her choice: Aunt Jemima. The logo of the 
familiar brand of pancake mix and syrup, she 
wrote, “was an outgrowth of Old South plan-
tation nostalgia and romance grounded in 
an idea about the ‘mammy,’ a devoted and 
submissive servant who eagerly nurtured the 
children of her white master and mistress while  
neglecting her own.” 

Almost five years to the day after 
Richardson published that Times 
essay, her wish came true; amid this 
summer’s widespread protests against 
racism and police brutality, brand 
owner Quaker Oats announced it 
would soon retire the logo and change 
the name. Among the thought lead-
ers tapped to comment on the decision 
was Richardson, who spoke to NBC News via videoconfer- In December, Duke University Press is publishing her second: 

Emancipation’s Daughters: Re-Imagining Black Femininity and 
the National Body, in which she examines how women such as 
civil rights icon Rosa Parks, former First Lady Michelle Obama, 
and former Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice have challenged 

n calls her course on pop icon Beyoncé ‘one  
st exciting teaching experiences I’ve ever had.’

white-centered definitions of American identity. The two books, 
she says, form a set “that interrogates Blackness and the impact of 
geography in shaping identity, and larger questions of gender and 
sexuality. In the first book I kind of took the low road and looked 
at stereotypes; this one takes the high road. Aunt Jemima is the 
starting point, but then I look at models of how Black women 

ence. “Children going with their parents to the grocery store 
are still seeing this retrograde image of Black womanhood on 
store shelves,” Richardson lamented, adding that Aunt Jemima 
is “premised on this idea of Black inferiority and otherness.”

An associate professor of African American 
literature at Cornell’s Africana Studies and 
Research Center, Richardson is a scholar, 
author, and artist whose wide-ranging interests 
include Southern culture and its role in shaping 
Black identity and fomenting racism. In her first book, Black 
Masculinity and the U.S. South: From Uncle Tom to Gangsta, 
published by University of Georgia Press in 2007, she parsed 
negative and positive stereotypes of African American manhood, 
exploring such topics as the films of Spike Lee, the political rhet-
oric of Malcolm X, and discourse around the O.J. Simpson case. 

VALUABLE INSIGHTS: Richardson (above) has written 
numerous essays and appeared in a variety of media, 
including (left) a recent NBC News interview.
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have challenged those stereotypes and become iconic 
models of leadership.” 

Richardson has also penned dozens of essays, some 
of which pull in unexpected elements of pop culture—
including one, published in Mississippi Quarterly, 
noting the similarities between Aunt Jemima and 
another fictional Black pitchwoman, the phone 
psychic Miss Cleo. In the feminist magazine Labrys, 
Richardson pondered the case of the “Octomom”—a 
white woman who had octuplets conceived through in 
vitro fertilization, despite having six children already and 
being on public assistance—bringing in such themes as 
Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale and the tabloid 
fixation with actress Jennifer Aniston’s pregnancy status. 

In fall 2017, Richardson taught a course entitled 
“Beyoncé Nation”—part of a nascent academic field 
(with offerings at such institutions as the University of 
Copenhagen) that taps the pop icon as a window into race 
and gender issues, the entertainment industry, fashion, 
and more. Richardson, who devotes the final chapter of 
her upcoming book to the singer, plans to offer the class 
again due to popular demand. “It was one of the most excit-
ing teaching experiences I’ve ever had,” she says. “Students 
from so many different departments enrolled—engineering, ILR, 
chemistry—and they emerged as a kind of think tank on Beyoncé. 
The papers they wrote dealt with so many different dimensions: 
the business and technical sides of her career, feminism, gender, 
family, the politics of award shows. Who looks forward to read-
ing nearly seventy papers? But with a course like that, you do.”

A native of Montgomery, Alabama, Richardson majored in 
English at Spelman College and earned a doctorate in American 
literature at Duke; she spent a decade on the faculty at the 
University of California, Davis, before coming to Cornell in 
2008. In addition to her academic work, Richardson is a respected 
textile artist who makes mixed-media quilt portraits, with 

subjects including family members (one piece depicts her aunt 
being presented at her debutante cotillion in 1976) and promi-
nent historical, literary, and arts figures. “I tend to build my quilts 
from the inside out,” Richardson observes. “They’re very three-
dimensional and have a ‘coming off the page’ effect.” 

In January 2009, Richardson went to Paris as a cultural envoy, 
participating in events at the U.S. ambassador’s residence related 
to a touring exhibit of American quilts entitled Un Patchwork de 
Cultures. Her portrait of Rosa Parks—a twist on the activist’s mug 
shot after her arrest for refusing to give up her seat on a segre-
gated bus—is in the permanent collection of the civil rights icon’s 
namesake museum in Montgomery. When Nobel laureate Toni 
Morrison, MA ’55, came to campus in spring 2013, the Africana 
center had several of Richardson’s pieces on display—including a 
2010 portrait of Morrison herself. Richardson, a longtime devotee 
of the novelist who has taught classes on her work, still vividly 
remembers a colleague coming into her office and telling her 
that Morrison had arrived for the event—and was looking at 
Richardson’s depiction of her. “I had to compose myself and walk 
down the hall and greet her,” Richardson recalls. “Wow—oh my 
goodness. It was an incredible moment.” n

— L. P. Drew

FABRIC OF HISTORY: The 
subjects of Richardson’s artwork 
include (clockwise from top 
left) Condoleezza Rice, Barack 
Obama, Martin Luther King Jr., 
Mary McLeod Bethune, and 
Rosa Parks. Bottom left: Toni 
Morrison during a campus visit, 
in front of quilt portraits of her 
and Michelle Obama. 
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GRILL MASTER
For many Upstate New Yorkers, Professor Baker’s  
‘Cornell Chicken’ is the taste of summer

 In 1949, Robert Baker ’43 launched a food concession—
dubbed Baker’s Chicken Coop—at the New York State Fair 
in Syracuse, grilling under a tent that was occasionally 

knocked over by a wandering pig. Over the next seven decades 
the seasonal eatery gained iconic status, serving nearly 1,000 
half-chickens (a.k.a. “broilers”) a day for two weeks in late
summer. Satisfied customers have 
included at least one U.S. president:  Baker was part

barbecue chick
he actually dev

icu
en 
elo

larly proud of his early-career  
recipe—which, despite the name,  
ped during his time at Penn State.

Bill Clinton, who gave it a thumbs-
up during a visit to the fair in 1999. 
What has drawn this flock of fans? A 
signature offering that the Washington Post once described as a 
“grilled chicken recipe so brilliant it’s got an Ivy League name.”

Cornell Chicken—a staple at backyard and community barbe-
cues in New York and beyond—was the brainchild of Baker, a 
member of the American Poultry Hall of Fame who served as 
a professor of food science at Cornell from 1957 to 1989. Baker 

 

grew up on a fruit farm near Lake Ontario, majored in pomology 
(fruit science) on the Hill, then earned a master’s in market-
ing from Penn State and a PhD in food science from Purdue. 
When Baker joined the CALS faculty, he was tasked with aiding 
the state’s poultry farmers by increasing chicken consump-
tion, which then lagged far behind beef and pork. Eventually, 

he transformed the industry nationwide by innovating dozens 
of foodstuffs including “turkey ham,” poultry hot dogs, and—
most famously—the now-ubiquitous chicken nugget. But he was 
particularly proud of his early-career barbecue chicken recipe—
which, despite the name, he actually developed during his time 
at Penn State. ›
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“Broilers barbecued over charcoal make good picnic food for 
a family or for several hundred persons.” So begins Cornell 
Cooperative Extension Information Bulletin 862—entitled 
“Barbecued Chicken and Other Meats” and first published 
in 1950. It offers Baker’s blueprint for grilling large 
quantities of moderately sized chickens, as a way 
to increase demand so farmers could sell more 
birds at affordable prices. Thus there were 
instructions, for instance, on building a 
fire pit and devising huge racks that let grill 
masters turn dozens of chicken halves at once. 

The sauce recipe itself—“Barbecued broilers 
without sauce are like bread without butter,” 
Baker wrote—is a simple combination of vine-
gar, oil, poultry seasoning, salt, pepper, and an 
all-important egg (which keeps the mixture emulsi-
fied and helps the sauce cling to the chicken). “A lot of 
people think it’s marinated ahead of time, but it’s definitely 
not,” says one of his daughters, Reenie Baker Sandsted, who has 
operated the Chicken Coop at the state fair for decades. “The 
sauce goes on after the chicken has been cooking for a while. 
We think the skin absorbs it better.” Indeed, process is key: one 
must grill the chicken halves slowly over a charcoal fire, turning 
and basting them regularly for about an hour. If done right, the 
result is what Saveur called “one of the juiciest, most complex 
barbecued chickens we’ve ever tasted.” 

Even with the fair poised to become yet another COVID-19 
casualty—meaning no Chicken Coop this year—Cornell Chicken 

will be grilled and savored countless times 
throughout the region this summer. As one 

barbecue expert and bestselling cookbook author put it in a 2012 
blog post (entitled “Crispy Grilled Cornell Chicken Will Have 
You Clucking With Joy”): “Every fundraising event, every fire 
department cookout, every Little League barbecue must serve 
this recipe, or nobody would come.” Appropriately, when Baker 
passed away in 2006 at age eighty-four, his famous recipe played a 
prominent role in helping his family celebrate his life. As Sandsted 
recalls, calling hours were immediately followed by “a great big 
barbecue chicken dinner.” n

— Brad Herzog ’90
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Cornell Chicken Barbecue Sauce 
(enough for ten halves)

The barbecue sauce is a basting material. 
Brush it on the broiler halves every few 
minutes during cooking.

1 egg
1 cup vegetable oil
2 cups cider vinegar
3 tbsp. salt
1 tbsp. poultry seasoning
½ tsp. pepper

Beat the egg, then add the oil and beat again. 
Add other ingredients and stir. The recipe can be varied to 
suit individual tastes. Leftover sauce can be stored in a glass 
jar in the refrigerator for several weeks.
To barbecue: Place the broiler halves over the coals after the 
flame is gone. Turn them every five to ten minutes, depend-
ing on the heat. The chicken should be basted with a fiber 
brush at each turning. The basting should be light at first and 
heavy near the end of the cooking period. Cooking time is 
about one hour, depending on the amount of heat and the 
size of the broiler. Test the chicken to see whether it is done 
by pulling the wing away from the body. If the meat in this 

SIZZLING: Baker (at right) and a fellow grill master demonstrate his method of area splits easily and there is no red color in the joint, the 
turning multiple birds at once. Far right: His original Extension how-to guide. chicken is done.

AT THE FAIR: Baker (far left) and 
daughter Reenie (second from right) with 
Bill, Hillary, and Chelsea Clinton. Left:  
A serving from the Chicken Coop comes 
complete with roll and salt potatoes.
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No dream is too far-fetched
Unleash your full potential and surpass your wildest expectations  

with Dr. Brian Lima’s Heart Way approach to life.

As a leading heart transplant surgeon, Dr. Brian Lima ’98 is living proof 
that slow and steady still wins the race. He persevered through countless 
challenges growing up in a Cuban immigrant family and defied the odds 
every step of the way. 

In Heart to Beat, Dr. Lima shares the lessons learned througout his 
improbable rise to the pinnacle of success in the medical field. He breaks 
down the keys to advancing well beyond your comfort zone and perceived 
limitations, regardless of your field of interest. 

Available on Amazon.com  
and Barnes & Noble

“In a world of instant gratification and 
non-stop entertainment, having grit and 
determination will set you apart from the 
crowd. Let Lima inspire you to do your best 
and achieve your goals.” 

—Daniel H. Pink, New York Times  
best selling author of When and Drive

 “Lima deftly blends a useful guide with 
an absorbing autobiography; he doesn’t 
concentrate excessively on either one . . . . 
Helpful advice from a keen, assertive, and 
relatable physician.” 

—Kirkus Reviews

“Brian Lima’s story is a truly inspiring one. It 
is one of true heart—yes, of that remarkable 
indispensable part of our bodies—but even 
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O N THE BALL
In his mid-twenties, a former Big Red lacrosse star rises to head coach 

 Connor Buczek ’15, MBA ’17, was playing for Atlas in the 
pro Premier Lacrosse League last summer when he sepa-
rated his right shoulder while trying to strip the ball from 

an opponent. He retreated to the sidelines with his arm dangling 
and, with help from training staff, popped the shoulder back in. 
Moments later he returned to the field, firing a shot from fifty feet 
out for a two-point goal to put Atlas back in the game.

A standout during undergrad, Buczek—just twenty-six—has 
been named head coach of Big Red men’s lacrosse for the 2021 
season. In addition to playing professionally, for the past three 
years he has been an assistant coach for the Big Red squad that 
was second in the rankings in 2020, finishing the COVID-
shortened season 5-0. He earned all-star honors in three of 
his four pro seasons with the Florida Launch in Major League 
Lacrosse before moving to Premier, where he set the league’s 
single-game scoring record. Additionally, he helped Team USA 
to third place at the 2019 World Indoor Lacrosse Championship.

But such accomplishments seemed 
unlikely during Buczek’s freshman ‘ I couldn’t pass u

Buczek says of c
n opportunity to coach lacrosse at Cornell,’ 
osing the Big Red over Wall Street. 

p a
hoseason. An attackman in high school 

in Cincinnati, he moved to midfielder 
for the Big Red and played in only five games. “That was the first 
time in my life I really struggled,” Buczek recalls. “But the support 
system here is so strong that I was able to grow and eventually 
succeed. I owe much of who I am to the lessons I learned and 
the relationships I established.” 

Jordan Stevens ’15 has been by Buczek’s side since they were 
freshmen, first as his teammate and now his assistant coach. “He 
came in with high expectations, but he wasn’t able to contribute 
the way he wanted to,” Stevens recalls. “However, I think that 
experience made him tougher, and his hard work and resilience 

embodied what it means to be a Cornell lacrosse player.” Buczek 
turned things around his sophomore season, notching thirty-five 
goals and eighteen assists and helping the Big Red to the national 
semifinals. He earned first-team All-American honors as a junior 
and senior, graduating as the program’s leader in points by a 
midfielder. He also excelled off the field, earning a Senior CLASS 
Award, which honors top NCAA scholar-athletes. 

After earning his bachelor’s in applied economics and manage-
ment, Buczek matriculated at the Johnson School; while pursuing 
his MBA, he volunteered as an assistant coach for the Big Red and 
played professionally over the summer. When a full-time assis-
tant position opened, he chose it over offers from Wall Street. 
“Coaching is such an unpredictable business that it was a hard 
decision, but I couldn’t pass up an opportunity to coach lacrosse at 
Cornell,” says Buczek, who is unsure whether he will continue his 
pro career. “I’ve gotten so much from the sport and the school, I 
felt the need to make sure future players enjoy it as much as I did.” 

When Buczek was offered the chance to move up to head coach, 
he jumped at it. (His appointment is only for 2021 and a national 
search is planned, though he’s expected to be a leading candi-
date.) And while he may not be a typical Johnson School grad, 
the degree has already served him well. “The MBA program is 
far more than financial models, securities, and derivatives,” he 
says. “It’s really about being an effective teammate and leader. 
You learn about finding creative solutions, solving problems, and 
debating options—all of which transfer to coaching.” n

— Dennis Read

TEAM PLAYER: Buczek coaching on the sidelines  
(left) and as a midfielder for the Big Red during undergrad
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AU THOR S

Nerp!
SARAH LYNNE REUL ’03

The latest children’s book from Reul, an 
author and illustrator, features drawings 
layered over photos of cardboard models. 
The story follows a toddler—not the human 
kind, but a fantastical creature with 
green skin and pointy appendages—who 
doesn’t care for the exotic foods on offer at 

mealtime, refusing them with repeated cries of “Nerpity nerp!” The colorfully 
illustrated dishes boast nonsense names: “skizzle klumps,” “oogly boogley,” 
“yuckaroni smackintosh,” and more. “This book forces adult readers to read 
silly words with silly voices, all the while displaying the story of an incredibly 
picky eater. What’s not to love?” says School Library Journal, going on to 
call the hardcover “truly one of a kind.”

How to Drink
MICHAEL FONTAINE

Subtitled A Classical Guide to the Art of 
Imbibing, this small hardcover from Princeton 
University Press revisits a text by the Renaissance 
humanist and poet Vincent Obsopoeus, a 
sixteenth-century German alarmed by his 
society’s excessive drinking and determined to 
offer guidance on enjoying alcohol responsibly. 
Fontaine, a classics professor and vice provost of 
undergraduate education on the Hill, translates 

the text from the Latin (which is printed on facing pages to the English) and 
offers an introduction. “In America today, the opposite of sleeping around is 
not celibacy but monogamy,” Fontaine writes. “Obsopoeus recommends an 
analogous attitude toward alcohol. For him, moderation, not abstinence, is 
the key to lasting sobriety.” The volume is part of the press’s Ancient Wisdom 
for Modern Readers series.

Scholarship Boy
LARRY PALMER

A professor emeritus of law, Palmer joined the 
Cornell faculty in 1975 and served as vice provost 
and vice president for academic programs. In 
this memoir, he recalls his childhood as one of 
ten siblings in an African American family in St. 
Louis in the Forties and Fifties, as well as his 
experiences as a student on a full scholarship 
at Phillips Exeter Academy. Palmer was fourteen 
when he matriculated at the prestigious New 

England boarding school, whose student body was overwhelmingly white 
and privileged. He would go on to graduate from Harvard cum laude and 
earn a law degree from Yale. “I internalized the tensions of American’s 
twentieth-century cultural and racial upheaval in a peculiar way,” he writes, 
contemplating having a foot in each world, “because I spent my coming of 
age years in two different, but related, households.”

A Game of Fox & Squirrels
JENN REESE ’92

In this novel for middle-grade readers, an 
eleven-year-old girl named Samantha and 
her older sister are sent to live with an aunt 
in rural Oregon after a violent incident in their 
household. Despite the abuse they suffered, 
Samantha longs to go home—and she may have 
found a way to get there after her aunt gives 
her the magical card game of the book’s title, 

whose wily animal characters tempt her with the chance to fulfill her wish. 
“Beautifully written, this is no easy read,” says Kirkus, going on to call the 
novel “a haunting tale that brings the traumatic aftermath of family violence 
into focus with unsparing clarity.” Reese previously penned three books in 
her science fiction series for young readers, Above World.

Think Like a Rocket Scientist
OZAN VAROL ’03

Varol majored in planetary sciences on the 
Hill and worked on an operations team for the 
Mars rovers; he went on to earn a JD at the 
University of Iowa and is now on the faculty at 
Lewis & Clark Law School. In his book—part 
pop-science tome, part self-help guide—he 
parses how aerospace engineers and the like 
do their jobs, and shares lessons for everyday 
life. “To think like a rocket scientist is to look at 

the world through a different lens,” he writes. “Rocket scientists imagine the 
unimaginable and solve the unsolvable.” Topics include “moonshot thinking” 
(taking on a seemingly impossible task), the value of redundancy, and 
lessons learned from failure. “Smart and witty,” says Publishers Weekly, 
“Varol’s masterful analysis explains complicated scientific principles and 
connects them to ordinary life for a mainstream audience.”

The Indomitable Florence Finch
ROBERT MRAZEK ’67

A former U.S. Congressman and a Vietnam War-
era veteran, Mrazek is a prolific author of fiction 
and nonfiction, with many of his works in both 
genres related to military history. Here, he offers 
a biography of a woman whom the subtitle 
describes as “a war widow turned resistance 
fighter and savior of American POWs.” Finch 
worked as a secretary for the U.S. Army in her 
native Philippines until the country was brutally 

occupied by the Japanese; after forging documents to help Americans 
in internment camps, she went to prison and suffered torture, rape, and 
severe malnutrition. Finch survived and eventually moved to the U.S.—she 
passed away in Ithaca in 2016, aged 101—and was awarded the Medal of 
Freedom. Kirkus calls Mrazek’s biography a “richly detailed account of a 
courageous woman’s life.”

New Releases 

To purchase these books and others by Cornellians, or to submit your book for possible mention in Cornell Alumni Magazine, go to cornellalumnimagazine.com/authors.
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Neighborhoods 
can revive older cities 

 

Americans have judged suburbs’ small neigh-

borhoods better places for families than cities.   
 

So cities wanting to grow should learn from 

their suburbs and market not city living but 

small-is-beautiful neighborhood living. 
 

Cities of Villages uniquely shows how with ad-

vertising and neighborhood improvements. 
 

by John L. Gann, Jr., citykid@uwalumni.com, 

formerly with CCE, College of Human Ecology. 

See salesjobsandtaxes.com/villages.html. 

 
 
 
 

Educational Consultant
Julia Rolnick

How to land right side up in a 
world turned upside down?
From at-home learning & enrichment 
to college applications & gap years, 
students benefit from Julia’s experience 
and perspective.
Free initial consultation. (802) 394-2525

www.CollegeConsiderations.com
juliarolnick@collegeconsiderations.com

Decorate Your Home, 
Cornell Style

Shop comfy Cornell pillows, 
blankets, throws and quilts.

Cotton Afghan with Cornell Seal 
#4240215 

Tapestry Pillows 
Clock Tower #1392454 
Cornell Seal #1299565

Cornell Canvas Pillow #1643134

CORNE LLSTORE.COM

Advertise in  
Cornell Alumni 
Magazine’s
Holiday Gift Special Section
November/December 2020 issue

Space deadline: September 15

Contact Sandra Busby 
slb44@cornell.edu

or (607) 272-8530, ext. 1023
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HE RE IN SPIRIT
Cornell celebrates its first-ever ‘virtual Reunion’ 

REMOTE, YET CLOSE: Student singers from the Glee Club and Chorus 
(above) join their voices on Cornelliana Night. Below: The weekend’s 
events included (clockwise from top left) a book reading by Arts &  
Sciences Dean Ray Jayawardhana, reminiscences by well-known alumni 
including Kate Snow ’91, a teach-in on racism and social justice, and a 
tour of the Vet college. Opposite page: Scenes from the “virtual 5K.”

 I n June, more than 10,500 alumni from the classes of 1937 
to 2020 participated in Reunion—a record-breaking turn-
out. Attendees enjoyed a Chimes concert, a tour of the 

Botanic Gardens, class happy hours, and much more. 
And they did it all online.
For the first time since World War II, Reunion wasn’t held far 

above Cayuga’s waters. Following the University’s transition to 
remote instruction and the postponement of Commencement 
due to the coronavirus pandemic, Alumni Affairs announced in 

late March that this year’s gathering would be virtual. 
“Initially there was some skepticism, particularly from 
those who had experienced an in-person Reunion,” notes 
Kate Freyer, director of Reunion and volunteer engage-
ment events. “It was hard to imagine those connections 
feeling the same way over a screen.” But by the end of 
the weekend, she says, the feedback was overwhelm-
ingly positive—and thanks to the virtual format, many 
alumni who wouldn’t have been able to travel to Ithaca 
for logistical or health reasons were able to participate. 
“While Cornellians certainly missed campus, I think 
this experience opened a lot of people’s eyes to the idea 
that connecting isn’t just in a place,” Freyer says. “It’s 
really about the community, no matter where you are.”

The 100-plus events included presentations on topics 
ranging from University history to meteorology to 
mental health. The Cornell Black Alumni Association 
(CBAA) held its annual Reunion party, with members 
and guests dancing in their living rooms and backyards. 
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In lieu of the traditional on-campus 5K, many alums donned 
Big Red swag and ran or walked their own version. There was 
even a Big Red trivia game styled after “Who Wants to Be a 
Millionaire?” where contestants competed for bragging rights 
via Zoom. “Reunion had that Cornell feel, like there was just 
something for everyone,” says Valisha Graves ’85, who partici-
pated in the game and other events from her home in Brooklyn. 
“For those of us who are still pretty much stuck in the house, it 
really made you forget that for a while.”

This year, as at past Reunions, a number of offerings addressed 
current political and societal events. University leaders—includ-
ing President Martha Pollack and Weill Cornell Medicine Dean 
Augustine Choi—hosted discussions on navigating the chal-
lenges of COVID-19. In the wake of anti-racism protests across 
the nation, a teach-in featured speakers reflecting on the history 
of social justice movements, the importance of listening to 
members of marginalized groups, and the actions allies can 
take to make an impact. One of the speakers, CBAA president 
John Rawlins III ’06, says the conversations gave him “some 
glimpse of hope.” He adds: “We talk often about how Cornell 
is ‘any person, any study,’ and we want to make sure that our 
institution lives up to those values.”

This year’s Cornelliana Night—a gala evening of Big Red 
songs and celebration typically held in Bailey Hall—included 
Zoom performances by members of the Glee Club and Chorus 
as well as a tribute to President Emeritus Frank H.T. Rhodes, 
who passed away earlier this year. The event also featured pre-
recorded messages in which some well-known Cornellians 

‘While Cornellians certainly missed campus,  
I think this experience opened a lot of people’s 
eyes to the idea that connecting isn’t just in a 
place,’ says Reunion director Kate Freyer. 

named their favorite spots on campus. While many cited 
the usual suspects—Libe Slope, Schoellkopf Stadium, the 
Suspension Bridge, the Dairy Bar—“Science Guy” Bill Nye ’77 
recalled a lecture hall in Uris where he attended Carl Sagan’s 
astronomy course. Actor Jimmy Smits, MFA ’82—known for 
roles on “L.A. Law,” “NYPD Blue,” and “The West Wing”—
spoke about the theater in the basement of Willard Straight 
Hall where he performed works by Shakespeare and Shaw, 
adding that he’s “forever loyal to the Big Red, forever grateful 
to Cornell.” 

While some of the smaller-scale events hosted by individual 
classes were by invitation only, most Reunion programming 
was available to all, free of charge. (Many can be viewed at live.
alumni.cornell.edu.) “Anything that can break down barriers to 
getting in touch with one another—whether those be geographic, 
accessibility, or scheduling—is very important,” says A’ndrea 
Van Schoick ’96, president of the Cornell Association of Class 
Officers, who notes that more online programming will be 
incorporated into future alumni events. “These virtual oppor-
tunities allowed people to share experiences, perspectives, and 
best practices, which is truly how we learn and grow.” n

— Alexandra Bond ’12
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S E N I O R  S P R I N G

Interrupted

F or the past decade, Corey Earle ’07 has taught a popu-
lar class on Cornell history—but this spring it felt like 
he and his students were living through it. Dubbed 

“The First American University” and offered through the 
American studies department, the class—like all others 
on the Hill last semester—switched to an online format as 
the University suspended in-person instruction due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 

While online learning has its limitations, for Earle’s class 
it provided an advantage: a course whose enrollment, for 
space reasons, had been capped at just over 400 students 
was now open to all. Some 1,100 people logged in each week 
for the rest of the semester, with more than 2,500 viewing 
at least one lecture. Attendees included not only alumni 
but parents of current students, who made watching Earle’s 
lectures a family affair. “It’s been fun to hear from people 
all around the world,” he says. “We had people from thirty-
five different countries watching live.” 

During the three weeks between the University’s suspen-
sion of classes and their resumption online, Earle devised 
a series of optional lectures; topics included other crises 
Cornell has weathered, such as Ithaca’s 1903 typhoid 
epidemic, the 1918 Spanish influenza pandemic, and two 
world wars. He also explored how such events have shaped 
the University. For example, the typhoid epidemic—when 
twenty-nine students died due to a contaminated local water 
supply—spurred the construction of dorms on the Hill. 
“The president used the epidemic as an opportunity to say, 
‘We need to invest in housing to make sure our students are 
safe,’ ” Earle says, “and within the next decade they decided 
to build West Campus.”

With Earle’s current crop of students living through 
another public health crisis—this one a global pandemic—
he teamed up with his brother, University Archivist Evan 
Earle ’02, MS ’14, to give them an opportunity to contrib-
ute to the historical record. For extra credit, students 

Members of the Class of ’20 chronicle how their lives  
have been upended by the COVID outbreak
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could pen a personal essay describing how COVID-19 had 
affected them; with their permission, the memoirs would 
be included in the archives in Kroch Library. More than a 
third of the class—some 150 students—turned one in. “I 
was worried at first that maybe I was asking them to relive 
a negative experience, but most of the students said they 
enjoyed getting their thoughts down,” Corey Earle observes. 
“A lot of them said that writing the reflection was cathar-
tic and helped give them closure on a difficult semester.” 

The memoirs share some themes common to people 
around the world at the present moment: anguish at the 
loss of life and widespread economic suffering; anxiety that 
the virus may harm friends and family; fear for the future. 
And since most of the class’s students are seniors at Cornell, 
there’s also sadness and frustration at the loss of traditions 
such as a final Slope Day, a long-anticipated Senior Week, 
and a May Commencement; uncertainty about grad school 
plans; disappointment at having a job offer withdrawn; 
and concern over how a pandemic-driven recession will 
harm their prospects. Of those who participated, nearly all 
consented for their essay to be included in the archives—
where it will give future generations an intimate look at 
life as a Cornell undergrad at a historic moment. “I hope,” 
says Corey Earle, “it helps people understand the human  
experience, more than just the headlines.”

Condensed excerpts from several dozen essays, reprinted 
with the students’ permission, appear on the following pages.

SHARE YOUR COVID STORY 
In addition to compiling the student memoirs, the University Archives 
is collaborating with the History Center in Tompkins County to gather 
information on how Cornellians and local residents are experiencing the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Alumni are invited to complete the online survey, 
which can be found at tinyurl.com/CUCovid19. Questions can be directed 
to Evan Earle at efe4@cornell.edu.
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On March 10, President Martha Pollack announced that in-person instruction would continue
for just two more weeks, until spring break; the rest of the semester would be conducted online. 
Just a few days later—on Friday, March 13—the increasingly dire nature of the pandemic prompted 
the administration to take urgent action. That afternoon, an announcement went out that classes 
were suspended as of 5 p.m.; barring an exemption due to personal circumstances, all students had 
to vacate their on-campus housing by March 29.

EMMA 
JACOB

I read the message surrounded by three of my 
closest friends while we tried to eat dinner. We 
ended up crying into our spaghetti, in a state 
of sadness and disbelief. Less than an hour 
after the announcement, I had to play a chimes 
concert. The final piece on my set list, “Keep 
the Home Fires Burning,” was a way for me to 
think that Cornell would recover from this and 
would be standing strong, ready to welcome 
back students in the (hopefully) near future.

One thing that has been particularly 
challenging for myself and many other 
graduating seniors throughout the world is 
that there is no sense of closure. Without 
graduation, it is very difficult for me to feel 
like I’m done. Am I done when my last final is 
complete? When I receive my diploma? When 
I leave Ithaca? When I say goodbye to my 
friends? What I’ve learned to take away from 
this experience and my four years at Cornell, 
however, is that I will always be a Cornellian. 
I will always cherish my memories made 
here, the opportunities I had because of this 
institution, the lifelong friendships I’ve made, 
and the multitude of new experiences I’ve had 
as a result of being a Cornellian. Nothing, not 
even COVID-19, can take away those things 
from me. 

— EMMA JACOB ’20

The first week after we got the announcement 
felt like at least a month, maybe even longer. 
Each day was filled with so many emotions. 
Highs included reminiscing with my roommates 
as we cooked dinner, lows when I remembered 
yet another event I’d miss. The list seemed 
endless: senior gala, Senior Week, my last 
Slope Day. I even longed for the seemingly 
routine aspects of a semester at Cornell: 
studying in each library one more time, walking 
from one class to another, hearing the clock 
tower chimes throughout the day, late nights at 
Rulloff’s or Level B, getting caught in the rain. 

As time has gone on, I’ve adapted to a 
new way of life—now living at home with my 
family. I do my Cornell homework and take 
my Cornell classes at the desk I occupied for 
all of my middle and high school years. I cook 
and eat dinner with my family, I do at-home 
workouts, and I typically Zoom or FaceTime 
with my friends at night. I am still grieving the 

loss of senior year, 
and I’m sure I will 
grieve it for years to 
come. Each bone in 
my body longs to be 
in Ithaca.

— AMANDA 

MADENBERG ’20

Between the time of the announcement and 
my departure from Cornell, I wanted to do so 
many things. I wanted to maximize the time 
with my friends. We were all West Campus 
residential staff, so we took senior photos at 
the War Memorial and Baker Tower under the 
chilly, cloudy March sky.

During this time, I was also working on 
my biology thesis. Earlier that week, I had 
thawed cells and was preparing for an 
experiment. However, with the suspension 
of classes came the closing of all labs. In 
the few days the 
labs were still open, 
I gathered as much 
data as possible 
so that I could do 
data analysis and 
work remotely. 
Graduate students 
were throwing away 
and bleaching 
thousands of cells and even taking home lab 
equipment to work at home. We also made 
hand sanitizer since none could be bought 
anywhere. I spent all of my Cornell years in 
this lab, and the last thing I ever pipetted 
was hand sanitizer.

— JUSTINE SHIH ’20

While those of us living off campus were not 
forced to leave, we were strongly encouraged 
to do so. I was devastated. I wasn’t ready to  
leave the friends, classes, and clubs that 
had made my college experience so special. 
One senior made a GroupMe with over 2,000 
members called “Martha Can’t Make Us 
Leave,” where upperclassmen vowed to stay 
in Ithaca through the end of the semester. 
We didn’t understand the full scope of the 
situation and figured that we could still 
save our spring semester if we just stayed 
in Ithaca.

I took a trip to Wegmans with my 
roommates that day, and the atmosphere 
felt apocalyptic. The shelves were empty of 
all staples including peanut butter, pasta, 
and toilet paper. Strangers glared at each 
other and gave each other a wide berth, as 
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 ‘When I finally left campus, it didn’t feel real. The 
timing was off; exams hadn’t happened, there was 
no Slope Day, and worst of all there would be no 
graduation send-off.’

— CHA SE FANG

TALIA 
OSTROW

CHASE 
FANG

SERGEY 
SMIRNOV

if every other person 
was going to give them 
coronavirus. It wasn’t 
just Cornell that was 
panicked; the whole 
Ithaca community was. 

— MICHELLE 

JARCHO ’20

Although we’d been hearing about the 
coronavirus in China for a few months, no 
one was really taking it seriously. Being in 
Ithaca, it feels like nothing can reach you 
because you are in the middle of nowhere. 
That Friday we got the announcement 
around 2 p.m. that it would be the last day 
of in-person classes. I was in my research 
lab, setting up for an experiment that I would 
never finish, leaving my senior honors thesis 
incomplete. (They still let me submit the 
write-up and graduate with honors.)

It is extremely hard, especially as a senior 
already suffering from senioritis, to focus on 
my classes now that I have been ripped out 
of the academic environment and thrown into 
my childhood room. Somehow having nothing 
to do besides school has not stopped me 
from procrastinating my work and being more 
apathetic than I was already. Overall I know 
I am in an extremely privileged position, 
including reliable wi-fi, a room to myself, no 
financial distress, etc. If I’m having trouble 
completing my classes, I know it must be so 
much harder for many of my peers.

— TALIA OSTROW ’20

The first few days of no school were carefree 
and fun; parties were on every corner. The 
end of our celebration came with a stern 
e-mail from [Vice President for Student 
and Campus Life] Ryan Lombardi with 
the subject line “A public health plea.” He 
begged us to stop the parties and start 
social distancing. There was a huge annual 

block party scheduled: the Catherine Street 
party. Initially, all seniors—if not everyone 
who was still on campus—were at least 
contemplating going. However, as the days 
crept by, fewer and fewer people seemed as 
excited; many started shaming anyone who 
mentioned going.

When I finally left campus, it didn’t feel 
real. The timing was off: exams hadn’t 
happened, there was no Slope Day, and 
worst of all there would be no graduation 
send-off. The next few weeks were confusing. 
It felt like summer, except I was still 

expected to remember all my coursework 
after the break was over. Picking up where 
we left off was incredibly difficult. I had this 
new commitment to my family, who all live 
together in a one-bedroom apartment, since 
we aren’t expected to be home all at once 
for extended periods of time anymore. This 
pandemic is not only a health crisis but also 
an economic one. I am no expert, but I do 
know that this is a tragedy—an international, 
multigenerational, tragedy.

— CHASE FANG ’20

First, everyone in the dorms left, and seniors 
who had originally been set on staying were 
beginning to feel the severity of the situation 
as bars had closed, CTB had removed all 
their seating, and the number of people 
wearing masks on campus started to 
increase. Since I had my car and lived off 
campus, I could leave at any time. As the 

days passed, as sad it was to face that I was 
leaving my college experience, it only got 
more and more sad to be on the empty and 
shut-down campus. 

One of the best 
memories of those sad 
days was that many 
seniors would go and 
sit on the Slope and 
watch the sunset. One 
day a group of frat boys 
brought a huge stereo 
and was playing music 
and tossing a football around. It was a nice 
way to celebrate the beauty of the Ithaca 
campus and be in solidarity with your peers, 
but also know that none of us was in it 
alone; we all had each other. 

— KATY KAUFMAN ’20

Within an hour of Martha’s announcement 
that classes were canceled, Collegetown was 
abuzz with activity. It seemed that the entire 
Class of 2020 was out and about, hell-bent 
on purchasing as much alcohol as they could 
carry. The entire senior class, without any 
coordination, overran the Slope. Later that 
weekend, my friends and I decided to greet 
the sunrise at Schoellkopf. The strangest 
thing about that morning, in that familiar 

stadium, that familiar landscape unfurling 
before us, was how cold it was. The cold was 
omnipresent—every senior event was tinged 
with that bitter Ithacan cold, reminding me 
that this was not how it was supposed to  
be: that by May, Ithaca can be cold, but not 
like this bitter winter’s bite.

— SERGEY SMIRNOV ’20

MICHELLE 
JARCHO

KATY 
KAUFMAN
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I had been 
accepted into the 
Peace Corps in 
September and 
had spent seven 
months waiting 
anxiously to finish 
college and be sent 
off to Indonesia 
to teach girls 
English. One day, I got an e-mail that the 
Peace Corps was ceasing operations. It’s 
not the worst that could happen, but what 
I felt more than anything was a sense of 
injustice: my plan—and I realize how self-
indulgent this sounds—was good. It was for 
what I perceived as a common good. And I 
had been agonizing over the details of it all 
since my acceptance, beginning to process 
missing holidays with my family, waking up 
in a humid room alone in a foreign place. 
But I had known that every sacrifice would 
be worth it. And then I found myself, that 
evening, back at square one. 

This loss of structure in virtually every 
aspect of our lives has at times felt 
debilitating. The good days, though, are the 
ones that I balance creating a routine while 
also indulging in the freedom of this new 
normal. For me, learning to cope with this 
strange global event has looked like reading 
an entire novel in a day and cleaning my 
room religiously. It’s also looked like the 
“corona fifteen” settling in with every cookie 
devoured. And that seems all right, for now. 

— SOPHIA BEAUDOIN ’20

Both my parents 
are healthcare 
workers—in New 
York City and 
Connecticut, 
respectively—
so I’ve heard 
from them the 
horrors of this 
pandemic and 
I’ve seen some 

of the toll it’s taking on my own family. My 
father now works eighteen-hour days at 
his hospital; he’s lost twenty pounds and 
there’s a tiredness that lingers over him even 
on the rare day off. The stories my parents 
tell about the courage and tirelessness of 
their colleagues are inspiring and incredibly 
humbling. 

With my parents’ long hours and 
prolonged absences from our home, I’ve 
become the de facto head of household. I 
have taken over all of the responsibilities, 
which is helpful in keeping me occupied 

 ‘I would argue  
that COVID-19 is  
our first defining 
generational event.’ 

— S IE N NA PE RRY

CAROLINE 
GROVES

SOPHIA 
BEAUDOIN

ERIC 
HU

are also at home taking classes. It’s hard 
to concentrate and function at the same 
capacity as a full-time student on campus. 

This virus and quarantine have made me 
realize just how important having a full day 
was, how routines are a necessity to normal 
living. Being lazy and lounging around was 
fun for a week, until the reality of it all hit. 
Being stuck in my apartment, watching the 
news and how this virus is playing out both 
around the world and in my own personal 
life, it really gets to you. It’s made me think 
more about the safety of my family and 
friends, wanting to constantly check in and 
make sure they’re OK.

— SIENNA PERRY ’20

Five-thirty a.m. at the Ithaca airport is 
usually quite calm, but that Sunday the line 
for the security check was almost to the 
door. The plane was oversold, and the guy 
who shared a cab with me had to be put 
on another flight. Every seat was filled by 
Cornell students. When I boarded my second 
flight in Philadelphia, the plane was less 
than half full. The family behind me was fully 

but also odd for me. A month ago I was a 
student wholly preoccupied with my own life 
and my own future, and now because of this 
pandemic I see how privileged I was to be so 
self-oriented. I took so much for granted as a 
student at Cornell. 

— CAROLINE GROVES ’20

I miss the Cornell that I remember—the 
vibrancy of the student body on a sunny 
day, the parties and late nights, the crowds 
in bars. The small things: the walk to class 
while the clock tower chimesmaster plays 
a concert, the casual hand wave or smile 
as you meet people you know on a daily 
walk to class, lectures with a professor, 
and waiting in line 
to grab a coffee. 
These are things 
that I treasure even 
more because they 
are things I didn’t 
realize I would 
experience the 
“last” of when I did. 
With graduation, 
there’s a warning: 
things will come to 
an end. Here, there 
was no warning; it 
just was the end. 
And I have had to 
learn to accept that 
and move on—and I 
hope that I did.

Today, April 6, was a beautiful day in 
Ithaca. The sun was shining on a sky of 
brilliant blue punctuated by fluffy clouds. 
Those who remained were on their roofs, 
music was blasting, and people emerged 
from their houses to enjoy the day. That’s 
hope, and that’s a beautiful thing. 

— ERIC HU ’20

I would argue that COVID-19 is our first 
defining generational event. Like the class 
that graduated in 2008, our class will be 

walking into a falling economy. And we have 
to finish this semester in a totally different 
environment than we’re used to. Some of 
us are in different time zones, some don’t 
have a good Internet connection, some 
have to share a computer with siblings who 

SIENNA 
PERRY
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equipped with 
masks, gloves, 
and goggles. 
I wasn’t sure 
if that made 
me feel safer 
or more 
anxious about 
the whole 
situation. 

My family 
decided that I should self-quarantine in my 
house because someone I came in contact 
with showed symptoms of coronavirus and 
had travel history. When I woke up in my 
room the next day, it really hit me. It was the 
middle of March. What am I doing at home 
in my room? After three days, the result of 
my friend’s test came back negative and 
I was allowed to leave my room. When I 
went to the grocery store, 80 percent of the 
shelves were empty. I knew it was probably 
temporary, but it made me realize how 
vulnerable we are. All the prosperity can 
collapse in a second. It made me treasure 
more of what I have at the moment. 

— THERESA LI ’20

The road trip [to get home to Washington 
State and drop off a friend in Arizona] was 
quite harrowing because we went through 
so many states as they began to lock down. 
We went from New York to Indiana, near 
the Illinois border, in one day. We ate St. 
Patrick’s Day food in our cars for lunch and 
Cracker Barrel for dinner at the hotel. We 
“Cloroxed” our room, went straight to sleep, 
woke up, and took the next trip to the end 

West Campus, and the general malaise I feel 
walking around Collegetown or campus is at 
best eerie, but more accurately described as 
depressing. The past month or so has not felt 
like Cornell. The charm that makes this place 
so special, especially when it’s warm out and 
people are scattered throughout campus, is 
entirely non-existent.

— ALEX GELFOND ’20

We have these things called “Big Red Bucks” 
(BRBs), which are part of the meal plan and 
can only be used to buy food on campus. All 
the students started panicking and buying 
all of the food so they could finish spending 
their BRBs before they left, because we 
were unsure if Cornell would refund any 
of the meal plans. I went to the Dairy Bar 
and bought ice cream to bring home in pint 
containers because my family loves it and I 
thought that would be a good way to spend 
my hundreds of dollars of BRBs that I was 
planning to spend over 
the next three months. 
All of the places 
that sold food were 
completely sold out; 
the shelves were bare. 

This would be an 
indication of what it 
would be like across 
the country for the next couple of months. At 
home, all of the grocery stores were sold out 
of most things. It was pretty scary. Of course, 
all cleaning products were sold out, as was 
toilet paper, but what was surprising was that 
there was no produce or dairy products like 
milk and cheese. There was (and still is at 
the time I’m writing this) a lot of uncertainty 
about what is going on, and that caused 
a lot of panic. When we get food from the 
grocery store, we have to spray and/or wipe 
it down with Lysol. When we get packages or 
mail delivered, we also spray it and we wait 
several days before opening it. Whenever 
my father returns from work, he showers 
immediately before touching anything else 
and we put his clothes in the wash. When we 
visit my grandparents, we only sit out on the 
lawn, and we sit far away from them.

— ARIELLE GOLDBERG ’20
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LI 
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FORAND
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of Oklahoma. We were very tired but made 
amazing time through empty highways. 
At some restaurants we were able to eat 
outside together, which was a welcome 
change. The next day we went to New 
Mexico. Finally, we went to Arizona, where my 
friend lived, to rest for three days, and then 
shortly thereafter I left to drive all the way up 
to Vancouver, Washington. 

This was one of the most tumultuous 
times to be a senior at Cornell. I am 
saddened at the large loss of life, because 
as of the moment I am writing this, over 
57,000 people have died in the U.S. alone 
from the virus, with many more every day. 
Quarantine life is getting old for a lot of 
people, but I know I am staying inside for the 
greater good.

— VINCENT FORAND ’20

I live in Westchester County, New York, 
and the National Guard was sent just a 
couple miles from my house, making my 
decision [about whether to go home] far 
more complicated than many of my peers. 
I ultimately stayed on campus, which has 
been an amazing decision. I have grown 
incredibly close with the eight members of 
my fraternity who stayed over the past month 
or so.

Obtaining food and groceries continues to 
be a challenge, but I have been able to utilize 
friends with vehicles as well as eating in the 
one dining hall still open on West Campus. 
Boredom has not been a problem due to 
the social nature of my housing; however, 
it was depressing to watch earlier today as 
the basketball hoops were taken out on 
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In February, I went to Japan for job 
interviews. Japan was a CDC Level 2 country, 
but I took the risk since most of the cases 
were from the Diamond Princess cruise and 
I felt I had very low risk. [In early March], the 
University sent out a mass e-mail stating 
that anyone who had come from a Level 3 
country, as well as Japan, would have to self-
quarantine for fourteen days. My last day 
of quarantine, I was notified that students 
should evacuate Ithaca immediately and that 
classes would be suspended for  
three weeks. 

As soon as I went home, I had to start 
working around fourteen hours every day 
in Manhattan to help my family’s business. 
As an Asian American, I was always in fear 
of being attacked. I was called “chink” and 
people yelled, “It’s China’s fault” as well as “I 
need to get away from you.” There were many 
times I was fearful for my life. I carried keys 
as my protection while I walked to work. 

I wanted to go to Tokyo after graduation to 

work, but all my post-grad plans began to fall 
as well. Borders are closed, and Japan does 
not want people from New York to come. 

— NICOLE NAGURA ’20

A lot of people, myself included, do not live 
in a household that allows me to learn to the 
best of my ability. My mother is not in the 
best of health, so I had to take care of her. 
My father was on business calls almost all 
times of the day, and that made it difficult to 
focus. And news of relatives falling sick due 
to the coronavirus was never easy and kept 
me on edge. I was lucky that my professors 
decreased our workload significantly and so, 
despite the difficulties I faced, I was able to 
perform well in my classes. 

A debate that broke out in the Cornell 
subreddit concerned the grading scheme 
for this semester—whether to allow students 
to have a choice in keeping their grades 
lettered or pass/fail or to force all classes 
to become pass/fail. Those in favor of 
“choice” said that graduate schools and 
other scholarship programs required a GPA, 
and so need letter grades, while those in the 
“universal pass/fail” camp argued that letter 
grades are unfair and the decision to allow 
choice is extremely biased against students 
in households with a poor socioeconomic 
status. At the end of the day, the University 
faculty opted against universal pass/fail and 
decided that the drop deadline would be 
extended to the last day of classes. 

— ARJUN CHATTORAJ ’20

I found myself nervous to participate in 
my small, discussion-based class, SOC 
3850: Mass Incarceration and Family Life 
Course, because of the unfamiliar [online] 

format. Speaking aloud on Zoom felt almost 
like a job interview. Wines and Vines class 
no longer included the allure of tasting 
multiple flights of wine each Tuesday and 
Thursday afternoon. And the First American 
University went from taking place in a large 
lecture hall—full of the camaraderie of fellow 
seniors booing and hissing at the mention 
of Harvard—to my bedroom, following along 
with my two best friends on FaceTime but 
still lacking the energy that used to run 
through the room. 

My life has slowed down in so many 
ways. I went from always rushing—from 
class, to work, to the library and lunch with 
a friend—to being stagnant. I appreciate this 
newfound quiet, but I also miss the busyness 
of having a life overflowing with things to do, 

NICOLE NAGURA

ARJUN 
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MACDONALD

places to be, and people to be with. I am 
grateful for my health and the health of my 
family, who are home in New York City, the 
epicenter of the pandemic. I am thankful 
for the privilege we have to shelter in place, 
when many are putting themselves at risk 
to do their jobs. But still, while incredibly 
small compared to the losses of lives that 
this pandemic has taken from us, I feel as if 
I have experienced a loss. I no longer have 
graduation to look forward to in May, to 
celebrate four years of hard work at Cornell, 
together with friends and family. My status 
as a “Cornell student” will silently change to 
“Cornell alum,” with little fanfare.

— ALEXANDRA MACDONALD ’20

I am taking all but one of my courses pass/
fail. I am terrible at online learning and 
I don’t think the grades I would receive 
now would match the grades I would have 
received if I was still on campus. Mostly, 
though, I took these classes pass/fail 
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because I cannot deal with any more stress. 
Going to the grocery store is stressful. Going 
back and forth between my mom and dad’s 
houses is stressful. My stepsiblings going 
back and forth between their two houses is 
stressful. 

I have no clue what my future is going to 
look like. I do not have a job waiting for me 
when this is over, like many of my friends do. 
I’m living at home, which was never a part of 
my plan. Applying to jobs seems so pointless 
when almost no one is hiring. This is the first 
time in my life where I have absolutely no 
clue what my life will look like in six months, 
and that feeling does not sit well with me. 

— GRACE MASTRIANNI ’20

My printmaking class was severely impacted 
from the cancellation of in-person meetings. 
The course met every week in the Johnson 
Museum study gallery, where we could 
physically see each print. Switching to 
slideshows, while still effective, makes 
it more difficult to appreciate the pieces 
for their size, any inscription on the back 
or watermark, or the quality. As someone 
looking to enter the museum field, this 
period of time is fascinating with regard to 
people’s interaction with museums from a 
virtual standpoint. Like for the printmaking 
class, the experience is totally different. But 
I think that the lack of access to physical 
art right now may make people appreciate 
museums and history centers even more.

— CAROLINE KLEINER ’20

Coronavirus has meant a complete shift in 
my family’s lifestyle. A few weeks ago, my 
family was financially stable. As a matter of 
fact, my dad was just days away from selling 
the travel company he has built up over the 
last twenty years and we were looking into 
buying an apartment in Tel Aviv. However, 
just before the contracts were signed, 
coronavirus hit and my dad’s company’s 
revenue fell to zero. Travel has completely 
stopped and the business is now struggling 
to last through this summer. 

In addition, my 
family and I were all 
supposed to be in 
Israel for Passover 
to celebrate with my 
grandmother who is 
very sick, my brother 
who has been away 
on his gap year, 
and my boyfriend. 

I have been in a long-distance relationship 
for all of college with a guy who lives 5,000-
plus miles away, and the plan was for me to 
visit over spring break and then make aliyah 
(move to Israel) a few days after graduation. 
However, the virus has caused Israel to 
close its borders to any non-citizens, so I am 
legally locked out of the country and we have 
no idea when we will be able to reunite. 

— ARIELLE GORDIS ’20

I think that Cornell’s dining facilities, and 
dining facilities around the world, will change 
forever after this. I can’t see anyone wanting 
to ever eat from a salad bar, buffet, or self-
serve pastry case again; even the little bar 
in coffee shops where you add your own milk 
and sugar will probably be gone, too. 

One thing that I think should be 
documented is how reckless some Cornell 
students have been. Tompkins County hasn’t 
had many cases, and reckless students who 
don’t care about the severity of the situation 
risk changing that. It’s really trendy right now 
to post “Thank you, healthcare heroes!” or 
a selfie of yourself wearing a mask on your 
Instagram story. But people really don’t want 
to give up their social lives, so they’ll make 
their Instagram posts and then go to their 
Collegetown darty [daytime party] on the 
same day.

I really hope that my class gets to have 
a graduation. Martha sent out an e-mail a 
while ago saying that we’d have an in-person 
graduation at some point, but nobody really 
knows when it’ll be possible to be in a crowd 
again. I miss Ithaca with my whole heart. I 
feel like I was robbed of the capstone of my 
Cornell experience, and I’m counting down 
the minutes until I can be back.

— HANNAH HYAMS ’20

The emotions really 
do go in waves. 
Some days I am 
OK. I am distracted 
by TV or by the 
copious amounts 
of work that I 
still have. And 
other days, I find 
that I have cried 
three or four times. Granted, the playlist I 
have on Spotify, entitled “Farewell Senior 
Year,” doesn’t really help. But I have also 
come to accept that I am allowed to both 
acknowledge that there are people who have 
it so much worse than me and also be angry 
and sad that my senior year and all that I 
worked for came crashing down in a matter 
of days. One of the days when I was crying, 
my mom said to me, “I would be more upset 
if you weren’t upset. I am so happy that you 
loved it so much.” And truthfully, I think that 
sums it up.

— MICHAL WEISS ’20

 ‘My life has slowed down in so many ways. I went from 
always rushing—from class, to work, to the library and 
lunch with a friend—to being stagnant.’

— ALE X AN DR A M ACDONALD
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This crisis reminded me how ambitious, 
resilient, driven, compassionate, and 
absolutely amazing the students, faculty, 
and staff at Cornell are. The administration 
fought for us—keeping us updated through 
e-mail, taking precautions to support the 
underprivileged, allowing us to change 
grading options, and extending the add/drop 
period. Professors not only redesigned their 
entire courses to accommodate students but 
offered personal help to students in need as 
well. Barton Hall is currently full of members 
of the Cornell community sewing masks for 
healthcare professionals. 

Cornellians are always criticized for “living 
in a bubble” and not understanding the 
real world. Today, the real world terrifies me 
and I am more grateful than ever for the 
protection, love, safety, and support within 
the Cornell bubble. 

— AASHKA PIPROTTAR ’20 

I never was able 
to grasp the 
magnitude of 
Cornell’s effect 
on me until it 
was taken away. 
The seemingly 
meaningless 
moments 
now seem 

 ‘One thing that is getting me through these 
unprecedented times is that everyone is in  
the same boat. We’re all in this together.’

 — OLIVIA CHATAIN

so treasured. I 
remember at the 
beginning of the 
semester I walked 
into my first class 
of the day to find 
that each seat 
was accompanied 
by a small, pull-up 
wooden desk that 
was six inches 
by six inches. 
I remember 
grappling with 
my notebook 
to try and fit 
my paperwork, 
hitting nearby 
classmates 
with my elbows 
by accident in 
the process. 
Taking notes or 
completing exams 
was tedious and 
troublesome, and 
I never missed 
a moment to 
complain about it. 

I was so angry with this little wooden desk. 
However, today I would love to cherish just 
one more moment of sitting elbow-to-elbow 
in an overcrowded classroom with my peers, 
taking notes on that desk.

— DIANA LOZINA ’20

I live in Rockland County, New York; my 
mother is a doctor and my father is a 
firefighter, and they both work in Manhattan. 
Because of the essential nature of their jobs, 
they have continued to commute in every 
day. I am concerned for their health and 
safety, but I am also concerned about the 
ethics surrounding me moving in with them. 
If I do move home and interact with them, for 
how long will I be forced to quarantine in the 
house, out of fear of contracting something 
from them and then passing it on to others? 
The sense of responsibility that I feel to stop 
the spread of COVID-19 has been confusing 
and overwhelming. 

— CASSIDY MCGOVERN ’20
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This entire experience has been something 
out of a science fiction novel. I don’t really 
know what tomorrow will bring, let alone a 
few months from now. The news and laws 
seem to be changing every day. I am now 
used to long hours spent on Zoom and 
have invested in blue light glasses to stop 
the constant 
headaches, 
and soundproof 
headphones 
to quell the 
sounds of my 
roommates 
making lunch 
or having 
meetings during 
my lectures. I 
am no longer 
surprised to put on a mask before entering 
a building and I have stopped touching my 
face when outside the house. It’s scary that 
this has all become normal. I don’t know if 
the world will ever truly be the same again, 
and I have stopped expecting it to.

— LYDIA MUSMANNO ’20

One thing that is getting me through these 
unprecedented times is that everyone is in 
the same boat. We’re all in this together, 
and although it has been incredibly difficult, 
things will go back to normal soon enough.

The future is still so uncertain and my job 
search has been put on hold; companies 
are on hiring freezes. This aspect of the 
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pandemic has been 
the most difficult for 
me, because I really 
don’t know what 
I am doing after 
graduation. There 
was already so 
much pressure to 
find a job, and now 

it seems like an even more daunting task. I 
know that everything will work out in the end, 
and for now I need to do my best to stay 
positive and try to see the light at the end 
of the tunnel. Someday I’ll tell my kids this 
unreal story about how my life got turned 
upside down because of the coronavirus.

 — OLIVIA CHATAIN ’20

My dad came to visit me from Queens 
because all my housemates had left. 
However, just a day after he came he started 
to get really sick. For the next two weeks, he 
stayed on my couch and exhibited all of the 
symptoms of the coronavirus. He never got 
tested, but I am pretty sure that he had it, 
considering he had come from the epicenter 
of the pandemic. I am so lucky that he 
was able to recover and not have to go to 
the hospital. It was also surreal, because I 
never imagined that I would be living in my 

 

Collegetown house with my dad, especially at 
the end of my senior year of college.

I still need to find a job in what will 
probably be a recession. I had planned on 
being a field organizer for a Senate race or 
the presidential election, which involves 
a lot of knocking on doors and organizing 
volunteers. I will most likely still be an 
organizer, but the logistics of this will almost 
certainly be different in the face of the 
pandemic.

— CHRYSOULA KAPELONIS ’20
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Most universities, including Cornell, have 
rightly not yet made decisions [about fall 
semester] because it is impossible without 
a clearer understanding of the social and 
geopolitical circumstances that will define 
fall 2020. But it presents some difficult 
challenges for students like me, attending 
graduate school next semester, who have yet 
to secure housing in a new city and still have 
no idea if they’ll be expected to physically 
be there. I have nothing but sympathy for the 
university administrators across the country 
that are being forced to make this seemingly 
impossible choice.

— MICHAEL JOHNS ’20

Because of this 
pandemic and the 
world standing still, 
I realized I have the 
time to raise a puppy. 
I have wanted a dog 
since my childhood 
dogs passed away but
felt that I would never 
have time to properly train him. But with this 
pandemic I was able to adopt Rover, a puppy 
from a shelter. He is my best pal and I am 
excited to continue our adventures together. 

— BRAEDON WONG ’20
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One thing I think 
about frequently is the 
relationship between 
this virus and climate 
change. It is interesting 
how everyone is taking 
this pandemic so 
seriously, saying that 
we have to enact social 
distancing measures to 
protect each other. However, when it comes 
to climate change—which will eventually kill 
off the whole human race—many people 
seem indifferent. I have seen several articles 
discussing how the Earth might be different 
if we talked (and panicked) about climate 
change like we do about coronavirus. Other 
articles have shown that the quarantine 
in China cleared the polluted air and the 
lockdown in Italy has restored the beauty of 
Venice’s canals. As someone who routinely 
fears for the future of the planet, I am 
curious whether, when this is all over, the 
individuals who are apathetic about climate 
change will start to care more.

— LAUREN RUTZEN ’20

A little over a week after I returned to 
Michigan, the job offer I had secured in 
November of 2019 was rescinded. That day, 
however, was the day my little sister got into 
Cornell and became a member of the Class 
of 2024. That seemed to be the tone of the 
virus: loss shrouded by bits of optimism. 

In my opinion, coronavirus will define this 
generation of young adults. We are watching 
future political leaders arise and current 

political leaders stumble. We are seeing 
services like food, education, and medicine 
transform before our very eyes. I think we all 
understand the fragility of our situations, and 
I hope that this horrible international event 
turns into positive change and increased 
advocacy for basic human needs to be met 
across the board.

— ANUSHRI SUBRAMANIAM ’20

At Cornell, we are 
surrounded by students 
of all economic 
backgrounds, from first-
generation students in 
rural areas to the children 
of some of the wealthiest 
individuals in the world. 
But when we’re here, 
those differences are easy 
enough to tuck away. We 
all go to the same classes, 
have access to the 
same facilities and high-
speed Internet, and live 
in the same structures, 
for the most part. While 
some of us might wear 
Balenciaga shoes to 
class while others have 
to go home and work the 
family restaurant over 
breaks, for the most part 
the “university bubble” 
functions as a great 
equalizer. 

This is quite sadly not 
so when everyone has to 
leave. Some of my peers 
headed straight off to country homes and 
beach houses. Some of my queer friends 
went back to spaces that weren’t accepting 
of their identities. Others went back to 
situations where they are expected to bear a 
large volume of household responsibilities. 
Without the great equalizer of the Hill, our 
abilities to successfully complete classes, 
maintain mental and physical health, and 
get the jobs we were supposed to get after 
graduation are suddenly not at all the same. 
I wonder if, once this is all over, the social 
divides in our country that this pandemic 

has made so clear will be engaged with 
on Cornell’s campus in ways they haven’t 
before. 

— NATHAN REVOR ’20

At home, my life consists of waking up, 
having a morning cup of coffee, working out, 
watching the news on the latest updates, 
going stir crazy, eating dinner with my family, 
and sleeping. Not very thrilling; definitely 
a change of pace from Ithaca, where I 
was involved in three research projects, 
took nineteen credits, and was active in 
my sorority. I expect that when I go back 
to Ithaca for our graduation ceremony—
shoutout to President Pollack for postponing 
Commencement and not canceling it—a lot 
of things will be different. Depending on how 

 ‘I wonder if, once this is all over, the social divides in 
our country that this pandemic has made so clear  
will be engaged with on Cornell’s campus in ways  
they haven’t before.’

 — NATHAN RE VOR
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NATHAN 
REVOR

ANUSHRI 
SUBRAMANIAM long people are made to stay in their homes 

and not venture outdoors, I can see local 
restaurants and cafés having to shut down.

As a senior about to graduate and join the 
“real world,” the fluctuations in the market 
have been terrifying. I have heard many 
horror stories of people losing internships 
and jobs or having their start dates pushed 
back for months. This is not the way any 
senior wants to be spending their senior 
spring, worrying about if they will have a job 
after graduation.

— JESSICA WILLERSON ’20
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These times of forced self-isolation test 
people’s ability to handle difficult situations. 
There are maybe five categories I could 
place people into: the baker, the self-care 
enthusiast, the workout fanatic, the sleeper, 
and the do-it-yourself junkie. Personally, I 
am the workout fanatic and the baker. I have 
always been enthusiastic about exercise, 
but cooking? Not so much. However, I really 
enjoy eating healthy, and the best way to do 
that is to cook. Since I returned to my home 
in Saratoga Springs, New York, I have cooked 
vegan quiche, spicy seasoned chicken, and 
a lot of soups. Additionally, I have expanded 
my baking capabilities to include cinnamon 
rolls, macarons, and blueberry muffins. I am 
excited to apply and grow my cooking skills 
once this pandemic is over.

— BROOKE TRAVIS ’20

I was planning on working as an intern at the 
NIH; however, that got canceled. Fortunately 
one of my professors said he could pay 
me for work over the summer, so I plan on 
staying in Ithaca. 
Next year I’m 
going to be a TA 
and PhD student 
at the University 
of Maryland, but 
if classes are still 
virtual I’m not sure 
how that will work 
out. Do I need 
to get housing? 
Should I live with 
my parents for a year? 

One thing that inspired me and gave me 
hope was having a Passover Seder with my 
roommates and family over Zoom. I thought 

it would be a disaster and impossible to do 
over the Internet—but despite me setting 
off all of the smoke detectors while trying 
to cook a meal, and missing my mom’s 
cooking, it was a great experience. After 
the Seder and lots of wine, my roommate 
and I got a wireless speaker and danced all 
around the abandoned campus late at night, 
which was very liberating.

— NATHAN ZIMMERBERG ’20

The coronavirus pandemic has had an 
incredible impact on the ability for the Class 
of 2020 to search for jobs and keep the 
commitments we made. I have chosen to 
defer my acceptance to Columbia’s School of 
Social Work in hopes that I would be able to 
fully see out my field placement in person by 
fall 2021. This entire experience is sending 
individuals back into their childhood homes, 
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and I believe that we must all be more 
accepting and patient with each other in the 
coming years.

— SOPHIE JONES ’20

Getting the e-mail that graduation was 
postponed—not canceled—came as a huge 
relief. Martha Pollack’s e-mail to seniors was 
so well written; the 
upbeat and animated 
tone gave me hope 
and faith that maybe 
the Class of 2020 
would have some sort 
of normal closure. I 
am excited that I will 
be able to see all 
my friends again, be 
proud of them while they get their diplomas, 
and have our parents meet each other like 
we had originally planned. We can hopefully 
eat at our favorite restaurants again, check 
off a few more boxes on our bucket list of 
activities, and have a chance to celebrate 
and say, “We did it! We graduated from 
Cornell University, and we did it together.” n

— NIDHI DONTULA ’20
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SOME 
ENCHANTED
EVENINGS In the time of COVID, watching 

sunsets on Libe Slope offers comfort 
and (socially distanced) community

PHOTOS BY ALLISON USAVAGE
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Watching sunsets on Libe 
Slope is a beloved tradition for 
generations of Cornellians. But 
during the COVID-19 pandemic—
when so many recreational 
activities are off-limits—it has 
taken on a special poignance, 
as socially distanced groups 
gather nightly to enjoy the 
summer weather and a taste of 
togetherness, safely apart.
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T he Scientific Method
Wielding their expertise in a wide variety  
of fields, Big Red researchers tackle COVID

BY HEATHER SALERNO

 
ingyu Qiao came to Cornell as a postdoc in 
2017 to work in the lab of biological and envi-
ronmental engineering professor Minglin 
Ma on a USDA-funded project to develop 
high-performance antimicrobial materials 

for agriculture and food safety. Together they invented 
a revolutionary technology: a thin polymer coating that 
can be sprayed on surfaces and enables germ-killing disin-
fectants to remain effective for weeks. So when the novel 
coronavirus began to spread around the world, Qiao and 
Ma wondered if their invention might help. In May, the 
Ithaca-based company they co-founded to commercial-
ize the technology—Halomine Inc.—received more than 
$480,000 in grants from the National Science Foundation 
to expedite the product’s development, in the hope that it 
might help prevent the virus from contaminating hospi-
tals, other public facilities, and private households. “When 
you’re an academic, your technology may only have one 
stated purpose,” says Qiao, who completed his postdoc in 
January and is now Halomine’s CTO, “but if it’s a very good 
technology, you suddenly find it has a broad application  
and can address some immediate crisis.” 

From the Hill in Ithaca and the AgriTech campus 
in Geneva to Cornell Tech and the Medical College in 
Manhattan, researchers from a wide variety of disciplines 
have focused their expertise on ways to address the many 
challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic. The following is 
a sampling of those efforts—which include not only orig-
inal research but the marshaling of existing expertise to 
help front-line medical workers, public health officials, 
and more. ›
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The Immunity Question
Scientists worldwide are studying whether people 
who’ve been infected with the novel coronavirus—
with or without showing symptoms—may have 
some level of future immunity to COVID-19; addi-
tionally, understanding how much of the population 
has been exposed will be vital in the fight against the 
disease. At Cornell Tech’s Runway Startup Postdoc 
Program, Rebecca Brachman and Server Ertem, 
PhD ’09, are collaborating with hospitals and others 
to develop a rapid, inexpensive, and accurate way to 
measure how many COVID antibodies an individ-
ual has in their blood. The technology is based on 
a cancer detection tool in the pipeline at Ertem’s 
biotech startup, Katena Oncology. “We realized that 
what we’ve already been developing on cancer actu-
ally had a direct correlation to how the COVID-19 
virus protects itself, says Ertem, adding, “We have 
extensive clinical partners, and we’re working with 
them to validate our test as fast as possible.”

Animal Noses Inspire 
Mask Design
When the outbreak revealed 
a national shortage of medi-
cal masks, Sunghwan “Sunny” 
Jung, associate professor of 
biological and environmental 
engineering in CALS, joined 
a multi-institution team that’s 
working on an open-source, 
3D-printable design for a new 

type of mask—one that, inspired by the nasal 
structures of animals, captures more particles. 
Given the dearth of masks, Jung says, design-
ers “need to be more flexible.” His version would 
also use a copper mesh material that kills viruses 
on contact—another improvement over current 
protective masks. The team received a $200,000 
NSF grant, $75,000 of which went to Jung’s effort, 
which includes Cornell undergrads and grad 
students.

New Treatment Targets
Research from a Cornell collaboration points to 
a possible target for an antiviral treatment for 
COVID-19. Chemical and biomolecular engi-
neering professor Susan Daniel and Vet college 
virologist Gary Whittaker discovered that a certain 
peptide in the virus that causes COVID-19 is very 
similar to those in two other coronavirus strains. 
Since that peptide allows these viruses to infect 
cells, the researchers believe this points to a poten-
tial new avenue of drug therapy. “What’s exciting is 
we’re providing insight into how all this machin-
ery works, which is essential for the development 
of new antivirals,” says Daniel. (For more, see Ezra 
Extra on page 61.)

Food Banks Prove Vital
With tens of millions of Americans unemployed 
due to the pandemic, it’s no surprise that many 
are struggling to feed their families. The Dyson 
School’s David Just is analyzing data from several 

‘ Even if small 
fractions of the 
public believe 
fake news, the 
consequences can 
be pernicious,’ say 
two government 
professors 
studying COVID 
misinformation.
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sources—Google search trends, a survey from a 
national sample of food banks and pantries, and 
state-by-state tracking of COVID-19 cases—to 
assess the strain that the crisis has put on the U.S. 
food aid system. As Just notes, researchers already 
know that there has been a “tremendous spike” in 
online searches for food aid over the course of the 
crisis, the majority of them driven by need rather 
than a desire to volunteer or donate. His findings 
could inform how resources are allocated, now and 
in the future. 

Fighting COVID Misinformation
A torrent of fake news has circulated about 
COVID-19, from phony cures to conspiracy theo-
ries about the source of the virus. Government 
professors Sarah Kreps and Doug Kriner are part-
nering to look at the spike of online medical 
misinformation during the pandemic, includ-
ing assessing the perceived credibility of real and 
false claims. The two published an op-ed on the 
subject in Scientific American in June, reporting 
their initial findings that while people don’t neces-
sarily believe COVID falsehoods, they also may 
be skeptical about valid information. “Believing 
incorrect information and not believing correct 
information are both problems for democracy, but 
for different reasons,” they write. “Even if small 
fractions of the public believe fake news, the conse-
quences can be pernicious.”

Social Distancing:  
A Finger on the Pulse 
The COVID crisis has the world in a state of anxi-
ety and uncertainty, as many people are unsure 
when they’ll be able to fully resume normal life. 
At the ILR school, Lars Vilhuber aims to draw real-
time inferences about people’s states of mind using 
weekly, rapid-response surveys in the U.S. and 
Canada, exploring how individuals are reacting to 
social distancing rules and business closures. Along 
with a colleague at Montreal’s McGill University, 
Vilhuber will collect responses weekly through the 
middle of summer. And in the College of Human 
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Ecology, Qi Wang—chair of human development 
and head of the Culture and Social Cognition 
Lab—is leading a year-long study of the impact 
of social distancing on psychological well-being. 
Twice a week, participants from diverse ethnic 
and cultural backgrounds will record how they’ve  
experienced COVID-related restrictions. 

COVID’s Economic and  
Environmental Consequences
During the pandemic, many businesses have been 
closed, factories and plants halted production, and 
far fewer people are commuting to work. To assess 
the environmental and economic impacts of these 

shutdowns, economists Panle 
Jia Barwick and Shanjun Li are 
analyzing data on air pollu-
tion, commercial activity, and 
household consumption in 
China and the U.S. “COVID-
19 presents unprecedented 
health, economic, and social  
challenges,” says Li. “In order 
to design and implement 
effective policies to mitigate 
the negative impacts, it is criti-
cally important to understand 
how individuals, households, 
and institutions alike respond 
to the changing economic 
and social environment and 
regulations.” 

For Workplaces, Some CU Expertise
Throughout the pandemic, it has sometimes been 
difficult for both businesses and employees to find 
expert advice about COVID-related topics in one 
place. To that end, the Institute for Food Safety 
on the Geneva campus created a comprehensive 
website that provides information for food process-
ing plants, with guidance ranging from how to 
minimize workers’ risk to tips on cleaning and 
disinfecting large manufacturing facilities. The 
ILR school launched a similar hub that aims to 
help New Yorkers make sense of how COVID-19 
has changed the workplace, with faculty sharing 
research and offering advice on everything from› 

SCENES FROM A 
PANDEMIC (clockwise 
from below): A worker 
sanitizing a warehouse; 
a sign outside a closed 
business; a park marked 
with “socially distanced” 
circles; workers stocking 
a food pantry
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employer best practices 
to labor relations and 
HR policies. Says ILR’s 
Ariel Avgar, PhD ’06: 
“The amount of data and 
information related to 
the pandemic’s impact 
on work is staggering.” 

From Spirits  
to Sanitizer
When pandemic fears 
began to spike, disinfec-

tants and other cleaning products quickly became 
scarce commodities—prompting manufacturers in 
related sectors to try to convert their operations 
as a way to fill the gap. Realizing that those well-
intentioned firms needed expert guidance, Chris 
Gerling ’99, MS ’06, a senior Extension associate 
in food science at Cornell AgriTech, began advis-
ing craft distilleries across New York State on how 
to safely shift to manufacturing hand sanitizer. 
Though the Internet is full of instructional videos 
on how to make it at home, large-scale production 
isn’t as straightforward as it might seem, requiring 
specific supplies, techniques, and safety measures. 
“It’s been an interesting pivot for distilleries into 
this world,” says Gerling. “Making hand sanitizer 
is not for hobbyists; this is for professionals.” 

Ranking the Risk Across New York
Risk factors such as age, living arrangements, and 
underlying health conditions are known to compli-
cate COVID-19 cases. So in April, in an effort to 
assist county and state officials with prepared-
ness planning, Cornell demographers produced a 
report that ranked the vulnerability of New York’s 
sixty-two counties according to those factors. 

Interestingly, it found that the 
hard-hit New York metro area 
actually had low vulnerability 
scores due to a relatively younger 
population with fewer underly-
ing health conditions, while 
areas like the Adirondack and 
Chautauqua-Allegheny regions 
might be more susceptible due to 
their relatively high percentage 
of older and disabled residents. 
“If the more rural parts of the 
state don’t strictly follow the 
social distancing guidelines 
the governor has put in place,” 
says Matthew Hall, associate 
professor of policy analysis and 
management, “then the poten-
tial health consequences of a 
COVID outbreak are serious.” 

Day-by-Day Spread, Tracked Online
An interactive website developed by a team led 
by engineering professor Fengqi You charts daily 
and cumulative totals of new cases statewide and 
lets users see where the curve is flattening. The 
site—covid19.cheme.cornell.edu—includes multi-
media features showing how infections spread day 
by day across New York State, as well as a chart 
showing the number of infections per 100,000 
residents for each county. “When we had to shut 
down our lab, we wanted to see what we could 
do with our expertise in systems engineering to 
help the public and provide timely information,” 
You says. 

Smartphones Mimic Contagion
Too often, policymakers are forced to rely on 
outdated information about the spread of coro-
navirus to make crucial decisions. That’s why 
operations research professor Shane Henderson 
collaborated on a simulator called “Safe Blues,” a 
method of collecting real-time data using smart-
phones. The idea is to add this digital tool to 
contact-tracing apps, which work by sending pings 
from phones with Bluetooth technology to other 
phones to assess their proximity and how long 
they remain near each other—mimicking how 
the actual disease might multiply. This could 
give health authorities more immediate feedback 
on whether social distancing and other measures 
are working. “The information we have today 
about how many people are infected is out of date 
straightaway, because there’s an incubation period 
while you’re waiting for the virus to be secured in 
a host,” says Henderson. “Safe Blues is an attempt 
to close the gap between our current state of  
knowledge and what’s really going on.” 

Battling the ‘Fog of Pandemic’
During the early days of the COVID crisis, the 
public was hit with a barrage of conflicting infor-
mation about the best ways to stay safe—creating 
a state of confusion and uncertainty that two 
Cornell communication researchers call a “fog 
of pandemic.” In an article in the Journal of 
Risk Research entitled “COVID-19: Reflections 
on Trust, Tradeoffs, and Preparedness,” post-
doc Dominic Balog-Way and Professor Katherine 
McComas, PhD ’00, stress the importance of clear 
and transparent messaging, so the public doesn’t 
misinterpret vital information. For instance, some 
residents of lower-density communities, as well 
as younger people, initially assumed they were at 
very low risk—both to themselves and to others—
and therefore didn’t need to observe distancing 
guidelines. Says Balog-Way: “Any message, even 
something as simple as ‘stay at home,’ will  
inevitably have unintended effects.” n

‘The amount 
of data and 
information 
related to the 
pandemic’s 
impact on work 
is staggering,’ 
says ILR’s Ariel 
Avgar, PhD ’06. 
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SIGN OF THE TIMES (above): A public service message  
on the road. Top: A drive-thru COVID testing site.
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MEDICAL MATTERS
At the pandemic’s U.S. epicenter, Weill Cornell confronts COVID
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‘At the level of exposure, there is a lot of 
inequality,’ Professor Said Ibrahim says 
of the rates at which people of color are 

falling ill and dying of COVID.  
‘Social distancing is a privilege.’

When COVID-19 began to spread in New 

York City and beyond, physicians and 

scientists at Weill Cornell Medicine moved 

quickly to focus their expertise on the new 

disease and its impact on the commu-

nity. Doctors and nurses toiled on the 

front lines to aid sick patients; research-

ers created new tools to quantify the 

outbreak, fast-tracked investigations into 

potentially life-saving drugs, and more. 

“As the number of COVID-19 cases contin-

ues to surge, we must battle the virus on 

multiple fronts,” WCM Dean Augustine 

Choi said in mid-April, “so that we can 

slow the spread of infection, reduce its 

burden on our healthcare system, and 

save lives.”

Weill Cornell launched clinical trials 

to test medications that might prove 

effective against the disease, including 

remdesivir (an antiviral previously studied 

for Ebola), sarilumab (originally developed 

for rheumatoid arthritis), and hydroxychlo-

roquine (an antimalarial drug). Normally 

such trials take months to arrange; due to 

the urgent circumstances, they were set up within days. 

With an absence of large-scale testing nationwide, WCM faculty devel-

oped other ways to look for clues that COVID is spreading in a community.

Olivier Elemento, professor of physiology and biophysics, and colleagues

have been asking the public to participate in a daily online survey (found

at covid19.eipm-research.org) in which they submit symptoms as well as

information such as travel patterns and known exposures to infected individ-

uals. Meanwhile, Nathaniel Hupert, associate professor of population health

sciences, is using a mathematical model he created, dubbed the Cornell

COVID Caseload Calculator, to forecast virus hotspots so healthcare facili-

ties can plan for surges in patient arrivals. 

The work, Hupert says, could also “help 

health planners and political leaders find 

a way out of the need for social distanc-

ing and other lockdown procedures” while 

keeping people healthy. 

Like other medical facilities, WCM 

had to figure out how to swiftly diagnose 

people who may have been infected—

leading it to launch an in-house, 24/7 

testing program that was able to process as many as 2,000 COVID samples 

a day. Additionally, Christopher Mason, associate professor of physiology and 

biophysics, is speeding development of a novel type of rapid-response test 

for COVID-19—one that uses samples from the inner cheek instead of more 

invasive nasal swabs. Such a test would also require less specialized equip-

ment than current ones and could potentially process as many as 100,000 

samples per day. “If we perfect these methods and make them cheap enough,” 

says Mason, “they’re going to be part of a broader surveillance, like a viral 

weather map.”

WCM researchers have also been looking at patterns among those who have 

been treated for coronavirus—including the disproportionate rates at which 

people of color are falling ill and dying. This disparity not only reflects long-

standing social and economic inequities tied to race and ethnicity in the U.S., 

but the fact that members of racial minorities are at greater risk of exposure 

because they more typically hold jobs that have been designated essential 

during the pandemic, such as public transit and food retail. “At the level of 

exposure, there is a lot of inequality,” says Said Ibrahim, professor of healthcare 

policy and research. “Social distancing is 

a privilege.”

Monika Safford, MD ’86, chief of the 

Division of General Internal Medicine and 

director of the Cornell Center for Health 

Equity, has been working with colleagues  

to create a database of COVID patients that 

tallies information like race and underlying 

medical conditions. They’re also develop-

ing models to help predict which patients 

are at high risk of decline despite being initially stable. In a letter to the editor 

in the New England Journal of Medicine, they reported some initial observa-

tions based on the first 393 COVID-19 patients admitted to two New York City 

hospitals, including that patients who had to be put on ventilators were more 

likely to be male and to be obese. “These findings are having a big impact on 

patient care,” Safford says of the research effort. “They’re helping to identify 

which patients are likely to do the worst and need the closest monitoring.” 
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MAN OF SCIENCE: Fauci 
testifies about the novel 
coronavirus to a House of 
Representatives subcommittee 
on Capitol Hill in late February.
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Fauci’s message of sc

The Doctor Is In
For many Americans, the NIH’s Anthony Fauci, MD ’66,  

has become the pandemic’s most trusted voice

 ‘What I’ve learned to do over 
the years is go to my favorite 

book of philosophy, The 
Godfather,’ Fauci said during  

a talk at his 50th Reunion, ‘and 
say, “It’s nothing personal;  

it’s strictly business.”’
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I n September 2016, during their 50th Reunion celebration, 
members of the Medical College’s Class of ’66 gathered in 
the very auditorium on Manhattan’s Upper East Side where 

they’d been welcomed on their first day of school. The occasion: 
an appearance by their class’s most prominent alum, Anthony 
Fauci, MD ’66, the longtime head of the NIH’s National Institute 
of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) and one of the most 
famous doctors in America. 

In a conversation with New Yorker writer Michael Specter—
who’d been covering Fauci for decades, since the early days of 
the HIV/AIDS epidemic in the Eighties—
the affable and self-effacing physician 
discussed a wide range of topics, from 
how his Cornell training influenced his 
career to his recent struggle to get fund-
ing for research on the Zika virus. But 
one of the most memorable moments 
came when Specter asked Fauci—who by 
then had served during five presidential 
administrations and through a host of 
public health crises—how he coped with 
the vicissitudes of politics. “What I’ve 
learned to do over the years is go to my favorite book of philoso-
phy, The Godfather,” Fauci said to a chorus of laughter, “and say, 
‘It’s nothing personal; it’s strictly business.’ And that’s [how] I 
really look at it: you just have a job to do. . . . Even when some-
body’s acting ridiculous, you can’t chide them for it. You’ve got 
to deal with them. Because if you don’t deal with them, then 
you’re out of the picture.” 

Of course, the audience viewing the conversation nearly four 
years ago—and, arguably, Fauci himself—could have had no 
way of knowing just how dramatically politics and medicine 
would intersect during America’s next major public health crisis. 

Since COVID-19 emerged in the U.S. earlier this year, Fauci has 
become a ubiquitous presence, the face of the federal govern-
ment’s scientific response to the pandemic. And ironically, a 
physician-scientist who has long eschewed partisanship—“You 
stay completely apolitical and non-ideological, and you stick to 
what it is that you do,” he’d told the Reunion audience—has 
also become a polarizing figure. As the nation itself has grown 
more sharply divided along partisan lines during the adminis-
tration of President Donald Trump, Fauci has become a darling 
to some and a lightning rod to others. 

In early April, the Justice Department 
announced that Fauci’s security detail had 
been stepped up following threats on his 
life. He has become a source of outrage 
to aggrieved Americans who believe the 
COVID-19 threat has been overblown 
and that the ensuing economic hardship 
has been for nothing; some even see the 
pandemic as a left-wing tool to manipu-
late the public or influence the upcoming 
presidential election. On the opposite end 
of the spectrum, for those who embrace 

ience-based caution—one he often delivers 
with a voice raw from overuse—he has become a folk hero on 
par with another legendary Cornellian: Supreme Court Justice 
Ruth Bader Ginsberg ’54, a.k.a. the “Notorious RBG.” T-shirts 
and coffee mugs bear Fauci’s likeness along with catchy slogans 
(“Keep Calm and Wash Your Hands”; “In Fauci We Trust”); the 
National Bobblehead Hall of Fame and Museum made him into 
a figurine. In perhaps the ultimate tribute, he was portrayed by 
Brad Pitt—a past People magazine Sexiest Man Alive, no less—
in a “Saturday Night Live” segment in late April, after Fauci had 
joked that the movie star was the obvious person to play him. › 
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It ended with Pitt doffing his wig and glasses and sending Fauci 
a heartfelt message: “Thank you for your calm and your clarity  
in this unnerving time.”

Fauci—who will turn eighty this coming Christmas Eve—
is an infamous workaholic; it’s long been his habit to rise at 5 
a.m., go for a brisk run at lunch, and work seven days a week 
(though from home on Sundays, at least in pre-COVID times). 
He’s also an unapologetic perfectionist. “I hold myself to a 
high standard, and sometimes it gets uncomfortable because 
you never get the feeling that you have done enough—but I 
have learned to live with that,” he told Weill Cornell Medicine 
magazine in 2008. “I think it pushes me to always try to do 
better.” This spring, the Medical College invited Fauci to 
give a video address to its graduates, who—rather than the 
traditional gala Commencement ceremony in Carnegie Hall—
were fêted remotely, via Zoom. “We as a medical and public 
health community must face this pandemic together,” he told 
them. “All of us will be doing our part to overcome this chal-
lenge—not only as medical professionals but as individuals, as 
members of families, and as connected participants in society.”

The grandchild of Italian immigrants, Fauci grew up in 
Brooklyn; his father was a pharmacist, and the family lived 
in an apartment above their store. He attended an all-
boys Jesuit high school (his subjects included Latin, 
Greek, and French, and he captained the basket-
ball team) and went on to the College of the 
Holy Cross in Worcester, Massachusetts, where 
he studied classics and pre-med. As Specter 
noted in a recent New Yorker profile—head-
lined “How Anthony Fauci Became America’s 
Doctor”—during college Fauci had 
construction jobs over the summers, 
and he happened to be assigned to a 
crew building the Medical College’s new 
library; on a break, he snuck into a nearby 
auditorium and was awestruck at the prospect 
of being a student there. “After a few minutes 
at the doorway, a guard came and politely told 
me to leave, since my dirty boots were soiling 
the floor,” Fauci recalled at the med school’s 
centennial in 1998. “I looked at him and 
said proudly that I would be attending this 

POP CULTURE ICON (from left): Fauci as a bobblehead; celebrated  
on a T-shirt and a coffee mug; and portrayed by Brad Pitt on “SNL”
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institution a year from now. He laughed and said, ‘Right, kid, 
and next year I am going to be Police Commissioner.’ ”

Fauci graduated first in his class, then did his internship and 
residency in internal medicine at Cornell’s affiliated teaching 
hospital (then New York Hospital, now NewYork-Presbyterian). 
To fulfill his military obligation during the Vietnam War era, 
he joined the U.S. Public Health Service, landing a fellowship 
in infectious disease and immunology under Sheldon Wolff, an 
inflammation expert at the NIAID who would become Fauci’s 
mentor and close friend. “Never have so many bright young 
minds wanted to work in the same place at the same time,” 
the Wall Street Journal observed in a recent story on their rela-
tionship. “There was such a talent cluster in this generation 
of NIH researchers that Fauci arrived in the same year as four 
people who have since won Nobel Prizes.” 

Except for a year Fauci spent back at New York Hospital to 
serve as its chief resident in medicine, he has been at the NIH 
ever since. While his first major achievement was pioneering a 
treatment for vasculitis—an inflammation of the blood vessels 
that was previously deadly—he came to national notice during 
the HIV/AIDS epidemic. As Fauci has recounted numerous 
times, his first inkling that a public health crisis was brew-
ing came in summer 1981, when the Morbidity and Mortality 
Weekly Report noted five cases of pneumocystis pneumonia (a 
disease generally found in people with compromised immune 
systems) among gay men in L.A.; a month later there were 
more than twenty additional cases, not only of pneumocystis 
but also of a rare cancer called Kaposi’s sarcoma, which would 
later become an AIDS-defining illness. “I had no idea what 
was going on after the first report,” Fauci said in the 2008 Weill 
Cornell Medicine interview, “but after the second I became 
anxious, realizing it was likely that we were dealing with a new 
disease.” Furthermore, he suspected that this novel threat had 
the potential to spread to a much wider population. “Twenty-
six years later,” he said, “this has turned out to be one of the 
most devastating pandemics in the history of our civilization.”

Then, as now, Fauci was the public face of the government’s 
response to a new and deadly disease. And as with COVID, 

he drew some people’s ire; in that case, his 
detractors were activists demanding 

an overhaul of long-held treatment 
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and research protocols in the face of a scourge that was devas-
tating the gay community. As protests roiled the NIH and 
elsewhere, Fauci listened, empathized, and ultimately became 
an ally—even befriending one of his harshest critics, activ-
ist Larry Kramer, founder of the Gay Men’s Health Crisis and 
the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power 
(ACT UP). As Fauci recalled to a New 
York Times reporter after Kramer’s death 
this past May: “How did I meet Larry? 
He called me a murderer and an incom-
petent idiot on the front page of the San 
Francisco Examiner magazine”—going 
on to say that theirs “was an extraordi-
nary thirty-three-year relationship. We 
loved each other.”

Fauci, who still runs a lab and sees 
patients, has led the NIAID since 1984. 
He has been married since 1985 to Christine Grady, a nurse 
who holds a PhD in philosophy and is the chief of bioethics 
at the NIH, and they have three grown daughters. His many 
accomplishments include spearheading one of the largest public 
health efforts in history: the President’s Emergency Plan For 
AIDS Relief (PEPFAR), which was launched in 2003 during 
the George W. Bush administration and is credited with saving 
millions of lives by bringing affordable and accessible HIV/AIDS 
treatment to the developing world. As Fauci recalled in Weill 

Cornell Medicine, those efforts led to some unlikely adven-
tures, including cruising around rural Uganda on a motorcycle 
(to evaluate the practicality of delivering drugs to patients in 
remote areas) and cooking dinner for U2’s Bono, who’d flown 
in on his private jet to discuss global health issues.

In the decades since HIV/AIDS emerged, 
Fauci has been involved in the federal 
response to every major outbreak and 
epidemic including SARS, MERS, H1N1 
(swine flu), and Ebola. He has repeatedly 
been offered, and turned down, the direc-
torship of the NIH—a post that, unlike 
his own, is presidentially appointed. He 
has received numerous awards and acco-
lades over the years, including the nation’s 
highest civilian honor, the Presidential 
Medal of Freedom, which then-President 

Bush presented to him in a White House ceremony in 2008. 
And as it turns out, Bush wasn’t the first in his storied family 
to have admired the physician. As numerous news outlets 
have noted during Fauci’s current coronavirus fame, that presi-
dent’s father, George H.W. Bush, was debating Michael Dukakis 
in October 1988 when he was asked to name someone who 
could inspire young Americans. “I think of Dr. Fauci,” Bush 
answered. “You’ve probably never heard of him.” n

— Beth Saulnier

 In the decades since  
HIV/AIDS emerged, Fauci 
has been involved in the 

federal response to every 
major outbreak and epidemic 
including SARS, MERS, H1N1 

(swine flu), and Ebola. 

JUST THE FACTS: Fauci speaks at a coronavirus task force briefing at the White House in March. Opposite page, top: During a meeting of his laboratory staff in 1990, 
Fauci—a leading scientific figure during the AIDS epidemic—describes a biological mechanism necessary for HIV to multiply.
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R E P O R T S  O F  O U T G O I N G  A L U M N I - E L E C T E D  T R U S T E E S

Learn more about your alumni-elected trustees at: alumni.cornell.edu/volunteer/leadership/trustees/

Pam Marrone ’78
During my four years, it has been obvious 
to me that the Cornell Board of Trustees 
and leadership team are focused on the right 
priorities, particularly academic scholarship and 
the student experience. As a board, we worked 
hard to enhance our connections to the faculty 
and students. As a scientist-entrepreneur, I was 
pleased to see the elevation of the Research 
and Innovation Committee to the board level. 
I am also pleased by Cornell’s continuing 
commitment to sustainability and diversity. So 
many monumental things have happened 
during my board service, including the hiring of 
Martha Pollack, the grand opening of the NYC 
tech campus, and the creation of the College of 
Business. Never did I imagine I would close my 
four years of service with a pandemic crisis that 
changed everything. I am truly impressed by 
how Cornell’s senior leadership quickly swung 
into action. 
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Katrina James ’96
Serving on the Board of Trustees has been a great honor and 
privilege, and also a great responsibility. Just five months into my 
term, I found myself voting to elect Martha Pollack as our next 
president. I remember the joy I felt, but also the gravity of the 
decision we were making. This is probably the greatest responsibility 
with which we are entrusted. 

As vice chair of our Committee on Alumni Affairs, I worked closely 
with Alumni Affairs leadership as they developed a new strategic 
plan for one of our most important constituencies. I am confident 
this plan provides a great road map that will allow for increased and 
meaningful engagement of our alumni as volunteers and leaders, 
and provides much-needed support and resources in key areas like 
career development.

As I finish my first term in the midst of this pandemic, we are facing 
decisions about when and how to return to instruction in a way that 
is safe and responsible while also ensuring our actions preserve the 
long-term sustainability of the University. I work with an amazingly 
talented group of colleagues on the board, and I know we will help 
Cornell weather this storm. It has been my pleasure to serve as your 
alumni-elected trustee. Thank you for this opportunity.
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Cornell alumni, parents and friends. 

EXTRA 

RADICAL COLLABORATION 
PANDEMIC INJECTS NEW URGENCY 
INTO CORONAVIRUS RESEARCH 
Cornell University announced a suspension of 
noncritical research on March 15. Among the 
research deemed critical were projects essential for 
the understanding and reduction of COVID 19. 

Susan Daniel is an associate professor of chemical 
and biomolecular engineering in the College of 
Engineering. Her lab specializes in the biophysics 
of cell membranes and is studying membrane 
fusion, a critical part of the mechanism by which 
coronaviruses infect and spread. Gary Whittaker 
is professor of virology in the College of Veterinary 
Medicine and a section chief in infectious disease 
epidemiology in the Master of Public Health 
program, and an expert on coronaviruses. His lab 
has been studying the structure and transmissibility 
of SARS CoV 2, the virus that causes COVID 19. 

Together, Daniel and Whittaker – along with 
numerous other colleagues across the university s 
colleges and campuses, and a working group of 
core laboratories – have been collaborating to 
better understand the virus at the center of this 
global pandemic, with the aim of treatment and 
containment. 

The full conversation is available at news.cornell. 
edu/DanielWhittakerQA. 

continued on next page 



 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Dave Burbank “I HAVE A BIG INTEREST IN PUBLIC 
HEALTH, BUT I WAS TRAINED AS A 
BIOCHEMIST, AND SO I THINK ABOUT 
VIRUSES IN TERMS OF PROTEIN 
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION.” 

– Gary Whittaker 

How did the change in research priorities 
affect your research programs, and how 
quickly were you able to pivot or refocus any 
of your work not related to COVID-19? 
Gary Whittaker: Well, between the two of us
we were already a coronavirus lab, studying
human and animal coronaviruses (mainly in
felines), so it wasn’t really a case of refocusing
or pivoting – it was more a case of embracing
and expanding. This is a new virus, and we just
needed to wrap this new virus into our ongoing
work, to see how it would fit. It did give us
an opportunity to expand and go into some
new areas, maybe ones we’ll get to in terms of
therapeutics that weren’t quite our focus before.
We’re very well positioned to follow all of this 
up. 
Susan Daniel: Gary and I have actually been
collaborating since 2008, and together we’ve
been funded by the NIH on coronavirus
research for a couple of years. As Gary
mentioned, some of the things we’re working
on now that we weren’t doing before COVID
hit was testing possible therapeutics. Our
basic research had shown that calcium ions 
are important in the infection process of
coronaviruses; therefore, we’re now studying
different FDA-approved calcium modulating
drugs on SARS-CoV-2 infection. We’re also
studying novel antibodies as well, ones that
we initially were looking at as a research
tool to help us understand some structural
information, but now we are looking at those as
therapeutics, too. 
While my lab’s main theme is understanding
cell membranes and, in this case, how viruses 
interact with them, in the other part of my lab,
we work on many diverse themes not related
to virus infection. That part of the lab has
really come to a grinding halt. I can definitely
sympathize with other researchers who have
had to stop their research on campus. It feels
like a terrible loss of progress on those fronts.
Everybody’s really eager to be able to reopen. 

What particular approach do you each bring 
to coronavirus-related research, and what 
new connections or collaborations have you 
made this year? 
Daniel: Cornell cultivates a fantastic 
environment where it’s easy to connect with 
people, to share your wisdom and then see 
where that overlay comes together to create 
opportunities to learn something new. So, me 
being an engineer collaborating with Gary
in the vet college is not so unusual here, and 
I think our work has been a great example 
of the physical and the biological sciences
coming together to provide new insights in 
the infection process of both this particular 
virus and others. 
Thanks to the Academic Integration Initiative 
and Vice Provost Gary Koretzky, we are also 
actively collaborating with scientists at Weill 
Cornell Medicine. We are expanding those 
partnerships to further our knowledge base
and the skills and expertise that we have on
our team, to advance even more what we 
understand about this virus. 
Whittaker: Overall, this is a sweet spot
of overlap. I have a big interest in public 
health, but I was trained as a biochemist, 
and so I think about viruses in terms of 
protein structure and function. I’m trying 
to understand how that biochemistry may
impact broader aspects of public health 
and the “One Health” concept. Cornell is
a big, widely distributed place. There are 
not many times where the work of a shelter 
medicine program and the local SPCA can 
be linked directly into our nanofabrication 
facility, for example, but these are the kinds 
of connections we have created here in this 
collaborative research. 
Daniel: We’ve worked with many centers 
across the university and benefited from that, 
because one single lab can’t possibly have
all of the infrastructure needed. Here, the 
administration gets it – the provost investing 
in radical collaborations, for example, is a
sign that they really understand what makes 

Jesse W
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“[Coronaviruses] have 
so many facets; it’s like 

a puzzle that we are 
trying to pick apart to 
understand how they 

really work.” 
– Susan Daniel 
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Cornell a unique and special place to conduct
collaborative research and are willing to invest 
in the work we do. 
Whittaker: In terms of resources, we are able 
to tap into a lot of very good core facilities – 
not only the state-of-the-art biosafety labs, but
also the outstanding spectroscopy resources in 
chemistry and chemical biology, and we’re also 
able to take advantage of the nanofabrication
facilities at CNF. 
Has the pandemic changed your approach or 
strategy to understanding the structure and 
behavior of SARS-CoV-2? 
Whittaker: It has opened my eyes even more 
to the widespread impact that these viruses 
can cause. I always knew that coronaviruses 
were a problem, based on how they affect cats. 
But it’s not just a problem with cats in shelters 
anymore; it has expanded into way more than 
that. 
My background was in influenza, and in 2003, 
when the first SARS virus hit, we adopted 
that virus as part of the portfolio in the lab. 
Over the last 17 years, the lab slowly shifted
to studying coronaviruses exclusively because 
they’re just so scientifically fascinating. 
Daniel: Coronaviruses have been on the 
World Health Organization’s top 10 emerging 
pathogens list for quite a number of years,
so it was always in the back of my mind. I
really enjoy studying coronaviruses. They 
have so many facets; it’s like a puzzle that we
are trying to pick apart to understand how 
they really work, and then try to bring that 
knowledge back together to explain to others. 
Whittaker: Biologically, there’s definitely a 
puzzle here, and we need the problem-solving 
aspects of engineers. More engineers should 
be doctors because engineers are trained to 
solve problems; I think the best doctors have 
engineering brains. 
What else has Cornell been doing to advance 
research focused on this crisis? 
Daniel: There are things at all levels. One small 
example is that our colleague microbiology 
and immunology professor Hector Aguilar-
Carreno established a weekly video conference 
where all the virologists and anybody even 
peripherally interested – engineers and 
chemists and others across campus – could 
come and listen to the work that was going
on in somebody’s lab. And that got us quickly 
in tune with who could do what and what 
collaborations might come out of it. 
Cornell’s various staff have helped us too. 
For example, Cornell’s Office of Sponsored 
Programs, the administration and other 
entities across the colleges have helped us 
secure grants; our labs received a supplement 
to our NIH grant, an NSF RAPID research 
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grant and a COVID “fast grant” from the 
Emergent Ventures fellowship and grants 
program at George Mason University’s 
Mercatus Center; and we have seed grants 
in progress from Cornell’s Office of the Vice 
Provost for Research. 
What is something each of you has learned 
during this unprecedented time? 
Daniel: I think I’ve realized even more the 
importance of research institutions like Cornell 
within society and the economy. The kind 
of work we do isn’t necessarily something a
company or industry would be doing; we’re 
really investing in fundamental understanding 
and filling in pieces of the puzzle that aren’t 
necessarily profit driven but need to be done to 
advance our society in many ways. 

One thing I hope will come out of this is
the public’s general appreciation for how
important research is at the university level,
as well as our investing in graduate students
and postdocs, the up-and-coming bright minds
who are going to solve tomorrow’s crisis. 
Whittaker: For me, one new thing – or maybe
it’s something that is being reinforced – is
regarding how the community understands
medicine in general. There has been this idea
of “personalized medicine,” which is great, but
we’ve seemed to have lessened the focus on 
the whole public health aspect of population
medicine. All the communication around 
testing, and talking about how to implement
tests for a new virus and use that information 
for surveillance and contact tracing – not just
for a medical diagnosis – have really brought
that to light. It has reinforced the crucial
connection between science and public policy. 

Above: Researchers 
in professor Gary 
Whittaker’s lab view 
lab-grown cells through 
a microscope. 
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Alejandra Rebeca Gonzalez ’23: First gen and flourishing 
By Linda Copman 

From left, Linda Huang, Doanh Tran, Mina Prapakamol and Alejandra Gonzalez, 
all Class of 2023, outside the Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art. 

Alejandra Rebeca Gonzalez ’23 was born in San Luis Potosi, 
Mexico, and raised in Michigan. Her family moved to the United 
States when she was 5 years old in search of “a safer life” and 
better opportunities for education, she explains. 

Gonzalez is a first-generation student – the first member of her 
family to attend college. She learned about Cornell through the 
Joyce Ivy Foundation, which offered her a scholarship to attend 
Cornell University’s Summer College for six weeks in 2018. 

When it came time to apply for college, Gonzalez applied to 
just one school. She chose Cornell because it provided a good 
balance between being “egalitarian and elite,” because of its 
beautiful campus, and because of the broad-ranging academic 
opportunities offered, she says. 

Gonzalez, who was accepted as an early-decision applicant, says 
that her generous financial aid package has lifted “a significant 
burden” off her family. She is the first recipient of the Kanovsky 
and Levine Scholarship, established by Kenneth S. Levine ’69 
to support students who are immigrants, family members of 
immigrants, DACA students or first-generation college students. 

“For my 50th anniversary of graduating from Cornell, I want 
to give others the same opportunities that l had,” says Levine. 
“Cornell can unlock a world of opportunity for students from 
modest circumstances.” 

Gonzalez treasures the diversity of peers she has met at 
Cornell, and she especially values the people she’s met through 
her residential experience in Ecology House. “My roommate, 
neighbors and I constantly exchange little bits of our cultural 
backgrounds, whether it be through food, media or our native 
languages,” she says. 

Through this living-learning community, Gonzalez feels she also 
has become a better citizen. “I have learned to be conscious of 
my environmental footprint,” she explains. 

Gonzalez also volunteers with the Translator-Interpreter 
Program, run by the Cornell Public Service Center, which 
trains bilingual and multilingual students to serve as 
volunteer translators and interpreters for local agencies. 

When asked about the biggest takeaway from her first 
semester at Cornell, Gonzalez says, “I’ve learned to be a better 
person as I’ve learned to be a better scholar.” 

“I’ve learned to be a better person as I’ve learned 
to be a better scholar.” 

– Alejandra Rebeca Gonzalez ’23 
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44 We recently heard from Barbara Van Slyke
Anderson: “Just a note to say that I’m still on 

earth. I live in an assisted living facility in Albuquerque, 
NM, reasonably near each of my daughters. I am pretty 
independent still at 98, with some extra help, my biggest 
handicap being my eyesight. I can’t read—kind of hard on 
an old English major and teacher. I have some connec-
tions with a few other Cornellians in my class—it would 
be lovely to see you all in person again.”

Please take a moment to let us know how you are 
doing. ❖ Class of 1944, c/o Cornell Alumni Magazine, 
401 East State St., Suite 301, Ithaca, NY 14850; e-mail, 
abb83@cornell.edu. Online news form, http://alumni.
cornell.edu/class-notes/.

46 In November 2017’s column in the Class
Notes, our class president, Lloyd Slaughter, 

revealed that he postponed his pacemaker implant to 
fulfill a V-12/Cornell commitment. He had promised 
to attend Class of ’47’s 70th Reunion in return for ’47 
president Peter Schwarz’s attendance, the previous 
year, at ’46’s 70th. Those two groups were extremely 
close. Promises were solemn oaths and violation was 
unthinkable. We concluded that column with, “Lloyd is 
the ultimate loyal Cornellian. If ever his hospital needs 
to draw blood for a test, it will probably find the test 
tube’s contents contain a very large percentage of 
Cornell Red and White.”

Last week, his wife, Marilynn, phoned to report 
Lloyd’s death. We all loved that man and will sorely miss 
him. Also, we will mourn two other class officers who 
died recently: Bob Nist and Gabe Pesce, MS ’51. We 
fondly remember Bob’s attending Reunions with his 
daughters and Gabe arriving at several Reunions with 
wife Lois after their transcontinental drive from Cali-
fornia, bringing greetings from Cornellians they visited 
in transit.

All were loyal Cornellians, giants in their own ways. 
Readers may honor them by sending a check in their 
memory to Box 37333, Boone, IA 50037-0333, made out 
to Class of ’46 Scholarship Fund (#161221). For use of 
credit cards, phone (800) 279-3099. (If the pandemic 
shutdown endures, Cornell staff will be working from 
their homes. If so, you will have to leave a voice message 
and then receive a call back from a staff member.) Such 
fully deductible gifts, if made before June 30, 2021, 
count toward our Reunion class goals.

Remember, “Thrive for 75; make history on the Hill 
in 2021.” Stay tuned to this column for Reunion news. 
Exercise moderately and, above all, avoid falls. See you 
on the Hill in June of 2021. To list your e-mail address 
in your submissions, e-mail me at the below e-address. 
Include your name, city, and state. ❖ Paul Levine, 3273 
Streamside Cir., #S-202, Pleasanton, CA 94588; tel., 
(925) 201-7575; e-mail, pblevine93@gmail.com. Class
website, www.classof46.alumni.cornell.edu.

I am writing this column in the middle of April and 
wishing two prayers to be answered by the time you read 
this: first, that we would be freed from the COVID-19 
virus pandemic; and second, that Paul and I gratefully 
received responses from our letter sent to all classmates 

  

appealing for your help to assist us with our Class of ’46 
business and 75th Reunion planning. It is not too late 
to come to our rescue!

Priscilla Alden Clement is managing to walk every 
day around a large lake on her retirement property using 
a walker. She is feeling great, and friends shop and pick 
up groceries for her. Dottie Van Vleet Hicks was 95 in 
June and continues to drive and shop. Hopefully by this 
time she will be playing bridge again.

It was fun to talk with Joyce Manley Forney. I appre-
ciated her return call after leaving a phone message 
(this seldom happens). She too has found that walking 
her dear dog at least four times a day is fine exercise. Her 
retirement facility is situated on many acres, so she gets 
in a good walk each time. She and Priscilla have com-
municated frequently with each other since gradua-
tion—amazing. Joyce is seriously thinking about possibly 
coming to our 75th Reunion. This is a very special time 
in our lives—an excellent opportunity to show off our 
beautiful Cornell campus to our family and friends! ❖ 
Dorothy Taylor Prey, 1 Baldwin Ave., #501, San Mateo, 
CA, 94401; tel., (650) 342-1196; e-mail, dmprey@aol.
com. Class website, www.classof46.alumni.cornell.edu.

47 We hope this column finds you well. Please
take a moment to let us know how you are 

faring in these strange times. How has your life changed 
recently? What brings you satisfaction these days? Let 
us know. ❖ Class of 1947, c/o Cornell Alumni Magazine, 
401 East State St., Suite 301, Ithaca, NY 14850; e-mail, 
abb83@cornell.edu. Online news form, http://alumni.
cornell.edu/class-notes/.

48 The deadline approaches and I have no con-
tributions from classmates. I write this in 

April, when the coronavirus dominates the news and 
New York City is the center of infection in the US. Out-
of-staters who have second homes here comprise most 
of our visitors, with the hotels at maybe ten percent 
occupancy and the restaurants closed down except for 
take-out. We residents are staying in our houses except 
for walking, biking, and trips to the dump and the grocery 
store for curb-pickup.

My children are spread out: oldest daughter is in Pom-
pano Beach, FL, and still working in the central office 
of a furniture chain; middle daughter (college professor) 
is teaching from home in Evanston, IL, in her final term 
before retirement, with disrupted plans for retirement 
rituals at Lake Forest College, selling her home, and 
moving to Hilton Head Island this fall; and son and fam-
ily are isolated in northern Vermont, working effectively 
from home on business development, noticing all the New 
York license plates in the area, and watching daughter 
being taught on the computer.

As of mid-April, our island of many retirees and young-
er people working on our behalf is still doing very well 
in social distancing; we have a few hundred infected 
cases and the medical system is handling it all well. 
Economically, our service employees have been hit 
pretty hard, with all the resort-oriented hotels, motels, 
and restaurants shut down. The TV news has brought us 
an appreciation of the severe challenges in the New York 

City area, and I am in awe of both the active medical 
professionals and the many thousands of retired doctors/
nurses from all over the country who have volunteered 
to help in New York. And the Cornell name keeps popping 
up as well. We are indeed a nation of great people when 
faced with a real challenge.

Maybe by the time this is published we will know 
whether the cure has been more damaging than the 
disease. The normal annual deaths from the flu and auto 
accidents don’t get daily TV reporting—but we don’t 
know the spread and deaths under a variety of proce-
dures, or no procedures, and properly don’t want to take 
the chance like some countries (like Mexico, I read).

Jacqueline Smith Flourney came through with 
news to relieve the tedium of listening to me. Like me, 
she reports staying at home in house and yard, becoming 
reacquainted with pine needles and fallen leaves. 
However, Wednesday evening is racing time in her 34-ft. 
sailboat with family crew. Younger son Pete and wife Nancy 
live nearby. Jacqueline hopes to be out of quarantine 
by Christmas so family can celebrate together. Much 
sooner, she is expecting the arrival of a great-grand-
daughter (her first great-grandchild). Looking back to her 
Cornell days, as requested on the news form, she fondly 
recalls “songfests at fraternity parties.” (An answer I 
heartily agree with! Even the 1948 Cornell yearbook 
featured pictures of singing Cornellians gathered around 
tables with glasses raised on high.) Send your news to: 
❖ Ray Tuttle, 65 Oyster Reef Dr., Hilton Head Island,
SC 29926; e-mail, RayTutt@aol.com. Online news form, 
http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/.

49 Class president Jack Gilbert (Ithaca, NY;
ingerjack@msn.com) sent some memories of 

the late Cornell President Frank H.T. Rhodes, who passed 
away this year. “Inger (Molmen) and I took several trips 
(CAU) through Cornell led by Frank. He was always very 
well informed with whichever country we were visiting. If 
you look at the front page of the Daily Sun from February 
6, Frank is wearing a hat from one of our Reunions, which 
he loved very much. Through our trips I got to know Frank 
quite well and consider him a friend. Cornell has lost a 
very strong leader. I have been told by others that a variety 
of Cornell presidents would call Frank for his advice, 
which he graciously provided.” Jack noted the closing of 
the Cornell Orchards Store, saying, “The loss of the apple 
orchard store came as a shock, although there had been 
rumors of its closing.”

Jean Schultheis Brechter (Shelter Island Heights, NY) 
tells us that her grandson Stefan ’22, a Computer Science 
major at Cornell, is continuing his sophomore classes 
by computer at her house during this current shutdown 
of the university. Jean tells us that most of her friends’ 
children at college are continuing their studies at home 
in this manner.

At the time of this writing in April, we in Pennsylvania 
are mostly housebound, but we do venture out, in mask 
and gloves, to shop for food. The children are schooled 
by computer and enjoying an early-start summer holiday. 
Our class will surely enjoy hearing how every one of us 
is faring during this time. Please write or call with your 
news. We eagerly look forward to hearing from each one 
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of you. ❖ Dorothy “Dee” Mulhoffer Solow, 50 Grant 
St., Wellsboro, PA 16901; tel., (315) 717-6003; e-mail, 
winspeck@yahoo.com.

50 With so many of our classmates passed to the 
other side, it was a good pleasure to hear from 

a few no
 
nagenarians still on this side of the grass. 

Norman Potter, PhD Iowa State ’53 (Lexington, KY) tells 
how he met wife Adele (Hoffstein) in 1948 when both 
were on a bus returning to campus. Conversation led to 
dating, and they never dated anyone else. In June they 
had been married 70 years. After 14 years in industry, 
for the next 26 years Norm was on the Cornell faculty, 
retiring as professor emeritus in Food Science. In 1993, 
he and Adele moved to Lexington to be near their two 
sons and their families. Sons Dan ’74 and Mike ’77 are 
Cornell graduates and professors of entomology at the 
U. of Kentucky. Two of their children are Cornell graduates. 
Norm and Adele have five great-grandchildren. They 
both agree that Cornell contributed much to the entire 
Potter family.

Bob Call (Oakfield and Batavia, NY) reported that 
in 1948 he was one of 30 students who started the 
Cornell Pilots Club; they chipped in 35 dollars each to 
purchase a Piper Cub Coupe airplane appropriately 
painted carnelian red. Bob’s love of flying continued 
after graduation and he was one of the first farmers in 
Genesee County to own and operate a private airplane 
for business and pleasure. Refer to the March/April issue 
of this magazine for an article on the club including a 
photo of club members at the original downtown location 
of the Ithaca/Cornell airport. In the photo Bob is second 
from the left in the front row. When asked what keeps him 
busy in retirement he reported, “Retired farmer and not 
busy.” Bob was more than a farmer. With brother Richard 
’52 he developed and managed a large, successful, diver-
sified agricultural business called My-T Acres, which 
currently farms 8,500 acres of vegetables (peas, beans, 
sweet corn, beets, carrots) and other crops in Genesee, 
Orleans, and Livingston counties. My-T Acres Inc. is cur-
rently operated by Richard’s three sons. On campus, 
Bob was president and manager of the Ski Club and 
member of the Big Red Band. Bob reported a family of 
wife Roberta, 15 grandkids, five great-grandkids, and 
five children, four of whom attended Cornell. Bob’s 
brother David ’54, PhD ’60, was dean of the College of 
Agriculture and Life Sciences, 1978-95. Bob’s father 
was Class of 1917, and 30 members of the extended 
Call family have attended Cornell.

Charles “Pete” Cole, PhD ’57, resides in State College, 
PA, where he stays occupied in reading and computer 
studies of the Arctic Ocean. Two sons also live in State 
College, and one is on the faculty at Penn State. Pete 
says that the most satisfying part of his retirement life is 
waking up. On campus, his favorite dining experience 
was at Theta Xi. Richard Pogue, JD Michigan ’53 (Cleve-
land, OH) is former class president and current member 
of our class advisory council. Like class VP and fellow 
attorney Manley Thaler, LLB ’53, he is still on the job—
currently working six days a week at Jones Day, his 
worldwide law firm. He works mainly with his firm’s inter-
actions with civic and nonprofit entities. Richard has three 
children and eight grandchildren. On the news form, which 
asks what else you could be doing, he mentioned travel 
abroad. His most significant satisfaction these days? 
Victories by Cleveland sports teams, the Indians, Browns, 
and Cavaliers. Joseph Dwyer, JD ’52 (Olean, NY) re-
ports that after 50 years in the courtroom as a trial 
lawyer he enjoys the respite by walking and following 

the activities of his children. His favorite campus dining 
experiences were the varsity football training table and 
Lambda Chi Alpha.

In the March/April issue of this magazine, there is a
full-page photo of three classmates: Ollie Myslichuk
McNamara, Nancy Sprott Stone, and Ellen Forbes
Andrews. The photo is a subtle solicitation for gifts and 
bequests to the university. I found it intriguing and wrote 
to Ellen for a bit of detail. Ollie and Nancy are deceased 
so I could not contact them. Ellen, MS Cortland ’65,
replied from her home, near her son and wife in Green-
ville, SC. She had a career in teaching, initially for Cornell 
Extension and later in elementary school. Husband Garth 
is deceased and she has two children, five grandchildren,
and four great-grandchildren. Ellen reports that she is in 
good health, has no prescriptions, line dances and does 
yoga for exercise, and during the current coronavirus
pandemic is sewing face masks for residents of her retire-
ment home. In the photo, Ellen, assisted by Ollie and
Nancy, is modeling the wedding dress she had designed 
and sewn for her July nuptials. The dress was an assign-
ment in the course Advanced Dress Design taught by
Prof. Elsie Frost. Ellen’s daughter later wore the dress
for her wedding. At our 50th Reunion, Ellen donated the 
dress to Cornell’s Fashion and Textile Collection. The
photo has two sidebars: One indicates that it had been 
submitted by the Office of Trusts, Estates, and Gift Plan-
ning. The other sidebar mentions that Ollie had a stellar 
career in haute couture. Her success with four fashion
boutiques, called Capriccio, made possible gifts to
Cornell and the creation of a legacy. So, take the hint.

I need fodder for this column. It gets lonely when you 
don’t write. ❖ Paul Joslin, 13731 Hickman Rd., #4207, 
Urbandale, IA 50323; e-mail, phjoslin@aol.com; tel.,
(515) 278-0960.

51 Robert “Rip” Haley sent me a copy of Hop
kins Bloomberg Public Health Magazine from 

Ithaca, NY. The address was printed on the back of the
Spring 2020 issue of the magazine. It had an article
celeb rating Susan Pardee Baker. Searching the enve-
lope, I found a note from Rip: “Sue was really a super-
star at Hopkins when I worked there. We were always
disappointed that she didn’t get more national attention 
for her work in injury prevention. She was a real trail-
blazer on that important issue.”

Oh! Rip Haley and Sue Baker. That took me back to
our 50th Reunion in 2001, when we heard Sue, Bill
Phillips, Charlie Moore, and Frank Drake talk about 
their careers. That was the year Bar Dee Stirland Bond 
and I took on the job of class correspondent from Jack
and Betty Meng Howell, and a few years later Rip Haley 
became class council chairman.

Sue Baker shaped the field of injury prevention, not
only through her own groundbreaking work, but by inspir-
ing the next generation of researchers. As the first person
to offer a course in injury prevention at Johns Hopkins,
Sue trained several generations of scholars who went on 
to teach elsewhere. As a result, says Johns Hopkins Dean
Ellen MacKenzie, Sue isn’t just the mother of injury
prevention, she’s the “great-grandmother.” And she has 
mentored and inspired many more people, whether they 
studied with her or not.

It was Sue who, through her personal example, con-
vinced Andrea Gielen to pursue a career in injury preven-
tion, galvanizing Gielen’s subsequent efforts to prevent 
childhood injury, violence against women, and opioid
overdose. It was Sue who coaxed MacKenzie to shoulder 
responsibilities for which she might not otherwise have 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

felt ready, like coauthoring a landmark 1989 congres-
sional report on the economic cost of injury in the US. 
“She really talked me off the edge of unthinking, ‘Oh my 
God, I can’t possibly do this,’ ” MacKenzie recalls. “She 
said, ‘Yes, you, can—and you have to.’ And she was abso-
lutely right.”

It was Sue who persuaded Carol Runyan to do injury 
prevention research and arrange for her to come to 
Johns Hopkins as a post-doctoral fellow. “She got me 
into this field and kept me in this field,” says Runyan, 
who served for more than two decades as director of 
the North Carolina Injury Prevention Research Center. 
“I still call her periodically to ask for advice as I have 
done for almost 40 years.” And it was Sue who inspired 
Stephen Teret, fresh from a prior career as a trial lawyer, 
to dedicate him self to injury control—a decision that 
saw him pioneer the use of litigation as a tool for advanc-
ing public health. “I spent 40 years working in injury 
prevention and owe it all to Sue Baker,” says Teret. “She 
taught me everything.”

How did she get there? In 1968 Sue became the first 
member of Johns Hopkins to specialize in “accident pre-
vention,” soon to be renamed injury control. In 1972 she 
published a paper on vehicular fatalities and abdominal 
injuries (after working in a medical examiner’s office), 
prompting statewide trauma systems and a 1974 paper 
in Journal of Trauma on Injury Severity Score (ISS). In 1974 
she published a paper in Pediatrics on motor vehicle 
deaths in young children, helping to drive the adoption 
of child car seat laws. In 1984 she coauthored The Injury 
Fact Book, the first comprehensive statistical review and 
analysis of injuries in the US. In 1985 she contributed to 
the National Academy of Sciences a report called “Injury 
in America,” which led to the creation of the National 
Cen ter for Injury Prevention and Control. In 1987 she 
became founding director of the Center for Injury Re-
search and Policy. In 1989 she began to publish a series 
of papers on aviation crashes that drew on her own ex-
perience as a licensed pilot. In 2018 she launched the 
Safety by Design initiative. In 2020 she introduced the 
Killer Design course with colleagues from the Schools of 
Public Health, Medicine and Engineering.

She got into all this by marrying Tim Baker, who be-
came assistant dean at Johns Hopkins, where she sought 
a job as a computer programmer and learned how while 
learning public health leading to an MPH degree.

John Gay (Cambridge, MA) is an Engineering Physics 
graduate who decided instead on theology for a career, 
with a PhD at Union Theological Seminary and Columbia 
U. He and wife Judy (Wellesley 1954 and Cambridge U. 
PhD 1980) had a 40-year career in teaching and research 
on development projects in Africa. Part of the job was 
being sure that donor money is helping rather than harm-
ing African countries. Judy and John have three sons, five 
grandsons, a great-grandson, and, finally, a great-grand-
daughter. The marriage remains alive and well after 66 
years. ❖ Brad Bond, 101 Hillside Way, Marietta, OH 
45750; tel., (740) 374-6715; e-mail, bbond101@sudden 
link.net. Online news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/
class-notes/.      

52 Today is April 13. I wonder, as I sit here com-
fortably sheltered in place, where you will be 

when you read this. It will be July. Will you be able to spend 
time with family, friends—physically with them? Or will 
you be, as I am now, spending a lot of time connecting 
on the phone, or online asking the grocery store to come 
to you? Will you remember, or still be, Zooming? What 
was the experience like? What is the experience like?
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This column would have ended right there, but an old 
friend rode in to save it. On March 30, Michael Scott 
(ms514156@gmail.com) wrote: “I write from the velvet 
confinement of my retirement community in McLean, 
VA, as the COVID-19 droplets attempt with fury to pen-
etrate the barriers now protecting our campus. So far, 
so good: Barriers-1, COVID-0. Our regimen is compre-
hensive: no group activities involving proximity closer 
than six feet (there goes the weekly bridge game); no 
communal dining, only room service (fortunately, we 
have a BLT that won’t quit); no family or other visitors; 
exercise facilities closed; all staff, vendors, and other 
providers checked for temperature and COVID symp-
toms on entry; all exterior doors locked except those 
leading to a staffed reception desk; two or three phone 
calls a day from an LPN to make sure we’re each okay; 
and departures other than for an MD appointment 
strongly discouraged. Guess what: nobody’s complain-
ing. Collectively, the residents here feel blessed by the 
aggressiveness of management. And in part thanks to 
management, this too shall pass.

“Until the viral attack arrived upon the local scene, 
I had been immersed in arranging for a scheduled 75th 
anniversary July production of Rodgers & Hammerstein’s 
immortal Carousel by our community theatre group here 
in McLean. Things were going well: specific production 
dates arranged, performance license obtained, production 
staff identified, staging concepts agreed upon, orchestra 
members committed, and auditions scheduled. Then 
along came the spider, and our beautiful community 
center was forced to close—and indeed remains closed 
as I write. So in keeping with the line from Carousel—
‘Walk on, walk on with hope in your heart’—my immersion 
is now in planning for a postponed production next Feb-
ruary. And so far, things look good—as long as we are 
not ‘destaged’ again by an unabated COVID-19, or by a 
‘snowstorm of the century,’ or by the locusts that are now 
apparently ravaging the Southern Hemisphere. Stay tuned.

“ ‘Aside from that, Mrs. Lincoln,’ my cat and I are living 
an uncomplicated life. I guess most of us at this advanced 
age live life in major part through the activities of our 
children, grandchildren, or great-grandchildren. That’s 
certainly true in my case, especially right now as my 
oldest granddaughter is on the COVID-19 front lines at 
Cleveland’s University Hospitals, where she is pursuing 
a residency in trauma surgery. Finally, I’d like to thank 
you, Joan, for your diligence in pursuing the role of class 
correspondent. I had the job many years ago, and I know 
it’s not a slam-dunk. Thanks.”

Update: In mid-April, Mike advised that after he sent 
his original e-mail, a resident at his community con-
tracted the virus. The lockdown was tightened in sev-
eral ways, but he still believed that the storm, like all 
those before it, would pass. I hope you are each coming  
through this well. ❖ Joan Boffa Gaul, joangaul@mac.
com. Class website, classof52alumni.cornell.edu.

53 John Arnold reports being very active in 
sports and gardening, as well as in Kiwanis 

and his church. He and Jane have 14 grandchildren and 
seven great-grandchildren. In response to Jack Brophy’s 
invitation, he submitted a brief memoir about a Cornell 
experience: “Following a wrestling match (I won), a couple 
came up to me and he introduced me to his date. After 
I left for the showers, I suddenly realized she had asked 
to be presented to me. It would have been the only date 
I had in five years at Cornell! I wonder where she is now?”

Julian Max Aroesty (jma38@cornell.edu) shares his 
thoughts on the recent passing of his close friend and 

   

classmate William David Gurowitz. “Bill majored in 
Chem istry at Cornell, earned a PhD at Purdue, and joined 
Dow Chemical as a research chemist. His greatest accom-
plishments were not as a scientist but as a perceptive 
and empathetic person. This quality was recognized by 
Cornell when he was recruited to be the executive direc-
tor of the Chemistry department, a role in which he 
performed so well that five years later he was asked to 
be VP for Campus Affairs. Over the 20 years in which 

Bill served, his affection for Cornell students and enthu-
siasm for his job never diminished. Bill and his wife, 
Sandi, retired in Kailua, HI, where our families have 
spent time together.”

Felice “Flic” Bernstein Burns (New York NY) enjoys 
“a little travel,” reading, bridge, and theater. She volun-
teers for the Community Service Society as well as Mt. 
Sinai Hospital. Joseph Huth (barbjoehuth@aol.com) 
writes, “We live in Colonie, NY, and Venice, FL, so I belong 
to two garden clubs: the Men’s Garden Club of Albany 
and the Family Garden Club of Englewood, FL. Barbara 
Reed Muckerjee ’54 and I enjoy short trips in Florida, 
including visiting the Dali Museum in St. Petersburg.”

Ruth “Chris” Christoff Landon (Roanoke, VA; chris 
landon@gmail.com) continues to enjoy living in her 
home, where she maintains an active schedule walking 
her dog, participating in a YMCA water exercise class, 
attending a book club writing group, and with her church. 
Sue Kahn and Lois Crane Williams, MEd ’60, are class-
mates she has contacted. “Life is full of involvement with 
grandchildren’s and great-grandchildren’s milestones 
and activities,” she observes. How about sending us a 
memoir, Chris?

Herb Neuman (New York, NY; HerbNeuman@aol.
com) is active with Cornell including attending CALS last 
summer and benefitting greatly from the lectures by 
Glenn Altschuler, PhD ’76. He plans to attend again 
this summer. “I am heavily engaged in strengthening the 
Jewish Studies Program,” he reports. “Anyone interested 
please contact me. I am still running my family real estate 
business and just renewed my office lease for an ad-
ditional two years! Having lunch with Burt Fine to cel-
ebrate birthdays is an annual event.”

Bertram Pitt (Ann Arbor, MI; bpitt@umich.edu) is 
emeritus professor of medicine (cardiology) at U. of 
Michigan. He remains active professionally, leading 
large-scale research trials for health agencies and drug 
companies for a wide range of medical diseases. His 
son, Geoffrey, is “keeping my ties to Cornell as head of 
cardiovascular research at Weill Cornell Medicine.”

This obituary reached us just before I submitted 
this column: Dave Rossin and his wife, Sandy, both 
succumbed to COVID-19 in early April. Long active in 
Cornell affairs, he was until 2018 a member of the ’53 
class council. His distinguished career in the nuclear 
energy industry included a position at Argonne National 
Laboratory and an appointment as assistant secretary 

for nuclear energy at the US Dept. of Energy. He was a 
member of the Cornell Club of Sarasota-Manatee.

Barbara Querze Weinreich, MEd ’54 (rweinreich@
rrcfl.com) writes from her home in Orlando that her full 
schedule of activities includes serving on the board of 
the Jewish Federation of Greater Orlando, leading a large 
book discussion group, and being a job coach for dis-
abled adults. Jack Brophy’s memoirs have provided her 
much pleasure. “Some of my most enjoyable experi-

ences have been family gatherings at historic cities and 
geographic wonders. There’s always more to learn,” she 
observes. Connecting with her ten grandchildren is espe-
cially “life affirming.”

Rosalyn Zalutsky Baron died in March 2020 at her 
home in Jupiter, FL. Jerry Dreher ’67, president, Cornell 
Club of the Berkshires, wrote: “Cornell lost one of our 
most energetic supporters. She lived for Cornell and was 
one of its greatest champions.” Roz was a member of 
the alumni council, the Cornell Club of the Berkshires, 
and the Cornell clubs of New York and Eastern Florida. 
She served the Class of ’53 as a class officer, chaired 
our 45th Reunion, and hosted ’53 classmates at her 
Berkshires home for several Tanglewood events. She and 
her late husband, Philip, also endowed a Cornell profes-
sorship. Professionally, Roz was the second female 
stockbroker registered on the New York Stock Exchange.

Closing thoughts from your class correspondents: 
As we draft these class notes in mid-April, the COVID-19 
pandemic is in full force and the future is uncertain. We 
trust that when we read the July/August issue of Cornell 
Alumni Magazine, substantial progress will have been 
achieved. We wish every success for Cornell as it in-
novates programs to fulfill its mission. We are confident 
class members will be supportive of these endeavors. 
❖ Jack Allen, jwallen@msu.edu; Jack Brophy, john 
brophy@aol.com; Caroline Mulford Owens, 53news.
cornell@gmail.com.

54 We’re writing this in early April as we are hiber-
nating and socially distancing to cope with 

the new coronavirus. I’m wearing my ’54 sweater, which 
dates back to 1989 or so, to get in the spirit. Fortunately, 
you continue to send us your news, now that you have 
more time for that and want to connect with old friends. 
We are grateful to you. Do stay healthy.

Though some classmates have moved north (usually 
to be near family), several ’54s still live in Florida. Jane 
Gregory Wilson spent years as the military wife of Lynn. 
Her hobby now is cruising (or perhaps was!); Jane has 
spent over two years on cruise ships to visit all seven 
continents. In early spring she had returned from a month’s 
trip to California with a friend. When home, she makes 
favors for holidays for the Alzheimer’s wing where Lynn 
spent his last days. Also in Florida is Annadele Ferguson 
Jackson. She keeps in touch with several classmates 
in the Sarasota area: Polly Hospital Flansburgh, Lou 

‘ I wonder, as I sit here comfortably 
sheltered in place, where you will be 
when you read this.’
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Schaefer Dailey, and Eloise Mix Unbekant, among 
others. Annadele used to enjoy tennis and now volun-
teers at her church and Bay Village. She writes that she 
loved Reunion last year and thanks all who helped make 
it happen.

Patricia Jerome Colby (masoncolby32@gmail.com) 
lives in Naples, FL, with husband Mason. They both 
enjoy lectures and classes. Pat got an MSW at Ohio State. 
She reads and plays canasta; Mason golfs and sings in 

a great church choir. (He sang in the Cornell Glee Club
and has been singing ever since.) They see Pat’s room-
mate Carol Reid Lyons, who winters in Florida. They
have also seen fellow Cornellians Paul “Spike” Gerwin
’51, MBA ’52, and Don Feiman ’49 at their CCRC,
Bentley Village. Previously they volunteered at a local
thrift shop and Habitat, “but now arthritis has taken over
and curbs our activity.”

Jacob “Jack” Martin, MS ’61 (jacob.martin@verizon.
net) is glad to have time in retirement for hiking, skiing,
mountain climbing, gardening, and travel with children,
spouses, and grandchildren, many of whom have grad-
uated with bachelor’s and graduate degrees. He may
have the time, but where does he find the energy?! They
have lived 52 years in the same house in Wellesley, but
he has “new places” on his bucket list.

Stephen Krauss (Steve2Carol@bellsouth.net) recalls
that his interest in European history, especially modern
Germany, was stimulated by Dr. Fritz Stern, his advisor.
He adds, “The beauty of the Finger Lakes area and cam-
pus encouraged my artist’s eye.” Since retiring from
medicine, he has more time to pursue classical piano,
painting and printmaking, and doubles tennis. With his
wife, Carol, they lived on a farm in East Tennessee near
the Great Smokies for 20 years. They moved into Knoxville
13 years ago—“a more social and stimulating life.” Carol
is active as a Master Gardener and with bridge and book
club—and Stephen reads her books too! They still enjoy
an active life at 87. “Our 2019 trip to Tanzania was our
peak adventure—the Serengeti plain and more.”

Luther “Luke” Miller, LLB ’58, applied to both the
law and business schools at Cornell. He says he de-
cided to choose the one that accepted him first, and
that was law. But first he served in the military. He has
practiced law in Rochester, NY, where he and wife Iris
still live. Contact Luke to hear some of his remarkable
Cornell stories—about his fear of heights and needing
to cross the Suspension Bridge late one night, or about
the time he poured ice cold milk into a very hot pitcher
while he waited tables, or about his entering the military
with such exquisite timing that he received neither GI Bill
benefits nor avoidance of the bar exam (but he encoun-
tered no shooting). He has more.

The US is often called a “nation of immigrants.” Our
classmate Miloslav Rechcigl Jr., MNS ’55, PhD ’58
(svu.one@gmail.com) is a prominent and interesting
member of that group. Mila was born in Czechoslovakia,
spent the war years under Nazi occupation, escaped to
the West after the Communist takeover, and in 1950
arrived penniless in New York with only a rudimentary

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

knowledge of “Czenglish.” He received a scholarship 
to Cornell in 1951 and departed seven years later with 
a doctorate specializing in biochemistry, physiology, 
nutrition, and food science. Mila spent two years as a 
postdoctoral research fellow at the National Institutes 
of Health (NIH) and then joined the National Cancer 
Inst. (NCI) for ten years, where he conducted extensive 
research relating to cancer biochemistry. In 1970 he 
joined the State Dept.’s Agency for Int’l Development 

(AID), where he became chief of research and a director
before retiring in 1996. Apart from his “day job” and
continuing into retirement, Mila devoted over 50 years
of his life to the Czechoslovak Society of Arts and
Sciences (SVU) of which he was a co-founder, past
president for many years, and longtime chief archivist.

Mila authored or edited over 30 books related to his
scientific research career and, as SVU’s chief archivist,
organized the society’s complete archival collection now
housed at several universities in the US and Czech
Republic as well as at the National Archive in Prague.
Because of his extensive writings on behalf of his country
of birth, Mila has been awarded several medals by the
senior leadership of the Czech Republic honoring his
contributions in preserving and fostering relations be-
tween the Czech Republic and the US. All in all, a life well
lived. Mila and his wife, Eva, have been married for 67
years. They live in Rockville, MD.

For more news, visit the class website (classof54.
alumni.cornell.edu), long maintained by Jan Jakes Kunz.
You may send your news online (http://www.alumni.
cornell.edu/class-notes) or directly to either of us at:
❖ Ruth Carpenter Bailey, rcbhtb@gmail.com; Bill
Waters, billwaters@optonline.net.

55 I can’t help wondering where the world will be
when you receive this issue. I know we were

all more than sorry to hear the sad news from campus
that Reunion has been canceled. I’m hoping that we will
return to normal a.s.a.p.—but not until we can be safe!
As you have heard many times, listen to the guidelines,
maintain social distance, and wash your hands.

Well, let’s take a look at recent news from classmates—
and I send a big thank you to all who have written. Mort
Kolko’s grandson Ben Chartock ’14 is in his third year
at Penn, pursuing a doctorate in healthcare economics.
Mort’s favorite dining experience on or off campus was
German pancakes made by Charlie Hitzelberger, the cook
at the Beta Sigma Rho house. E. Howland Swift, self-
described as “long retired” after a career as fundraiser for
nonprofits (including three years at Cornell’s Hotel school),
wishes he was still skiing and/or playing tennis. Swifty
enjoys warm winters in Arizona and cool summers in
Vermont with family. His favorite dining experience was
“that great restaurant way up on a hill across the lake
with wonderful views.”

We send condolences to Winthrop Cody, whose wife,
Marilyn, died after sharing 61 years of happy marriage.
Everett “Pete” McDonough moved to Red Bluff, CA, 20
years ago. “It’s a small, rural community 160 miles north

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

of San Francisco,” where they grow walnuts, almonds, 
cattle, and prunes, and Pete says he’s “happy to be here, 
trying to live graciously and gratefully.” In his senior year, 
he and a fraternity brother moved into a three-room suite 
with a fireplace and balcony in Baker Tower and hiked up 
to Willard Straight for breakfast—“a great contrast to the 
Kline Rd. dorms of my freshman year!” Pete is currently 
district coordinator of the AARP/IRS tax aid program, a 
post he’s held for the past 17 years. He also works with 
a community concert association, Rotary, and Elks and 
is on the local hospital board.

Floridian Steve Clingan says, “I still work every day 
because I have four sons in the business, and I like what 
I do.” Steve lost his wife, Marge, in 2018 but is grateful for 
“great family support.” Although he’d like to travel more, 
he’s been too busy. “My grandchildren fill my thoughts 
and spare time.” Sandra Wiltse Leininger writes, “I have 
moved into a senior independent living home in Utah and 
am basking in the good, easy life. Three of my six children 
live nearby.” Sandy plays bridge most evenings and 
enjoys the exercise programs and the many friendships 
she’s made. When it comes to Cornell dining experiences, 
though, she confesses, “My least favorite were the Brus-
sels sprouts that were served frequently at Dickson!”

Michael Shinagel, who lives in Cambridge, MA, is 
pleased to dine at home: “My wife is a great cook!” Michael 
retired in 2013 as the longest-serving dean in Harvard 
history; he taught his last class in 2019, marking 61 years 
of college teaching. His memoir, Holocaust Survivor to 
Harvard Dean: Memories of a Refugee’s Progress, was 
pub lished in 2016. In 1977, Michael enrolled as a found-
ing member of the Harvard Inst. for Learning in Retirement. 
For Gordon White, the goal is to “keep on as I am,” 
which involves sailing on the Chesapeake Bay, driving 
his vintage race car, and enjoying his marriage to Mary 
Anne. The most satisfaction in his life comes from writ-
ing, he adds. Malcolm Whyte’s book, Gorey Secrets, 
explores the literary and artistic influence on books by 
Edward Gorey. Malcolm’s closing comment was, “I ap-
preciate the many interesting articles in the Alumni 
Magazine. Well done!” ❖ Nancy Savage Petrie, 19 York 
Ledge Dr., Cumberland Fore side, ME 04110; e-mail, 
nancysavagepetrie@yahoo.com.

56 From our Floridians: Evelyn Margulies 
Yudowitz (Aventura, FL) writes, “My late hus-

band, Bernard ’55, and I have been snowbirds in this 
area for 30 years and now I have decided to make it my 
permanent home.” Lenore Brotman Greenstein (Naples, 
FL) plays tennis, takes fitness classes, belongs to four 
book groups, and spends the summer months in “the 
beautiful Berkshires.” Lenore is looking forward to seeing 
everyone at our 65th Reunion. Nina French Glover 
(Bradenton, FL) plays bridge, sails, and enjoys family 
reunions. We are sad to note the passing of her husband, 
Rodney ’54, in June 2019. Regards from Lew Klotz, 
who winters in Boynton Beach, FL, and summers in New 
Jersey. Lew swims, plays golf, and goes to the gym. Hello 
from Vincent Rubatzky (Orlando, FL).

Lewis Glasser, MD ’60 (Tucson, AZ) is active in the 
Cornell Club of Southern Arizona and works for a blood 
registry group. George Nicholson III (Pointe Shores, MI) 
retired as a CPA after 30 years and spends summers on 
Cape Cod. Joe Henninger, MBA ’58 (Copley, OH) wrote 
about his two memorable dining experiences; they both 
occurred at the Old College Spa on State St. in Ithaca. 
“The first was my first date with the coed who was to 
become my wife, Sue (DeRosay) ’57. The second dinner 
occurred 2-1/2 years later. Since Sue and I were married 

‘ Michael Shinagel retired in 2013 as the 
longest-serving dean in Harvard history.’
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in Ithaca, we held our rehearsal dinner at (you guessed 
it) the College Spa. After 62 years of marriage, I guess
we outlived the College Spa.”

Sam Basch (Bronx, NY) continues his practice and
teaching at Mt. Sinai Hospital as a clinical professor.
“As a first responder for 9/11,” he writes, “I am fortunate 
to not have suffered from any post-9/11 illnesses.” Sam 
is looking forward to serving on the planning committee 
for our 65th Reunion in 2021. Diane Newman Fried,
MEd ’58 (Stratford, CT) is fully retired and very active with 
the League of Women Voters, celebrating 100 years since
the right to vote (19th Amendment). Don Moon (Bremer-
ton, WA) retired as president of Shimer College (Illinois) in
2007 after 40 years at the college—25 years as president.
Don moved to Washington State in 2019 to be near his 
children. We are sorry to report the passing of his wife, our 
classmate Mary (Holmes), who died in June 2019 after
a long illness. Mary’s ashes were spread at Mt. Rainier!

Trudy Hutchins Hickox (Chappaqua, NY) plays tennis
and, after living in Summit, NJ, for many years, moved
to Chappaqua, next door to one of her daughters. She’s 
enj oying her seven grandchildren and two great-grand-
daughters. John Baker (Litchfield, CT) is a beekeeper, 
director of the local Audubon Society, and manager of a
local sanctuary. John’s favorite dining experience was
with his Delta Phi fraternity brothers. John Long, MS ’57
(Albion, NY), a retired farmer, and wife Loretta enjoy good 
health; garden and lawn work keep them busy. “As an Ag 
student, I fondly remember several of my professors in the
College of Agriculture and the practical instruction they
presented in the courses they taught, much of which has 
remained with me for all of those years since that time.”

Hello from Stephen and Gail Gifford Rudin (Port
Washi ngton, NY) and Beth and Dick Miller, MBA ’58
(Lake Forest, IL). Dick writes, “My favorite dining expe-
rience was my 80th birthday celebration while on a cruise 
on the Danube River.” He’s been singing in a church choir,
involved with a men’s study group, and serving as a hos-
pitality minister at his church. Pete Thaler (Los Angeles, 
CA) says, “At this stage in our lives, no news is good news.” 
❖ Phyllis Bosworth, Phylboz@aol.com.

57 Bob Watts expressed so well in a tribute to
former Cornell President Frank Rhodes what

this extraordinary man meant to our university, and how 
he could “tune his interest, thinking, and delivery to any 
audience.” Bob is involved with the local historical society, 
enjoys photography, keeps up with a walking regimen,
and tries to keep up with the activities of children and
grandchildren. He also wins a lifetime achievement award
for easy-to-read submissions—he types them!

In the medical field, Eph McLean is a professor in the 
computer information systems department at Georgia
State U., having been involved in this work for 50 years
and having recently received a Lifetime Achievement
Award by the Assn. for Computing Machinery. Eva
Klauber Anderson continues her full-time private prac-
tice of psychology. Steve Parles, in his 54th year in
pediatrics, and Tania have celebrated their 62nd anniver-
sary. Their grandson is a sports broadcaster in Las Vegas.

Continuing on the athletic front, Milt Kogan, actor, 
basketball player, and world traveler, reports having
taken his family to the North Pole in February, where they
rode dog sleds and slept in an igloo hotel. Tony Tewes,
known as “Tough Tony” for his exploits on the lacrosse
field, heads south from Grosse Pointe, MI, to Stuart, FL, 
in the winter to enjoy racquetball, pickleball, and golf.
Three of his children have taken over the management of 
his insurance business. Jim Naismith, MS ’59, continues

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

to enjoy his connection with basketball (the peach basket 
is still nailed to the tree) and follows with great interest 
the activities of his and Beverly’s four children, 15 grands, 
and nine greats.

Roger, MD ’61, and Marilyn Soloway have celebrat-
ed their 60th anniversary and, like many others, enjoy 
taking pride in the accomplishments of their children 
and grandchildren. John Fisher is involved with CCRC 
committees in Needham, MA. He plays a mean game of 
duplicate bridge and moderates a weekly current events 
discussion group. He is also into a 50-year-old croquet 
tournament and fishing with sons and grandsons and 
their annual trek to Maine.

Emita Brady Hill, having published Bronx Faces and 
Voices in 2014, has added to the collection with North
ern Harvest, a book concerning women and farming. 
Marcia Wishengrad Metzger, JD ’60, spends time and 
effort raising money for the Women’s Assn. of Hilton 
Head Island, having also served on the Beaufort County 
department of special needs and the local women’s club. 
Claire Sanford Perrault still remembers the occasional 
cheeseburger from Louie’s Lunch wagon, but more recent 
joys involve politics, exercise, gardening, reading, and 
museum visits.

On a personal note, Tony Cashen, MBA ’58, and I 
recently experienced the wonderful hospitality of Rod 
and Liz Beckwith in Charlottesville. The stories were 
wonderful, lightly tinged by the truth, and the time was 
too brief. A short time after that, Tom Keating was kind 
enough to fly from Minneapolis to celebrate the start of 
my 86th year on the planet with Harriett and me at the 
legendary Buckhorn Inn in Tennessee. ❖ John Seiler, 
suitcase2@aol.com.

58 The Class of 1958 grieves with all the Cornell 
community in our loss of President Emeritus 

Frank H.T. R
 

hodes. We go way back with this great friend 
of the class and will miss him dearly. He would encourage 
us to move on and do good things for the community and 
the world, and we will aspire to do that in his absence. 
We extend the class’s sympathy to Rosa and all the 
Rhodes family.

There is news from many classmates this round, most 
of whom were responding to the annual letter for class 
support. Thanks to you all, as we write during this strange 
time of country peril. From Fred Sherman (scufred@aol.
com) in mid-March, we learn that his trip scheduled for 
May to South Korea and Japan was canceled. He adds: 
“With my limited knowledge regarding viruses, I’m not 
surprised—I think that we’re going to be on some form of 
‘lockdown’ until a vaccine is created, probably not until 
the end of 2020 or even into 2021. I have a trip planned 
to Egypt and Jordan in the fall but won’t be surprised if 
that’s canceled also. Both trips were to be with Midge 
Yelon Lefkowitz ’60.” From Dick Kurtz ’55, BS ’58 
(dickerperry@gmail.com) in San Diego, CA, comes: 
“Great news! Our granddaughter Jenny Marr and hus-
band Chris are parents of FOUR identical boys born March 
15 in Dallas, TX. All are very healthy. Odds are one in 
48,000,000 for unaided birth of quadruplets. I will be 
109 when they graduate in the Class of 2042! We are 
grateful to God and the huge medical team who were 
‘in’ on the occasion. The new pledge class looks fine and 
we send greetings to all PSKers all over the world.”

In updates from some of our regulars: David Brown, 
MBA ’60, has been retired 24 years and is traveling when 
he can, but mostly he’s enjoying his five children, 11 
grands, and 6 great-grands, all “a wonderful joy, and they 
take good care of Papa.” David gets together annually with 

his Alpha Delta Phi class brothers, still lives in Vermont, 
and is reachable at davidlbrown24@gmail.com. Rev. Bob 
Beringer continues to enjoy teaching classes in his 
retirement community and church up in Topsham, ME; 
he writes that the book he wrote after Peggy (Chamber
lain) ’59’s death, Living Unafraid at the End of Life, 
continues to be very popular. His greatest satisfaction 
these days is seeing his grandchildren in college and 
grad schools. Not many changes are in the life of Albert 
Caines; he’s still into keeping ’coons, skunks, owls, etc., 
and keeps busy with grandkids, fishing, and training baby 
raccoons out in the Phoenix, NY, countryside. On the 
question of favorite dining off campus, both Albert and 
Bob remember Joe’s most distinctly; no doubt that applies 
to many of us. Louis Bucciarelli, MS ’60 (llbjr@mit.edu) 
continues to write about technology and culture. “I’m now 
retired from most of my near-half-century at MIT, where 
I held a joint appointment in the School of Engineering 
and the School of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences. 
I code for pleasure and advise the board of directors for 
Fulbright U. Vietnam.” Like others, he and Ann had hoped 
to attend grandchildren’s graduations (they have one 
from Vassar and another from Wesleyan) but, also like 
others, probably won’t be attending in person.

Now retired from the US Foreign Service, Marie Burba 
(mlburba@earthlink.net) says her life has slowed down 
quite a bit, but she was still traveling (as she had for many 
years in her work), mostly on cruises. Living in Huntington 
Beach, CA, Marie says, “I need to work out more, keep up 
on my Spanish (a part of my local life), swim when I can, 
and read a lot. And I remember my favorite dining exper-
ience on campus—those breakfasts in Willard Straight 
Hall, eggs on toast.” Marie also fondly remembers 
Taughann ock Falls Inn (don’t we all). Ted Graves, BArch 
’60, MArch ’61 (ted@htgraves.com) sends only a new 
address in Stamford, CT. Michael Levine does have 
news: his son Thad is the general manager for the Min-
nesota Twins of the American League. Lewis Futterman 
writes, “I still work, building small condo projects in the 
coastal area of L.A., bike, play tennis, and go on oc-
casional safaris; and since Starla and our 26-year-old 
daughter, Kale, who lives with us, are great cooks, we 
have some great dinner parties, some for our favorite 
charities.” His best dinner, however, was a birthday cele-
bration at Atomix in NYC. James F. “Jeff” Brown and his 
wife, Jae, enjoy good health, travel a few weeks per year, 
and hike and ski in their home state, Maine, as Jeff 
continues working full time for the US Army evaluating 
applicants’ medical qualifications.

Dick, PhD ’65, and Connie Case Haggard say that 
they continue to be both surprised and honored by their 
CACO granting of the William “Bill” Vanneman ’31 Out-
standing Class Leader Award. They had a great time at 
CALC in Las Vegas, received accolades from the many 
Cornell class officers attending the conference, and said 
that their award was accepted on behalf of their many 
fellow ’58ers who had worked so hard with them for 
Cornell over the years. They said, “We will keep at it, and 
we remind all ’58ers to prepare for 65 in ’23.” ❖ Dick 
Haggard, richardhaggard11@gmail.com; Janet Arps 
Jarvie, janjarvie@gmail.com. 

59 We’ve got a lot of catching up to do with Mark 
Kritz. After graduating from Cornell, serving 

in the US Navy Reserve, and holding several engineering 
positions, Mark enrolled in a PhD program in geophysics 
at Yale, obtaining his degree in 1975. “My first job as a 
newly minted PhD was a stint as a visiting scientist at the 
French National Center for Scientific Research near Paris. 
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This was not something that I had sought; rather it was 
set up (as a joke, I still believe) by my thesis advisor, who 
knew that it had taken me three tries to pass the required 
French proficiency exam. Once in France, I got bit in a 
major way by the ‘Paris Bug.’ I stayed four years, forging 
the scientific partnerships that continued for the duration 
of my professional activity—and also led to my returning 
to Paris at least once a year from that day to this!

“My thesis advisor was also responsible for my meet-
ing geochemist Wallace Broecker, who in 1974 came 
up to Yale from Columbia to give a talk in which he, in 
essence, predicted the global warming and climate 
change that we are experiencing today. Broecker was a 
persuasive guy and had some very compelling argu-
ments, which soaked in and served to set the arc of my 
subsequent research activity—attempting to separate 
the influence of natural and human factors on the cycles 
of various atmospheric trace constituents.” Mark notes 
that while Yale opened the door to his activities as an 
atmospheric scientist, his Cornell studies in Mechanical 
Engineering were a key factor in his work in that field, 
enabling him to design and even build his own flight 
hardware. “My knowledge of thermodynamics and ther-
mal analysis, gained from classes at Cornell, also helped 
me to identify patterns and relationships in field data 
that had been overlooked by others.” After retiring, Mark 
remarried; he and his wife live in San Francisco.

Decades had passed since Jay Hooker last visited 
Ithaca and Cornell. “So much the same, and so much 
changed,” he noted after he and his wife, Holly, were 
there for a brief visit last summer. “The Arts Quad still 
has the painted footsteps between Ezra Cornell and 
Andrew White, but my fraternity, Psi Upsilon, is long gone. 
Downtown Ithaca was completely unfamiliar, and the 
locals don’t remember Zinck’s. Still, all told it was a won-
derful visit.” (Note to all: Look for Int’l Spirit of Zinck’s Night 
in your area, this year on October 15. Info at alumni.
cornell.edu.) Like Mark, Jay started out at Cornell studying 
Mechanical Engineering, but he switched to Economics, 
graduating in 1961. He went into the US Army Reserve, 
worked briefly in the San Francisco Bay Area, then entered 
law school at the U. of Michigan. Back to San Francisco 
he went, to work for an admiralty (maritime) law firm. Five 
years later, he switched to the Alameda County Public 
Defender’s office, trying criminal cases for the next 20 
years. Soon after retiring, Jay met Holly, whom he mar-
ried in 2001. The retired couple live in Tiburon, CA, and 
love sailing. “I still ski and play tennis, too, although 
more carefully!”

“I’m FINE,” writes Charles “Cholly” Beck, MS ’61, from 
Ormond Beach, FL, alluding to a line in a Louise Penny 
book. Much as he loves to bowl, he had to give up the 
sport last year, when his vertebrae began crumbling. “But 
I still enjoy going to the lanes with Lorna, my bride of some 
55 years, a few years younger than I, and thankfully much 
healthier.” Charles is reading much more than he ever 
did at school or work, and he remains busy with the 
Beck Family Assn., now some 80 or so people. The group, 
which meets triennially, hopes to gather this summer for 
a week in Maine.

Eight years ago, Hugh and Diane Bishop Hanson 
rescued a cocker spaniel named Bebe. In order to take 
Bebe with them when they travel, the Hansons bought a 
second-hand pop-up camper and headed off to Shenan-
doah National Park. Writes Diane: “Five years later we 
had upgraded three times, and now have a fifth-wheel 
camper (the tow vehicle had to be upgraded accordingly). 
Bebe has taken us on many adventures (see ‘Bebe’s Big 
Adventures’ on Facebook). We have seen distant relatives, 

camped with other camping friends, and been amazed 
by this great country of ours. From the long flat ride on 
I-40 to I-70, through Eisenhower up in the Rockies, and 
in between windy Moab and Arches National Park, the 
Grand Canyon Skywalk, Mt. Rushmore—Bebe has taken 
us everywhere, and we have covered many miles. Now 
that we are all older, we have decided to try to keep our 
trips a bit shorter and stay longer in one place. The Finger 
Lakes maybe this year?” When at home, the Hansons 
enjoy their mountainside house in Basye, VA, a small ski 
and golf community where there are lots of activities and 
volunteer opportunities. “The ironic thing is that we live in 
a place that most anyone would be happy to vacation 
in. But you can’t beat the fun of setting up at a KOA in 
Mis souri and having your daughter, her S.O. and his daugh-
ter, your grandson, his wife, my three great-grands, and 
a squealing baby pet pig all come to spend the day at the 
campground!” ❖ Jenny Tesar, jetesar@sbcglobal.net.

60 You’re reading this in July, but the column is 
being completed in mid-April during turbulent 

and worrisome times, when we are being asked to “shel-
ter at home,” as are students of all ages, and millions of 
Americans are finding themselves suddenly unemployed. 
In her March 28 letter explaining “the difficult decision 
to cancel Cornell’s in-person Reunion in June,” President 
Martha Pollack described the alternatives: a “virtual” Re-
union celebration is planned for the weekend of June 5,” 
while she and her Reunion team are “tentatively planning 
to host an on-campus gathering for the classes of the 
’0s and ’5s during Homecoming Weekend, September 
25-26.” As events unfold, further reports will be forth-
coming from our class council and in the next issues of 
Cornell Alumni Magazine.

Those of us intending to be in Ithaca for our 60th 
Reunion are disappointed, but undoubtedly understand 
the compelling reasons for the change. As Linda Jar
schauer Johnson, MS ’63, who has been working on 
registration for would-be Reunion attendees, says, “It’s 
disappointing, but necessary.” Linda had planned to come 
from Washington to Ithaca quite early to complete Re-
union preparations, then fly to Boston on Thursday for 
her granddaughter’s graduation from Newton South High 
School, and then return to Ithaca the next day, when 
Reunion would be in full swing. Needless to say, she will 
be adjusting her flight plans. On a happier note, she 
reports, “My granddaughter surprised me at my birthday 
in December with a mug that read ‘Cornell Grandma.’ 
She had been accepted Early Decision to Cornell, and 
I had no idea she had applied. Naturally, I’m tickled red.” 
Eleanor Creedon will be joining the Class of ’24, a 
fourth-generation Cornellian in Linda’s family.

Cynthia Loring MacBain (Southampton, MA), a 
retired teacher, writes, “After over 30 years volunteering 
in New York State prisons with the Alternatives to Violence 
Project, I have had to give up away-from-home activities 
to become a full-time caregiver for Keith, who has 
Parkinson’s disease. We are fortunate to have DopaFit, 
a program including boxing and other exercises designed 
for those with the disease and also meant to build a 
support system of participants and caregivers. We have 
all become ‘family.’ ” Cynthia and Keith have three Cornell-
ian grandsons: Zachary Keith MacBain ’17, a cellular 
biologist who is doing research on Parkinson’s disease 
at McLean Hospital, a Harvard teaching hospital; Taylor 
Loring MacBain ’18; and Jacob Antonio Revelo, who 
will enter with the Class of ’24 in the fall.

Bob Grieves, currently living in St. Petersburg, FL, 
with wife Carol, reports, “A home is being built for us in 

Lithia, FL,” not far from Tampa. “We cruise, or did until 
the coronavirus appeared, and I manage our investment 
portfolio. I’m in good shape thanks to my ancestry and 
the V.A.” Richard Gibbons (Mechanicsville, VA) is a 
retired landscape architect, now busy, he reports, as 
“trustee and treasurer of Scenic Virginia and as a mem-
ber of the advisory committee for Virginia Outdoors Plan 
development.” He also works with the group planning 
the 50th anniversary celebration of the Scenic Rivers 
program, is chairman of the Covenant Woods campus 
landscape committee, and serves as chairman of the 
resident council. Not surprisingly, Richard’s answer to 
the question “What brings you the most satisfaction 
these days?” is “Working with nonprofit organizations.” 
The Gibbonses have two grandchildren, one in college 
and the other in high school.

Marilyn Ellman (Lake Geneva, WI) has retired as a 
school psychologist at Woodstock High School after 30 
years in education. “Now,” she says, “I enjoy beautiful 
Lake Geneva, walking, boating, etc. I wrote three children’s 
books this year. The copyright is pending on the first one; 
the others are still being illustrated.” Asked what brings 
her the most satisfaction these days, Marilyn answers, 
“Three adult children, seven grandchildren, friends, travel, 
concerts, and a poker group. Also hearing from Cornell 
roommates Lynn Godfrey Tilton and Kay McIntire 
Dedrick ’62.” Louise Clendenin Watson is still happily 
settled in Jaffrey, NH, with her husband, Bernard. “Our life 
and livelihood revolve around music. We both play piano 
and sing music from the 1920s through the 1960s, but 
only for those people and places with pianos. We no 
longer tote heavy keyboards around.” Louise has a fond 
memory of “waiting and singing before the dinner door 
opened each evening as a freshman in Risley.”

Ruth Berberian Hanessian continues her involve-
ment in the Rockville Science Center (MD), frequently 
arranging programs called Science Cafes and Tuesdays 
that feature notable speakers. “We had a fabulous cafe 
in September with over 1,000 in attendance. Dr. Temple 
Grandin spoke on autism and the use of animals in 
research.” Ruth had studied conservation as an under-
graduate and says, “It was delightful to make a connec-
tion to Cornell Conservation Club members from the past 
as a result of seeing Class Notes. There were just three 
women in the conservation department’s incoming class 
in 1956.” Janice Petro Billings also continues her post-
retirement work as executive director of the Assn. of 
California School Administrators for Orange County, and 
spends time mentoring young educators, painting, sew-
ing, caregiving, and gardening—“All,” she says, “good 
for the soul.” Janice also belongs to a book group of 
Delta Delta Delta alumnae and enjoys “our 13 grand-
children we are so proud of.” Please send news to: ❖ 
Judy Bryant Wittenberg, jw275@cornell.edu.    

61 In the midst of self-isolation, as I write, I think 
of all of you wherever you are during the cur-

rent pandemic in the world and wish only the best for 
each of you and your families.

Many of you have written, so here goes. Suzanne 
Oparil (soparil@uab.mc.edu) is doing hypertension 
research and seeing patients full time at the U. of 
Alabama, Birmingham. She is the United Therapeutics 
Endowed Professor of Pulmonary Vascular Diseases and 
was recently named a distinguished scientist of the 
American Heart Assn. Suzanne notes that she finds 
great satisfaction in seeing her mentees succeed in their 
careers and life. Suzanne fondly recalls being herded 
out early for a milk punch breakfast to celebrate her 
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election to Phi Beta Kappa. Gerald Schneider will 
appear in the PBS documentary “Woodend” from the 
Audubon Natural ist Society’s environmental center in 
Chevy Chase, MD. He opened up that organization 50 
years ago and became its first executive director. Travel 
in 2019 included New Zealand, southern Italy, and an 
Elbe River cruise in Germany. He wishes for peace in the 
Middle East and enjoys discussion groups on contem-
porary issues.

Bruce Miller (bamcom@aol.com) is still working part 
time as consultant to Financial Planning, a company he 
sold a year ago. He has nine grandchildren and says 
he’s still vintage car racing. He recently saw classmate 
Larry Carducci at his 80th birthday celebration. Larry 
and wife Beth are doing well as winemakers in Northern 
California. They enjoy annual cruises. When Bill and I, 
Susan Williams Stevens, lived in Reedsport, OR, we 
would occasionally join the Portland area Cornell Club 
and drink Larry’s wine. Good stuff! Arthur Tasker (arthur. 
m.tasker@earthlink.net) is still “practicing a little bit of 
law, non-contentious stuff like personal docs.” He de-
scribes a fabulous trip with daughter Alex Tasker Marx 
’90 to Italy, introducing her to cousins in the village of 
Biccari, from which his grandparents emigrated in 1889.

Ed Kayser, MD ’65 (edwin.kayser@comcast.net) 
says he is “fishing, woodworking, reading, attending 
medical grand rounds weekly, and working out at a fit-
ness gym.” He has four kids (two are his and two are 
wife Cheryl’s) living five to 20 minutes away and eight 
grandchildren. They go to their small ranch in the central 
Oregon desert or to an Oregon beach. Ed recalls a
fabulous lunch at a four-star restaurant in southern
France. Fran Shapiro Ivker (Hoover, AL; drfbi1@gmail.
com) is three-quarters retired as an ob/gyn doctor—“no 
surgery, no hospital work.” She enjoyed travel to
Madagascar to “see lemurs in trees.” She reported
earlier in the spring that the last of the bar/bat mitzvahs 
was to be in May 2020. She’s happy to watch her grand-
children grow up and graduate college.

Willard Reed (b46r1316@msn.com) serves on three 
church committees after volunteering on a community 
emergency and medical response team. He sold his home 
after his wife died in 2017 and has bought a trailer. He 
says he may move back to NYC. Sheila Weinrub Tross-
man “is happily wintering in Boca Raton, FL, where the 
’61 girls meet: Dale Abrams Adams, Marlene Alpert 
Tein, Marian Pease, Judy Gubman Goldfaden, Bobbi 
Singer Gang when she passes through, and Carol Bono
saro.” Anne Lasher Mihalisin (mihalisinanne@gmail.
com) is in a new retirement community in San Diego. She 
shares, “I plan to spend my days playing poker, bridge, 
and pool, doing water aerobics, and participating in the 
numerous activities available.”

Jill Beckoff Nagy (nagyjillo@gmail.com) and George, 
PhD ’62 live in Troy, NY. Jill is retired, “doing some pro 
bono legal work, freelancing for a monthly publication, 
hanging out at the YMCA, reading a lot, and enjoying the 
return of spring birds and departure of crows.” Robert 
Gambino (rbgambino1938@gmail.com) writes, “I still 
love my horticulture and run my greenhouse enterprise, 
but I really get a kick out of killing the non-native spe-
cies—Japanese knotweed and garlic mustard, to name 
a few.” He remembers the Chinese restaurant across from 
Zinck’s. Diana Frumkes Thompson (dianaft21@yahoo.
com) is advocating for seniors and plays duplicate
bridge two or three times a week. She and her husband, 
Richard ’59, live in Washington within 11 miles of ten 
persons with coronavirus. When she wrote on March 20, 
they were in a state of emergency.

 
 

 
 

 

L. George Wilson (george_wilson@ncsu.edu) is a 
professor emeritus in postharvest physiology/technology. 
His family brings him satisfaction, and he lists recent 
travels to Italy, where his daughter and her retired US 
Army colonel live/work. Church, Rotary Int’l, Partners of 
the Americas (North Carolina/Bolivia), three children, five 
grandchildren, and two great-grandsons keep him busy. 
Bradley Griffin praised this magazine for its treatment 
of Dr. Frank H.T. Rhodes in a recent issue. Charles Hecht, 
LLB ’63 (cjhecht@aol.com) checks in again. He’s prac-
ticing law full time and continues sculpting with a studio 
in Maspeth Queens. Hal Binyon (hbinyon3@aol.com) 
checked in from Naples, FL. Keep us informed on how 
you are and what you are doing. ❖ Susan Williams 
Stevens, sastevens61@gmail.com; Doug Fuss, doug 
out@attglobal.net.

62 Condolences to Linda Altshuler Lee (lolinda 
@roadrunner.com), whose husband, Lothrop 

Jr., passed away last October. Before his illness, they 
enjoyed traveling, volunteering, and entertaining. “Now 
I’m trying to decide where to live for the rest of my life 
after 57 years of marriage. Last spring, we went to Kings-
ton, NC, to dine at Chef & the Farmer. It was wonderful. 
Grandchildren are approaching adulthood, so I am 
enjoying the company of the last at 12 years old.” 

A favorite dining experience for Anne Kaczmarczyk 
Evans (evans25@ptdnet) was Le Jules Verne at the Eiffel 
Tower in Paris. In Ashland, PA, she volunteers for Medicare 
and for the Mahanoy Area Historical Society, of which 
she is also secretary of the board. When she wrote, she 
had just returned from Savannah, GA, where she met 
Cornell classmates Julia Christensen Pohlman and 
Sue Scarborough Stark. Anne and John visited Hilton 
Head in Charleston in February.

Terry Baker’s (reteyedoc@aol.com) favorite dining 
experience was an Ag dinner at a fraternity house. Terry 
and wife Lynne live in Truckee, CA. “I always seem to have 
many honey-do projects. Slowing down more and more—
wish I had the spunk of years past.” Hal Sieling (Carls-
bad, CA; halsieling@aol.com) is busy raising funds for 
the restoration of SAE at Cornell. His wishes are to get 
younger and to go to Ithaca for Reunion. Paul Pentz 
(ppentz4@aol.com) lives in Naples, FL.

Douglas Pearson, MBA ’64 (dpearson@orcasonline.
com) of Eastsound, WA, writes, “Family makes me happy: 
successful children and 55 years of marriage to Joyce 
(Smith), MS ’65.” Daughter Ann is chair of Harvard’s Dept. 
of Earth and Planetary Science and was elected a fellow 
of the American Geophysical Union. Son David is exec-
utive partner with DeLoitte. There’s lots more room for 
your news—please don’t force me to become a fiction 
writer! ❖ Jan McClayton Crites, jmc50@cornell.edu.

63 As I write this column, our country is in the 
midst of the worst crisis of our lifetime. I know 

this will eventually pass, but right now there are so many 
uncertainties. Warren Icke ’62 and I feel very lucky to 
be living in southern Arizona, where the coronavirus has 

 

‘ Our life and livelihood revolve 
around music.’
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not been as rampant as other places. I hope this finds 
you all well and that the pandemic has slowed down. 
It’s sad to think that graduation and reunions won’t be 
happening this year.

After a long medical battle, the Class of 1963 has 
lost one of its most active and committed volunteers, 
Dick Lynham. As a member of our class, he served as 
class president, class historian, and Reunion campaign 
fund chair from 1982-2013, and was a longtime class 
council member. Dick was the co-lead in establishing and 
raising over $300,000 for our Class of 1963 endowment 
for programs for first-year students. He provided advice 
and counseling to many class leaders over the years. 
Dick was a life member of the Cornell University Council, 
having served since 1981. While on the council, he was 
a member of the administrative board for six years. He 

was a member of the Cornell Alumni Federation Board 
for several years, serving as president from 1993-95. 
During that time, he was a prime mover in changing the 
alumni governance structure and in establishing the 
Frank H.T. Rhodes Award for Exemplary Alumni Service, 
Cornell’s highest recognition of alumni service. He re-
ceived the award himself in 1999.

Dick was also active in the Cornell Club of North-
eastern Ohio, an interviewer for the Cornell Alumni Ad-
missions Ambassador Network, and a member of the 
Cornell Society of Engineers. He was also instrumental 
in creating the Reunion five-mile run. Dick leaves behind 
his wife, Betty (Card), and their children and grand-
children. As class president Dick Clark writes, “While 
we will long remember Dick for his vast contributions to 
Cornell, there is another point of great significance to be 
noted. Each one of us who had the privilege of working 
and laughing with Dick will carry forth, and be eternally 
inspired by, the memory of one of the most kind, thought-
ful, and decent human beings we have shared in our life 
journey.” My thanks to Ed Butler, MS ’65, and Dick Clark 
for their contributions to this tribute.

Herb Friedman and his wife, Wendy Drexler, are 
“spending time with children and grandchildren, who 
fortunately all live within close proximity in the Boston 
area. We are taking senior courses at Tufts U., ranging 
from Brazilian politics to jazz and poetry. We’re also 
singing in the Mystic Chorale, a 180-person chorus, 
about 45 of whom, including my wife and myself, are 
planning to travel to the Edinburgh Fringe Festival in 
August.” Herb and I traded e-mails and he subsequently 
wrote, “I hope that all of my wonderful classmates and 
their families take appropriate strong measures to pro-
tect ourselves from the spread of the coronavirus. Rely 
on your children to help. While we stay largely at home, 
we still do lots of walking and are now using minimal 
face masks or equivalents when we do so. We also have 
the benefit of children ready, willing, and able to do our 
grocery shopping and delivery since we will not visit our 
usual stores. My last haircut was about a month ago, so 
I hope barbershops are cleared before I start to look 
like a very hairy Cornell alum!”
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‘ Sanibel, FL, is a sanctuary island, so 
the natural world is phenomenal.’

E L L E N  W E I S S  F E I N G O L D  ’ 6 4            

President’s Corner: “Lila Fox Olson, a classmate and 
resident of Ithaca, NY, has agreed to serve as the first
Class of 1963 Ithaca liaison. The Ithaca liaison is a new 
class officer position, the intent of which is to provide
an informal Ithaca/Cornell information and connection 
point service for classmates anytime you are in town, 
for any purpose. Lila will be available, to the extent she 
is aware, to provide a private, personal opinion on
restaurants, lodging, transportation, tourist attractions, 
business services, or anything else a local, onsite per-
son might know. In addition, you can contact her if you 
wish to connect with other classmates who are in town 

 

 

 

the same time, and who have also let Lila know they wish 
to rendezvous. The liaison role is intended to supplement 
information you might find online, or from professional 
tourist or other services—not to supplant them. For addi-
tional clarification, the Ithaca liaison is not a formal 
service, nor business service of either Cornell or the Class 
of 1963. It is a private, informal, courtesy source of in-
formation and connection for, and among, Class of 1963 
alumni. Please feel free to contact Lila at Lilafolson2@
gmail.com and 607-257-7582. Dick Clark.”

That’s it for this month. Please take some time and 
e-mail me your news for future columns. ❖ Nancy Bierds 
Icke, 12350 E. Roger Rd., Tucson, AZ 85749; e-mail, icke 
63@gmail.com. Class website, http://cornellclassof63.
alumni.cornell.edu/.
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64 It’s mid-summer as you read this, but mid-
April as I write this, so the coronavirus is still 

in play. Let’s hope it’s still not spoiling the season. 
Meantime, here’s some news.

Peter Aron, who lives in NYC, retired last September 
from his practice of child and adolescent psychiatry and 
writes, “I am now pursuing some of my interests: travel, 
photography, and working for the DNC.” [Apropos: The 
postage stamp on Peter’s envelope to me was one of the 
new “forever” stamps that feature a head shot of President 
Kennedy.] Peter and wife Margo spent March 2019 in 
New Zealand, which he described as “a fabulous place.” 
I would agree.

Another recent retiree is John Lutz, MEd ’65, in his 
case as “superintendent emeritus” of the Cortland, NY, 
Enlarged City School District, the first such appointment 
in New York State. John and wife Una now live in Engle-
wood, FL, but he’s still on the board of directors of two 
Cortland entities: Grace Christian Church and the Cort-
land Art League. John otherwise is well regarded for his 
(self-taught) oil paintings of landscapes and wildlife. He 
won a blue ribbon in the wildlife category at the New York 
State Fair and has had numerous exhibits. John is also 
musically talented, having composed music for large 
bands, wind ensembles, and even a men’s glee club. 
He’s written articles on nature and school leadership 
and children’s mystery and adult nature books. The 
Lutzes are trying to visit all the national parks in the 
continental US and Alaska, in addition to seasonal jaunts 
between Florida and New York.

Ellen Weiss Feingold retired three years ago from 
her alternative medicine (homeopathy) practice, then she 
and husband Michael moved to Sanibel, FL, which she 
describes as “a slice of paradise. Sanibel is a sanctuary 
island, so the natural world is phenomenal. I have become 
obsessed with the sky, sea, and sand, and my oil paintings 
are full of those elements. I had my first-ever exhibit of my 
oils in November 2019.” Ellen is a Cornell Alumni Ad mis-
sions Ambassador Network volunteer and loves meeting 
“so many extraordinary young people.” The Feingolds take 
family vacations in their new home, and she adds that if 
you’re ever on the Florida west coast, “let me know!”

NYC-based attorney Lowell Willinger is not retired. 
He and wife Carol were on St. Thomas visiting Carol’s 
brother when the coronavirus news struck, but they man-
aged to make it home to Norwood, NJ, after ten days in 
the sun. Lowell is an enthusiastic runner/jogger, a major 
activity since his mid-30s. He otherwise admits spending 
much of his time watching the various news channels.

Horticulturist Wayne Mezitt, MBA ’66, keeps busy 
in retirement running hort-sense.com, his small business 
offshoot of his Weston Nurseries. He and wife Beth (Pick
ering) ’65 live in Hopkinton, MA, from where he does 
a lot of volunteering: trustee chair for Massachusetts 
Horticultural Society at Elm Bank and board chair for the 
Massachusetts Invasive Plant Advisory Group. The Mezitts 
had planned to visit Latvia in June, his heritage, with their 
entire family; then England, Beth’s heritage, in July, but 
no word whether they were able to.

Lastly, Michael “Tim” Graves reports he’s a retired 
edu cator and a retired Army Reserve Lt. Col. He now 
does volunteer work for the local chapter of the Reserve 
Officers Assn. He and wife Suzanne live in Fairport, NY, 
where he says he spends time attending sports and 
school activities for their two active granddaughters.

That’s it for this column. I could use much more news 
(HINT, HINT), so please update me by e-mail, regular mail 
using the news form or a sheet of paper, our class website 
(www.cornell1964.org), or our class Facebook page: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/cornell1964. ❖ 
Bev Johns Lamont, 720 Chestnut St., Deerfield, IL 
60015; e-mail, blamont64@comcast.net. 

65 We hope all our classmates and their loved 
ones are successfully braving the storms of 

2020. Hopefully we will have found ways to fulfill our 
plans to celebrate our class Reunion by the time this 
column goes to print.

John Gerich (Wayne, PA; johngerich@compuserve.
com) is emeritus professor of medicine with the U. of 
Rochester Medical Center. He still consults on clinical 
trials and drug development. When not traveling, he 
enjoys fishing, walking the dogs, or reading mysteries 
and spy novels. Last fall his wife, Carol, and he went on 
a Viking Danube River cruise. In February they went on a 
Caribbean cruise and enjoyed playing bridge twice daily. 
He further enjoys spending time with his children and 
three grandchildren.

Michael Duffy (Manhasset, NY; michaelgduffy@
yahoo.com) reports that he has been working with the 
Cornell Alumni Admissions Ambassador Network (CAAAN) 
since the early ’90s and chairs the committee for Man-
hasset/Port Washington, NY. He notes: “The work keeps 
me in touch with Cornell alumni and the university itself, 
as well as aspiring Cornellians from our area, all of which 
I love.” Since retiring from ABC News in 2008, Mike has 
taught ESOL at a local library; he says, “I really enjoy 
sharing the vagaries of English with foreign students of 
all ages trying to cope with our language and culture.” 
He and wife Ann travel a bit and spend time with their 
grandchildren who live not far away. Last Christmas, 
Ann’s sons hosted the traditional family Italian American 
Christmas Eve feast. Ann and Mike then slept over and 
dashed home on the holiday morning to serve their own 
Christmas Day dinner.

Chris Haller (Pittsford, NY; ringer2@mac.com) reports 
he is training people to ring ten English church bells in 
the tower of Church of the Ascension in Rochester. He 
would welcome visitors who could help ring changes. 
The bells are rung with ropes and bell wheels, so this is 
not chiming! Clinton Rappole, PhD ’71 (Houston, TX; 
levoy248@aol.com) enjoys traveling to see his children 
and six grandchildren, and various other family members, 
from New York State to California. Edward Kelman (New 
York, NY; emknyc@aol.com) reports he is still engaged 
in law practice and has been particularly busy repre-
senting the rock band ZZ Top.

Judith Russell Davidson (Orleans, MA; judithdavid 
son@comcast.net) has been quite busy reading and 
playing duplicate bridge and chamber music. Joan 
Myers Bondareff (Alexandria, VA; bondareff@blank 
rome.com) reports she has a “wonderful partner” in 
Herbert Zucker, a graduate of NYU. Earlier in the year 
they made their annual trip to Key West, FL, where Joan 
enjoys watercolor painting, quiet walks, and meals out. 
She derives great satisfaction from chairing the Virginia 
Offshore Wind Development Authority, promoting off-
shore wind in Virginia and seeing plans come to fruition. 
She reminisces: “I can still taste the Straightburgers, of 
which I ate so many!”

Judith Rosuck Fox reports that for the past five 
years, she has worked as interim head of a school or a 
division in California, New Jersey, and New York. She is 
scheduled to work with the Lower Division at Avenues: 
The World School, in New York City, for the 2020-21 
academic year. She notes further: “It is gratifying to con-
sult, pro bono, with Hallways, a risk-prevention program 
that works with schools and parents serving children 
and families from early childhood through high school.” 
Her husband, David Loomar, is a retired dentist who is a 
serious photographer, traveling throughout the country 
and the world with photo workshop groups. Says Judith: 
“The resulting photo studies of people and their lives are 
visually stunning and emotionally moving.” ❖ Stephen 
Appell, bigred1965@aol.com; Joan Hens Johnson, 
joanipat@gmail.com. Online news form, http://alumni.
cornell.edu/class-notes/.

66 Classmates/Friends: This July/August column 
was written midApril. It is filled with news from 

last fall and winter, and from your spring “White Cards” 
and notes. The world turned upside down, but the joy and 
activities in these shared updates are the spirit of life as 
we hope it to be again—coming back as you read this, 
or soon in the months ahead. As we begin our 55th 
Reunion year, we wish each and all the camaraderie of 
ordinary and special gatherings—and we look to celebrate 
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with you our 55th milestone on the Hill, our Hill, next 
June 912, 2021!—Rolf, John, Judy, Bill, Alice, Mary, and 
all the ’66 class officers.

“Hot time, summer in the City,” or whatever tune comes 
to mind as we move through this time of year! Jeff Collins 
(virion512@gmail.com) wrote that he and his wife, Rose, 
moved on April 1 to the Forest at Duke CCRC in Durham, 
NC. His cell phone number remains the same. Keith Todd 
(keithertodd2888@gmail.com) has a new e-mail ad-
dress. He wrote, “I’m in my 22nd year as president and 
owner of Lyons Falls Tire Inc., a retail and wholesale 
distributor of all types of tires for the northeast portion 
of New York State.” He and his wife took recent trips to 
Montego Bay, Aruba, Cancun, Los Cabos (Mexico), and 
the Bahamas, “courtesy of tire companies.” He has retired 
as town justice after 21 years in Saratoga and Lewis 
counties. Now he’s on the town board. He then threw 
one in from right field, writing, “Preparing for arrival of 
third great-grandchild. We just celebrated our second 
wedding anniversary!”

Jeffrey Fishman (jeffwfishman@aol.com) also has 
a new e-mail address. He has retired from restaurant 
and club management but still volunteers at a veterans 
hospital and at a senior citizen center, where he cooks 
for the residents. Now that he has more time, he creates 
pictures in beads. When asked what he has done that, in 
1966, he never imagined doing, he responded, “Visit the 
Vietnam Wall in Washington, DC.” Anne Dennison Geiger 
(kgeiger08@gmail.com) retired last year after serving 
as a mental health counselor since 1977. She spent part 
of that time as a master printed circuit designer for Varian 
NMR. Now she helps with fundraisers for local political 
groups and volunteers for her local community asso-
ciation. She never expected to ever be “renovating a 
home on a bluff overlooking the ocean.” She recently 
visited Norway with her oldest daughter and family and 
has been on wonderful birding trips. She wrote, “I’ve 
been married three times. Both former husbands passed 
away. In 2016, I met my present husband. We married 
in December 2017. A miracle! My two daughters and 
stepdaughter are all married and live close by. Each has 
two kids. My stepson lives in L.A. and also has two kids. 
We are all very close.”

Richard Chew (RKChew@gmail.com) and his wife, 
Marion (Wong) ’68, live in Portland, OR. Richard retired 
in 2018 from the US Naval Research Lab in Washington, 
DC, after 41 years in the government. His last assign-
ment was serving on the staff to the Chief of Naval 
Operations in the Pentagon. He volunteered as a tai chi 
chuan instruct or for the Life with Cancer center at the 
Inova hospital in Fairfax, VA, and also as an instructor 
at the Laurel Parc senior living facility. Now, he is spend-
ing more time with his grandchildren, reading, traveling, 
and making new friends. Richard wrote that he “never 
dreamed retirement would be so much fun. Portland is 
a weird but cool town, and I love to dine out since Port-
land is a foodie town.” He’s recently taken trips with his 
family to Hawaii, the Pacific Northwest coast, Florida, 
and Alaska. Debby Kirschner Wolf (Debbywolf@
gmail.com) and her husband, Marty ’63, DVM ’66, went 
on a 25-day cruise to Scandinavia, Estonia, Russia, 
Scotland, Ireland, and Nova Scotia in August and
September in 2019. After it was over, they spent ten 
days with their daughter. In January, they were at the 
50th anniversary party for Norman Stokes, along with 
Ralph Janis, Norman Stern, Dick Dropkin, MD ’70, 
and Mike Kalafer. They wrote also that they’re “enjoy-
ing South Florida—no snow—and keeping very busy with 
all our strenuous activities.”

 

Ted Sprinkle, DVM ’69 (ted.sprinkle@encorejet.com) 
is CEO of Encore Jet Group, located in Saratoga Springs, 
NY. He also volunteers for Habitat for Humanity. His 
hobby is thoroughbred horse racing. He said that he 
never, in 1966, thought he’d be “raising a 19-year-old 
son with his wife at 75 years old. Really cool!” They live 
in Lake George, NY, and their family activities include 
skiing, boating, and hiking. Bonnie Beth Lazarus 
Wallace (wbonnie79@gmail.com) retired from teaching 
in 2006. “We have six grandchildren; three live in 
California and three live in Martha’s Vineyard, so I sub-
stitute teach.” She interviews high school students who 
apply to Cornell. She writes that her husband is a 
periodontist. “He recently retired, but he teaches dental 
implants, and we travel all over the world. Our favorite 
country is Italy.” Share your news and your updates, 
so we all stay in touch! ❖ Pete Salinger, peteR 
salinger95@gmail.com; Susan Rockford Bittker, lady 
scienc@aol.com; Deanne Gebell Gitner, Deanne.
Gitner@gmail.com.

i
67 As I write in mid-April, everything has stopped, 

it would seem, until the COVID-19 pandemic 
s successfully overcome. The Class of ’20 (that’s 2020, 
folks) is likely to graduate without a Commencement—
at least, without a Commencement in May or June 2020. 
At least we didn’t have a Reunion scheduled this year, 
since the ones set for 2020 have been postponed.

On to news of alumni and alumnae. We’ll start with a 
Cornell couple, David and Mary Arnold Welch (Lake 
Placid, NY; hclewgd@gmail.com): he’s the medical direc-
tor of Hamilton County Public Health and on the guard-
ianship committee for ARC of Essex County; she’s on the 
board of directors of Mercy Care of the Adirondacks and 
the Essex County Office of the Aging. They report having 
“lots of fun traveling, including competing in Cyclevassen 
in Mora, Sweden” (sounds like a cycling event). Lonetta 
Swartout (Cooperstown, NY) checked in and shared her 
e-mail address, find@CooperstownStay.com.

Karen Giventer Warburton (Healdsburg, CA; Kwar 
bur ton2@gmail.com) is involved in “volunteer activities, 
AAUW, pickleball, and, most importantly, grandchil-
dren!” She writes that the favorite activity for her and 
husband Roger is “sipping and sharing Bruliam Wines 
made by our daughter, Kerith Michelson Overstreet ’94.” 
What brings Karen the most satisfaction now? “Family.” 
Linda McMahon Meskun (Shaftsbury, VT; lmeskun@
yahoo.com) is an “active member of the Norshaft Lions 
Club and a member of the Quiet Valley Quilters. I went 
skydiving for the first time last summer and travel as 
often as I can.” Her most satisfaction comes from 
“travel and spending time with my family, as well as work 
on service projects.”

Libby Roth (Palo Alto, CA; libbyroth2@gmail.com) 
reports: “In 2018, three of us from our freshman corridor 
arranged a mini-reunion—Anne Golomb Hoffman (New 
York, NY), Sally Leibowitz Kitch, and me. A few wonder-
ful days in Santa Fe, hosted by Sally, along with three 
terrific husbands. How sweet to have time together. We 
are all grandmothers now.” Cliff Straehley (Fair Oaks, 
CA) keeps busy with “Rotary, part-time work, jogging, 
tennis, friends, and siblings.” What’s been happening? 
“My first marriage in June 2019—prolonged cold feet.” 
His wife, Wen Li, brings him the most satisfaction and 
he wishes he could be traveling internationally.

Stephen Johnson (Missoula, MT; synapse@bigsky.
net) volunteers doing virology work at Rocky Mountain 
Lab, NIAID. His wife, Susan, plays the violin and has 
gone on trips to the Amazon (Peru), Papua New Guinea, 
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and Iceland. Grandson Ishaan is “writing sentences in 
kindergarten.” Lowell Martin, ME ’71 (Solomons, MD; 
martin-lowell@comcast.net) advises that he’s president 
of the Solomons Maritime Museum volunteer council; 
secretary of Southern Maryland Sailing Assn.; and on 
the crew on the historic Dee of St. Mary’s skipjack 
oyster dredging sailboat. He’d like to spend more time 
“visiting six grandkids” and finds volunteering, sailing, 
and motorcycle riding give him the most satisfaction 
these days.

Heard checking in at the online Daily Sun reunion on 
April 17: Leon Gussow (Chicago, IL) is a physician at Cook 
County Hospital, specializing in toxicology; and Jim Weill 
’66, BA ’67 (Washington, DC) retired after more than 20 
years helming the Food Research & Action Center as 
its president. ❖ Richard Hoffman, 2925 28th St. NW, 
Washington, DC 20008; e-mail, derhoff@yahoo.com.

68 I’m writing this column in early April from the 
safety of my kitchen in southeast Florida. It 

recently struck me that if we had a Doogie Howser-like 
classmate, he would, like everyone else in our class, be 
part of the population at the highest risk from the con-
sequences of COVID-19. Of course, Doogie, like many 
of you, would likely be applying his healthcare knowl-
edge, training, and skills, putting himself at risk for the 
benefit of countless victims. We salute the many doc-
tors, nurses, and first responders from our class and 
hope all of you and yours—and all of our classmates—are 
healthy and safe. On an encouraging note, you will be 
reading this column months after Easter when “some 
people” were saying corona would be gone from most 
places around our country.

Before this scourge began its rapid progression, 
Steve Weinberg, MBA ’70, JD ’71, and five TEP frater-
nity brothers ventured into Manhattan to reunite with 
Mike Lahav and his wife, Ellen, who were visiting from 
Israel, where they met, married, and have lived since 
1971. The reunion included Joel Negrin, Steve Unger, 
ME ’70, and David Gertler ’67, ME ’68.

Bill Falik lives in Berkeley, CA, where he is an adjunct 
professor at the UC Berkeley School of Law, the Haas 
School of Business, the Goldman Public Policy School, 
and the College of Environmental Design. Bill exchanged 
his law practice for teaching graduate-level real estate 
courses, but he is still actively involved in developing 
master planned communities in the greater Sacramento 
area. Bill and his wife of 45 years, Diana, are delighted 
to have all five of their grandchildren, ages 0-5, living 
within five minutes of their home.

Thomas Silliman, ME ’70 (tom@eriinc.com) is the 
president and CEO of Electronics Research Inc., a design 
and manufacturer of FM radio and TV broadcast antennas 
and filters. His work requires him to climb towers up to 
2,000 feet high to inspect and work on their installations. 
To stay in shape at 75, Tom works out at his favorite gym, 
which he laments is closed until the all-clear signal is 
sounded. Meanwhile Tom and wife Sally can still work 
their ranch in Lynnville, IN, where they have 50 head of 
cattle and a bull and raise and sell heart-healthy grass-
fed steers. All this work leaves Tom little time for his 
desire to go kayaking in Central and South America, or 
to again guide groups through the Grand Canyon. 

I have to express a mea culpa to about a half-dozen 
of our classmates who submitted news in the February/
March time period. Out of an abundance of caution, I 
left the envelope from Cornell in the microwave a bit too 
long. Please e-mail me with your news for our next edi-
tion. ❖ Chuck Levitan, clevitan22@comcast.net.
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69 I hope this finds all safe and sound amid this 
COVID-19 pandemic. Thank goodness for

Amazon Prime, Netflix, Zoom, and FaceTime!
Ingrid Vatsvog Wachtler, ME ’70 (Gig Harbor, WA) is 

still “growing and selling Pacific Northwest native plants—
more people are thinking green, so business is good.”
She’s up to five grandchildren, who are lots of fun. She 
wishes this COVID-19 would “fizzle out”—so do we. Diane
King (Brewerton, NY) is busy “hiking, attending local
events, working for the board of elections, staying
physically active, and taking in theatrical shows.” John
Frank enberg (Woodstown, NJ) is back to the Scottish 
country dancing he first experienced in the upper room 
of Willard Straight Hall; he’s also hiking, singing, and
studying Spanish. Gabriel Rothberg continues to visit 
family and friends in Florida and New York from home in 
Los Angeles; he’s busy with his ten grandchildren!

Michael Smith is still “playing with cars” at home in 
Wells, ME. He’s currently planning his next vacation travel
with girlfriend Liz—last year they did a motoring tour in
California, visiting Tahoe, Yosemite, Sequoia, Monterey, 
and San Francisco. Daughter Dawn recently purchased 
an 8-year-old thoroughbred mare retired from track
racing and intends to train her for the upcoming show
season while rekindling her equestrian career. Michael 
has fond memories of the chili at Fall Creek House. Merrie 
Nickerson Krisl has retired from her 20-year volunteer 
job running the library for the kids at the Sonoma County 
Juvenile Justice Center and is now volunteering with
Schools of Hope, tutoring two second-grade girls in
reading. Her Santa Rosa, CA, home has survived two bad
fires, so she and husband Eric are working on “scanning 
all family photos so we don’t lose them as friends have 
done.” She’s fortunate to have four grandchildren nearby.

Ron Frers has adjusted focus from his St. Petersburg 
clinical sports massage therapy to craniosacral therapy, 
working two days a week. “My plate remains full of clients 
as well as joy. I am extremely grateful for it all.” He and 
his “lovey” spent time in Alaska last spring and visited his
children in Charlotte. Ron was teaching assistant for the 
Upledger Inst. in Palm Beach Gardens. Leslie DeGroff
is doing a little practice farming, complete with vegetable
stand. He enjoys every day watching his grandchildren 
grow up and become productive adults. Stay safe every-
one. Send your news to: ❖ Tina Economaki Riedl,
triedl048@gmail.com.

70 The time for our 50th Reunion has come and 
gone, and, as you all know, our weekend party

on the Hill was canceled due to the worldwide corona-
virus crisis. This turn of events is disappointing to so many
Cornell alums. In addition, the 2020 Cornell graduates 
have not had their much-anticipated and hard-earned
Commencement ceremony at Schoellkopf. As I write in 
late April, we are in the midst of the continuing COVID-19 
pandemic. My desire is that by July, when this issue is 
published, the extreme difficulties involving both the
health of so many and our economy will have improved. 
It is my hope and wish that all of you, my friends and
classmates, have come through this unprecedented
time both safe and healthy.

Below you will find interesting news from our classmate 
Beverly Tanenhaus (tanula@comcast.net), who writes, 
“I know in the terrible scheme of things, it’s trivial, but I’m 
really disappointed that we lost our 50th Reunion. Yet, 
it’s somehow ironically fitting for the Class of 1970,
educated through turmoil and upheaval. Remember the 
Straight takeover, the glorious sit-in at Barton Hall, the 
marches and teach-ins, the protest poems by Jesuit

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Daniel Berrigan pinned to trees on the Arts Quad?” I had 
been reflecting upon our four years as undergrads at 
Cornell and all that we experienced, and then Beverly put 
many of my musings into her own words. Thank you.

Beverly and Michael Lundy were married on September 
8, 2019 in Princeton, NJ. Cornellians on the guest list 
included Judith Nowak, MD ’74, Richard Barron, and 
Judy Ogden ’71, MPS ’75, JD ’77. Also attending were 
Dan Finlay and his wife, Linda. Back in 1969, Dan was 
Beverly’s professor of 17th century English poetry. With 
no drifting or losing touch, Dan and Linda have been 
Beverly’s dearest friends for five continuous decades.

Beverly’s Cornell mentor was the late poet and English 
professor A.R. Ammons. She says that he was beloved 
and revered by his colleagues for his poetic genius and 
genial personality. In summer 2019, she and Michael 
sup ported Cornell professor Roger Gilbert as he created 
a weekend seminar on campus at Olin Library. The week-
end celebration encompassed examining original manu-
scripts and correspondence. Prof. Gilbert is writing a 
biography of Ammons. Beverly and her former student 
Jendy Murphy ’79 had their first reconnection in 40 
years during that Ammons weekend. The seminar drew 
Ammons scholars, who Beverly says were charmingly 
inclusive to her, Michael, and Jendy, “the amateurs in 
their midst.” The Ammons archives include six years of 
Beverly’s “youthful correspondence” to Archie after her 
graduation from Cornell. She claims that her letters were 
“surely insignificant to scholars, but a nostalgic revela-
tion to me.” Earlier this year, Beverly and Michael, who live 
in Skillman, NJ, had planned to attend the May 1 launch 
of the A.R. Ammons Memorial Reading Series. However, 
since the Cornell campus was virtually closed, the launch 
will take place in spring 2021. The reading series will fea-
ture the work of undergraduate creative writing students.

Keith Fuller (fullerssd@gmail.com) and wife Gail live 
in San Diego, CA. Keith says that he stays active vol-
unteering with Kiwanis, teaching English as a Second 
Language (ESL), being part of his church’s maintenance 
team, assisting the police department, and serving on 
local bicycle coalition committees! Kathy Law Orloski 
(Kathy.Orloski@gmail.com), who continues to live in 
Allentown, PA, tells us that her retirement means she has 
much more time to spend with her eight grandchildren. 
Sadly, Kathy’s husband, Rick, JD ’71, died earlier this 
year after a long struggle with Parkinson’s.

Martha Mattus, PhD ’74 (memattus@comcast.net) 
has also sent us sad news. Her husband, Bill Flynn, died 
in September 2019. Martha is continuing to deal with 
various tasks related to his passing. Since her retire-
ment, she is busy with travel, visiting friends and family, 
and gardening and sewing as well. She is also pleased to 
have reconnected with her brother and sister. When asked 
about her favorite dining experience at Cornell, Martha 
related that she and her roommate would save up two 
dinner tickets and go to have steaks at the Statler Hotel 
on Saturday nights. This assured that they always had 
a date over the weekend.

Linda Fentiman (LFentiman@law.pace.edu) retired 
in late 2019 as a law professor at Pace U. Her focus was 
on criminal law and health law. Her husband, Arthur 
Levine, also retired in 2019, so they were able to travel 
for two months in Latin America later that year. Linda 
has been awarded a Fulbright grant to teach law in Delhi, 
India, in 2021. Meanwhile they divide their time between 
New York City and Miami. Their oldest daughter recently 
had a baby, and Linda and Arthur are thrilled to be 
grandparents. ❖ Connie Ferris Meyer, tel., (610) 256-
3088; e-mail, cfm7@cornell.edu.

71 As I
in t

 write this column in April 2020, we are still 
he middle of the coronavirus pandemic. 

Since we had not received any news submissions from 
classmates by the time this column was due, I decided 
to share some class officer reflections and words of 
encouragement that were exchanged after a late-March 
online meeting. (The online videoconference was ar-
ranged as a substitute for a canceled in-person NYC 
meeting that same weekend.)

Our class president, Barbara Brem Noveau (bnoveau 
@gmail.com), had some great advice: “Be thankful for 
everything that you’ve got. Take the opportunity to tackle 
things that have been festering on your to-do list for 
years. Go for long walks, get a dog and train it, talk to 
neighbors you never talk to (from a safe distance has 
other benefits besides flattening the curve). Discover new 
ways to do old things, like registering voters by mail, 
having a virtual brunch, and cleaning your own house 
when the cleaners are sheltering in place . . .” Gilda Klein 
Linden (gkl41971@yahoo.com) reflected, “We often forget 
how good our lives are and forget to enjoy what and who 
we have. I’m so anxious to return to some sort of normal 
existence, whatever that will look like. I miss my children 
and grandchildren, my friends, and the things we took 
for granted, like simple human contact. Spring is usu-
ally a time of hope and renewal—I hope it gets to New 
Jersey soon.”

Others wrote about the ways they were trying to carry 
on in a world where “virtual” and “social distancing” had 
become the new normal. Kathy Menton Flaxman (km 
flaxman@speakeasy.net) wrote, “We are having a virtual 
cocktail hour this evening and planning a virtual Seder. 
Just had two virtual birthday parties. Have had lots of 
things moved to Zoom including Italian class, book club, 
and various board meetings—also chorus rehearsals, al-
though that doesn’t work as well. Gearing up to sew some 
face masks!” Martha Coultrap (mfcoultrap@gmail.com) 
reminded us to be counted in the 2020 Census. She also 
reported that she and husband Harvey were having “a 
virtual birthday party for a friend tonight and we will get 
to see friends we haven’t seen for a while from across the 
country. A friend up the road is cooking a turkey dinner 
for pickup tonight also, and we took beef stew to a 
90-year-old neighbor who broke her leg in a car acci-
dent. We watch the birds at the feeder and the further 
emergence each day of the daffodil leaves since spring 
is just creeping in here in Upstate New York.”

To round out the column, I also e-mailed a few class-
mates and asked them to share their news and explain 
how their lives had changed, at least in the short term. 
Ken Vittor (kenvittor@gmail.com) and his wife, Judith, 
are “hunkering down for the duration with our son Noah 
at our weekend house in Cold Spring in the Hudson 
Valley. Noah had been teaching English in China but 
couldn’t return after the Lunar New Year break, so he is 
spending some unanticipated quality time with his par-
ents. Our other son, Josh, is an attorney living in L.A. and 
working at home as an associate at Wilmer Hale. I spend 
my days on Zoom taking three literature and music 
classes at NYU and Juilliard, reading, and taking long 
walks on the beautiful roads near our house overlooking 
the Hudson. All things considered, not a bad place to 
spend time in a pandemic. I usually teach journalism law 
at CUNY’s Graduate School of Journalism in the fall, but 
I am uncertain how that will work this year. Judith’s father 
passed away last week after declining for many months. 
As you can imagine, finding a funeral home able to take 
him at this crazy time in NYC was quite a challenge for 
Judith’s family.”
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Donna Vlasak (dlvlids@gmail.com) and her husband, 
Michael, moved to Chapel Hill, NC, last year. She reports 
that they have found it to be “a sophisticated college
environment with fine people, somewhat less traffic,
lower taxes, decent education, recreation, business, and 
medical facilities, a variety of restaurants, and green
spaces with long needle pines and magnolias—plus the 
New York Times is delivered!” They have found down-
sizing to a one-floor house to be challenging, together
with Donna’s “third joint replacement at Duke.” They had 
just returned from a trip to Southern California for Michael’s
UC Irvine 50th Reunion. Back in North Carolina, they
“watch old movies, sleep late, walk the dog, drink coffee, 
and read the Times. Once life sorts itself out into a new
reality, we’ll look into much needed volunteering. Take
care, stay healthy, and keep vertical!”

Lastly, I wrote to my buddy Art Spitzer (artspitzer@
gmail.com). Less than a day later, I received this reply:
“Sorry I haven’t responded. Very busy working on three
emergency COVID-related cases (D.C. jail, big halfway
house, and big public mental hospital).” In a follow-up
e-mail he noted that I could add that he marked his 40th 
anniversary as an ACLU lawyer on April Fools’ Day with
a virtual toast from his colleagues. Best of all, the bolded 
tagline on his e-mails these days is: “Make America Sane 
Again. Meanwhile, wash your hands.” Idealistic, yet al-
ways practical! Please send your news. This is really the
time when we need to stay in touch. ❖ Gayle Yeomans,
gay2@cornell.edu; Jim Roberts, jhr22@cornell.edu.

72 I’m typing this in mid-April, so by the time it’s 
published this summer, events may change.

I hope they change for the better. Today, the number of
deaths in the US due to the COVID-19 pandemic reached
30,000. This is the worst crisis to hit the US since WWII. 
I’ve been sitting here in my townhouse, “sheltering in
place” for the past month. When I do go out to the grocery 
store, I wear a face mask and surgical gloves. I only go
to the store once a week, and if I’m lucky enough to find 
toilet paper or hand sanitizer, I feel like I’ve found gold.
The stores have a one-item limit on many items like eggs. 
At least I can get my prescriptions mailed to me. My
granddaughters live only 20 miles away, but I have not
seen them in a month. Kasey, 11, will have to miss her
sixth-grade graduation ceremony, as will all her friends. 
Thousands of high school and college seniors will miss
their proms and graduations. Thousands of student-
athletes of all ages are missing the ends of their winter
seasons and missing all of their spring seasons. I feel
very bad for them. I feel fortunate that I’m retired, so I
don’t have to worry about losing my job or being forced
to go into the office and risk exposure to the virus. I’m
writing this paragraph to memorialize what is going on
in the world in April 2020, so that future Cornell alumni
can have some idea what we were experiencing at this
dark time in the country’s history.

Bill Trommer enjoyed his yearly ski trip to Colorado
to hit the slopes with Gerry Roehm ’69 for six days before 
the “stay at home” orders hit. Now, he hunkers down in 
his Maine home with companion Ann Edwards. They try 
to run, walk, or work outside every day to stay active. The 
couple has been campaigning for US Senate candidate 
Sara Gideon; they have had to switch from door-to-door 
campaigning to telephone calls. Bill’s daughter, Leah,
her husband, Luke, and granddaughter Wren visited for 
Christmas and it was good to get together with them. Wren 
was the official “present opener” at their gift exchange 
and Bill says she seemed to have a lot of fun opening
everyone’s presents.

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Congratulations to Ed Marinaro, who was named to 
the top 150 players in college football history by ESPN. 
Bill Schulz, ME ’73, and wife Debbie celebrated their 
tenth anniversary with a vacation in Belize. When asked 
what he liked best about Belize, Bill replied, “They speak 
English.” Bill’s son, Douglas, is an EMT in Austin, TX. He 
was selected as the point of contact between the Austin 
EMT force and the county 911 service. Any call to 911 

that requests coronavirus help or information is imme-
diately transferred to Doug for action. 

Robert Blye (Lewis, DE; rwblye@gmail.com) and wife 
Carol were on a birding trip to Mexico in early March and 
were fortunate to get back into the US before the country 
went into lockdown. They now practice ornitherapy daily 
while maintaining social distance. (Bob carries a four-foot 
hiking stick that, when extended, keeps people he meets 
on the trail at a distance of six feet.) Since retirement in 
2013, Bob and Carol traveled the world birding and the 
US visiting friends, their children, and nine grandkids. 
He says that the grandkids are growing up: one is 14 and 
there have been two bat mitzvahs, several confirma-
tions, and baptisms. They have three Protestant Christian 
daughters: one married a Jewish Cornellian, one married 
a first-generation Italian immigrant, and one married a 
biracial Anabaptist from a German American farm family. 
Bob adds, “Apparently our daughters believed our admo-
nit ion that we are all created equal and religion and skin 
color are not defining.” With the advent of restricted 
travel, Bob wishes they could resume their former life-
style of frequent local, regional, and world travel. Plus, 
they cannot help their daughters and their families work 
through the quarantine. Additionally, their volunteer work 
at the local food bank and church are suspended. Family, 
friends, quiet, peace, faith, the outdoors, and nature bring 
them the most satisfaction these days.

Alan Alexandroff, PhD ’79 (alaninetheworld@gmail.
com) continues to teach and do research at the Munk 
School of Global Affairs and Public Policy, U. of Toronto. 
Like many academic institutions, the university has gone 
virtual. Teaching is now through Zoom and his students 
are organizing their group presentations virtually. “It’s 
amazing how adaptable the effort is,” he says. Alan’s 
research projects continue; a workshop on March 20, 
hosted by Boston U.’s Global China Initiative, was con-
ducted virtually, with academics and officials from Latin 
America, Canada, the US, the UK, and Germany. “It was 
quite the occasion.” Larry Baum and wife Trudy vaca-
tioned in Hawaii and Catalina Island this winter. Larry, 
an Ithaca resident and pilot, was highly involved in the 
recent renovation and upgrade of the Ithaca airport. 
Anthony Provenzano, MD ’76, is an oncologist in New 
Rochelle and remains very busy treating his cancer 
patients. New Rochelle was the center of the COVID-19 
cases in the New York region. Several members of Tony’s 
extended family have come down with the coronavirus.

Before the insanity hit in March, I was able to travel 
to Las Vegas twice. The January trip was to see the Cornell 

hockey team play in the Fortress Invitational tourna-
ment. The Big Red won the first game over Ohio State 
and tied Providence in the championship game. At the 
end of February, I flew back to Vegas for the Cornell 
Alumni Leadership Conference (CALC). It was a busy 
weekend and it was great to see many familiar Cornell 
faces. ❖ Alex Barna, alexbarna@comcast.net; Gary 
Rubin, glr34@cornell.edu.

73 I write this column in mid-April, the week of 
both Passover and Easter, celebrations of hope 

and renewal, but also on the one-month anniversary of 
social distancing due to the COVID-19 pandemic. I pray 
that when you read this in July, we will have commenced 
adapting to our new world with sufficient optimism, 
intelligence, and purpose to build anew for our forever- 
changed futures and, more importantly, those of our 
children and grandchildren.

Only one week ago, I listened to my first Cornell web-
inar during this crisis, entitled “COVID-19 Update: Building 
Vaccine & Prescription Capacity in the US.” It was pre-
sented by Cornell’s Inst. of Politics and Global Affairs, and 
it featured our classmate Leonard Schleifer, founder, 
president, and CEO of Regeneron, and Cornell professor 
Sean Nicholson. Regeneron is a biotechnology company 
founded in 1988 by Len, a former practicing neurologist, 
which, among other physician-scientist collaborations, is 
advancing clinical trials to fight COVID-19. Len provided 
cogent explanations of the scientific facts and daunting 
challenges we face. This thought-provoking webinar in-
cluded a question from classmate Wayne Merkelson, 
JD ’75, regarding the international ramifications of drug 
development and distribution.

I offer my sincere thanks to our classmates who sup-
plied the following “regular” news. Bill Chamberlain 
(chamberlain.bill@gmail.com), pre-law advisor at the U. 
of Chicago, has recently “finished performing in four shows 
in a row: a night of new one-acts, Murder on the Nile (as 
the German Dr. Bessner), Annie (as FDR), and The Fan
tasticks (as Bellomy). Whew!” Was it truly almost 50 
years ago that I watched him perform with the Cornell 
Savoyards? Ann Confino (ajconfino@gmail.com) re-
cently sold her Long Island home and now is looking for 
a place to rent or buy, feeling “more frustration than 
satisfaction” currently due to the sale and moving. Her 
family is spread out; one son is an author and the other 
is a teacher.

Barbara Salvati Frantz (bjsalvati@gmail.com) is a 
retired elementary school principal, now “happily tend-
ing to five grandchildren, visiting with family and friends.” 
She was diagnosed with pancreatic cancer in 2016 and 
given “a few months” to live. “Who listens to doctors?” 
She notes that she just went horseback riding with her 
sister in Florida. Barbara loves sailing; she was a com-
petitive Sunfish sailor until her 2016 diagnosis but is 
thinking of buying a new Sunfish this year. Do it, Barbara! 
I loved reading your positive submission to this column; 
it truly gladdened my day.

‘ Robert Blye and wife Carol now 
practice ornitherapy daily while 
maintaining social distance.’
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Clark Lackert (clackert@carltonfields.com) recently 
was recognized as one of the top trademark professionals 
in the world by the World Trademark Review. He is a 
shareholder at the law firm Carlton Fields in New York. Bill 
McAleer, MBA ’75 (voyagerone@aol.com) is contin uing 
to invest and work with tech startups through his venture 
fund, Voyager Capital. It just raised another $100 million 
and is actively investing in companies in Washington, 
Oregon, and British Columbia. Bill loves working  with 
entrepreneurs. He remains active with Cornell on the Hotel 
school advisory board and Entrepreneurship@Cornell. 
Both his children were married and bought houses in 
the last two years.

Susan McIntosh Lewis (egregiousfdl@gmail.com) 
is retired happily and getting to know her young grand-
children: 3-year-old Lucia, 2-year-old Sam, and newborn 
Vivian. Susan is doing a lot of Duolingo, starting on Scot-
tish Gaelic, as well as still playing the flute and piano 
every day. “Life and death are sometimes hand in hand. 
In the last few months my husband, Mark, and mother 
died. We also lost our dear uncle, James Walter Spindler 
’61.” Ed Santavicca, MS ’79 (esantavicca@gmail.com) is 
busy consulting and training in project management and 
professional development, as well as traveling, including 
to China last fall and Italy skiing last winter. He also golfs, 
bikes, and enjoys family time with his four grandchildren.

Danny Scheraga (dannypolo@aol.com) plans to 
retire next June from the Polo Training Foundation and 
is considering working part time. He writes that his polo 
career helping young players (including as Cornell’s head 
coach from 1975-85) has been extremely gratifying. His 
wife, Janet (Burgess) ’79, MS ’82, “retired in December 
as a neuroradiologist from the Syracuse V.A. “She also 
plays polo and is a great amateur polo photographer.” 
Their son, Jeff ’08, is the director of the polo academy 
at Santa Barbara. Danny enjoys “seeing millennials who 
seem to constantly get a bad rap working their tails off 
and becoming productive members of society.”

Jeff Schwartz (JLS324@cornell.edu) is “pretending 
to work until the end of the year, when I expect to take 
a title like ‘of counsel’ or ‘old guy.’ In the meantime, I’m 
trying to learn how to use computer/scanner/etc. that 
people do for me now.” Hopefully, he accelerated his 
learning so he could successfully work from home online 
starting in March without too many calls to his IT depart-
ment! He and his wife are enjoying their granddaughter 
Clementine and their two step-granddaughters, Antonietta 
and Elena. (Love all three names!) Jeff’s Cornell dining 
favorite was eating suis at the Hot Truck, noting that 
“nothing else was close, except perhaps my roommate 
Charlie Steiner’s pies.”

Jeffrey Todia (jeffreytodia@aol.com) is a part-time 
consultant who enjoys tinkering with classic cars. He 
moved a year ago to Medina, OH, and recently fell and 
tore his rotator cuff. He loves volunteering and spending 
time with his grandchildren. His Cornell dining favorite was 
grinders from the food truck. Send news to: ❖ Pamela 

Meyers, psmeyers73@gmail.com; Phyllis Haight 
Grum mon, phg3@cornell.edu; or David Ross, dave@
daveross.com. Online news form, http://alumni.cornell.
edu/class-notes/.   

74 As we begin the second half of this decade’s 
inaugural year, our 2020 vision is not so clear, 

as we continue to experience the effects of COVID-19. All 
news for this column was submitted by our notable class-
mates at the start of sheltering in place earlier this year.

Former fellow class correspondent Helen Bendix 
re ports: “The California Court of Appeal in the Second 
Dis trict (which includes L.A.), on which I sit, is not shut 

down. We are handling our matters remotely as much as 
possible. During this time, my division presided over its 
first entirely remote oral argument. I must admit that it 
was not as satisfying as being in the courtroom, but the 
good news is that the cases are being heard and decided 
in a timely manner. There are difficulties because not all 
the records are electronically filed. Thus, the hardcopy 
records have to be shuttled, sometimes by yours truly, 
among the justices, research attorneys, and judicial 
assistance. The good news is that there has been no 
traffic and the lack of air pollution and the brisk weather 
have made the surrounding mountains gleam. The ocean 
looks Delft blue.”

Mary Berens notes that classmate Mariana Wolf
ner, the Goldwin Smith Professor of Molecular Biology 
and Genetics in the College of Arts & Sciences, was 
featured in the Cornell Chronicle in March. From the arti-
cle: “ ‘Everyone is just stunned . . . obviously because of 
the coronavirus, but also because of their research sud-
denly stopping or slowing down,’ said Wolfner. She has 
emphasized staying in contact with her lab virtually, to 
create a sense of community and support. ‘The other thing 
that’s been hard has been trying to figure out what to shut 
down without forgetting something critical to maintain.’ ”

Jim Trenz updates: “A quick note to point out a list of 
the notable 50 lacrosse players in the last 50 years.” The 
list can be viewed at: https://www.uslaxmagazine.com/
college/men/fifty-years-in-the-game-dom-starsias-
best-of-the-best. “There are other Big Red players men-
tioned as well. You must find them like an Easter egg 
hunt! I was enjoying the downhill ski season, which was 
abruptly shortened. Did not make the 60 days skiing, 
which was my goal. The 53 days was great, and, hope-
fully, Killington will reopen soon. Skied in New Zealand in 
September with my nephew, Luke Roberti, a noted chef 
in Long Beach, NY. Still doing petroleum engineering and 
participating in domestic horizontal wells and real estate 
management while enjoying our current rescue dogs 
Merley and Hagerty—the Aussie brothers from Ovid, NY.”

Randee Mia Berman sent a list of the ways she’s been 
coping: “1) ‘Get out the Note!’ This is my rhyming COVID 
campaign to encourage local New Yorkers and the world 
to write a note to someone (especially the elderly) you’re 
thinking about. I’ve always been an avid letter writer, 

starting with a Canadian pen pal over 50 years ago. 
I’ve been corresponding with my recorder teacher, Rene 
Clemencic, in Vienna, Austria, for 30-plus years; he’s now 
92. 2) Watercolors—revving up my inner Rothko. 3) YA 
fantasy novel based on a dream I had after my father 
died; it’s about an 11-2/3-year-old misfit. 4) Developing 
a YouTube channel with upbeat news. 5) Adopted a Sierra 
Club flamingo and named him Moringo the Flamingo. 
6) Broadcasting my weekly podcast, ‘Mia’s World’ 
(Tuesdays at 7 p.m. EST), on City World Radio Network, 
now from home since the studio is closed. The podcast 
includes weekly ‘rhyming news’ and interviews with mu-
sicians, artists, and anyone with a passion—jazz singers, 
chefs, comedians. Recent guests include singer Cyrille 
Aimee, chef George Giannaris (author of Ferry Tales and 
owner of Hellenic Snack Bar), comic Sarge Pickman, 
pianist/composer Dick Hyman, who is known for his work 
on the soundtracks of Woody Allen films.” We have also 
learned that Peter Joseph (History major) has founded 
and recently opened Trenton Biogas, an anaerobic bio-
digester facility in New Jersey.

Lastly, Donald Hull sent along a little story about 
“The Fencing Match of a Lifetime” that he had at Cornell. 
Originally a West Point cadet, where he was number-two 
on the Army épée team, he transferred at the end of his 
second year to Cornell in 1971 but couldn’t compete for 
one year due to NCAA regulations. The next year, Cornell 
fenced at NYU, against their number-one, Risto Hurme, 
a Finnish modern pentathlete who won an Olympic bronze 
medal in the 1972 Olympic Games earlier in the year. 
The first match was against Cornell’s number-one, Ken 
Torino ’75, ME ’76, which Hurme won by just counter-
attacking. The second match was Donald against Hurme. 
Based on his observation of the first match, Donald made 
only feint attacks. “If I don’t attack, he can’t counter- 
attack.” Time ran out with the score 0-0 and they went 
to sudden death—one touch wins. Hurme would push 
forward to the two-meter line (from the end of the strip), 
and Donald continued to push him back until Hurme 
maxed out his referee warnings. Then Donald attacked 
Hurme’s front foot, which caused him to lift it up and 
back out of the way—and then he hit Donald on the back 
over the top. “The lights went off signaling that he had 
scored a hit and the gym erupted in cheer for the NYU 
fencer.” However, the referee ruled that, when Hurme 
lifted his foot, he was officially off the strip, so Donald 
was awarded a touch and won the match. “So, you see, 
I beat the only three-time NCAA épée national champion 
and Olympic bronze medalist without scoring a touch. It 
was a fencing match of a lifetime.” ❖ Jim Schoonmaker, 
js378@cornell.edu; Lucy Babcox Morris, lucmor1433@
gmail.com; Molly Miller Ettenger, molly.ettenger@
gmail.com. 

If we made a word cloud of the Class Notes, 
we’d find “virus,” “distancing,” and more as the 

p
75
rominen

 
t words. Hope you are well! Let us practice our 

social distancing now but, at the same time, know we 
are nourished by our connections with one another.

Sherry Burnett Young writes from New Hampshire 
that she and Gary are doing fine, staying well so far, 
and mostly hunkering down at home until this COVID-19 
virus finally abates. Their kids are far-flung but all doing 
fine. Son Garrett, his wife, and his three little girls are 
living in Laos, and with schools closed there, they are 
doing their best to keep three active ones engaged. 
Daughter Val, her husband, and her 6-month-old son 
are sheltering in place in San Francisco. Daughter Lani 
resides in Denver and is working from home with her 

‘ One silver lining has been to witness the 
goodness, selflessness, and dedication of 
so many fellow citizens to help others.’
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husband and keeping their puppy company all day. 
Sherry and Gary have four grandchildren now. It’s mar-
velous, Sherry writes, but she wishes the family were 
closer to Concord, NH!

Rich Marin, MBA ’76, reports that he and Kim moved 
to San Diego. “This was a godsend,” writes Rich. “We have 
a lovely home and aren’t cooped up in Lower Manhattan, 
unable to enjoy NYC’s great riches and all our friends and 
family there.” They keep their Ithaca residence open when 
their children, who live in NYC, want a respite. With their 
children and significant others, Rich and Kim boast four 
Cornell grads. Rich was planning to fly back for Reunion, 
which, at the time of this writing, has sadly been canceled. 
He continues his work as CEO of a scientific startup based 
out of NYC but with labs in Scotland. He also writes for 
his blog, oldloneranger.com, so check that out.

Carol Teng Cahill also lives in California, in Stockton. 
She continues her work as a pediatrician in private 
practice and, because of COVID-19, is learning and put-
ting telehealth into action in her office to reduce expo-
sure. She comments, “No room for Alzheimer’s here as 
this is quite a change for my staff, colleagues, and 
patients.” She makes her own washable surgical masks. 
“Hug your loved ones every day,” she urges us. “FaceTime 
your adult children and grandchildren and tell them you 
love them.” Chuck Gruye, MBA ’77, also is a Californian. 
He enjoys his retirement from the hedge fund life, shar-
ing it with his wonderful wife and three great daughters. 
Slightly north, we get news from Vicki Mercer, who lives 
in Oregon. She enjoys printing, drawing, knitting, and 
when her family visits. Her favorite dining experience at 
Cornell: Willard Straight Hall.

Fred Hirschovits sends his regards from beautiful 
Naples, FL. Right now, he says, the hotel business is ob-
viously extremely tough. Fred shares his recent post on 
LinkedIn: “How many times a day do we hear the words 
‘social distancing’? Let’s think about that for a quick 
second. During difficult, trying, challenging, demanding, 
testing times we normally communicate with family, 
friends, associates, peers, and maybe professionals to 
seek or lend support. Let’s definitely continue that pas-
sion and practice! Now, let’s in the next few days, all of 
us together, change this 100 percent and start using 
the slogan ‘physical distancing’ and continue to support 
each other with social support—not social distancing. 
With ‘physical distancing’ regards and wishes, I stay 
socially supportive.”

Richard Alexander shares his news. For many years, 
he and origami master Michael LaFosse have been us-
ing their original origami designs as a tangible manipu-
lative in elementary school math and geometry classes. 
Now that all scheduled school, library, and museum 
programs have been canceled, Richard and Michael offer 
tips to parents in a letter posted on their website, www.
origamido.com. It has links to the hundreds of their 
origami video clips posted by their publisher, as well as 
those made on their own, non-commercial Origamido 
Studio YouTube channel. To see them make custom, 
handmade papers for origami art, check out “The 
Artisan” chapter in Vanessa Gould’s Peabody Award-
winning documentary, Between the Folds.

Pam Gang Sherman writes from the Rockies, where 
she and husband Steve ’73 are well. Their son is working 
from home, mostly sheltering in place with them (more 
legroom than his city apartment). Pam does virtual edu-
cation on food, climate, and land. F.X. Flinn, with whom 
I went to grammar school in Huntington, NY, is vice chair 
of ECFiber, which will deliver fiber optic internet ser-
vices to east central Vermont. He lives in Quechee with 

  

his wife, Linda. He writes, “I am trying to become fully 
retired from work, where I provide virtual CIO services to 
small towns.”

Melissa Yorks lives in Gaithersburg, MD, where she 
has been working entirely from home for the past three 
years anyhow. She is an indexer for the National Library 
of Medicine’s PubMed, now for 30 years. She notes, “I 
probably have read more medical journal articles than 
hundreds of physicians combined.” Her daughter is a 
pediatrician, studying to be a neonatologist. Bob Reich, 
ME ’76, is an educator in Wilmington, DE, where he 
teaches introduction to the Bible classes and also does 
math tutoring at Urban Promise Academy, a Christian-
based middle/high school for at-risk students. In his 
spare time, he has taken up painting.

We hope to connect sometime in September for our 
Reunion! Does this mean our next Reunion in 2025 can 
still be our 45th? ❖ Karen DeMarco Boroff, Karen.
boroff@shu.edu; Mitch Frank, mjfgator@gmail.com; 
Joan Pease, japease1032@aol.com; Deb Gellman, 
dsgellman@hotmail.com.     

76 I am writing this in mid-April, staying at home 
during a most unusual time. I am grateful to 

receive news from our classmates. Hopefully by the time 
you read this we all will be returning to our normal lives.

Carla Holder reflects what many of us are doing: “No 
news here, just sheltering in place.” Wendy Schlessel 
Harpham is changing the conversation about hope. Her 
first eBook, Finding Hope That Heals, discusses how to 
find hope that helps you get good care and live as fully 
as possible—and avoid hope that might lead you astray. 
Written for anyone dealing with any health (or life) chal-
lenge, the National Breast Cancer Foundation has made 
it available for free at: https://tinyurl.com/FHTHebook.

How has life changed for Bruce Piasecki, PhD ’81? 
“Massively,” he notes. “Instead of my morning time at 
the gym, where my wife says I check in with dozens of 
barnacles hanging onto life, I do my own bike ride and 
stretching in something far different than Teagle. It is a 
little room, wood paneled by the doctor who lived in my 
home before, tightly packed with the books I’ve read to 
learn how to write the dozen books I’ve written since 
leaving Cornell.” You can see some of Bruce’s books at: 
www.doingmorewithlessbook.com. “My daughter wisely 
went to Ithaca College,” Bruce continues, “on a presiden-
tial scholarship, not wanting to be lost in a sea of Cornell 
busy bees. She is now at Upstate Medical in Syracuse, 
after working a year after Ithaca in the emergency room. 
My book Missing Persons can fill you in with more, pub-
lished as my creative memoir by Square One Press in 
2017. It is available on Amazon and elsewhere. More on 
my firm at: www.ahcgroup.com. You might like the pictures 
there under the icon of our client MERCK. Good luck to 
all. Let’s survive this age of the virus together.”

Last June, Steve, BArch ’79, and Susan Karr from 
Maryland, Glenn and Susan Goldstein from California, 
and Neil and Carolyn Levine Coplan from New York 
met in Telluride, CO, for an eight-day road trip through 
Colorado, Mesa Verde National Park, and Santa Fe, NM, 
to celebrate the three guys turning 65 and all their wed-
ding anniversaries. Steve, Neil, and Glenn all wore their 
“Legends Born in 1954” T-shirts, designed by Susan Karr.

This news from Jody Jacobson Wedret was received 
in fall 2019 and it may be assumed that some plans have 
changed: Jody retired from full-time work as a pharmacy 
education specialist at UCI in Orange, CA, though she 
continues to lecture on pharmacy topics to healthcare 
professionals and the lay public. When not lecturing, the 
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Wedrets are busy traveling, visiting museums, and vol-
unteering with the Pacific Symphony and art museums 
including the Getty and Bowers Museum. Jody and her 
husband, Loren, recently visited Birmingham, AL, and 
South Africa and had trips planned to Nebraska, 
Missouri, and Arkansas in the fall and New Zealand after 
Thanksgiving, plus a cruise from Moscow to St. Petersburg 
in the spring.

Jeri Frank says that daily life has changed; there’s no 
more dancing and getting together with friends, but she 
did have her very first Zoom book club recently. She is 
trying to do long-put-off house projects after finishing her 
43-year teaching career. Jeri and her husband, Woody 
Lane, PhD ’84, are staying home, but they have several 
acres and live on a country road, so they can go out. She 
is doing a six- to seven-mile jog every day, doing lots of 
cooking, listening to NPR, and trying to get to those 
projects! And always reading, of course.

Due to COVID-19, Philip and Jennifer Loud are more 
hunkered down than usual, though this time of year, that 
is almost normal for them. Philip has been retired since 
2010 and volunteers at the Inland Seas Educational 
Assn., in support of their scholarship and Great Lakes 
stewardship programs. He also assists his village and 
local utilities authority. While in the thick of sheltering 
in place, Philip is deep into several projects that include 
restoring old Tonka trucks, building Adirondack chairs 
for their beach, building a table for his wife, and prepping 
his motorcycle (BMW, not Harley) for spring. He wishes 
ski season had not been cut short, and he and Jennifer 
both miss face-to-face contact with their sons, daughter-
in-law, and granddaughter. What does bring some satis-
faction is helping limit the spread of COVID-19 by staying 
home and getting ready for summer activities.

In 2019, Judith Motzkin received the Massachu-
setts Cultural Council Artist Fellowship Grant in crafts. 
She says she worked on her “All in the Same Boat” proj-
ect, adding work with recent immigrants to Cambridge. 
Judith hopes to return to China to work again, to com-
plete a public art project she began there while teaching 
in 2018, and to attend her grad students’ graduation. 
We send our sympathies to Judith: she reports that her 
mother died in February, and her brother-in-law died 
from COVID-19. Wishing us all better times ahead. ❖ 
Lisa Diamant, Ljdiamant@verizon.net; Karen Krinsky 
Sussman, Krinsk54@gmail.com; Pat Relf Hanavan, 
patrelf1@gmail.com.     

77 Our class has mainly been in lockdown, shel-
tering in isolation, or on the front lines. There 

is a pauc
 
ity of news; what has come in reflects the 

changes in our lives from the COVID-19 pandemic.
Thomas Hedberg lives and works in Norwalk, CT, 

for a UN-affiliated NGO, the Int’l Medical Crisis Response 
Alliance (IMCRA), which has been working overtime to 
deal with the COVID-19 crisis head-on and globally. He 
provided a link to an educational medical video: https://
www.youtube.com/channel/UCukuYqV8WNyv7GyGp 
ZeasYg. Their website is at: https://www.globalgiving.org/
projects/international-coronavirus-prevention-and- 
therapy/. His goal is to alert communities worldwide to 
the realities of the coronavirus pandemic. Tom, wife 
Chikako, and family are all healthy so far and are extreme-
ly cautious. The first person Tom met at Cornell was Pat 
Tompkins. When the pandemic is under control, he says 
he would like to spend a day dancing in Ithaca.

Ilene Wasserman and husband Mark Taylor live in 
Penn Valley, PA. Ilene has a thriving consulting and exec-
utive coaching practice. It has more recently moved to 
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a virtual space because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Her 
teaching at the Philadelphia College of Osteopathic 
Medicine has also moved online, and her academic work 
at Wharton Executive Education has been postponed for 
now. In June 2019, daughter Erin married Paul; the pair 
now live in Colorado Springs, CO, where Paul is a history 
professor at Colorado College and Erin teaches in a 
mid dle school gifted program and coordinates the edu-
cational programs for the Food Rescue. Ilene’s son lives 
in Cambridge, MA, where he leads a project on creative 
learning for Boston Tech and leads a project through the 
Birkman Inst. on data nutrition labels. Ilene is using this 
time of quarantine, like others, to reconnect with old 
friends while throwing out college notebooks and high 
school term papers. She is also going on long walks with 
family and her dog and trying to support others in any 
way she can.

I will take the correspondent’s prerogative (not sure 
if that’s a thing, I just made it up) to share my story as a 
healthcare professional in the “plague year.” I’m a cardi-
ologist, sub-subspecializing in the care of patients with 
advanced (or very severe) heart failure, as well as heart 
transplant recipients or recipients of ventricular assist 
devices—mechanical pumps that keep patients alive 
until a donor heart becomes available or are used as an 
alternative to a transplant. I have cared for over 1,400 
heart transplant patients since 1986. I’m not on the 
front line against COVID-19, but I know people who are 
and have been impacted by the pandemic. I and my 
colleagues have worked to keep our patients who might 
previously have been admitted to the hospital out of 
the hospital, as many of our patients are at high risk for 
bad outcomes from COVID-19. Our transplant patients 
present a different challenge, as they have suppressed 
immune systems and would also potentially do poorly 
with COVID-19 infections. We have had to walk a tight-
rope between protecting them so they don’t get infected 
and attending to their medical needs. We have all become 
proficient at telemedicine visits, but some patients still 
need to be seen in the office. I have had the benefit of 
getting advice from colleagues with whom I have worked 
in South Korea on how to care for these patients and 
protect them from infection (South Korea, as you may 
know, has had remarkable success in containing the 
virus and reducing death rates).

I work at Penn State Health Milton S. Hershey Medical 
Center in Hershey, PA. As with many hospitals across 
the country, much of the hospital has been set aside 
for COVID-19 patients with special intensive care units. 
We have not had the very large influx of patients seen 
in NYC. I have to give my frontline colleagues, physicians, 
nurses, respiratory therapists, janitorial staff, dietary staff, 
and transport staff tremendous credit for the exemplary, 
outstanding care they have provided. My son, Jonathan, 
is a hospitalist who is on the front line at Massachusetts 
General Hospital in Boston. I have learned much from him 
about the extraordinary dedication and bravery he and 
his colleagues have demonstrated at preserving life and 
caring for the sick. This selflessness is repeated across 
the country—not just in hospitals but by postal workers, 
delivery workers, police, firefighters, emergency medical 
workers, civil servants, grocery store workers, and more. 
One silver lining to this cloud has been to witness the 
goodness, selflessness, and dedication of so many of our 
fellow citizens to help others. We should not forget this. 
When this is over we should have a parade (with social 
distancing) to honor all of them.

My non-medical friends have asked how I see this 
end ing. The ultimate step is a vaccine; there are numerous 

   

superb research groups working to accomplish this with 
federal funding and foundation funding, such as from Bill 
Gates (his 2015 TED talk eerily predicts a pandemic 
similar to this one). The intermediate step is development 
of an anti-viral agent that can suppress COVID-19 for 
those who are infected; considerable research is occur-
ring on this front as well. We have both a vaccine and very 
good anti-viral agents for influenza, which is why the 
annual appearance of the flu does not incapacitate the 
country. It does kill people each year—lots of them. As 
the head of the CDC, Dr. Robert Redfield, said last week, 
this fall, with the flu and COVID-19 coexisting, could be 
difficult. Please get a flu shot to ward off, or at least 
attenuate, the flu. I believe that a pandemic unit as 
existed under the Obama Administration must be recon-
stituted and amply funded, as should the CDC. As we 
have seen, both are vitally important to national security.

Please be safe and well and maintain social distancing. 
We will get through this. We would be interested in 
hearing your stories about how you are dealing with the 
pandemic. Best wishes. ❖ Howie Eisen, heisen@penn 
statehealth.psu.edu; Mary Flynn, maryflynn1@me.
com. Online news form, http://www.alumni.cornell.edu/
class-notes/.

78 I write this in April, at the height of the corona-
virus pandemic that has gripped and crippled 

our nation and the world. Arguably the most significant 
event to occur in our lifetime, one can only hope it will be 
a once-in-a-lifetime experience.

For Cornell, this public health crisis brought life on the 
Hill to a halt. The campus was closed, and classes were 
held online for the second half of the spring semester. 
Virtual learning is something we, with our “state-of-the-
art” electric typewriters and white out, could have hardly 
imagined. But with today’s technology, and a good bit of 
flexibility and resolve, students and professors adjusted 
to the new reality.

As with many other colleges and universities, there 
was no formal Commencement for the Class of 2020. 
As he left campus, one Cornell senior told the New York 
Times, “I feel like a lot of experiences have been stolen 
from me.” Reunion weekend, in the traditional sense, was 
also canceled for the first time since WWII. Instead, 
Alumni Affairs was planning a virtual Reunion celebration 
for all alumni for the first weekend in June. In announcing 
these changes to members of the university community, 
Cornell President Martha Pollack wrote: “In this era of 
keeping our physical distance, it is more important than 
ever to find ways to keep our bonds with each other strong, 
wherever we may be.”

And come together we did, turning to the internet to 
check in, stay connected, and swap stories. Perhaps the 
most harrowing story comes from classmate Libby Wald
man Strugatch. Halfway through a 30-day Asian cruise 
aboard the MS Westerdam, the ship was diverted from 
China to Hong Kong, which is when Libby says everything 
started to fall apart. “We were only able to dock at one 
port in Taiwan, and then cruised in circles around the 
South China Sea looking for a port where we could dis-
embark.” They were finally accepted in Cambodia, where 
all passengers and crew were tested for coronavirus and 
found to be negative. Libby and her husband were ulti-
mately able to fly home from Phnom Penh to Washington, 
DC, by way of Qatar; no quarantine was required.

Robert Blinken turned his professional talents to 
lifesaving efforts. He halted his work on a predictive cruise 
control R&D project and a pension plan design project to 
form a New York State COVID-19 Technology SWAT Team. 
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Its mission is to assess the feasibility of re-purposing 
auto motive fuel injection systems into multi-patient 
mechanical ventilators. Diana Bletter launched an on-
line writing course designed to support and encourage 
writers of all levels during these challenging times. “It has 
been hard for me to focus in the past few weeks,” she 
says, “so I am sharing what helps me. When we concen-
trate on specific exercises and write down what we’re 
experiencing right here, right now, we can manage our 
emotions, anxieties, and fears.”

Your 1978 class officers began a series of virtual 
Monday night happy hours, sharing “war stories” and 
favorite cocktail recipes. My co-correspondent, Cindy 
Fuller, PhD ’92, who lives near the nursing home at the 
epicenter of the epidemic in Washington State, reported 
that the Seattle area was a ghost town. Polly Kreisman 
had to navigate a containment zone in New Rochelle, NY, 
an early hot spot in that state. Suzanne Bishop Romain’s 
two daughters, both nurses, were told to expect to rotate 
to hospital duty, and one of them, the mother of a toddler, 
was concerned about how she would self-isolate. Servier 
Pharmaceuticals, Cynthia Kubas’s employer, continued 
shipments of its anti-leukemia drug to hospitals to treat 
both children and adults with the disease during the 
pandemic. While communicating with doctors, nurses, 
and pharmacists via phone and e-mail, she also worked 
on ramping up online training for when in-person visits 
resume. Cynthia is taking virtual trumpet lessons and 
using at-home cardio and weight-lifting equipment to 
stay in shape for the summer/fall rowing season. While 
her husband and son were binging on Netflix, Angela 
DeSilva was doing some retail therapy before putting 
their tax info together. “Guess I finally have enough time 
to clean out my closets,” she added. And the closing of 
New York and New Jersey barber shops, noted Kent 
Sheng, “will make for some squirrely looking characters 
working from home in the next few weeks!”

Chip Brueckman and Patricia AlberBrueckman 
’81 were happy to work from home in Plano, TX, for 
Frito-Lay. “We create and deliver more smiles with every 
sip and every bite,” he writes. The two were looking for-
ward to volunteering again with the AT&T Performing Arts 
Center and the Dallas Summer Musicals, and resuming 
their group bicycling with the Plano Bike Assn. Home 
projects, Weight Watchers lifetime status, and positive 
thoughts for the future also provide satisfaction. Elaine 
Zajac Jackson transitioned/retired from the Kendal 
Corp. after 13 years, the last year working part time. Her 
husband, Scott ’77, is teaching chemical engineering at 
Villanova U. They have been traveling across the country 
with their four children: Aaron ’06 in Los Alamos; Mere
dith ’08 in Martinez, CA; Becca, MIT ’13, in Raleigh, 
NC; and Brendon ’17, ME ’18, in Santa Barbara and 
Delaware. Having traveled with the Cornell Alumni Assn.’s 
Untamed Alaska trip last year, they have now visited all 
50 states. Paula Boyer Kennedy, MBA ’80, is working on 
getting the Central Florida Cornell Club back up and run-
ning. She encourages Floridians in the Orlando/Villages/
Ocala area to contact her at peb29@cornell.edu.

Let us know how you have been coping in a world 
changed by the coronavirus. Hopefully our next corre-
spondence will come during happier times. ❖ Ilene 
Shub Lefland, ilene.lefland@gmail.com; Cindy Fuller, 
Cindy@Cindyjfuller.com.

79 It’s hard to believe that a mere four months 
ago, when I last wrote this column, we were 

living in a world that included Big Red hockey games at 
Madison Square Garden, local gatherings of classmates, 
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and bucket list travel plans. As I sit here now, on the 12t
floor in my NYC apartment—not having ventured out i
days—I am amazed by the unimaginable shifts that hav
occurred in our world in such short order. It is my sincer
hope that as you are reading this (due to publishing lea
times, it will be a couple of months from now), you ar
safe and healthy and that we have all reclaimed at leas
some of what used to constitute normal living.

With that said, I do have news to report—most of whic
either occurred or arrived in my inbox before the worl
turned upside down. So here goes. On February 1, I wa
privileged to attend “SmorgasBoor,” a cornucopia of foo
offerings, exhibits, and food-making lectures from Cornell
affiliated vendors celebrating the retirement of CALS Dea
Kathryn Boor ’80. Among the classmates and others
noted at this Manhattan event were Wendy Nacht, wh
attended with daughter Margo Motulsky ’16 and so
Reed Motulsky ’18, Brad and Mary Maxon Grainge
MPS ’87, Mark Wilson, MBA ’80, and Denise Remp
’80, Nancy Sverdlik, Beth Anderson ’80, and Margi
Wang and her husband, Bill.

February 20-23 marked the annual Cornell Alum
Leadership Conference (CALC), held this year in La
Vegas. During the weekend, Jeff Berg, ME ’80, MBA ’8
hosted a dinner at the Planet 
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Hollywood restaurant for mem-
bers of the classes of ’78 to ’81. 
He notes the following class-
mates who attended the confer-
ence, dinner, or both: Deborah 
Arrindel, Jane Kornfeld Bes-
sin, Michael Curran, Mark 
Hansen, Jordan Lambert, ME 
’80, Dan Mansoor, MBA ’80, 
Siew Koon Ng, Ginger So, 
and Nancy Sverdlik.

Cindy Green reports that 
this past December marked her 44th freshman Low Rise 
7 suitemate reunion in NYC. Included were Elena 
Rodriguez, Allison Gay Kirchner, Karen Cornelius 
’78, and Randy Strongin Weiss ’78. Gloria Maisto 
Cohen did not attend this year, although “dormmate” 
David Goldston ’78 participated, as he does annu-
ally. Their weekend festivities included dinner at Karen’s 
home, a visit to the Holiday Train Show at the New York 
Botanical Gardens, lunch on Arthur Avenue in the Bronx, 
and a performance of the Off-Broadway show Seared. 
“Catching up and being together is always so heart-
warming and special,” Cindy says. “It is our great hope 
and plan that this annual reunion continues into time 
immemorial!” Ironically, Cindy notes that the very dorm 
she and her fellow alums treasure was cited in 2015 
by the New York Times (along with Low Rise 6) as among 
the most undesirable dorms in the country!

Peg Caldwell-Ott reports from Rockingham, VA, 
that she and husband Derek are enjoying their two new 
tortoiseshell kitties, Corrie and Almira, as she recovers 
from breast cancer surgery and radiation treatment. Peg 
says travel brings her great satisfaction at this stage of 
life. She recalls fond memories of “the truck” in front of 
Balch, and the hot ham and cheese sandwiches and Philly 
cheesesteaks that she “can still taste.” John Wilkin son 
and his wife, Peggy, from Napa, CA, have recently begun 
to spend more time at their new place in Jupiter, FL. 
John is interested in connecting with other Cornellians 
in South Florida, particularly Hotelies.

Paul O’Shaughnessy resides in Lexington, MA, with 
wife Diane. He is working as a director of acoustic engi-
neering at Covaris Inc. in Woburn, MA, and also serves 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

on several nonprofit boards. Paul writes that in his spare 
time he is helping to educate the public by reenacting 
the Revolutionary War as a British officer, and he enjoys 
restoring and repairing replica muskets. This past spring, 
Paul had hoped to attend a gathering of his O’Shaughnessy 
family in Gort, County Galway, Ireland. He cites the cross- 
country gourmet at Sage Hall as his favorite campus 
dining experience. Tim and Laura Hitt McCann have a 
home in Landenberg, PA, and report that they enjoy riding 
horses as well as sailing and swimming in the Chesa peake 
Bay area. Tim’s work includes consulting in Thailand, which 
he had been visiting four to six times a year, for a week 
at a time. The McCanns also report taking trips to Djibouti 
to visit their daughter and swim in the Red Sea.

Libby Bush Bollich of Covington, LA, says she is 
“minding 31 acres of woods and plants around her home 
and playing too much tennis.” Libby is also sponsoring a 
robotics team, Dark Matter, housed in her barn. She had 
hoped to attend the world championship in Houston this 
past April. Libby writes that she would like to be traveling 
again, although it is “harder to do” since her husband, 
Butch, passed away. She is finding satisfaction in “small 
pleasures with family and friends” and in “helping make 
days a little better for all I meet.” She recalls both the food 

and nostalgia of Moosewood 
in downtown Ithaca. Cindy 
Williams writes from Hunters-
ville, NC, that she has been 
serving as an adoption volun-
teer at the Humane Society of 
Charlotte and was scheduled 
to start training for the new 
kitten nursery at Animal Con-
trol in March, learning to bot-
tle-feed the kittens and help 
place them into foster homes. 
Since COVID-19 stopped that 

volunteer activity, Cindy says, “I am using my stay-at-
home time to work on three lifesaving projects for Best
Friends Animal Society in Kanab, UT. The projects are
in the areas of stewardship, brand strategy, and statis-
tics and data analysis for the lifesaving dashboard on
www.bestfriends.org.”

Please continue to send us your news. Your classmates 
want to hear from—and connect with—you, especially at
this time. ❖ Danna Levy, DannaGOA@gmail.com; Linda
Moses, lindakmoses@gmail.com; Cynthia Ahlgren
Shea, cynthia.shea@sothebyshomes.com. Online news
form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/.

80 By now you’ve recovered from the thrills and
emotion of our 40th Reunion, and . . . sorry.

That’s neither appropriate nor funny. I try to provide
lightness and levity in my occasional columns, but this
time I’ve got nothing, folks. It was all a bust, and Presi dent
Rhodes is gone and can’t make it better, and it’s another
cursed election year. Yet the pale blue dot continues to
spin in an uncaring universe, and the glass-half-empty
folks have to coexist with the rest of you, so here goes.

With a nod to the Chinese calendar, Grace Sharples
Cooke points out that “we are heading into the Year of the
Rat.” She is a vice president of the Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting, a Quaker organization. She manages the fund-
raising and communications of the large group, which
connects 103 Quaker meetings around the Northeast.
She and spouse Terry, a professor at the U. of Pennsylvania, 
read actual newspapers and go to local independent
bookstores and farmers markets. She writes, with regard 
to technology, that she is “bemused by a changing world,

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

‘ Be well—and 
help others 
stay well.’
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but we are happy to drive electric cars.” Grace and Terry 
maintain a 37-acre conservation easement on their wet-
land meadow, which has never been plowed or farmed. 
She derives satisfaction from her friends and family, 
“but never politics.”

Our own Beth Anderson is soon to begin a four-year 
term as an alumni-elected trustee. Beth recently retired 
as an executive vice president and publisher at Audible 
Inc. She has a long history of Cornell volunteerism dat-
ing back to the early ’80s and played several sports as 
an undergraduate. Several members of her family are 
Cor nell ians; she states, “I have early memories of my 
mother singing the Alma Mater and ‘Give My Regards 
to Davy’ during bath time.”

Robin Dodge writes from his home in New Mexico: 
“After nearly 30 years in Washington, DC, as a lawyer 
and then a priest, I moved to Santa Fe. I am now rector 
of the Episcopal Church of the Holy Faith and diocesan 
canon for Ecumenical and Interfaith Dialogue. Our 
younger son, who has Down syndrome, lives with us. 
Our older son, after graduating from the U. of Virginia, 
just completed a Master of Philosophy in economic his-
tory at Cambridge U., where he rowed for Magdalene 
College and played lacrosse for both the college and 
the university. If anyone is passing through Santa Fe, I 
would love to see them.”

Beth Rubin is the dean of Adult & Online Education 
at Campbell U. just outside of Raleigh, NC. She writes: 
“As an expert in online learning and the leader of my 
university’s online team, I’ve been busy doing workshops 
and developing training for faculty in creating engaging 
online experiences. One daughter caught COVID-19 but 
is recovering along with her partner and household. Our 
other daughter is planning to start a PhD program in 
computer science at the U. of Kentucky in the fall.” She 
and husband Dane wish they could be traveling, but they 
did take the annual JoCo Cruise just before everything 
shut down. Your correspondent had never heard of the 
JoCo Cruise. I (Dik Saalfeld) looked it up, and you should, 
too. It’s a chartered cruise that the New York Times called 
“a chaotic miracle.” Cruisers are in charge of all of the 
programming—singing, dancing, playing games, escaping 
from straitjackets, costume parties, bobbing for French 
fries, and more. Plus, they go to places in the Caribbean. 
With luck, the cruise will take place again next year.

Our class officers, and especially the Jodi Diehl Nestle 
Memorial Reunion Team, worked hard to plan the 40th 
Reunion, and although it didn’t happen, those tireless 
classmates are working to build something from the 
shelved plans. Whatever it is—a rescheduled Reunion, 
perhaps, or some other commemoration—we should be 
thankful we have such a dedicated group working on 
our behalf.

Jeffrey Lindy is the director of clinical programs in 
the Philadelphia District Attorney’s office. He has had 
experience as a federal prosecutor and as a state prose-
cutor and has worked in criminal defense. Wendy Parish 
is still in solo practice as a dermatologist but has cut 
back her hours. She grows dahlias and volunteers as a 
gardener at Val-Kill, the Eleanor Roosevelt National 
Historic Site that was once the First Lady’s estate. She 
also volunteers at the Dutchess County SPCA. Jorge 
Constantino, MD ’84, retired from the practice of cardi-
ology and moved from Troy, NY, to the Jersey Shore. He 
writes that he loves retirement.

Cornell’s Adult University is a great way to get a 
nostal gia kick and learn new things in the time between 
Reunions. Margaret Markey Corey attended the golf 
clin ic with her husband last summer. She retired from SI 
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Group Inc., where she was the environmental compli-
ance manager. She and Mark have a granddaughter 
who needs doting, so her retirement will include many 
trips to Pitts burgh to spoil the tyke. They’ll also spend 
more time at their place in the US Virgin Islands. Last 
summer she vis ited Rulloff’s and reports that the food 
is good. She didn’t say whether she sat at the Face Time 
table in the window.

Stephen Kohn’s twin daughters are each expecting 
children. He’s looking forward to grandfatherhood, al-
though it will arrive in multiple doses almost at once. 
He’s still in the private practice of psychology in down-
state New York. He writes that he misses visits to the 
Hot Truck late at night. From Charleston, SC, comes word 
of Salvatore Moscatello, who is still in the full-time 
practice of gastroenterology. He has two sons in their 
30s, but no grandchildren. He wishes he could ride his 
motorcycle more often. As a healer, he gets great satis-
faction from his work, but he lists “travel and food” as 
close rivals.

Albert Camus said, “I have no idea what’s awaiting 
me, or what will happen when this all ends. For the 
moment I know this: there are sick people and they need 
curing.” We share the planet, folks—be well, and help 
others stay well. ❖ Dik Saalfeld, rfs25 @ cornell.edu; 
Dana Jerrard, dej24 @ cornell.edu; Leona Barsky, 
leonabarsky @ aol.com.

81 In turning to assemble this column amid the 
news fatigue of the pandemic, I was thrilled to 

see an inbound e-mail from my U-Hall 1 roommate, Jim 
McCaffrey (jamesfmccaffrey@gmail.com). Jim lives in 
Atlanta and retired after 20 years with Turner Broadcasting 
as chief strategy officer and EVP/GM of the technology 
and operations division. He volunteers to advise disabled 
individuals on business startups and would love to hear 
from others who do similar volunteer work. He also works 
as a business consultant and commercial pilot—and it’s 
flying that brings him the most enjoyment these days. 
Jim is a frequent guest lecturer at ILR and is a member 
of the Cornell alumni council and the ILR dean’s advisory 
council. His son is a junior at U. of Colorado, Boulder, 
majoring in environmental studies.

Bruce Reidenberg, MD ’85 (breidenberg@gmail.
com) serves as regional medical director for the NYS 
Office for People with Developmental Disabilities, cov-
ering three counties in the Hudson Valley. He writes, 
“The COVID-19 crisis has been consuming almost all of 
my time. There have been huge personal losses as well 
as professional ones. Unsung heroes at group homes 
and hospitals include the janitors and custodians who 
prevent disease by maintaining strict hygiene despite 
significant personal risk.”

Ed Hellman (ehellman@orthoindy.com) practices 
in Indianapolis, IN, with a large orthopedic hospital. 
When the epidemic hit, Ed’s hospital was designated 
as a specialty resource hospital for the area, to handle 
urgent orthopedic cases and allow the other hospitals to 
focus on COVID-19 care. He and his wife, Laura Reuter, 

who met junior year, recently became grandparents and 
celebrated their 34th anniversary. Congratulations! Laura 
retired last summer from her fertility practice. Their 
daughter, son-in-law, and grandson live in the Chicago 
suburbs. Ed and Laura also have a son and daughter-
in-law who live in Denver, and their youngest daughter 
just finished her junior year in electrical engineering at 
U. of Colorado, Boulder.

Adam Becker and his wife, Lainey (Sigel) ’82, got 
together for a big party with fellow senior-year residents 
of the Cloisters, to celebrate most of our class turning 60 
last year. Dubbed Monkfest, the gathering at Tennanah 
Lake in Roscoe, NY, was part of Adam’s new philosophy 
of “goof off more,” and included Charlie and Donna 
Feeney Alexander, Heidi Gold and husband Jay 
Dworkin, Richard Berger, Dave Cohn and wife Angela, 
Ian Brodrick, MD ’85, and wife Laurie, Mike Spolan, 
Phil and Donna Schneider Sher ’80, Howard Lang
stein and wife Debbie, Brian Coyne, and Fred Askari, 
PhD ’86, and Donna Wicker ’83. “We had an excellent 
day lazing by the lake.” Charlie Alexander was the first 
person Adam met at Cornell, when Adam’s mom struck 
up a conversation with Charlie in a U-Hall 2 hallway as 
Adam was unpacking, starting a friendship that contin-
ues to this day. Congratulations to Adam and Lainey on 
their daughter’s marriage in September in New York City!

Sara Schepps Matschke and her husband, William, 
MBA ’01, live in Katonah, NY, and work in New York City, 
Sara as a construction litigator at Fabiani, Cohen & Hall 
LLP, and Bill as chief operating officer of Phillips Nizer 
LLP. Their daughter, Ali, graduated from Lehigh in 2016 
and is a production planner at Hain Celestial Group. 
Jon Berger (1berger@bellsouth.net) writes from Boca 
Raton, FL, that his older son is married and leading Wild 
Forks Foods’ online presence. Jon’s younger son finished 
his internal medicine residency at U. of Miami, Holy 
Cross Hospital in Ft. Lauderdale and is heading to U. of 
Washington for a fellowship in hospital medicine. Alan 
Semel (absemel@gmail.com) is pleased to report that 
daughter Rebecca recently completed her PhD in coun-
seling psychology at Teachers College, Columbia U. and 
is in private practice in NYC.

An avid cyclist, Douglas Nelson, MS ’84 (nelsondj@
msoe.edu) rides over 5,000 miles each year, including 
the annual Trans New Hampshire Bike Ride to raise funds 
for the Muscular Dystrophy Assn. Last year he also did 
the Ride Across Wisconsin (RAW), covering 225 miles in 
one day! He is a professional engineer in environmental 
engineering and was promoted this year to associate 
professor of civil and architectural engineering at the 
Milwaukee School of Engineering. He instructs courses 
in water-related engineering and also serves as chair for 
Servant-Leadership—a leadership philosophy that turns 
the traditional power pyramid upside down, with the 
leader’s role being to serve those in the organization by 
removing obstacles.

Neil Canter, MBA ’82 (neil@canter.org) and his wife, 
Lisa, live in Weston, CT, and welcomed their first grand-
child on September 4, “which is beyond wonderful!” Neil 

retired in 2015 after a 33-year career in marketing 
analytics. As a retiree, he enjoys season tickets to the 
Mets and has often been joined at games by Phi Sig Ep 
fraternity brothers Jeff Diamond ’82, Cliff Atlas ’82, 
and Michael Foreman ’82—baseball of course being 
among the many things regretfully on hold because of 
the pandemic. Neil also has a strong connection to Cornell 
through the Klipsch speakers he bought junior year, which 
powered many fraternity parties and which he still enjoys 
regularly, “but usually not as loud.”

Best wishes for you and your families navigating these 
difficult times. Hopefully, medical advances will enable 
a socially conducive 40th Reunion on June 10-13, 2021! 
Many thanks for your updates. Please keep sending us 
news. ❖ Steven Barre, scbarre@aol.com; Betsy Silver
fine, bsilverfine@comcast.net; Tanis MacKay-Bell, 
TanisMBell@gmail.com.

82 As you read our column in July, which I am 
writing in April, we hope that things will be 

returning to some semblance of normal. To help us all 
draw closer together during social distancing, we asked 
for your stories; several classmates shared their experi-
ences, which we would like to highlight.

Roby Falloon Weinreich wrote about husband and 
classmate Josh: “In addition to his role as chairman of 
the board of the Community FoodBank of New Jersey, 
Josh has become the volunteer CEO of the New Jersey 
Pandemic Relief Fund founded by New Jersey’s first lady, 
Tammy Murphy, to fight the medical, economic, and social 
effects of COVID-19 on New Jersey’s most vulnerable 
population.” Thank you for your leadership, Josh!

The Boston Globe highlighted Everett, MA-based 
Teddie Peanut Butter as one of the “unsung companies 
called into action to fortify the backline during the pan-
demic.” Classmate Jamie Hintlian, ME ’85, MBA ’86, 
the company’s COO, is quoted: “The best way of saying 
‘We’re there for you’ is not a marketing campaign. It’s for 
the product to be on the shelf when you get to the grocery 
store.” Jamie and his brother are the third-generation 
leaders of Teddie, which originally sold candies and mixed 
nuts, but “when the calamity of the Great Depression hit, 
transitioned to peanut butter, with the goal of providing 
an affordable source of protein.” Our classmates echoed 
what was written in the Globe: “For those who love it, it 
is more than a food—it is a simple comfort.” The article 
concluded, “You can hear the emotion in the brothers’ 
throats when they talk about how it feels to be able to 
provide that comfort to people at a time when such 
feelings are in short supply.” Well done, Jamie!

Steven Newes reported that he has worked for 
Donjon Marine in New Jersey since the summer after his 
freshman year. “We are 400 strong in towing, dredging, 
salvage and wreck removal, floating heavy lift, and ship-
yard services. We just completed the emergency dredging 
project to allow the USNS Comfort to berth safely in New 
York City.” Steven wished he was coaching spring youth 
lacrosse in his hometown of Chatham, NJ, which he has 
been doing for 22 years. He added, “During this pandem-
ic, I realize how much I love coaching. I really miss being 
on the lacrosse field and starting a practice or a game 
with Richie Moran’s mantra: ‘It’s great to be here, baby!’ ”

Lillian Hall and husband Ricard Esquivia wrote that 
they self-quarantined at their beautiful farm, which looks 
out to the Montes de Maria, the area once hard hit by the 
Colombian armed conflict. “Instead of being in the Sem-
brandopaz (Sowing Peace) office in nearby Sincelejo, or 
in the rural communities where we work with victims of 
the armed conflict, we have, since March 8, been at the 

‘ Avid cyclist Douglas Nelson rides 
over 5,000 miles each year.’

S T E V E N  B A R R E  ’ 8 1            
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farm working in the garden, reforesting the hillsides, 
watching  with awe the growing howler monkey population, 
and doing other bucolic activities. On April 12, I was sup-
posed to travel to Ithaca with one of our community 
leaders to give a series of talks at Cornell about our work 
in grassroots peacebuilding and sustainable develop-
ment. That has been postponed thanks to COVID-19.” 
Lillian keeps busy promoting the work of Sembrandopaz, 
their internationally award-winning human rights organi-
zation in northern Colombia, as well as organizing student 
delegations from the US to learn about the Colombian 
armed conflict, its peace accords, and the efforts of the 
Colombian people to rebuild their lives; three Cornell 
students visited in January.

Clare Ludgate moved back to NYC after living in Lon-
don for 20 years. “It’s nice to be back home—well, until 
the virus hit!” She is still working for a family office help-
ing them with their investment portfolio, and loves being 
back in the US, but she does “miss jolly olde England!” 
She was spending time at the Cornell Club in NYC, 
“which is a great facility,” and added, “I didn’t meet any 
Class of ’82 folks, but I am always looking!” Tom Stein’s 
teaching at Berklee College of Music has moved online. 
He feels “lucky to be locked down” in Gloucester, MA, 
where there are beautiful beaches, and he’s enjoying time 
with his 2-year-old daughter. David Ilan Weis has taken 
the opportunity to teach his two boys, Daniel, 11, and 
Xander, 9, some of the “basic skills all young men need 
to know: how to change a flat tire; how to use power 
tools; how to make a proper martini; and how to replace 
a light switch.” Cheers, David!

Shout out to Beckie Brown Robertson, our latest 
class mate to become a trustee. Her expertise in life 
sciences follows a long continuum that also includes 
Anthony Fauci, MD ’66. Jon Poe added, “Another long 
continuum of participatory leadership occurred at the 
Cornell Alumni Leadership Conference (CALC) 2020 in 
Las Vegas, where the largest number of first-time attend-
ees and largest number of US western attendees got to 
meet and be mentored by your class leaders including 
Charles Stuppard, Jamie Hintlian, Mark Fernau” (and 
Jon). He reminds us to check out our class Facebook 
wall, “Cornell Class of 1982,” for pictures and to post a 
photo to unite us all in spirit. ❖ Nina Kondo, nmk22@
cornell.edu; Mark Fernau, mef29@cornell.edu; Doug 
Skalka, dskalka@npmlaw.com. Online news form, http:// 
alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/.

83 There is an eerie sort of quiet over the campus 
and town reflecting the general closures our 

nation ha
 
s faced because of the pandemic. Nearly all of 

the students are gone. Those rhythms and rites of spring—
Dragon Day, Frisbee on the Arts Quad, Slope Day, the 
general buzz that occurs in the spring with warmer 
weather, and the anticipation of another semester nearly 
ended—are missing. Graduation and Reunion have been 
postponed or canceled. The celebratory townie event—
the Ithaca Festival, when most of the students have 
safely left for the summer—has been postponed and 
will greet the students upon their, hopeful, arrival at the 
end of August. In the midst of the many disruptions, we 
hope you and your families are healthy.

Thank you to all of our classmates for sharing their 
news. Phyllis Ho, who is a general and forensic dentist 
in New York, writes that she has recently become the 
president-elect of the American Society of Forensic 
Odontology after serving on the board of governors for 
the previous three years. Ralph Russek and his wife, 
Dawn, are celebrating the arrival of their first grandchild, 

Eliza, born to their daughter, Erin, and wife Kate. Congrat-
ul ations! Ralph, who is with the Pidcock Co., advises 
that he is kept busy by the ever-changing complexity of 
land development and subdivision plan reviews and with 
municipal design projects in the Lehigh Valley.

We have a new author amidst our ranks. Alan Iof
fredo has just published his first novel, The Artist and 
the Innkeeper. It is a work of historical fiction looking at 
the Italian Renaissance through the life of Bernardino 
Luini, a gifted artist and poet often overshadowed by 
Leonardo da Vinci. This sounds like a good read! The book 
is available on Amazon Kindle. Alan continues to work 
as a family financial planner and, additionally, enjoys 
his charitable work. He and his wife recently celebrated 
30 years of marriage and they enjoy traveling with their 
adult children. Marilee Temple Harris, MAT ’85, reports 
that she is busy helping the homeless, teaching middle 
school, and serving as pastor at her local church. Both 
of her daughters are in college: Lydia is a senior at 
Brandeis U., and Emily is a freshman at St. Lawrence U. 
Marilee enjoys listening to her daughter’s weekly radio 
show on KSLU Radio.

Dan Parker reported that he was traveling throughout 
the US buying hydropower facilities. When not busy with 
work commitments, he enjoys his three grandchildren 
and traveling. Lisa Yanguas is now semi-retired teaching 
dance and musical theater in the Baltimore area. She is 
also volunteering extensively in the arts. She is thankful 
for her amazing friends and appreciative students. She 
wishes she had a bit more time to move to Florida, travel, 
spend more time in New York City, and resume performing 
in theater productions.

A family emergency prompted Hans Bauer to take an 
urgent trip to China in September 2019. He received a 
phone call informing him that his brother was critically ill 
in China with a systemic infection (not coronavirus) and 
multi-organ system failure. Hans flew there and brought 
him back in a medical air ambulance. Fortunately, Hans’s 
brother has made a full recovery and is living in New 
Jersey. Hans and wife Maria have two sons. Their older 
son, Jackson ’22, is a sophomore in Cornell’s Engineer-
ing college majoring in Biomedical Engineering. And their 
younger son, Christopher, is a high school junior just 
beginning the college search process. Send news to: ❖ 
Kim Todt, krt5@cornell.edu; Jon Felice, jbfelice@jb 
felice.com; Tom Helf, tomhelf@aol.com; or Stewart 
Glickman, stewartglickman@gmail.com. 

8 Hello all! Since our last column, the pandemic 
has taken over the news. Our beloved Cornell 

respo
4
nde
 
d responsibly per CDC guidelines by putting all 

classes online for the spring 2020 semester. Hopefully 
by the time you are all reading this, you are all healthy and 
back to normal. And now, on to some news from our 
classmates that I hope will warm your hearts and 
brighten your day a bit during these difficult times.

Curtis Tanner (curtis.d.tanner@gmail.com) writes that 
he continues to enjoy a rewarding career in conservation 
with the US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). He cur-
rently leads a team of biologists implementing USFWS 
responsibilities under the Endangered Species Act. He 
finds inspiration in our shared commitment to public 
service conserving our nation’s natural resources. He 
says the natural beauty of the Pacific Northwest is a 
daily gift to his life. His spouse of 22 years, Wendy, and 
he recently purchased a camper trailer and they look 
forward to extending their outdoor recreation season. 
He still has fond memories of a slice and a pint of beer 
at the Nines!

Anita Riddle (anitaprocure@gmail.com) and hus-
band Stephen Schmitt are now retired from Exxon Mobil, 
and they moved with her family to Draper, UT. They 
spend much time in the Wasatch Mountains skiing, 
snowboarding, and hiking. They also enjoy traveling to 
beaches. Anita volunteers with Girl Scouts and PTA. She 
teaches gymnastics to toddlers and enjoys helping 
children realize the world of opportunities available to 
them! Her two teenage daughters are busy with cheer, 
Girl Scouts, and volunteering, in addition to academics. 
She still remembers Vertigo in Bangkok, Thailand, dur-
ing her days at Cornell. Kathy Dodd O’Brien moved 
back to Manhattan from Connecticut last summer after 
20 years.

Patricia Shin (pshin@keplercheuvreux.com) is serv-
ing as managing director at Kepler Cheuvreux (a stock 
brokerage firm). She has been working in the financial 
industry for 35 years and getting tired of working for 
others. She is looking to start off on her own in a com-
pletely different industry this year! She hopes to move 
back to the US and has a house that is being built out-
side of D.C. She enjoys watching her children grow into 
wonderful adults. If she could spend a day in Ithaca, she 
would love to walk around campus and reminisce.

Terri Port bumped into Randy Brown, MS ’85, MBA 
’86, on a Boston to San Francisco flight back in Novem-
ber. Randy is the chief investment officer of Sun Life 
Financial and was traveling to see clients. Randy also 
sits on the board of Rare.org, which uses insights from 
behavioral science to motivate people and communities 
to adopt behaviors that benefit people and nature. Terri 
and husband Steve recently traveled to Florida to get 
an injection of warm weather and to see Red Sox spring 
training. A trip to Ireland to celebrate son Harry’s grad-
uation from Merrimack College is currently waiting for 
more certainty in traveling abroad. Friends since high 
school, Terri and Paul Clark, BA ’85, reconnected in the 
fall when Paul’s mother’s neighbor was applying to Cornell 
for early decision. Terri is happy to say that this fine 
young man, Nicholas Colaw, was accepted early deci-
sion to the Cornell Engineering Class of 2024! Whether 
Nicholas likes it or not, he will forever be linked with the 
Class of ’84, because we will all have the same Reunion 
year. After selling his Paul Clark Volkswagen dealership, 
Paul is easing into retirement, spending a lot of time 
doing motocross with son James. As he said, “It’s 
cheaper than an expensive sports car, although harder 
on the body.” Terri used this reconnection with Paul to 
reconnect Paul with Nick Groos. Nick is still living in 
Luxem bourg, although spending a lot of time in the 
States as well, now that he’s retired. If you bump into 
Nick on one of his visits to campus, he’s usually packed 
his fishing rod and he’s looking for fishing buddies to 
join him.

Beth Sowers Chirico recently relocated to Lancaster, 
PA, to take a job with Armstrong Flooring, wood division. 
She says that after 30 years in the same house, down-
sizing was a major chore. We need Beth to write us a 
column with pointers on some of the best approaches 
to downsizing. Bob ’87 and Lindsay Liotta Forness 
are doing well in Bermuda. Lindsay has recently joined 
the board of the Bermuda High School for Girls, the only 
girls’ school on the island, serving pre-K through high 
school. She is staying active as the president of the Int’l 
Women’s Club of Bermuda as well. Bob is the chair of 
the Fraternity Sorority Advisory Council and is actively 
seeking alumni volunteer support for Cornell chapters, 
especially those in the Interfraternity Council (IFC). Please 
contact Bob (bob.forness@gmail.com) if you would like 
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to help! Their COVID-19 response included leaving Ber-
muda for their US base in Pennsylvania. They expect to 
be stateside for at least a few weeks, along with their 
Cornell junior, Brian ’21.

Again, please remember that if you attend any Cornell 
event and have pictures, news, or stories to share, send 
them in and they will become valuable mementos for 
us all. They will also add to the (unwritten) history of our 
class! Of course, this applies to any Cornell event you 
attend, regional, national, or international! Write to: ❖ 
José Nieve, jmn12@cornell.edu.      

85 2020. A year that was supposed to hold 
meaning for the Class of 1985. Not that every 

year isn’t meaningful for us, but this year we would have 
traveled back to Ithaca to celebrate our 35th Reunion 
year. The Reunion chairs, Jen Sidell Cornelssen Ellis and 
Sharon Tolpin Topper, had drafted Roxanne Nosal and 
me, Joyce Zelkowitz Cornett, to help plan the weekend. 
We had been meeting, brainstorming, and planning. We 
had an amazing weekend in store for all of us!

But it was not meant to be. A pandemic. In our lifetime. 
Crazy. I don’t know about the rest of you, but these are 
the strangest of times. Social distancing, finding face 
masks, making our own antibacterial lotion, trading gold 
bars for toilet paper. I keep waking up thinking that this 
was just a nightmare, but not having TP is the least of the 
horrors. People are dying—over 50,000 people in the US 
at this writing in mid-April.

I know that we have all been touched in some way 
by this virus—loss of loved ones, loss of employment, 
small businesses closing, missing a child’s graduation 
ceremony, school postponed, weddings postponed, 
unable to visit family for months, fear, depression, anger, 
and confusion.

I know that all of this is hard, stressful, and depressing. 
And yet, I know that we, as Cornellians, will go on. We will 
find ways in which to teach our children that this will pass. 
Already, teenagers are having virtual graduations and 
proms, and even the NFL draft of senior athletes went on. 
We will find other jobs, our children will finish school, we 
will have dinners out again, we will swim in community 
pools, we will laugh and love, and we will honor the 
memory of those we have lost.

As tragic as this is, maybe this will result in more young 
adults seeking to study medicine, to become epidemi-
ologists, to think globally, to work with the elderly, to find 
more and better ways to communicate with one another. 
Maybe, just maybe, one of us, a Cornellian, will find a way 
to eliminate pandemics—a way to contain the contagion. 
We have to find the light at the end of the tunnel.

I am amazed that even though I will call my 85-year-old 
mom who lives in Florida with my sister (and sometimes 
FaceTime if she can figure out her phone), I have never 
thought to do a Zoom meeting for our Passover Seder. 
I didn’t think to invite my BFFs from Cornell that reunite 
twice a year or more to a Friday night happy hour FaceTime 
and/or Zoom. For all the technology we have had at our 
fingertips, it took this pandemic to realize that we can still 
stay connected. More people are FaceTiming with their 
grandparents in nursing homes. More people are meeting 
their neighbors by having socially distanced block parties. 
Italy had a whole neighborhood singing together!

Life, I am sure, will change for many of us. Things will 
be different, for we cannot go through a worldwide event 
like this and remain unchanged. So I challenge each of 
you to find a way to live happier and enjoy your lives, your 
work, and your family. Play, laugh, talk, teach, and, most 
of all, love one another. We are all in this together, as every 

commercial says these days. Because my staying safe 
and healthy depends on your staying safe and healthy.

We will rise from this. We will go on. We will be to-
gether again. In the meantime, stay healthy. Stay safe. 
And stay home! ❖ Joyce Zelkowitz Cornett, cornett 
0667@comcast.net. Online news form, http://alumni.
cornell.edu/class-notes/.

86 Spring. The birds are back. The flowers are 
blooming. And people all over the world are 

washing their hands, hoarding toilet paper, and social 
distancing. As I prepared to write this column, I felt a 
need to find out how classmates were dealing with the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Back in March, I was to lecture in 
a graduate course in the College of Human Ecology; I 
ended up doing it via Zoom, the first of many lectures 
students were going to receive in that modality. More 
recently, I felt a need to know who was working the front
line and how they were managing.

Neurologist Rob Bakshi was the first to respond. 
Like many physicians, Rob now conducts most of his 
patient visits either by phone or as online “virtual” visits. 
Only a very small percentage of his patients are seen in 
person. Patients with multiple sclerosis (Rob’s specialty) 
are affected in two major ways by the pandemic: they 
receive immune-modifying treatment, which places them 
at greater risk of contracting a viral infection; in addition, 
their M.S. can worsen if they do become ill. Rob’s program 
with Harvard has halted most research studies, but he 
will be writing papers in the interim, and we all hope 
he gets back to his work and patients soon.

Babies do not stop for a pandemic. Nancy Herta 
re mained on the job to make sure that it was done
safely in Western Michigan. Nancy is one of three ob-
stetricians living in her rural community. She recently 
worked 11 straight 24-hour shifts when one of her col-
leagues became ill (with something other than
COVID-19). To make sure enough hands remain avail-
able at all times, the obstetricians have cross-trained 
two local surgeons. Nancy was very complimentary of 
her hospital, where people were “putting their personal 
health at risk and showing up to work every day.”
Nancy’s family contributed as well. Her 16-year-old
daughter sewed cloth masks with special pockets to 
protect the N95 masks from becoming too damp; at 
the time of this writing Nancy and her colleagues were 
provided with only one “real mask” per week. Nancy’s 
husband, Tim Norris ’85, moved his law practice into 
their home to completely work remotely. Nancy wrote 
to this psychiatrist that, “It’s been crazy.” I think that is 
an understatement.

Miriam Siegworth is a nurse practitioner out work-
ing in the community during the pandemic. As an es-
sential healthcare worker, she conducts visits in patient 
homes. Her patients are the elderly and disabled
(physically and mentally), residing mainly in the lower 
socioeconomic Dallas area. Miriam strives to keep
people safe, healthy, and informed despite many pa-
tients being isolated and lacking in support. I could not 
help but empathize with Miriam, who was torn between 
her concern for her patients and the welfare of her im-
mediate family. Although encouraged to stay home,
Miriam refused to do so and continued to take care of 
those who needed her.

While Marcia Easley, MPS ’93, says she is not a 
healer, she certainly is helping the healers. As VP of 
employee safety for Select Medical Corp., her work al-
lows the healers to do their work. As many patients are 
exposing hospital employees to COVID-19, there is quite 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

a bit of stress from the workforce, not just about their 
jobs, but how to take care of their own families, them-
selves, and coworkers. Marcia wrote of her significant 
frustration with the shortage of personal protective 
equipment (PPE), and she hopes the US makes the 
production of PPE a priority going forward. As someone 
who made masks for my family out of T-shirts, I can’t 
help but agree.

Irene Hendricks and her family are safe at home, 
although she is venturing out to volunteer as a non- 
medical professional assisting at local COVID-19 testing 
sites; she is also doing grocery shopping and phone 
visits to seniors in her community. Irene’s timing was 
excellent, as she and Jen Ellenberg Bergen traveled 
to Stuart, FL, and enjoyed some great beach time and 
warm weather before the pandemic set in.

Jay Coburn is living and working in Truro on Outer 
Cape Cod, where social distancing is the norm during the 
winter. Jay is relieved that the pandemic did not happen  
during the busy summer season. As CEO of the Community 
Development Partnership, the region’s nonprofit com-
munity development corporation, Jay has been helping 
local businesses figure out how to remain open and help-
ing the residents access rent subsidy programs. In addi-
tion, they are hoping shortfalls in contributions and grants 
do not prevent them from contin uing their good work.

Understandably, vaping has been determined to be 
a risk factor for COVID-19 morbidity. Marcia Zorrilla, 
director of positive youth development at Stanford U. 
School of Medicine, and her colleagues are working to 
make vaping a passing fad. They have created a curricu-
lum that addresses the health risks of using e-cigarettes/
vapes, including Juul and Puff Bar; the increased risk of 
severe COVID-19 infection for e-cigarette/vape users; 
and marketing tactics used by the nicotine companies 
to target youth. This free curriculum can be accessed at: 
https://med.stanford.edu/tobaccopreventiontoolkit/
curriculums/Remote-LearningCurriculum.html.

A lesson in international trade was provided by Peter 
Quinter, the chair of the US Customs and International 
Trade Law group at the Florida-based law firm of Gray 
Robinson. Peter works with the US Customs and Border 
Protection and other federal agencies daily regarding 
the import and export of cargo and other cross-border 
transactions. The virus has resulted in many changes in 
international trade. At the time of our correspondence, 
Peter shared that international trade was down 20 
percent including food, medicine, electronics, auto parts, 
and chemicals. Peter is busier than ever interpreting new 
rules and guidelines by CBP, the FDA, the USDA, and 
other agencies.

On the surface, sheltering in place may not seem 
very interesting, but you don’t need to work in an emer-
gency room to make a difference. We would love to hear 
how the pandemic has impacted you, personally and 
professionally. ❖ Toby Goldsmith, toby.goldsmith@
gmail.com; Lori Wagner, loriwagner86@gmail.com; 
Michael Wagner, mwagner123@gmail.com.

87 Hello, fellow members of the Class of 1987! 
I’m writing the column in the midst of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. I hope that, by the time you are 
reading it, the crisis will have passed and all of you 
are healthy.

A number of classmates made the best of things by 
having Zoom get-togethers with their classmates and 
other fellow Cornellians. Cheryl Berger Israeloff re-
ported that she connected with a group of Kappa Alpha 
Theta sisters including Victoria Lazar, Vicki Prehn, 
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Mary Ann Morse, Kathy Taylor, Janise Cohen Schlerf 
’86, and Laurie Mallano Lynch ’86. On March 14, 
Cheryl, Victoria, and I (Liz Brown, JD ’90), celebrated 
Whitney Weinstein Goodman’s birthday via Zoom. 
Pam Mandell Freedman also reported that a group of 
women who lived together in U-Hall 2, 125 Eddy St., or 
both connected via Zoom. The group included Amanda 
Dookram Slade, Astra Groskaufmanis, Anne Blum, 
Anne Drotning Alexander, Audrey Mann Cronin, 
Christine Donohue Hofstedt, Josephine Connolly-
Schoonen, Karen Lee Nichols, Lisa Sauer, MBA ’88, 
Laurel Sgan, Roberta Tulman Samuels, JD ’90, and 
Wendy Crum Bennet. Members of the group take an-
nual vacations together each October.

In non-Zoom news, Paul Robillard, PhD ’87, execu-
tive director of World Water Watch, wrote in to say that he 
was selected as a 2019 Rockefeller Bellagio Center Fellow. 
He is leading a project to monitor the impact of climate 
change on indigenous communities. After many years of 
being a stay-at-home mother and working “very part 
time,” Elisabeth Reichard Swanbery is working as an 
elder-law attorney and guardian ad litem. She said that 
she is thrilled to have reconnected with “best roommate 
ever” Natalie Holmes and has been proud to call Jill 
Fields ’88 a friend for decades. Elisabeth would love to 
hear from Patricia Hutchinson, ME ’88, Alison Doppelt 
Kozek ’86, Lena Chang ’86, and Chris Shah ’86.

Joe Szurszewski reported that after getting his BA 
in Math at Cornell, a master’s in computer science from 
North Carolina State, and working for many years in IT, 
he is finally doing the work he has always loved and has 
made his photography business a success! He special-
izes in shooting corporate, association, and nonprofit, 
and Joe also does performance and industrial photog-
raphy. He has traveled to Chicago, Denver, Texas, Canada, 
the Neth erlands, and many other places for photo assign-
ments. You can see some of his work at joesz.com. Brent 
Vallat, ME ’89, said that life is very full for him and wife 
Sylvia with their very active children, Caroline, 4, and 
William, 2. After enjoying an eight-month sabbatical,  
Brent is now working as head of product for Terafina, a 
company providing application and sales-management 
solutions for banks and credit unions.

Daniel Dubelman, who is known in the music world 
as “Dr. Dan,” has been in bands since his days on the 
Hill. In college, he was in a band named Lay Quiet Awhile, 
which played at Johnny’s Big Red, Oliver’s, and the Haunt. 
After earning his master’s in fiction at Johns Hopkins, he 
moved to New York City and formed Doctor Dan’s Music 
Show with JoAnna Dehn ’86, Ken Klein ’88, William 
Henry ’88, and two-time Grammy Award-winning bass 
player Jerry Jemmott. The band played at clubs through-
out New York City until Dan moved to Los Angeles to be 
the first head of online entertainment at Fox Kids. Dan 
continued to play music, including performing with Willie 
Nelson and Neil Young at Farm Aid in 2004. In the years 
that followed, Dan became an exercise instructor special-
izing in senior fitness and corrective exercise, formed a 
second band named Betty Dylan, and recorded sessions 
with renowned musicians from Steely Dan and Mott the 
Hoople, like the legendary drummer Bernard Purdie. Dan 
is now back in NYC, playing live gigs with Doctor Dan’s 
Music Show, which he records and broadcasts on Face-
book. A radio promoter with whom Dan previously 
worked heard the band’s music in spring 2019 and 
encouraged the band to record it. Since its release last 
fall, the band’s album, Photo Album, has hit number 16 
on the jam band charts and has been played on 65 
Americana radio stations.

 

Please be sure to send in your news at http://alumni.
cornell.edu/class-notes/ or by e-mailing any of your 
class correspondents at the following: ❖ Liz Brown, 
etb29@cornell.edu; Lisa Griffin, lag77@cornell.edu; 
Whitney Weinstein Goodman, wwg5@cornell.edu.

w
88 Greetings and so glad some of us could attend 

the CALC event in Las Vegas last February—it 
as great to get together with so many alums, see old 

friends, and learn about all of Cornell’s new endeavors 
through faculty and students. I know I loved catching up 
and bunking with dear friends/classmates Laura Bloch, 
Stacy Schulist, MBA ’01, Debbie Kaplan Gershenson, 
and Lynn Berni, and learning that one of my newer pals, 

‘ Marcia Zorrilla and her colleagues 
are working to make vaping a 
passing fad.’
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Nancy Park Casey ’90, from our Penn/Wharton club here 
in Phoenix also went to Cornell (when I unexpectedly 
bumped into her at CALC)! Looking forward to next year’s 
CALC event, and here’s hoping that things return to rela-
tive normalcy soon. It must be very difficult for students 
who probably couldn’t imagine sitting out the remainder 
of the semester away from campus.

On to happier news. Janet Helms, MBA ’07, has been 
developing a more sustainable supply chain at a large 
global restaurant chain. Her focus has been on animal 
welfare, sustainable agriculture, and climate change, 
which she says has given her enormous satisfaction. 
She’s been traveling quite a bit, including going to 
Sweden, Chile, Spain, and Mexico, and is planning travel 
to Argentina and Finland. She says she wishes she could 
still be doing Biology lab (did I read that correctly?), as 
she’s still friends with many of her Bio 101 lab-mates—
and she misses the Moosewood Café. Peter Beernink 
has some good news to share: he was recently appointed 
associate professor in the Division of Infectious Diseases 
and Global Health, Dept. of Pediatrics at UC San Fran-
cisco (UCSF). I’m guessing he’s pretty busy right now.

Alex Counts has provided another update, having 
published his latest book, When in Doubt, Ask for More. 
He has recently scheduled an author talk in Florida with 
another Cornellian, Jennifer McComb ’90, who heads 
the Community Foundation of the Florida Keys. He 
fondly remembers working at Willard Straight and eating 
at the Nines. Lastly, Hollis Chen, JD ’92, writes to say 
that, although he graduated as an engineer, he never 
practiced as one. Instead, he went to Cornell Law School 
and has been a lawyer ever since. He enjoys being in-
volved in current events, understanding US healthcare 
legal issues, reading good books, playing golf, and, 
last but not least, spending time with his kids.

Please please please send us your news using the 
on line form at https://alumni.cornell.edu/ class-notes/, 
or fill out the CAM Share Your News sheet that was mailed 
to you earlier this spring. We need to hear from you! ❖ 
Aliza Stein Angelchik, aangelchik@sonorusbrand.com; 
Debbie Kaplan Gershenson, dkgershe@gmail.com; 
Lynn Berni, smartymc66-cornell@yahoo.com.

8 Dear classmates, I hope this finds you and 
your families well and safe and stable. I’m 

writin
9
g thi
 
s in April with no idea what the summer holds, 

but wishing the best for everyone, everywhere and 
appre ciating how communities have come together and 
connections have strengthened. I’ve been inspired by 
Cornell’s leadership and altruism during this crisis, and I 
know our connection to our alma mater has been a source 
of comfort to many. Some of this news predates the 
pandemic and some looks to the future. Thanks for shar-
ing your news, and let’s keep our connections strong!

Our class co-president Debbie Schaffel was among 
several classmates who enjoyed Cornell’s online offerings 
during this time. She e-mailed in April: “As part of the 

COVID-19 stay-at-home orders (that I hope are over by 
the time everyone reads this), I have been taking advan-
tage of not traveling to step up my diet and workout plan, 
which is one of the two benefits of the current situation. 
The second is the opportunity to log in to Corey Earle 
’07’s AMST 2001: The First American University course. 
I have listened in on two lectures so far and they have 
been fascinating. As a North Campus dweller, I never 
knew that there was an actual war memorial on West 
Campus. I will definitely be checking that out next time 
I’m on campus.”

An update on a recent column: Last year, Jordan 
Yeager let us know that he was running for Pennsylvania 
trial court judge. Turns out, he won the election! He re-
ports: “In January 2020, I was sworn in and began to 
serve. Cornell friends John Zimmer, BArch ’91, Shane 
Methal ’90, and Mike and Michelle Chidester Cecchi 
’88 came to Bucks County to campaign for me and at-
tended the investiture festivities. My parents, Bob ’55, 
BArch ’57, and Marcia Fogel Yeager ’58, were also able 
to attend, which was a great joy for all of us. My wife (and 
former law partner), Kathy Boockvar (Penn ’90), is serving 
as Secretary of State of Pennsylvania, overseeing elec-
tions and professional licensing. Our daughter, Colette, 
decided to avoid the Cornell-Penn family rivalry and is 
a member of the Tufts U. Class of 2021, where she is 
double-majoring in math and theater.”

A handful of news forms trickled in. Kevin Cook’s 
made me smile, as he had circled “busy at work” and 
jotted: “New job! New company! Relocation!” He added, 
“After 25 years at Syngenta, I am now working at a new 
job at Johnny’s Selected Seeds as director of breeding 
and tomato/pepper breeder and am very excited about 
the change. Moving to Maine from Florida.” Congratu-
lations, Kevin! And keep the tomato and pepper seeds 
coming. At press time, many of us were looking forward 
to or getting started planting our gardens.

Mike Pambianchi also relocated recently. He reports, 
“My wife, Christy Clark ’90, got a great job as chief 
human resources officer at Verizon, and we moved to New 
Jersey in August 2019. I left Corning after 20 years and 
am now looking for my next adventure.” Mike had a great 
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answer to the question “What brings you the most sat-
isfaction in your life these days?” His response: “Helping 
my kids become awesome adults.” Sounds like Matt 
Elmore, ME ’90, is in the same neck of the woods as the 
Pambianchis, or at least shares an employer with Christy. 
He’s an engineer at Verizon, living in Montclair, NJ. And 
his response to that question jibes with Mike’s as well. 
Matt’s big source of satisfaction these days: “My two 
daughters, Jasmine and Julia.”

Some hopeful news for the future, as families’ Cornell 
traditions continue. Howard and Karen Saul Miller ’90’s 
son Harris was accepted to Cornell Engineering in the 

Class of ’24 and will join older brother Parker ’21. And 
Erika Fischer Ades wrote in from Sands Point, NY, where 
she lives with her husband, Joe, that daughter Sylvia 
was accepted to Arts & Sciences, also in the Class of 
2024. They also have three sons “actively working in the 
NYC area,” Erika says. She is in her fourth year working 
for Suburban Jungle, a real estate advisory firm based 
in New York.

In addition to making college plans for fall, many of 
our kids have completed their college years and gradu-
ated remotely this spring, including my son Bobby (dad 
is John Treadwell), who’s graduating with a double major 
in government and math from another beautiful insti-
tution on a hill in Upstate New York: Hamilton College. 
Among other activities at Hamilton, Bobby enjoyed Quiz 
Bowl, and traveled with his team to a competition at Cor-
nell last winter. Another recent graduate—from Cornell!—
is Rachael Sternlicht ’20, daughter of Ilissa Rubinstein 
Sternlicht and husband David. Rachael graduated early 
in December 2019, magna cum laude, with a major in 
Communication and a minor in Business. Congratulations 
to all the graduates!

Best wishes to everyone for a healthy and peaceful 
sum mer, and for continued strong connections with 
family, friends, community, and our beloved alma mater. 
Please keep us posted on how you’re doing via the news 
form you get in the mail, by e-mailing one of us, or by 
vis iting www.alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/ to leave 
an update. ❖ Anne Czaplinski Treadwell, ac98@cornell.
edu; Kristina Borovicka Gerig, kgerig@columbus.
rr.com; Stephanie Bloom Avidon, savidon1@hotmail.
com; Lauren Kidder McGarry, laurenkiddermcgarry@
gmail.com.

90 Five years ago as I write this, I was eagerly 
anticipating attending our 25th Reunion, where 

I would once again travel to the Hill to rekindle old friend-
ships and form new ones while taking in the sights and 
sounds of the Ithaca campus. This year, the pandemic of 
a novel coronavirus has changed everything.

David Cohen, who attended that Reunion five years 
ago, and his wife, Shelli Bodnar ’91, MD ’95, are con-
tending with the pandemic on different front lines. “With 

the shelter in place affecting us here in the Bay Area, I 
have been focused, as a school board member, on 
making sure our district finds ways to offer educational 
opportunities to our district’s 7,000 students. Meanwhile, 
Shelli is a physician dealing with the stress of staying 
safe while continuing to treat patients with the most 
essential needs.” This past March, David finished first in 
the March primary election to represent District 4 of San 
Jose on the City Council. This coming November, he faces 
off against the second-place finisher from the primary 
in the general election. David’s campaign website can be 
found at http://electdavidcohen.com.

David continues: “Our daughter is a junior at Presen-
tation High School and was the starting point guard on 
her school’s basketball team this year. Her team won 
the Central Coast Section Division II championship at 
the end of February, and Mia was named honorable 
mention all-league. “Our son, Reed, finished third in the 
Santa Clara County East Section cross-country cham-
pionships this year. He is currently in eighth grade and 
will be joining the cross-country team at Bellarmine High 
School in the fall.” David also noted that Reed had 
hoped to get back to school before the end of the aca-
demic year so he could celebrate the end of middle 
school with his classmates.

As the parent of a high school senior, I can appreciate 
just how rough it is for those students in transition years. 
Elizabeth Ledkovsky put it well in a recent corre-
spondence: “I was pretty psyched for Reunion, but my 
disappointment pales to that of kids graduating who are 
being denied commencement ceremonies, their last 
Slope Day, and so on—not to even go near the sorrow and 
suffering of those directly hit by this scourge. So I am 
counting my blessings, as we have all managed to remain 
healthy so far.” She continues, “I’ve been very happy 
working at a small law firm based in Poughkeepsie that 
specializes in education law for the last four years. Several 
partners are also Cornellians, albeit from various eras 
(as far back as the early ’70s and as recent as circa 
Y2K), so that’s fun. I have been fortunate to be able to 
work remotely and have been doing so since March 9, 
even before our client school districts got abruptly shut 
down by New York State’s PAUSE initiative in response 
to the pandemic.”

As for her children, Liz notes, “It has been a very un-
settling time for everyone, of course, but my two high 
school-aged kids (daughter is now 15 and, in June, son 
will be 17) are holding up. My son is finishing his junior 
year taking AP exams from home online. His SATs were 
canceled, and we just don’t know what to think about 
the prospect of college right now. I was super excited that 
our classmate, my fellow Donlon Hall denizen and for-
ever friend Debjani Mukherjee, moved from Chicago 
to NYC in January to start a new position as an assistant 
professor in medical ethics at Weill Cornell Medicine. By 

the time she settled in, we had managed to get together 
for drinks and dinner only once, not long before COVID-19 
descended upon us. We have only been able to meet up 
via FaceTime ever since.”

Staying in touch with friends and family using social 
media and meeting apps seems to have become the new 
norm. Former class correspondent Amanda Willis is one 
of many who has launched a Facebook group to share 
experiences as a way of boosting morale, while Marc 
Goldman says he is hoping to get together a Big Red 
Band Class of ’90 Zoom call in lieu of this year’s Reunion. 
Fortunately, Marc and his family are handling the pan-
demic well in Pennsylvania. “I’m now running the Center 
for Career Engagement here at Gettysburg College. Cur-
rently, the college is finishing up the semester remotely. 
We will see what the fall brings. My daughter is playing 
trumpet, which must be genetic! My son is not; he plays 
string bass. No accounting for taste.” Marc, for whatever 
it’s worth, my oldest also plays bass, and yet he still 
managed to get into a good university. So, there’s hope 
for your son as well.

And, on that upbeat note: from all of us to all of you, 
best wishes for good health and well-being as we navi-
gate through these uncertain times. Please feel free to 
drop us a line with your news for the class column. ❖ 
Allan Rousselle, agr2@cornell.edu; Rose Tanasugarn, 
nt28@cornell.edu.

91 It’s one of my favorites, but what’s The Incred
ibles really about? Like this scene: As the 

tug-of-war between using their superpowers and fitting 
in plays out, Elastigirl tells Dash, “Everyone is special,” 
to which a frustrated Dash retorts, “That’s just another 
way of saying no one is.”

The coronavirus and social distancing have changed 
us in ways we don’t yet know. What we do know is how our 
classmates made a difference in the moment. Jeff Hyink 
(Pacific Grove, CA), a retired Navy officer, could fix or 
build anything back then. Always happy to teach you how, 
few took him up on it. Now, dozens of our homebound 
high school- and college-age students have accepted his 
offer to learn basic programming, in Python, over several 
weeks. Jeff affectionately called his students “Pythonistas” 
and tempted the class with, “You can use these skills to 
learn other languages, build some apps, and rake in 
some real dough.”

Sanjeev Dhawan (Woodcliff Lakes, NJ) would spend 
hours upon hours building things too, like paper bridges 
for an Engineering class. Now, Sanj, founder and owner 
of Unicorn Construction, builds and maintains real 
bridges. “Fortunately, city and state government aimed 
to keep infrastructure projects going, so we’ve been 
able to keep people working—but my focus and con-
cerns are different than before.” Sanj further remarked, 
“40 percent of my day is making sure that worksites are 
safe for our employees.”

With his guitar freshman year, Andy Tarsy (Cam-
bridge, MA) would connect Jeff, Sanj, me, and others. 
Andy, founder of Emblem Strategic, uses a different 
instrument to connect people these days: Zoom. Andy 
gathered over 100 “isolated” leaders in groups of 10-12. 
He began one session, “This is my therapy.” His goal: 
simply to ask how the current situation looks from dif-
ferent vantage points. He ended another session, “It’s 
great to see your beautiful faces. Now go out there and 
help each other through this time and beyond.”

Jeff Peres (Towson, MD) took part in one of Andy’s 
sessions. If you don’t know Jeff, or his employer Epic 
Games, you probably know the game Fortnite. Head of 

 

‘ 40 percent of my day is making  
sure that worksites are safe for  
our employees.’
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MegaGrants, Jeff beamed, “Epic Games is sharing its 
unbelievable success to help people realize their artistic 
and technical ambitions. The company has committed 
$100 million to game and tool developers, media and 
entertainment creators, educators, and students to do 
amazing things with Unreal Engine.” Though I joked with 
Jeff that it’s been difficult for my wife and me to work 
while the boys are screaming at the TV, Fortnite is a 
welcome diversion and friend connector. To date, the 
team has awarded grants to over 200 recipients. Make 
note, parents.

With little time for video games, John Heimlich 
(Bethesda, MD), VP and chief economist for Airlines for 
America, said simply, “I wake up every morning on a mis-
sion to save 750 thousand direct industry jobs and 10.4 
million indirect jobs.” Airlines are suffering. John cited a 
96 percent drop in passenger volume, leading to the worst 
cash crisis in aviation history. Working tirelessly to navigate 
the disaster relief payouts, John lamented, “Most carriers 
prepared for an emergency twice the impact of 9/11. 
What we’re facing now is at least four times that bad.”

Greg Stoller (Needham, MA) has been busy in his 
own right: “I’ve been managing my real estate holding 
company, teaching Boston U. MBA students in over 15 
countries, trying to keep up with my daughter during her 
online gymnastics workouts, and dropping my son off at 
a grocery store job.” Greg only wanted to talk about one 
thing, though—how his wife, Arlene, a geriatric clinical 
nurse specialist, made his family so proud. “We’re also 
a little terrified.” Arlene specializes in nursing education 
and recently has made rounds to ensure that all nurses 
have what they need to do their jobs safely. “She wouldn’t 
have it any other way,” Greg concluded our conversation. 
“It’s her raison d’être.”

With the help of these classmates, I finally get The 
Incredibles. It’s okay to fit in most of the time. In fact, 
it’s necessary. By fitting in, it allows you to see, under-
stand, and act when your superpowers are needed. A 
tired Mr. Incredible jests, “No matter how many times 
you save the world, it always manages to get back in 
jeopardy again. Sometimes I just want it to stay saved! 
You know, for a little bit?” Take a deep breath, Class of 
’91. You never know when your superpowers will be 
needed once again.

Have news to share? Send us an online news form 
at: http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. Or you can 
contact any of us directly at: ❖ Joe Marraccino, Joe.
Marraccino@wfafinet.com; Wendy Milks Coburn,
wmilkscoburn@me.com; J. Tim Vanini, lavanooche@
icloud.com; Lori Woodring, lori.woodring@yahoo.com.

92 Hello, Class of ’92! While the start of 2020 
has taken a turn for the unexpected, I wanted 

to take a moment and say THANK YOU to everyone who 
is out on the front lines every day combating the invisible 
COVID-19, while taking a pause to remember those who 
succumbed to the disease. As the saying goes, “We are 
all in this together,” and as we practice social distancing 
and hand-washing techniques, let’s enjoy the news that 
our fellow classmates have to share.

Congrats to Alli Frank on her first novel, Tiny Imper
fections (G.P. Putnam’s Sons), with co-author Asha 
Youmans! The novel launched on May 5, 2020. Alli writes, 
“Of all our expected hurdles to publishing, a global pan-
demic was nowhere on the list! From my couch to yours, 
please support fellow Cornell writers and artists who have 
work launching during this unprecedented time.” The 
novel is available at all online book retailers. Anna Berns, 
ME ’93, writes that she is “super happy” to be able to 

 

    

bring Khan Academy’s free educational resources to 
learners globally as she works with international volun-
teers and nonprofit organizations. She also says that she 
and husband Joel Souza have two elementary-aged boys 
who keep them “busy and laughing.” Joel recently wrote 
and directed the crime movie Crown Vic, which was 
released in theaters, on DVD, and on streaming services.

Marshal Peris is chief of spine surgery at Northern 
Westchester Hospital in Mount Kisco, NY. He is also 
the vice president of Caremount Medical, a large multi-
specialty physician group that spans the globe, as well 
as being closer to home in Manhattan. He is proud to 
share that daughter Sophia ’22 is a sophomore studying 
Mechanical Engineering at Cornell. Congrats on contin-
uing the family tradition on the Hill! Dylan Willoughby, 
MFA ’95, has a poem in the English literary journal 
Agenda. That’s all the news for now, folks! ❖ Lois Duffy 
Castellano, LKD2@cornell.edu; Jean Kintisch, jmk226@
cornell.edu. Online news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/
class-notes/.

93 As I write this, Cornellians and the Cornell 
family are living a new extraordinary reality 

that includes working, teaching, learning, and playing 
from the place they call home. The Class of 1993 officers 
and columnists send you best wishes for good health and 
the well-being of you and yours. The world has changed, 
and as it has, we are grateful for your dedication and 
support. Please take some time to read news shared 
by your class from earlier this year.

One of my favorite topics to include in this column: 
when family members continue the Cornell tradition! 
Usama Abdali (usama.abdali@gmail.com) shared that 
his son has been accepted to the Cornell College of Engi-
neering, Class of 2024. Scott Jackson (sdj4@cornell.
edu) reports that, after serving as commissioner of the 
Connecticut Dept. of Labor for two years and commis-
sioner of the Connecticut Dept. of Revenue Services for 
the last 18 months, he returned to municipal service as 
chief administrative officer for the City of New Haven, CT.

Brooke ’91 and Esther Semsei Greenhouse, MS 
’03 (esg@esthergreenhouse.com) continue to reside in 
central New York. As a built environment strategist, Esther 
helps municipalities and companies leverage their real 
estate to enable their citizens, clients, patients, and staff 
to thrive via design. Their son, Sam, is a junior at Hamilton 
College studying cultural anthropology and Arabic and 
minoring in music. When asked who the first person was 
that she met at Cornell, Esther replied, “Melanie Velie 
Anastasio—we are still best friends.” Erik Thompson 
(erikthompson@bellsouth.net) has been busy expanding 
his business to Marietta, GA, and trying to keep up with 
his daughter who recently turned 14. He and his wife, 
Naomi, live in Covington, GA. Erik was in Ithaca back in 
December 2019 and was sad to see that Joe’s Restaurant 
no longer existed.

We heard from Melanie Adams ’21, who was 
granted the Class of ’93 Cornell Tradition Fellowship. 
She reached out to us just as the university was closing 
due to COVID-19 and shared that Cornell moved quick-
ly to suspend classes and instruction, leading students 
to quickly make decisions regarding moving out of their 
on- and/or off-campus residences. “Many chose to leave 
as soon as they could, whereas I, and a few of my friends, 
have decided to stay in Ithaca. Thankfully, we all live 
off-campus and didn’t need to evacuate on the univer-
sity’s terms.” Melanie mentioned that it was “sad seeing 
many local businesses close one by one due to slow 
business.” Like many Cornell alumni, many students are 

starting to use this time to catch up on work they’ve put 
off or learn a new online skill. A friend of Melanie’s is 
even trying to relearn French using online platforms. She 
is majoring in Industrial and Labor Relations with a minor 
in Business and another minor in Information Science 
with a Data Science concentration. Send your news to: 
❖ Theresa Flores, taf6@cornell.edu; Melissa Hart 
Moss, melimoss@yahoo.com; or Mia Blackler, mia 
blackler@yahoo.com.  

w
94 As I write t

ork from h
 his during the COVID-19 lockdown 

in mid-April, those of us fortunate enough to 
ome have turned into indoorsy people. New-

found hobbies include baking bread, failing to source 
toilet paper, and hosting Zoom get-togethers. Given today’s 
uncertainty, we do hope our fellow classmates have stayed 
strong and healthy over the past few months.

Gina Zahra Geiger and her husband run 71 Visuals, 
a graphics and display company on Long Island that 
pivoted to making critical face shields for healthcare 
workers and first responders. “We have made over 100k 
shields in the last three weeks. Please visit our Facebook 
page, 71visuals, to watch videos that tell our story and 
our incredible mission. We have created a GoFundMe 
(#shieldthesefaces) to donate these shields. Oh, and 
we have two current Cornell students helping to make the 
shields in between their remote learning!” Sheila Cohen, 
ME ’95, checked in to say, “Working for a grocery com-
pany. The past weeks have been a whirlwind. Dog walking 
is my sanity break.” In Vermont, Illari Vihinen was deliv-
ering bread as an essential worker for La Panciata bakery.

James and Melissa Dills Boglioli were working from 
home and hunkering down with their son and daughter. 
Melissa wrote, “My husband is a land use/environmental/
zoning attorney for Benderson Development, staying on 
top of all the business directives from the state to help 
guide them through this unprecedented time. I am work-
ing part time for Geocove, a Geographic Information 
System (GIS) company whose primary business involves 
disaster preparedness and response, so we have been 
busy retro fitting our solutions for municipalities to respond 
to natural disasters to help businesses, towns, and coun-
ties respond to COVID-19.” Family projects have included 
a mother-daughter gnocchi-making session, while father 
and son kept busy restyling a white ’95 Jeep to look like 
a Jurassic Park Jeep: “It’s been a great project for my 
husband and son to work on together and a wonderful 
distraction for our son as he works through all the things 
he won’t be doing as a high school senior. He knows those 
losses are small compared to the big picture of this 
pandemic, though.”

Some of us pleasantly found ourselves more con-
nected than ever, despite social distancing. Kimberly 
McKenzie Bendus wrote, “I’ve been Zooming with my Pi 
Phi pledge class and other classmates once to twice a 
week. We had 16 ladies on a call, some just to say hi, 
others for the duration. It has been such a silver lining to 
be able to reconnect with these fabulous Cornellians!” In 
NYC, Andrew Yarmus passed the time with weekly Sun-
day night video meetups with Robyn Goldenberg, Scott 
’93 and Jackie Finkel Kauff ’93, Rich Manzolina ’92, 
Tassos Panagakos ’93, and Bob Puchalski ’93. Andrew 
was recently appointed to the Council of Fellows of the 
National Society of Professional Engineers and was look-
ing forward to being installed as the new president-elect 
of the NYS Society of Professional Engineers in June. 
Congrats, Andrew! Congratulations as well to Elizabeth 
Kaufmann Hale, whose son will be attending Cornell 
in the fall. Elizabeth, who earned her MD from NYU, is a 
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dermatologist in Manhattan and senior vice president of 
the Skin Cancer Foundation.

Some pre-bunker travel: Karlene Rogers Aberman 
visited Dubai on a girls’ trip with Carmen VasquezBoothe 
in March. “It was an amazing trip and we are really 
happy we made it happen before international travel 
was shut down.” Sung Woo wrote, “My wife and I were 
at the Grand Canyon right before the known world 
ended! We were so fortunate to be there.” His new detec-
tive novel, Skin Deep (Agora Books), features a Korean-
American adoptee investigating the disappearance of 
a college student: “FYI, parts of this book take place 
in a thinly disguised Ithaca/Cornell (Athena = Ithaca, 
Lenrock = Cornell, Elkwood = Moosewood, etc.)!” For 
more information, go to Sungjwoo.com.

Joel Levin, who lives in Korea, visited his hometown 
of NYC for a week in late February “just as Korea’s 
COVID-19 cases were hitting a peak and foreigners were 
fleeing, then returned to Korea ten days later just as the 
early cases in Washington State and New York’s West-
chester County emerged. What surreal timing! “It’s been 
a crazy feeling because, at first, I thought we in Korea were 
the epicenter, only to later find it had become a safe 
haven of sorts in the global pandemic.” We can certainly 
relate to Joel’s “more home-brewed coffee and home-
cooked meals, including my first vegetable lasagna and 
creative tuna salads.” Nina Rosenbladt relocated to the 
Denver area in early 2020. “Still running the business 
analytics for a Bay Area-based medical device company, 
now as a remote employee. Super excited to be near 
Kristen Schmidt McDaniel and her beautiful family! 
We also had a fun weekend visit with Sheila Cohen a 
few months ago! Looking forward to when we can all 
congregate again.”

Last November, in what seems like a different universe, 
Carol Rim Hanscom, Elizabeth Gonzalez-Marcellino, 
Praveena Nallainathan, and Kirstyn Cassavechia 
Smith joined Larisa Alonso and me, Dika Lam, in Chica-
go for a fantastic girls’ weekend complete with afternoon 
tea at the Drake Hotel (complete with a harpist playing 
“Stairway to Heaven”) and FaceTiming our freshman-year 
neighbor Oba Franco while hanging around our Airbnb 
in our pajamas. It was the best of times. ❖ Dika Lam, 
dikaweb@yahoo.com; Dineen Pashoukos Wasylik, 
dmp5@cornell.edu; Jennifer Rabin Marchant, jar1229 
@yahoo.com. Online news form, http://alumni.cornell.
edu/class-notes/.

95 I’ll come right out and say it. This is an excep-
tionally difficult column for me to write. When I 

originally saw I’d be writing our first post-Reunion column, 
I was overjoyed. I love recapping all the Reunion-related 
excitement. But today is April 14, 2020, and we are in 
the middle of a global pandemic thanks to the novel 
coronavirus, aka COVID-19. Cornell has sent all students 
home for the rest of the semester, indefinitely postponed 
Commencement, and—based on the information I have 
to date—canceled Reunion.

To say I am saddened by this is an understatement, 
and I know other classmates are too, especially since 
this was to be our 25th. Our Facebook page was a mix 
of deep disappointment and hope that we might be able 
to all get together at a future date, perhaps Homecoming 
in the fall, perhaps June 2021. But we all know that it 
will look different.

Class President Lisa Powell Fortna shared: “This news 
is especially disappointing for our significant milestone 
Reunion. Our amazing Reunion co-chairs Shawn Hecht 
Morris, Patricia Louison Grant, and Tara Dawood have 

done incredible work for us over the last six-plus months. 
I deeply appreciate their time, passion, and commitment 
to the class. Many thanks to all others that also helped 
with our social networking, affinity connections, and 
other planning activities. None of this work will be wasted. 
We will use ideas and plans for whatever class celebra-
tion may be next. It also gave us opportunities to connect 
and engage with each other—which is more important 
than ever these days. We shared the ideas and feedback 
posted on our Facebook page over the last few days, and 
both Cornell and our Reunion team will continue to brain-
storm and determine viability. Since the current health 
crisis is still evolving and timelines remain unclear, it’s 
premature to develop a firm recommendation and plan 
further. So, stay tuned! We will find a way to commemo-
rate our 25th Reunion. It may be later than expected and 
look a little different, but there is more to come.”

In light of this, it seemed fitting to dedicate this col-
umn to those classmates who have been affected in 
unique or disproportionate ways by COVID-19. Here are 
their stories. Stacy Berkowitz Williams shared that 
her husband, David, is a neurologist continuing to see 
patients throughout the crisis—some virtually and some 
live. She added, “Since he really can’t avoid contact with 
people, I’ve taken the kids up to the mountains, so I’m 
kind of a temporary single mom of four teenagers working 
like crazy remotely. I know we are far luckier than so many, 
but it’s still hard.” In a March 20 Newsday article, David 
Podwall (Lake Success, NY), another neurologist and 
vice president of the Nassau County Medical Society 
representing more than 6,000 doctors, addressed the 
shortage in protective gear. David was also working with 
local politicians to try to secure some of the equipment.

On February 3, Suzanne Ehlers was named CEO of 
the Malala Fund “. . . and what a wild first few months 
it has been,” she wrote. “Organizationally, we were 
well-prepared with remote work set-up. We are in D.C., 
NYC, London, and seven-plus countries around the world. 
The part that has been difficult is imagining all these 
children out of school! We know girls and women are 
disproportionately impacted by disaster and conflict; it 
will be that much harder for many of these girls to ever 
re-enter the school system. The Malala Fund will help lead 
this response. For my part, I am at home with my two 
daughters (fourth and seventh grade), who enjoy listening 
in on my regular calls with Malala. I am proud of fellow 
Cornell grad Anthony Fauci, MD ’66, am impressed 
with President Pollack’s leadership, and have really been 
enjoying doing Cornell crossword puzzles online on 
Saturday afternoons with Tony Chen.”

Catherine Charlton, director of grants and corporate 
development at Musicopia, provided a perspective from 
the nonprofit arts education field: “We serve 20,000 
low-income kids a year with music and dance education, 
and with long-term closure of schools we’ve had to cancel 
over 900 programs and have 120 teaching artists out 
of work. I’m still digging through the financial impact but 
expect it to be hard-hitting and last well into the next year. 
I also have numerous colleagues who are touring musi-
cians and booking agents and concert promoters, an 
industry that has been devastated! Nothing compared to 
healthcare, though, and I think everyone I have talked with 
is facing all of this with fortitude and gratitude for those 
on the front lines in health and first responders.”

Long Island-based winemaker Alie Shaper brings a 
story of resilience from the food and beverage industry, 
donating 20 percent of sales from the purchases of her 
Chronicle Wines (www.chroniclewines.co) to East End Hos-
pitals for the purchase of personal protective equipment 

for healthcare professionals caring for local COVID-19 
patients. Alie posted, “I’m not going to stop hustling, or 
per sisting, or finding solutions. I don’t expect this ride 
to be easy, but if I’ve learned anything from 14 years of 
entrepreneurship it’s that the next big challenge of your 
business always lurks around the corner. The only thing 
to do is look forward, roll up your sleeves, and act.”

And speaking of acting with purpose, Meredith 
Oppenheim, has launched Vitality Society, an online 
community to help people as they age lead longer and 
healthier lives through camaraderie, content, and 
coaching. All content is created and led by prominent 
coaches of age who understand the best way to inspire, 
impact, and interact with this market and revitalize a 
generation that is young at heart and wants to remain 
physically and mentally strong. Members can actively 
participate in free live fitness and wellness events and 
enrichment and education courses. Amid COVID-19, 
the CDC has warned that people 60 and older are at 
the greatest risk of becoming seriously ill, and Meredith’s 
work helps address how this group can continue to live 
a vital and vibrant life during quarantine.

Stay safe and connected, friends. ❖ Alison Torrillo 
French, amt7@cornell.edu; Scott Lajoie, scottlajoie@
hotmail.com. Class website, http://classof95.alumni.
cornell.edu. Class Facebook page, http://bit.ly/CU9 
5FB. On line news form, http://www.alumni.cornell.edu/
class-notes/. 

96 And now, coordinated from the US epicenter 
of the coronavirus pandemic (Queens, NY), 

we have tales of passion, resourcefulness, and naked 
children running unprompted through Zoom work meet-
ings (thanks for that last one, Erin Linehan!).

In the big City, Susanna Klein is definitely making 
the most of isolation! Already an expert at working from 
home as a fashion and retail consultant, she is exploring 
different parts of New York where she can walk on the 
roads and stay safely away from others. Her reward is the 
discovery of “some cool nooks and crannies near the 
Sea port and really seeing so much beauty now that 
the trees are blooming and the sun is shining.” She had 
a better-than-expected birthday courtesy of a Zoom 
cocktail hour organized in her honor—and homemade 
chocolate chip cookies left especially for her by the 
next-door neighbor. Wow! Since her building is full of 
caring neighbors, they are all pitching in to help each 
other—especially one lovely elderly lady who they’ve 
instructed to stay in, and they all make sure when they 
go out to procure for her the supplies she needs. Susanna 
has been reengaging with her improv comedy talents and 
has even given a character she created a platform on 
Instagram! Susanna’s recommendations for us are “to 
accept this uncertainty and to try and enjoy the simple 
pleasures of staying home while fully accepting that a 
trip to the market can (and will) induce a panic attack. 
Having a solid network of friends and family is key. It is 
not the time to retreat, even if that normally makes you 
feel better.” To follow her own advice, she remains very 
close with her summer camp friends—including Dara 
Bloom Mirsky—who are part of a WhatsApp group that 
has kept them all sane!

Another great way to support a world-gone-remote 
is by providing services online, so . . . Veronica Vazquez 
has launched www.farmnivorous.com to make it easy—
especially in COVID-19 times—for everyone to shop at 
the farmers market! From the site, shoppers in Cincinnati 
can pre-order online from all of their usual vendors and 
pick up their orders at the market. Besides going for long 
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walks in Stamford, Darren Senzon is pursuing his desire 
to help people by supporting divorcees who are dating 
again. Check out his clever concept (and his testimonials!) 
at the brand new www.SecondChanceForLove.com.

If you’ve been wondering, “What can I do with all this 
time inside?” consider the example of Alicia Parlanti 
Madison’s husband, who has turned their house into a 
de facto Dave and Busters with two pinball machines 
and three arcade games “for the kids!” If you’ve had 
any concerns about security of the video chats that have 
by necessity become all the rage, Robyn Tuttle Burns’s 
teenage sons can validate them, as their Zoom call with 
their lacrosse coach was “hacked by some ladies!”

If you’ve been wondering how to encourage your kids 
to make productive use of so much home time, take a 
look at the side business run by Marguarite Carmody’s 
daughter—beautiful purses and clutches constructed from 
duct tape! Her family may have needed some of that tape 
for their improvised basement sleepover fort, since it 
reportedly lasted less than an hour. If you’re looking for 
a hero to thank, send your love to Karen Szczepanski 
Engelkraut! She occasionally enjoys some well-earned 
relaxation on her patio in her newly Amazoned inflatable 
hot tub, because as a neonatologist for Children’s 
Hospital of Philadelphia, she is working the front lines at 
Pennsylvania Hospital. It may be the nation’s first hos-
pital, but today, Karen, you are number one!

We are grateful to have received so many stories, and 
we are interested to hear yours too! Feel free to post 
them on our class Facebook page, or send them to me 
for publication consideration. Keep in touch—but don’t 
touch! ❖ Lee Hendelman, LeeHProHelp@gmail.com.

97 In December 2019, Sam Unglo published The 
Murder of Innocence: The Truth about Sexual 

Abuse and the Catholic Church. The book details the 
true story of Sam’s brother, Michael Unglo, who was the 
victim of a Catholic priest who exploited a family tragedy 
for his own twisted desires. The book’s description reads: 
“Michael’s story helps us to understand how parents, 
members of society, and child abuse advocates can 
make the world safer for the most vulnerable among us.”

In the wake of Michael’s death in 2010, Sam founded 
the Just Be Foundation; its mission is to end child sex 
abuse and to raise awareness and advocacy on behalf 
of child victims. Sam is a finance executive and the CFO 
of Boys & Girls Clubs of America. He’s also an avid runner 
and multi-marathoner, having completed 52 marathons 
covering 48 of the 50 states and at least one marathon 
per year since 1998. He lives in metro Atlanta with his 
wife and two children. Send your news to: ❖ Sarah 
Dear dorff Carter, sjd5@cornell.edu; Erica Broennle 
Nelson, ejb4@cornell.edu. Online news form, http://
alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/.

98 Our world has changed significantly since the 
last time we caught up with our Big Red family. 

I write this in mid-April, during difficult and unprecedented 
times, as we have been called to do our part: stay home 
if we are nonessential workers, flatten the curve, practice 
social distancing, school our children at home, if we have 
them, and follow mandates as information becomes 
available. Like many, I have reconnected with old friends 
and colleagues using various forms of social media, 
digital tools, and online platforms. I even attended two 
virtual “Cornell History Happy Hours” while classes were 
on hiatus. The happy hours were an offshoot of American 
Studies 2001: The First American University, a course 
taught by Corey Ryan Earle ’07, which explores Cornell’s 

unique identity and role in history. Although we need to 
be apart at this moment in time, we are still united. On 
behalf of the Class of 1998, I’d like to thank all the 
people who are working the front lines, giving their time 
and expertise to help others during this pandemic.

Lucie Macelova Ayres writes from California, “Life has 
changed for all of us—who would have guessed like this! 
The extra time I have has been wonderful. I’ve connected 

and checked in with so many friends—from Shana Frase, 
who has been donating proceeds from her art to various 
charities, to Michele Diener Good, who just had a baby, 
to Alex Ko ’99, who has a brilliant startup concept he’s 
still working on launching. Time has slowed down, so let’s 
reconnect with each other.” Lucie owns a residential and 
commercial interior design studio with projects through-
out the US. Having always offered virtual or e-design 
options, she finds the transition to working solely online 
to be manageable, but she does miss traveling and
being with the rest of her family on the East Coast.

Jennifer Betit-Yen was recognized as one of the
“Amazing Asians in the Arts” by the Cre8sian Project. In 
an interview, Jennifer shared some highlights of her favor-
ite acting credits, most notably her recent role on “New 
Amsterdam.” She also runs the Film Lab, a not-for-profit 
organization that promotes and supports gender and 
ethnic parity in the entertainment industry in New York. 

Please let us know how you are doing! You can share 
your news with us at http://www.alumni.cornell.edu/
class-notes/, or you can e-mail me at: ❖ Uthica Jinvit 
Utano, udj1@cornell.edu.

99 We hope this column finds you well. Please take 
a moment to let us know how you are faring in 

these strange times. How has your life changed recently? 
What brings you satisfaction these days? Let us know. 
❖ Class of 1999, c/o Cornell Alumni Magazine, 401 East 
State St., Suite 301, Ithaca, NY 14850; e-mail, abb83@
cornell.edu. Online news form, http://alumni.cornell.
edu/class-notes/.

0 Authors of this column often write about the 
lag between submitting the column and pub-

licati
0
on. It

 
’s common to read something like, “It’s snowing 

as I’m writing this column, but the flowers of spring will 
be coming up when you read it.” Never has that time lapse 
been more true than now. I write this in the midst of the 
coronavirus outbreak, just north of New York City, the 
epicenter of the outbreak in the US. I truly have no idea 
what the world will look like when you read this column. 
Will we still be quarantining? Will we be living under some 
kind of new normal? I think I can safely say we won’t yet 
be back to the status quo.

Many of us hoped to return to Ithaca this summer for 
our 20th Reunion. The cancellation of that event is a ma-
jor disappointment, especially to those classmates who 
worked so hard on the planning committee, but the deci-
sion is an understandable one. I hope missing Reunion 

 

 

is the greatest sacrifice that all of you make during this 
time and that your loved ones are healthy and weathering 
the storm with good humor and grace.

I asked on our Facebook page how fellow classmates 
have been weathering this time of stay-at-home orders. 
Like many of us, Christine Tao Cheung, ME ’01, focuses 
on the positive memories she’s making with her family 
and shared this Easter story: “For Easter this year, since 

it has been difficult to get food due to the quarantine, 
we did not want to waste any eggs to just dye and throw 
them away. So the kids came up with the idea for all of 
us to decorate rocks and we hid the rocks outside for 
them to find. They had just as much fun as in the past 
and we now have lasting memories of this year’s Easter—
the personalized rocks spread outside now provide color 
among the plain rocks in the landscape.”

Eugene Tavares reports that he is a veteran quaran-
tiner. “This is my second time this year being self-quar-
antined! I spent two weeks in Guangzhou and Singapore 
in January, then was asked to work from home and self- 
quarantine for two weeks on my return. It worked out 
well; I avoided the flu that was going around the office.” 
Eugene is continuing his work for Procter & Gamble in 
consumer research and the corporate lean innovation 
group from home while daughter Alexis, 8, masters remote 
learning and Kids Messenger. Spouse Victoria has been 
a rock star keeping the family active, healthy, and engaged 
while on semi-lockdown in Cincinnati, OH. He says, “I 
see other Cornellians at work such as Kyle Watts, Jeff 
Goldman ’97, MS ’98, Gary Dechert ’98, Katie Eng 
Parker ’06, and many others. Random fact: Katie went 
to the same high school I did in Massachusetts, was a 
Cornellian like me, and worked with me years ago at 
Pringles.” Eugene also shares, “I have an associate’s 
certificate in beer technology from the World Brewing 
Academy. When I worked for Pringles we were sold to 
Kellogg’s and I opted to take severance. The retraining 
money helped me get the beer education!”

That’s all from my quarantined corner. Thanks for 
sharing your updates! Signing off: ❖ Christine Jensen 
Weld, ckj1@cornell.edu.     

01 I often feel like a time traveler when working 
on our class columns, collecting all your 

weeks-old updates and sending them off to be pub-
lished several months later. This surreal sensation is 
exponentially magnified this time, given how much has 
changed since hitting “send” for our May/June 2020 
column. Who knows what life will be like by the time 
everyone is reading these words?

As of mid-April, around the world, COVID-19 has us 
working from home, homeschooling our kids, canceling 
travel plans, celebrating holidays virtually, and worrying 
about our health, livelihoods, and loved ones. And yet, as 
I prepare to “send” these words to the future, I can’t help 
channeling Pollyanna. Just as we had no idea how much 
the coronavirus pandemic would change our lives two 

‘ My two daughters enjoy listening in 
on my regular calls with Malala.’

S U Z A N N E  E H L E R S  ’ 9 5            
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months ago, things may be completely different again 
two months from now—this time, in a good way.

What would you have told yourself today, back then? 
Bianca Taxman Jade, founder of Mizzfit.com, tweeted to 
@Cornell2001, “I’d tell my future self that 1-plus months 
in quarantine was actually a soul-searching time for me 
and never to forget that, even when technology tells 
us so many other things are more important or pressing.” 
That’s the spirit!

Silver linings also spring forth from Brian Canlis and 
brother Mark Canlis ’97, who shifted their family’s 
epony mous fine dining restaurant to offer drive-through 
and delivery during Seattle’s lockdown. We can be sure 

those gourmet meals cheered up a lot of homebound 
couples and families who needed a treat in those tough 
weeks. We’d especially love to send one to Helen Chu, 
the UW Medi cine infectious diseases expert, for her work 
in track ing the virus and keeping the public updated on 
her findings. (Kudos to Alison Louie Anker for spotting 
her name in the New York Times and sharing this with 
our Facebook page; she and Helen haven’t seen each 
other since graduation, but perhaps this note will inspire 
a reunion?)

From his work as a hematologist at Brigham and 
Women’s Hospital in Boston, Nathan Connell writes, 
“I’m spending some time in general medicine to help 
cover wherever is needed. Hospital operations have 
changed dramatically, and every single decision seems 
to be focused on how to maintain everyone’s safety and 
health. My hope is that by the time this comes out in the 
magazine in a few months, we will be getting back into 
our routines.”

As nonessential medical procedures were postponed, 
Maryland ophthalmologist Andrew Hammer found him-
self handling the bulk of homeschooling duties for his 
kids—grades three, two, and K. “My family and I are try ing 
to make the best of the situation,” he writes. “We’re 
spending a lot of quality time together and the kids are 
actually getting along a lot better! We’ve been doing a lot 
of family movie and board game nights. Hopefully home 
school will get easier as we do it more!”

We hope to hear more from our medical classmates—
including Mena Mesiha, Brian Donohue, Brian Levine 
’02, and Garreth Debiegun—and everyone who fought 
the virus in other ways. For example, Rebecca Tunick 
Gotlieb writes, “Last week, feeling a bit helpless trapped 
at home in NYC, I decided to donate food to hospital 
workers at Mt. Sinai Hospital. After telling some friends, 
I raised hundreds of dollars to do it again in just a few 
hours. I started a GoFundMe page, and I have raised over 
$7,000 in less than a week. The support for our front-line 
workers (and local restaurants) has been astounding. It 

seems everyone wants to help but doesn’t know how.”
Let’s hope the need for this GoFundMe project has passed 
by the time you’re reading this, but if not, it’s called “Feed 
Front Line Covid Workers at NYC Hospitals.”

For her part, Amy Galebach Crone helped connect
people with local sources of food while avoiding grocery 
stores through two projects: a mid-Atlantic food and farm 
retailers map and a MarketLink (www.nafmnp.org) project
to get more farmers and farmers markets to accept the 
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP, for-
merly known as Food Stamps) through a mobile app that
accepts SNAP, credit, and debit payments. “Since more 
folks will be applying for and receiving SNAP, and many 

 

 

 

 

farmers have lost their restaurant and retail contracts, 
we are hoping to provide farmers with new sales op-
portunities and also provide fresh local food to consum-
ers,” she explains.

Our hearts go out to all the alumni of class years end-
ing in 0 and 5, who didn’t get to have their Reunions last 
month; we hope you can make it up at Homecoming this 
fall or join us as we mark our 20th Reunion, June 10-13, 
2021. If you have suggestions for activities and souvenirs 
that we should incorporate into this momentous occa-
sion—Big Red face masks, anyone?—please e-mail 
classof2001_reunion@cornell.edu. Otherwise, keep in 
touch by sending your news to me, visiting our website 
(www.classof01.alumni.cornell.edu), liking our Face-
book page, and following us on Twitter (@Cornell2001). 
❖ Nicole Neroulias Gupte, NicoleMN6@gmail.com.

02 Charles “Chaz” Phillips is the commanding 
officer of the newly commissioned USS Ver

mont, a US Navy Virginia-class submarine. The Vermont 
is 377 feet long, has a 34-foot beam, and will be able 
to dive to depths greater than 800 feet and operate at 
speeds in excess of 25 knots submerged. The boat’s 
construction began in May 2014. “Today marks the cul-
mination of six years of dedicated work by the men and 
women who constructed the nation’s newest and most 
capable warship,” Chaz said on April 18, when the sub-
marine was officially commissioned and transitioned to 
normal operations (the traditional public commissioning 
ceremony was canceled due to public health restrictions 
on large public gatherings). “We are all honored to be part 
of this historic moment.” He added, “We recognize just 
how important the submarine force is during this era of 
Great Power Competition . . . and we will work tirelessly 
to justify the nation’s confidence in us.”

Christopher Ingraham writes, “I am a data jour-
nalist at the Washington Post with a particular interest 
in gun policy, drug policy, and inequality.” Check out his 
work at: https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/

christopher-ingraham/. Last year he went on a book tour, 
promoting his first book, If You Lived Here, You’d Be 
Home By Now: Why We Traded the Commuting Life for 
a Little House on the Prairie, which was published in 
September 2019.

Eva Marcotrigiano has joined the Portland, OR, law 
firm Rizzo Mattingly Bosworth PC as an associate. Her 
practice will focus on complex construction and environ-
mental litigation. Eva has nearly a decade of civil litiga-
tion experience in Oregon. For other Portland-area law 
firms, she has handled high-profile construction defect 
and construction-related product liability litigation in 
both state and federal court and has defended physi-
cians and lawyers facing malpractice claims throughout 
the state. An accomplished writer, Eva covered securi-
ties law as a legal journalist for Thomson Reuters/
Westlaw, and she has authored various articles for the 
Oregon Assn. of De fense Counsel and the Multnomah 
Bar Assn. She earned her JD with an environmental law 
concentration from U. of Pittsburgh School of Law. Send 
your news to: ❖ Carolyn Deckinger Lang, cmd35@
cornell.edu. Online news form, http://alumni.cornell.
edu/class-notes/.

03 Beth Altshuler Munoz writes, “After nine-plus 
years at Raimi + Assocs., I left to start an 

independent consulting business. As an independent 
consultant I’m continuing to work at the intersection of 
ur ban planning and public health and social/racial equity.” 
Congratulations, Beth, and best wishes in your new con-
sulting business! Beth added, “2019 was a big year for 
me. My sweetie and I got married and we had a baby!” 
What else does she wish she could be doing? “Sleep and 
exercise more!” We hope you get some sleep in between 
a new business and a young one!

Adam Schleifer writes, “I left my job as an assistant US 
attorney in November and I am now running for Congress 
in New York’s 17th Congressional District, hoping to 
succeed the retiring Congressperson Nita Lowey.” It’s a 
unique time to be running for office and Adam added that 
he gets the most satisfaction from “connecting with so 
many great people on the campaign trail, even now, from 
a safe social distance.”

In this tumultuous time, as we are working from home, 
being parents and teachers, missing our loved ones, we 
find some comfort in connecting with our classmates. 
Thank you for sharing your stories. We look forward to 
hearing about the things our classmates are doing via 
news and notes submissions. Until then, all the best. 
❖ Jon Schoenberg, jrs55@cornell.edu; Candace Lee 
Chow, cjl24@cornell.edu.

04 Hello, Class of 2004! We hope that you all 
are as well as possible in this unprecedent-

ed time.
Alita Howard, MPS ’18, and Karl Smolenski ’91, 

ME ’10, are living in Ithaca and recently shared news of 
their new normal. Working from home during the pan-
demic with a teen and a tween alternates between slam-
ming doors and non-stop chatter! Alita enjoys rock climb-
ing on the Lindseth Climbing Wall and learned how to 
downhill ski with her kids. She is the staff accountant 
for Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at Cornell. As she 
adjusts to the new normal, Alita misses walking around 
campus at lunchtime while listening to the chimes in 
the bell tower. She notes that sleeping in reminds her 
of undergrad!

Please continue to share your news. We are espe-
cially interested to know how you are reacting and 

‘ We are hoping to provide farmers 
with new sales opportunities and  
also provide fresh local food  
to consumers.’

A M Y  G A L E B A C H  C R O N E  ’ 0 1            
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adapting to COVID-19. You may submit news via the form 
at: http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/ or e-mail me 
directly. Thanks! ❖ Jessi Petrosino, jessi.petrosino@
ey.com.

w
05 Many of us looked forward to returning to 

campus to celebrate our 15th Reunion. While 
e could not gather in person this year, our class officers 

hope to plan other ways for us to stay connected during 
this time. For the latest updates, please check out our 
Faceb ook page (https://www.facebook.com/Cornell 
2005) and LinkedIn page (https://www.linkedin.com/
groups/12200422). If you have any ideas, class officers 
would love to hear from you! We hope you’re holding up 
well. Stay safe.

Know of any classmates whom we could feature in 
a “Classmate Corner” or in future Class Notes? Let us 
know! As always, we would love to hear about your life 
updates. You can send news to any of your class cor-
respondents: ❖ Michelle Wong, mrw29@cornell.
edu; Hilary Johnson-King, haj4@cornell.edu; or 
Johnny Chen, jc362@cornell.edu.

t
06 Hello, Class of ’06. We hope you are faring well 

in these strange times. Please take a moment 
o let us know how you’re doing. How has your life changed 
recently? What brings you satisfaction these days? We 
want to hear from you. ❖ Tory Lauterbach, VML8@
cornell.edu. Online news form, http://alumni.cornell.
edu/class-notes/.

07 To my fellow 2007 alums: 2020 has certainly 
turned into our most interesting year since 

graduation, so far. With so many new situations for all of 
us—adjustments with work, family, and even how we 
eat—I’m happy to have a variety of communities to lean 
on, especially our Cornell alumni network.

Our class has made so many contributions to the 
world during this wayward time—in medical services, 
providing food, the political sector, media, and more. 
Everyone has been busy navigating different bread 
recipes, so not many have had a chance to write in about 
how you’re handling this ever-changing world. As for 
myself, at the start of the pandemic, I welcomed a new 
baby girl! Ayla Sage was born on March 12, 2020. Her 
big brother, Milo, Dad, and I have spent her first weeks 
(as of this writing) solidifying our bonds as a family of 
four with lots of time home together.

I’m looking forward to sharing more exciting stories 
with everyone. Have news to share? Please reach out to 
me or submit online! ❖ Samantha Feibush Wolf, srf29@
cornell.edu. Online news form, https://alumni.cornell.
edu/class-notes/.

08 As I sit here on a Sunday evening writing 
this column, we’ve been in the middle of 

the COVID-19 pandemic for several months now. Many 
of us have been forced to grapple with the challenges 
that this crisis has brought, and I hope all of our class-
mates, as well as their friends and families, are staying 
safe, healthy, and sane during this trying time.

In order to get us through the difficult periods, it’s 
always good to focus on the positive, and on that note, 
we have some regular updates from our classmates. 
Matt Richwine, ME ’09, is running a startup for renew-
able energy technologies. He writes that he’s “living the 
dream” and is incredibly busy with his almost 2-year-old 
son with wife Kristen, spending a lot of time renovating 
his family’s home, restoring his ’65 Mustang, and sailing, 

hiking, and skiing. Matt gets the most satisfaction these 
days from “cooking a big breakfast on weekend morn-
ings and chasing new business opportunities.” He says 
he misses the Mongolian grill at RPU and pizza at the 
Nines the most, and I have to say I agree with those 
food choices!

Classmate Richard Turner III, MBA ’13, has been busy 
running a sheet metal fabrication manufacturing busi-
ness in his hometown with his wife, Heather. He tells us, 
“I can’t imagine doing anything else. I wake up excited 
to go to work and solve problems.” Richard and Heather 
also have two young boys who are turning 2 and 4 this 
summer, and Richard enjoys “teaching both my boys 
anything and watching them learn.”

As always, please continue to send your news to 
Elana Beale or me via our e-mail addresses below or 
at: https://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. Please do 
keep the up dates of both major life changes and those 
of the arcane day-to-day life variety coming. We’d love 
to hear from you and give you your 15 minutes of Cornell 
fame! Also, be sure to stay tuned for news of great 
upcoming class happenings and events via Facebook 
(https://www.facebook.com/CornellClass2008), 
Twitter (https://twitter.com/bigred2008), and Insta-
gram (https://instagram.com/bigred2008/). ❖ Libby 
Boymel, LKB24@cornell.edu; Elana Beale, erb26@
cornell.edu.

09 We hope this column finds you healthy and 
well. Please take a moment to let us know 

how you are doing. How has your life changed recently? 
What brings you satisfaction these days? Let us know. 
❖ Jason Georges, JAG243@cornell.edu. Online news 
form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/.

10 Thank you to the many Class of 2010 alumni 
who work as healthcare professionals, emer-

gency service people, and essential workers battling the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Some of the Class of 2010 medical 
professionals across the country are Sarp Aksel, Justin 
Neira, Jon Kochav, Charlotte Aronin Birnbaum, Britt
ney Shulman Zimmerman, and Christina Ring in New 
York; Ellie Emery in New Mexico; Lauren Yang in Massa-
chusetts; Kristen Welch in Wisconsin; and many others 
on the front line.

Stephan Spilkowitz and Steve Spagnola created 
a group called Fight COVID From Home, which provides 
various resources for people to assist in the fight against 
COVID-19. They raised funds to produce over 1,000 face 
shields and have provided opportunities for people to 
volunteer virtually and provide assistance in their commu-
nities. Jordan Andino also created a campaign, called 
Feed Our Warriors, which provides meals to clinics and 
hospitals throughout Manhattan, Brooklyn, and the Bronx. 
Sharing their medical expertise, sisters Brittani Jackson 
and Brandi Jackson were part of a panel of doctors on 
BET who discussed COVID-19 with CBS correspondent 
Errol Barnett.

Sean Larry Stevens was recently featured on “Good 
Morning America” as a black influential leader. Sean has 
published a book, UnSeen Thoughts, and has toured the 
country as a motivational speaker. Congratulations to 
Munier Salem, who started a new position as a senior 
data scientist for Coursera.

And lastly, a big welcome to the newborns! Jeff Bow
ser and Emily Farina welcomed their son back in Janu-
ary. Kristina Moore’s newborn boy arrived in January as 
well, followed by her close friend Amanda Rubin’s son, 
who was born in February. Pete Franz and Meredith 

Karp welcomed their son in April. ❖ Jeff Katz, jeff.allan.
katz@gmail.com; Amar Kelkar, amarhkelkar@gmail.
com; Michelle Sun, michellejsun@gmail.com. Online 
news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/.

11 “I just recently learned the news about Isaac 
Kramnick and that was so sad to hear,” says 

Michael Pang. “He was one of my first Government pro-
fessors at Cornell and I enjoyed his class and him so 
much. He really stood out to me and I’ll never forget him 
calling me out in the lecture for having white glasses, 
which made us all laugh. He once told our class that he 
has taught so long that he had students who were the 
children or grandchildren (can’t remember which) of his 
former students, which was amazing and a testament 
to his tenure.”

Brian Ruocco has joined Wheeler Trigg O’Donnell 
LLP, representing clients in complex litigation matters 
at the trial and appellate levels. Prior to joining WTO, he 
served as a judicial law clerk to the Hon. Ronald Gilman 
of the US Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit and to 
the Hon. Kevin McNulty of the US District Court of New 
Jersey. Brian earned his JD from the U. of Pennsylvania.

We hope you are well. How has your life changed 
recently? What brings you satisfaction these days? Let 
us know. ❖ Dara Perl, dmp229@cornell.edu. Online 
news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/.

12 Natalie Cook is working as an assistant pro-
fessor of public health at Virginia Tech, where 

she conducts research and evaluation related to public 
health education. She also teaches a graduate course 
on program evaluation and collaborates with Virginia 
Cooperative Extension and community organizations to 
apply research to improve community health and well-
being. She has three children, Zara, almost 10, Noah, 
3, and Nahla, 1-1/2.

Jennie Drygulski and Alex Bielous were engaged 
in February 2020 and are planning a Big Red wedding in 
June 2021, with a ceremony at Sage Chapel and recep-
tion at the Ithaca Farmers Market. Jennie works as a 
senior account manager at Airbnb, and Alex is a VP at 
JP Morgan and recently earned his CFA certification.

Isa Betancourt was selected for a Fulbright award 
to go to Indonesia and engage in entomological research. 
Arjun Potter shares that he was doing all sorts of fun 
things before the pandemic, including traveling to Suma-
tra, Indonesia, and hosting cocktail parties. Currently, he 
notes that he’s getting sick of his computer screen and 
is wishing he had more houseplants and a pet of some 
sort (even compost worms). Send your news to: ❖ Peggy 
Ramin, mar335@cornell.edu. Online news form, http://
alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/.

13 When I wrote my last column, it was around 
mid-February 2020. I was preparing for a trip 

to visit my brother, who is a first-year law student at USC, 
in Los Angeles. I remember asking my parents, who were 
coming with me, whether it was really a good idea to 
get on an airplane even though the coronavirus was still 
a distant fear. They shrugged it off—there were only a 
couple of cases in the State of Washington at the time. 
On February 27, we flew to California. Throughout the short 
trip, my anxieties started to grow whenever I had a tickle 
in my throat or went too long without washing my hands. 
I purchased a decent amount of canned goods from 
Amazon late one night before going to sleep. We all tried 
to enjoy the family time and not pay too much attention 
to the news. But by the time we were ready to fly home 
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on March 2, things had changed. My office had picked 
up the rate of its communication about all of the ways it 
was controlling for the virus, and so I told someone there 
that I had recently traveled and asked whether I should 
come in. They said there was no reason not to come to 
work unless I felt symptomatic, especially since I hadn’t 

traveled to any country with a high rate of cases. Ironically 
enough, I was already in what would be the new epicenter 
of the outbreak.

My last day in the office was on Wednesday, March 
11. By Friday, March 13, I had packed up my things and 
moved into my childhood home with my parents. We 
spend the weekdays quietly working side by side; me 
next to my mother in her home office and my father in 
my old bedroom on my old desktop computer (having 
recently learned to “remote in” to his office). We are enjoy-
ing each other’s company and count ourselves as new 
work colleagues. We spend a lot of time cooking (and by 
we, I mean my mother), taking walks when it is nice out 
(which is rare), FaceTiming my brother in California, and 
watching our respective Netflix shows. But some days, 
the reality of our current situation does overwhelm us—
like it did when my grandmother passed away a few weeks 
ago and we were unable to be around loved ones or bury 
her like we would have wanted to.

But in spite of these unimaginable and, frankly, just 
unprecedented times, I have found a lot of joy and much 
to be thankful for. I’ve been reminded about the impor-
tance of health, family, and friends (and Zoom). And I’ve 
been inspired by the resolve of the people around me 
and the people I read and hear about on the news. It is 
no surprise that among those people are members of 
the Class of 2013. Melanie Graber graduated medical 
school at St. George’s U. in Grenada in 2017 and started 
her internal medicine residency at UConn. In February 
2020, amidst the epidemic, Melanie was accepted to 
participate in a medical journalism rotation at ABC News 
in its medical unit.

During her rotation, Melanie served as the medical 
fact checker about nearly everything ABC broadcasted 
related to health news, which inevitably became corona-
virus-focused: she screened scripts for “Good Morning 
Ameri ca,” “World News Tonight with David Muir,” and 
“20/20”; worked directly with ABC’s chief medical cor-
respondent, Dr. Jennifer Ashton; and wrote digital media 
articles about busting coronavirus myths, identifying 
the reasons why people aren’t social distancing, and 
examining why Italy was hit so hard initially by the virus. 
Melanie wrote “Med ical Minutes” scripts, which were 
distributed to ABC syndicate news stations and per-
formed by anchors across the country. Eventually, 
Melanie became the point person for all things COVID-19 
by coordinating and tracking confirmed cases of the 
virus and vetting all COVID-19-related scripts before 
they were released. She even appeared on “Good 
Morning America” answer ing live questions about the 
virus on Facebook Live, Twitter, and Instagram. Now that 

‘ Tanvi Chheda has hitchhiked in 15 
countries.’

M E G H A N  M C C O R M I C K  ’ 1 6            

Melanie’s rotation with ABC has ended, she is back at 
UConn caring for coronavirus patients on the general 
medicine floors. By the time you read this, she will be 
rotating through the ICU.

I am sure Melanie is one of many of our classmates 
on the front line that this virus has created. I hope you 

can all find comfort in your Cornell family at this time 
and please stay connected. If you have news to share, 
please e-mail me at: ❖ Rachael Schuman, RASchuman 
@gmail.com.

14 Hello, 2014 classmates! As I prepare this 
column, we have been in the process of social 

distancing and staying home to prevent the spread of 
COVID-19 for almost a month. During this time, I think it’s 
important that we thank all of our fellow 2014 graduates 
that are serving on the front lines of controlling the pan-
demic, whether it be through healthcare, food service, 
COVID-19-related research, emergency services, or else-
where. We appreciate all the work you do and look forward 
to when we’ll be able to reunite with our Cornell friends 
in the future!

Céline Jennison recently founded Anato, a social 
enterprise that helps tackle climate change through 
skincare products. She shared, “By creating minimally 
processed and packaged skincare products sourced 
from the forest, we increase individuals’ well-being and 
cultivate care for the planet. At Anato, we go beyond 
organic—our ingredients come from trees, a renewable 
resource that sequesters carbon. Our packaging is either 
bare, reusable, or backyard compostable, enabling users 
to kick-start their zero-waste voyage and start a journey 
toward reducing their plastic footprint.” You can learn 
more about Anato at https://anatolife.com.

Please e-mail me if you have any news in your life 
that you would like to share with your fellow Cornellians! 
❖ Samantha Lapehn, SRL76@cornell.edu.

15 Happy summer, Class of 2015! While this 
summer has probably looked different than 

most, we hope you have found ways to stay connected 
and have some adventures while also staying safe. It 
was great to see those of you who attended our virtual 
Reunion in June, and we hope to reunite in person on 
the Hill during Homecoming on September 25-26.

Tess Williams ’14, BS ’15, didn’t stray too far from 
the Hill after graduation and is currently working as a 
project manager for Brownfield Redevelopment Projects 
and Real Estate in Buffalo, NY. The company is working 
on a brownfield remediation project for the Schoellkopf 
PowerHouse at Buffalo Color Park. They are converting 
this 100-year-old industrial factory into a multi-use 
devel opment including a restaurant, an event space, a 
rooftop terrace, offices, and apartments. Rachel Ben
jamin is helping current college students as an inter-
national student advisor at Brandeis U. She loves having 
the opportunity to support them and being able to hear 
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their stories and experiences, particularly during these 
difficult times.

Michelle Correa and Adam Kirsch, MBA ’16, have 
both taken part in helping others suffering from the 
impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. Michelle is a nurse 
and has been focused on staying healthy so that she can 
help others. Adam volunteers as a career coach helping 
laid-off professionals and students whose internships 
and full-time offers were impacted by the coronavirus. 
He is also a mergers and acquisitions manager at West 
Monroe Partners, a boutique consultancy serving private 
equity firms and strategic buyers. Adam’s recent promo-
tion made him the youngest manager in the practice, if 
not the entire firm.

Thank you for allowing us to be your class correspon-
dents for the past five years. If you have any news to 
share for the next column, please submit it at https://
alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/ or write to either of us 
at: ❖ Ariel Cooper, alc258@cornell.edu; Haley Velasco, 
hav9@cornell.edu.

16 Hello, Class of 2016. It’s an odd time to write a 
news column given all that has shifted around 

us in the last few months. I hope this message finds you 
and your loved ones well. Please enjoy some of the 
ex citing news our classmates shared this spring!

Kathleen “Kate” McCormick writes that she will be 
returning to the Hill to pursue a PhD in Human Develop-
ment with a focus on reproductive milestones throughout 
the lifespan. During her time as an undergrad, Kate worked 
under the mentorship of Dr. Jane Mendle. Kate is thrilled 
to join the Adolescent Transitions Lab, where she will again 
work with Dr. Mendle, and she looks forward to being 
back in Ithaca, where she can again enjoy trail runs and 
all the other wonderful things the area has to offer. 
Taylor McGuire, another alumna of Dr. Mendle’s Adoles-
cent Transitions Lab, will be starting a PhD in clinical 
psychology at Harvard in the fall. Taylor is looking forward 
to starting her work at Harvard, and she is excited to 
move to the Boston area. I know the Cornell Club of 
Boston will be thrilled to have another member!

While Kate and Taylor are beginning their journeys in 
grad school, Tanvi Chheda wrote to us from the Bay 
Area, where she is finishing her PhD in geology at 
Stanford. In addition to her studies, Tanvi has had many 
adventures in the last few years! During our senior year 
at Cornell, she won the “Hitchhiking Person of the Year” 
award in the Netherlands. She continues to travel and 
has hitchhiked in 15 countries! In addition to those 
travels, last year Tanvi worked as a product manager for 
a small company in Kenya. She slowed down a little on 
her traveling after getting married last fall. She writes, 
“We did an internet wedding: inviting friends and fam-
ily from around the world to video-call in on one day and 
donated $100 per person who called! We donated a 
good chunk of our savings to World Wildlife Fund and 
Global Planned Parenthood in lieu of spending money 
on a ceremony or a party.” Congratulations and thanks 
for writing, Tanvi. We can’t wait to hear where your next 
adventure takes you!

While we continue to face the challenges ahead, I hope 
you, your communities, your friends, and your family re-
main safe. While we may be apart from one another, may 
you find comfort in connecting with classmates from 
Cornell—whether that be on Zoom or other forms of com-
munication! Here’s hoping that we can be together again 
(in person!) next year for our 5th Reunion! ❖ Meghan 
McCormick, mcm324@cornell.edu. Online news form, 
http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/.
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“

t
1
o liv
7 When my family immigrated to the United 

States from Nepal in 2011, we had no place 
e, no support system, and no experience with the 

American educational system. We were starting from 
scratch.” So begins an article by Sagar Chapagain titled 
“College is not as expensive as you might think,” which 
was recently published in the Baltimore Sun. “I never 
considered an Ivy League school an option, and I never 
imagined that an elite, private school could be more 
affordable than a state school,” writes Sagar, who is 
currently a Doctor of Medicine (MD) candidate at the 
U. of Nebraska College of Medicine. “I know I’m not the 
only one to have this assumption. Too often, low-income 
students view college as unaffordable and, therefore, 
unattainable. In fact, concerns about college costs dis-
courage one in three high-achieving, low-income students 
from applying at all . . . Good educators know that while 
the distribution of talent is even, the allocation of op-
portunity is not.”

Please take a moment to let us know how you’re doing. 
How has your life changed recently? Send your news 
to: ❖ Class of 2017, c/o Cornell Alumni Magazine, 401 
East State St., Suite 301, Ithaca, NY 14850; e-mail, 
abb83@cornell.edu. Online news form, http://alumni.
cornell.edu/class-notes/.

t
18 Hey, Class of 2018. In these strange and stress-

ful times, I hope you’re all doing what you can 
o be safe and remain positive. Here’s a little bit of good 
news from your classmates to brighten your day.

Elise Mun, a graduate of the Hotel school, has fond 
memories of her Establishment night from the Hotel 
school’s restaurant management course. She’s cur-
rently exploring a different side of the customer experi-
ence industry at Milestone, a software company that 
provides search engine optimization and digital market-
ing solutions to hospitality, retail, and finance compa-
nies. Outside of work, Elise has recently started playing 
classical music again, and is also searching for philan-
thropy opportunities.

Alex Hammond has been using the lessons he 
learned in ILR to mediate labor disputes from union 
work ers in the highway department of Waddington, NY. 
Alex has been Waddington’s town supervisor since 
2018, but this year he’s setting his sights higher to run 
for a seat on the New York State Assembly, with the 
goal of bringing his community’s infrastructure and 
unemployment issues to the state level. Although social 
distancing measures have made Alex’s grassroots cam-
paign more difficult, he’s adapted by focusing on social 
media, where he just started holding “fireside chats” 
to discuss his stance on policy issues. He also ex-
pressed his pride in how Wad ding ton community mem-
bers have stepped up to adapt to the COVID-19 pan-
demic, including citizens collecting protective gear for 
EMS personnel, volunteer fire and rescue workers 
helping with emergency calls, and schools and food 
pantries providing meals to children no longer attending 
in-person classes. “What has always made this North 
Country community so great is that in times of need, 
we all come together and support one another,” he says. 
“It’s amazing to see, and it gives me great honor to be 
serving our community.” Alex’s campaign Facebook 
page is “Alex Hammond for Assembly” (@AlexHammond 
forNYAssembly).

If you have any news you’d like to share, even if it’s 
just stories of what you do to pass the time at home, 
send me an e-mail! Until next time, stay safe, healthy, 
and indoors. ❖ Stephanie Yan, smy43@cornell.edu.

Architecture, Art & Planning
Eileen Aki Marceau, MRP ’11, is the new director 

of electrification of transportation at Hawaiian Electric. 
She will lead and coordinate the work to advance fossil 
fuel-free transportation solutions across the company’s 
five-island service territory. “As our electric grid becomes 
cleaner, we have an opportunity to make our buses, 
bikes, cars, and even airplanes greener,” said Eileen. “I 
look forward to working closely with many of our com-
munity members to ensure this transition happens in a 
way that makes Hawaii more resilient.” Eileen is certified 
by the American Inst. of Certified Planners. She serves 
on the City and County of Honolulu Planning Commission 
and has chaired the Sustainable Transportation Coalition 
of Hawaii (STCH), a US Dept. of Energy Clean Cities 
program that works to reduce fossil fuel dependence in 
ground transportation. She also serves on the executive 
board of Women in Renewable Energy (WiRE), a forum 
for professional women focused on creating a sustain-
able Hawaii powered by clean energy.

Arts & Sciences
Nicholas Lalla, MPS ’12, is the co-founder of Tulsa 

Innovation Labs, a unique public-private partnership that 
aims to make Tulsa the most inclusive technology hub 
in the US. It is currently studying various high-impact 
development programs tailored to specific tech clusters 
that show the most promise for growth in the region. 
Tulsa Innovation Labs is already having an impact on 
the community. It partners with the Holberton School, 
an intensive two-year coding academy that will graduate 
500 software engineers each year at its Tulsa campus. 
Through income share agreements, students do not pay 
up-front tuition and are incentivized to work in Tulsa upon 
graduation. Prior to moving to Tulsa, Nicholas designed 
and led Cyber NYC, a $100 million public-private invest-
ment by the NYC Economic Development Corp. He also 
served as the analyst to the CEO and CCO of the Urban 
Land Inst. Nicholas is a New Orleans native and com-
pleted his undergraduate studies at Northwestern U.

Ling Ma, MFA ’16, was one of the winners of this 
year’s Whiting Awards, an annual honor given to ten 
emerging writers in fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and plays. 
She won for her debut novel, Severance—the satirical 
tale of millennial and first-generation American Candace 
Chen, who meanders her way into adulthood in the 
midst of a zombie apocalypse. Severance also won the 
Kirkus Prize for fiction in October. The Whiting Awards, 
established by the Whiting Foundation in 1985 and 
celebrating their 35th anniversary, grants $50,000 to 
emerging writers based on early career achievement 
and the promise of superior literary work to come.

Engineering
Steven Hergott, MS ’76, is the author of Healthy 

Harmless Home: Taking Care of Your Family’s Health by 
Taking Care of the Place You Live In, published in 
October 2019. In his book, he shows homeowners and 
renters how to overcome possible indoor air quality con-
cerns like nagging illnesses and sickness, odor issues, 
and mold and moisture problems; he also reveals prac-
tical strategies designed to help readers create a healthy 

indoor environment and prioritize many possible HVAC 
solutions to indoor air problems.

Greg Galvin, MS ’82, PhD ’84, MBA ’93, founded 
Ithaca-based Rheonix Inc., which is partnering with 
Cayuga Health to localize COVID-19 testing to allow 
patients to receive same-day results. Thanks to their 
efforts, Cayuga Health was capable of running and 
receiving same-day results for around 200 samples per 
day in their own laboratory using a Rheonix testing 
machine. Previously, all samples from the Ithaca testing 
site were sent to a larger commercial laboratory, requir-
ing patients to wait up to five days to hear their results. 
“I am incredibly happy to be able to support Cayuga 
Health with their fight against this COVID-19 pandemic,” 
Greg said.

Johnson School
Susan Buckwalter, MBA ’12, and Siwat Sieng

sanaoh, MBA ’15, are co-founders of Recoup Beverage, 
a hydration and health drink that uses organic ginger to 
support muscle recovery and immunity. True to their 
Cornell roots, the beverage is also crafted with sustain-
ably sourced, organic tree water from Upstate New York. 
They are growing the business at recoupbeverage.com 
and throughout the tri-state area.

Weill Cornell Medicine
Scott Rodeo, MD ’89, recently won the Athletic 

Trainers Society of New Jersey’s (ATSNJ) Dr. Timothy 
Hosea Team Physician Award. Scott is the New York 
Giants’ head team physician and is an attending ortho-
pedic surgeon and clinician-scientist at Hospital for 
Special Surgery, with appointments in the orthopedic 
surgery department (Sports Medicine Inst.) and the 
research department (Tissue Engineering, Repair, and 
Regeneration Program). He has authored many research 
studies and books and has been a speaker for many 
sports medicine programs including the ATSNJ. His other 
responsibilities include chairman of the US Swimming 
Sports Medicine Committee, team physician to the US 
Olympic Team in both Beijing and Athens, and team 
physician for the US Swimming National Team in 
Barcelona, Australia, and Moscow. He also holds a 
number of patents and has been honored for his many 
research projects and presentations.

Share Your News!

We would love to hear from you! To be 
included in a future Grad Notes section, 
please send your news to abb83@cornell.
edu, or fill out a news form at: cornellalumni 
magazine.com/grad-news/.

G R A D  N O T E S
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A L U M N I  D E A T H S
1930s
’38 BS HE—Lucy Howard Jarvis,
New York City, January 26, 2020

1940s
’40 BS Ag—Richard T. Meister,
Willoughby, OH, January 28, 2020
’41 BA—Rose Ewald Bethe,
Ithaca, NY, December 24, 2019
’41 BA—Herbert J. Cogan,
New York City, December 11, 2019
’41 BA—Bruce F. Johnston,
Portola Valley, CA, February 1, 2020
’43—Otis H. Johnson Jr.,
Wilmington, NC, February 4, 2020
’43—Mary Morgan Smith,
Ithaca, NY, February 19, 2018
’44 B Chem E—Raymond C. Baxter,
Atlanta, GA, January 7, 2020
’44 BS HE—Barbara Eldredge Hess,
Glenville, NY, January 7, 2020
’44, BA ’47—Robert W. Langbaum,
Charlottesville, VA, March 10, 2020
’44 BEE—Knowlton P. Rice,
Laguna Beach, CA, December 25, 2019
’44, BA ’46, LLB ’48—Alan Ross Jr.,
Palm Desert, CA, September 12, 2019
’44, BME ’43—Merril D. Sands,
Beachwood, OH, November 5, 2016
’44 BS ORIE—Theodore L. Smith,
Skidaway Island, GA, February 16, 2020
’44 BA, MD ’47—Peter S. Tolins,
Berkeley, CA, March 6, 2018
’44 BS Ag—Charles L. Van Arsdale,
Lexington, MA, February 15, 2020
’44 BS HE—A. Louise Eadie Williams,
Troy, PA, January 30, 2020
’45—David Sawyer,
Sherman, CT, February 26, 2020
’45 BME—Edward A. Thimons,
Tarentum, PA, January 6, 2020
’45-48 SP Ag—Frank A. Tomaino,
Utica, NY, January 2, 2020
’45—Richard C. Wolff,
San Antonio, TX, February 27, 2020
’46, BME ’45—Paul W. Christensen Jr.,
Cincinnati, OH, January 15, 2020
’46 MD—Arthur B. DuBois,
New Haven, CT, December 24, 2019
’46 LLB—James C. Harding,
Naples, FL, January 30, 2016
’46, BME ’45—Scott Nevin,
Albion, IN, March 8, 2020
’46 BS HE—Mary Louise Rutan Snowden,
Madison, WI, January 18, 2020
’46 BEE—William J. Weigle Jr.,
Danville, KY, January 7, 2020
’47, BA ’48—Joel A. Chaseman,
North Bethesda, MD, January 11, 2020
’47 BA—Kathryn Lawler Conway,
Bath, ME, January 31, 2020
’47 SP Ag—Frank E. Green,
Mesa, AZ, January 6, 2020
’47 BME, MS ’49—Jerry Grey,
Key Biscayne, FL, February 4, 2020
’47, BEE ’49—Gerald F. Kaplan,
Piedmont, CA, December 21, 2019
’47 BEE—Charles G. Mallery,
Vestal, NY, December 19, 2019
’47 BS Hotel—Margaret Kaufman Schumo,
Wyomissing, PA, December 28, 2019
’48—William E. Carroll,
Williamsburg, VA, December 9, 2019

’48 BA—Carol Schoenbrun Feinman,
New York City, September 19, 2017
’48 BS ILR—Richard T. Marshall,
El Paso, TX, February 13, 2020
’48 BS HE—Barbara Sherlock Nelson,
Englewood, CO, February 20, 2020
’48 BEE—Jerome Schwarzkopf,
Sarasota, FL, February 22, 2020
’48—Russell D. Sprague,
Lansing, NY, January 20, 2020
’48 BS ILR—Anthony A. Tyrpak,
West Seneca, NY, October 6, 2018
’48 BA—Joan Holden Witte,
Rockport, MA, October 8, 2019
’49-50 Law—Frank A. Cappiello Jr.,
Baltimore, MD, March 22, 2016
’49 BS HE—Jeannette Powell Davis,
Augusta, ME, February 6, 2020
’49 DVM—Stanley Glick,
Boynton Beach, FL, January 19, 2020
’49 MS Ag, PhD ’52—Wayne F. Keim,
Fort Collins, CO, February 11, 2020
’49 BA—Henry Z. Lang,
Getzville, NY, January 23, 2020
’49 BA, PhD ’55—Gerhard Loewenberg,
Iowa City, IA, December 28, 2019
’49 MD—James A. Lundquist,
Cornwall, PA, January 27, 2020
’49 BS Ag—Gerard J. Maynard,
Winchester, VA, December 30, 2019
’49 BCE, MCE ’60—William W. Mendenhall Jr.,
Fairbanks, AK, February 19, 2020
’49 B Chem E—Robert P. Rhodes Jr.,
Estill Springs, TN, October 3, 2018
’49 BS Hotel—Lucinda Perry Servis,
Princeton, NJ, February 9, 2020
’49 BA, JD ’52—Raymond W. Smith,
Pittsboro, NC, August 20, 2019

1950s
’50 PhD—Anne Buzzell,
Grantsville, MD, February 26, 2020
’50 MS—William G. Cooper,
Hilton Head, SC, December 28, 2019
’50 BEE—Ernest C. Dawson,
Ellicott City, MD, December 31, 2019
’50 M Chem E—Bruce D. Hainsworth,
Foxboro, MA, March 12, 2020
’50 BA—George S. Jenks,
Albuquerque, NM, January 16, 2020
’50 JD—Marc Joseph,
New York City, February 9, 2020
’50 BS Ag—Robert W. Pease,
Gowanda, NY, March 5, 2020
’50 MA—Robert J.M. Scott,
Lindsay, ON, September 15, 2019
’50 BA—Bernard J. Tinkelman,
Rockville, MD, August 4, 2019
’51, BS Ag ’52, DVM ’59—Albert M. Beck,
Reston, VA, January 16, 2020
’51 MD—Stanley J. Birnbaum,
New York City, January 16, 2020
’51 BS ILR—William G. Brown,
Houston, TX, January 22, 2020
’51 BA—Joan Savarese Conboy,
Fort Plain, NY, December 20, 2019
’51 BS ILR—Alfred J. Da Brescia,
Hancock, NY, January 5, 2020
’51 BA—Robert F. Dean,
Raleigh, NC, March 11, 2020
’51-52 SP Ag—John E. Milks,
Cattaraugus, NY, January 16, 2020

’51 BCE—James A. Norris,
Fort Myers, FL, October 24, 2019
’51, BCE ’52—Alfred L. Pellegrini,
Canton, GA, January 2, 2020
’51, BEE ’52—Stanley B. Rosen,
Bethesda, MD, January 31, 2020
’51 BA—John R. Strecker,
Lakewood, CO, February 3, 2020
’51 BS Ag—Paul E. Stubbe,
Palm Harbor, FL, December 9, 2019
’51—Robert C. Warner,
Anoka, MN, February 10, 2020
’52, BEE ’54, MEE ’57—Leo D. Arons,
Princeton, NJ, December 31, 2019
’52 BS ILR—Franklin J. Bardack,
Cumberland Foreside, ME, February 18, 2020
’52 BS HE—Jane Ross Blasak,
Buffalo, NY, February 14, 2019
’52, BA ’56, PhD ’63—Stillman Bradfield,
Ithaca, NY, March 26, 2019
’52 BA—Lucille Freidenreich Doree,
Fort Lee, NJ, January 22, 2020
’52 BS HE—Phebe Vandervort Goldstein,
Bloomfield Hills, MI, January 4, 2020
’52-53 GR—George A. Hays,
Greensboro, NC, February 25, 2020
’52 MS, PhD ’54—Conrad J. Kercher,
Laramie, WY, January 22, 2020
’52 BS HE—Janet Heller King,
Somers, NY, December 26, 2019
’52 JD—Robert P. Lipton,
Lakewood, CO, December 16, 2019
’52 BEE—Joseph M. Lombardo,
Pocasset, MA, February 28, 2020
’52 PhD—Leonard C. Maximon,
Scottsdale, AZ, January 4, 2020
’52 BS Ag—Morton K. Sadinsky,
Elmira, NY, February 24, 2020
’52 BS Ag—MaryAnne Cranston Sovocool,
Warsaw, NY, January 20, 2020
’52-53 GR—Herbert A.R. Stevens,
Palm Desert, CA, November 30, 2019
’53 JD—Arthur A. Agnello,
Rochester, NY, January 4, 2020
’53 BS Ag—Alva A. App,
Southern Pines, NC, February 14, 2020
’53 BS ILR—Pat Leyden Barott,
Syracuse, NY, January 8, 2020
’53 PhD—Irving E. Dayton,
Corvallis, OR, November 4, 2019
’53—John J. Dermody,
Celina, TX, February 17, 2020
’53-54 GR—Gordon P. De Wolf Jr.,
West Brookfield, MA, December 17, 2019
’53-55 SP Ag—Bruce S. Godfrey,
Fulton, NY, February 11, 2020
’53 BA—William D. Gurowitz,
Washington, DC, March 3, 2020
’53 BS Ag, MEd ’64—Richard L. Haner,
Saratoga Springs, NY, March 10, 2020
’53 BA—Jane Thompson Mead,
Cathedral City, CA, February 6, 2020
’53 BA—Barrant V. Merrill,
Gulf Stream, FL, January 5, 2020
’53 BA—John H. Murphy,
Brookfield, WI, December 12, 2019
’53 BA—Elliott Rosenberg,
Voorhees, NJ, December 27, 2019
’53 DVM—Hortense Ford Rowan,
Meridian, ID, January 6, 2020
’53 BS Hotel—Lorraine Dengler Shackleford,
Miami, FL, February 20, 2020
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’53—Walter R. Taber,
Houston, TX, February 1, 2020
’53 JD—Bernard Tannenbaum,
Wellington, FL, April 17, 2019
’53—Charles J. Weed,
Milton, NY, December 25, 2019
’53, BS Ag ’55—Frank J. Wratny Jr.,
Batavia, NY, January 17, 2020
’54 BA—Marian Russell Boslaugh,
Winchester, VA, December 26, 2019
’54 BS HE—Diana Heywood Calby,
Falmouth, ME, March 9, 2020
’54 BA—Benjamin S. Farber,
Sherman Oaks, CA, December 26, 2019
’54 BS Ag—Frank K. Hummel,
Smith Mountain Lake, VA, January 22, 2020
’54 BS Ag—Robert W. Kittle,
Clayton, NY, March 16, 2020
’54—John J.B. Miller,
Kerrville, TX, January 11, 2020
’54 BS Nurs—Judith Maxson Murray,
Brewster, MA, March 13, 2020
’54 BS Ag—Nathan G. Pond,
Andover, VT, November 3, 2019
’54 BS Ag—Allen L. Smith,
Watertown, NY, February 23, 2020
’54 BS Ag—Mark W. Sussman,
Vacaville, CA, December 25, 2019
’54 MEd, PhD ’60—Theodore J. Voneida,
Kent, OH, January 11, 2020
’55 MD—John V. Abbott Jr.,
Fort Lauderdale, FL, January 23, 2020
’55 BS Hotel—Frederick S. Asbeck,
Boca Raton, FL, January 8, 2020
’55 MS AEP—Norman W. Briggs,
Beverly Hills, FL, March 3, 2020
’55 BS HE—Elizabeth Barstow Calhoon,
St. Paul, MN, January 26, 2020
’55 BS Ag—William B. Drake,
Elbridge, NY, January 16, 2020
’55, BME ’56—William R. Forbes,
Colorado Springs, CO, August 29, 2019
’55 BS ILR—Raymond L. Gilbert,
Bethesda, MD, March 9, 2020
’55 BA—Ann Busch Githler,
Albany, NY, January 2, 2020
’55 BS Ag—Martin E. Hayes,
Geneva, NY, January 31, 2020
’55 BS Ag—Carl F. Jeerings,
North Ogden, UT, January 14, 2020
’55—John H. Koonce,
Willis, TX, March 8, 2020
’55 BA—David C. Levin,
Bryn Mawr, PA, January 15, 2020
’55 BS Ag—Jona Spiegel Mann,
Ames, IA, January 23, 2020
’55 BS Hotel—Allan F. Ripans,
Atlanta, GA, January 8, 2020
’55-57 SP Ag—Samuel D. Sterusky,
Little Falls, NY, February 11, 2020
’56 BS Hotel—C. Bruce Bentley,
Sherborn, MA, January 5, 2020 
’56—Alice Platt Brooks,
Vestal, NY, January 28, 2020
’56 MS—Marshall K. Corbett,
Kalispell, MT, January 4, 2020
’56, BS ILR ’57—Donald E. Crean,
Ross Township, PA, December 31, 2019
’56 JD—John T. DeGraff Jr.,
Slingerlands, NY, November 23, 2019

’56 BA—Leonard J. Eaton Jr.,
Tulsa, OK, February 3, 2020
’56 BA—Patricia Marlowe Epstein,
Stamford, CT, January 30, 2020
’56 BA, MD ’60—Frederick S. Erdman Jr.,
Estero, FL, January 11, 2020
’56—Arthur L. Golding,
Los Angeles, CA, December 19, 2019
’56, BME ’57—Harold F. Grunert Jr.,
Rochester, NY, December 16, 2019
’56 BS Ag, MBA ’57—Richard I. Kleinhans,
Rockledge, FL, January 8, 2020
’56 PhD—James E. Ogg,
Fort Collins, CO, December 24, 2019
’56 PhD—John B. Russell,
McKinleyville, CA, February 5, 2020
’57 MD—Patrick J. Barry,
Miami Beach, FL, December 27, 2019
’57, BS Ag ’58—Raul A. Cowley,
Miami Beach, FL, January 3, 2020
’57 LLB—Edmund M. Davis,
Ellisburg, NY, December 25, 2019
’57—Arnu C. Diggs,
Monrovia, Liberia, December 27, 2019
’57 BS Ag—Georgia Paddock Dudley,
Woodbury, CT, January 21, 2020
’57-58 SP Ag—Martin E. Farkas,
Punta Gorda, FL, February 20, 2020
’57—Donald M. Gardner,
Saint Matthews, SC, December 19, 2019
’57 BArch—Patricia Fuoss Hopkins,
Cedaredge, CO, December 4, 2019
’57, BME ’58—Bradford R. Howes,
Barrington, IL, December 11, 2019
’57 DVM—Fred W. Kern,
Herkimer, NY, January 28, 2020
’57 MD—Costas T. Lambrew,
Scarborough, ME, December 12, 2019
’57 BA—Ruth Willard Lekan,
Chicago, IL, January 1, 2020
’57, B Chem E ’58—Bruce C. Lorig,
Mercer Island, WA, December 4, 2019
’57, BS ILR ’59—A. Robert Martini,
Camden, DE, January 15, 2020
’57 BS Ag, MS Ag ’63—Ronald C. Pearce,
Voorheesville, NY, December 9, 2019
’57 MD—Waid Rogers,
San Antonio, TX, November 18, 2019
’57 MBA—John F. Ryckaert,
Ocala, FL, February 27, 2020
’57, BCE ’58—Harry M. Swigert,
East Hampton, CT, November 25, 2019
’57 B Chem E—Raymond D. Zelek,
Williamsburg, VA, November 17, 2019
’58 MS HE, PhD ’61—Mary Mueller Carmichael,
Ithaca, NY, March 6, 2020
’58 BS ILR—Thomas R. Colosi,
Glen Allen, VA, January 5, 2020
’58 BA—John H. Davis,
Hudson, OH, February 8, 2020
’58 BS Ag—Laurence V. Du Bois,
Chatham, NY, December 16, 2019
’58 MS—Robert C. Duncan Jr.,
Princeton, NJ, November 25, 2019
’58 PhD—John M. Elliot,
Ithaca, NY, November 26, 2019
’58—Anne Black Evans,
Baltimore, MD, February 7, 2020
’58 BA—Annette Fogo Harper,
Gladwyne, PA, January 4, 2020
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’58 BS Ag—Harry L. Hartsough,
Farmington, NY, February 18, 2020
’58—D. Alan Hershey,
Victor, NY, January 9, 2020
’58 BS Hotel—Robert L. Hollis,
Calverton, NY, January 14, 2020
’58, BS Ag ’59—David C. Ives,
Bainbridge, NY, March 14, 2020
’58, BME ’59, MS Aero ’65—Lawrence Lasher,
Mountain View, CA, December 27, 2019
’58 BS Ag—Wilmer R. Maxham,
Windsor, VT, November 22, 2019
’58 BS Hotel—William H. Miller,
Charlotte, NC, January 7, 2020
’58 MA—Joan Rafaj Olson,
Northfield, MN, October 22, 2015
’58—Robert B. Schlotzhauer,
Knox, IN, January 26, 2020
’58, BME ’59—Thomas H. Yeakle,
Glenmoore, PA, December 13, 2019
’59 BS Ag—David M. Bates,
Ithaca, NY, December 11, 2019
’59—Dana Davis Calhoon,
Pebble Beach, CA, November 27, 2019
’59 MRP—Carl D. Cederstrom,
Independence, MO, February 2, 2020
’59, BEE ’60—Bay E. Estes III,
Lombard, IL, January 27, 2020
’59 BS Hotel—Allan E. Hall,
Fort Myers, FL, March 10, 2020
’59 MS ILR—Lilian Soobik Holmsen,
Kingston, RI, February 10, 2020
’59 BS Ag, PhD ’63—Stanley W. Jacklin,
Fort Valley, GA, January 26, 2020
’59, BEP ’60, MS Aero ’61—Alan F. Klein,
San Mateo, CA, January 15, 2020
’59 BA—J. Theodore Larson,
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL, December 6, 2019
’59 PhD—Angus F. MacKenzie,
Calgary, AB, January 22, 2020
’59 BS Ag—David J. Mahar,
Wilson, NY, January 2, 2020
’59 BS Ag—Wesley G. Marsh,
Ocala, FL, December 1, 2019
’59 BS Nurs—Angela Lombard McCann,
Milford, CT, December 12, 2019
’59 MBA—Ralph J. Mills Jr.,
Baton Rouge, LA, December 26, 2019
’59 MS, PhD ’60—Richard L. Ridgway,
Flower Mound, TX, February 13, 2020
’59, BME ’60—George T. Schneider,
Ithaca, NY, December 15, 2019
’59 BS Ag—Charles D. Stout,
Whitesville, NY, January 27, 2020
’59 BS Nurs—Valerie Moore Woodard,
Gainesville, FL, October 11, 2019

1960s
’60 PhD—Amir E. Askari,
Toledo, OH, January 15, 2020
’60 BA—H. Carroll Brooke III,
Bryn Mawr, PA, January 21, 2020
’60—Augustus W. Dymes,
Schoharie, NY, October 30, 2016
’60 BA, MBA ’61—Thomas D. Foster,
Milwaukee, WI, December 24, 2019
’60—Richard W. Horwitz,
Queensbury, NY, January 16, 2020
’60—Robert L. Howard,
Monticello, IL, April 13, 2019
’60—Elizabeth Lake Huesman,
Friday Harbor, WA, March 9, 2020
’60, BCE ’61—William D. Kovacs,
South Kingston, RI, March 19, 2020
’60 BA—Nancy Mason Munson,
Huntsville, AL, February 10, 2020

’60 PhD—Wayne O. Pearson,
Las Vegas, NV, November 27, 2019
’60 BS Ag—Thomas W. Schleich,
Scotts Valley, CA, February 15, 2020
’60 MBA—Howard G. Seebach,
Livermore, CA, January 23, 2020
’60 BS ILR—Susan E. Shank,
Santa Barbara, CA, January 5, 2020
’60, BS Nurs ’62—Dianne Wiley Symansky,
Albany, NY, February 19, 2020
’60, MA ’65, PhD ’73—William L. Tetlow Jr.,
Winter Park, CO, December 27, 2019
’61 MBA—Leo R. Crowe,
Garden City, NY, August 19, 2019
’61 BA—Charles L. Fidlar,
Norfolk, CT, December 1, 2019
’61—Donald T. Hill,
Cattaraugus, NY, January 18, 2020
’61 JD—Robert W. Letendre,
Potomac, MD, November 8, 2019
’61 BA—Peter H. Moeller,
Lawrence, KS, December 24, 2019
’61 JD—William G. Ruger,
Cary, NC, January 31, 2020
’62 JD—Thomas B. Albertson,
Block Island, RI, February 7, 2020
’62 BS Ag—Peter J. Austin-Smith,
Wolfville, NS, December 27, 2019
’62 BA—Gail Hirschmann Becker,
Bloomington, IN, February 23, 2020
’62 BA—Thomas V. Brown,
Tucson, AZ, February 26, 2020
’62, BS MatSci ’63—Charles V. Dewitt Jr.,
Flossmoor, IL, January 31, 2020
’62 DVM—John T. Peters,
Wilmington, DE, February 11, 2020
’62 JD—Danforth W. Rogers,
Rochester, NY, December 25, 2019
’62 MD—Thomas H. Snider,
San Antonio, TX, December 28, 2019
’63—Newcomb D. Cole Jr.,
North Chelmsford, MA, February 5, 2020
’63—Frank Eberhart III,
New York City, January 10, 2020
’63 BS Ag—Edward E. Laine,
Newfield, NY, March 5, 2020
’63 LLB—Martin K. Miller,
East Montpelier, VT, January 20, 2020
’63, BS Ag ’64—James B. Platt III,
Reisterstown, MD, November 21, 2019
’63 MD—Benjamin B. Storey,
Lexington, KY, January 18, 2020
’63 MA, PhD ’67—Everett K. Weedin,
Poughkeepsie, NY, November 23, 2019
’63 BA—Deborah Seyl Wycoff,
Encinitas, CA, December 18, 2019
’63, BArch ’65, MArch ’67—Thomas A. Zimmerman,
Canandaigua, NY, January 22, 2020
’64, BEE ’71—Francis X. Buckwalder,
Milford, CT, February 24, 2020
’64, BA ’69—Peter W. Dickson,
Rye, NY, February 6, 2020
’64 BA—Allen A. Hinman,
Passaic, NJ, February 28, 2020
’64, BEP ’65, MS AEP ’66—H. Michael Newman,
Ithaca, NY, March 4, 2020
’64 MST—Carl W. Penird,
Marion, IN, February 12, 2020
’64 MS—Henry A. Putre,
Seven Hills, OH, March 18, 2020
’64 PhD—Dharmbir Rai,
Austin, TX, December 30, 2019
’64 BA, MD ’68—Paul E. Reading Jr.,
Poway, CA, January 31, 2020
’64 BA—Mathew I. Winston,
Tuscaloosa, AL, February 9, 2020

’65 BS Ag—William I. Coleman,
Hobart, NY, February 19, 2020
’65 MRP—Norman Krumholz,
Rockville, MD, December 21, 2019
’65 PhD—Betty J. McKnight,
Trumansburg, NY, January 6, 2020
’65 BS Hotel—Eric D. Molin,
Seneca, SC, January 6, 2020
’65 MME—Robert J. Pirih,
Annapolis, MD, January 13, 2020
’66 BArch—Edward L. Bramson,
New York City, October 24, 2019
’66 BS Hotel—Edward R. Bryce Jr.,
Germantown, TN, September 17, 2019
’66, BA ’67—Douglas L. Burrill,
San Francisco, CA, January 16, 2020
’66 BS HE—Lois M. Herrmann,
Washington, DC, January 14, 2020
’66, BS Ag ’67—Robert W. Munch,
Ithaca, NY, November 9, 2015
’66 MAT, PhD ’68—Glenn W. Olsen,
Erie, PA, January 15, 2020
’66 BS Hotel—William W. Perrett,
Naples, FL, February 21, 2020
’66 BA, JD ’69—Lawrence C. Salameno,
Mahwah, NJ, February 23, 2020
’66 BA—Thomas L. Stover,
Southampton, PA, March 4, 2020
’66 JD—Henry H. Wallace,
Pittsburgh, PA, January 11, 2020
’67 BS HE—Carol Scribante Allen,
Wilmington, DE, December 20, 2019
’67 BS Ag—Stephen B. Cole,
Medina, OH, March 5, 2020
’67 MAT—Karen Kalayjian Hunter,
Bridgeport, CT, May 31, 2018
’67 MA—Dennis A. Knurek,
Melbourne, FL, January 23, 2020
’67 MA, PhD ’77—Maria Nowakowska Stycos,
Ithaca, NY, February 4, 2020
’68—Richard J. Brehm,
Memphis, TN, January 17, 2020
’68 JD—William V. Buccella,
Chestnut Hill, MA, February 15, 2020
’68 BS Ag—Robert Harrilchak,
Moline, IL, January 2, 2020
’68—Leo J. Mahool,
Lansing, NY, December 26, 2019
’68 BCE, MCE ’69—Aleksander Mizne,
São Paulo, Brazil, January 28, 2020
’68 BS Ag—Michael D. Phelan,
Scottsdale, AZ, December 6, 2019
’68 BA, MBA ’72, PhD ’78—David A. Yeater,
Cocoa Beach, FL, February 17, 2020
’69 BA—David I. Drout,
Colts Neck, NJ, January 19, 2020
’69, BS Ag ’70—Douglas G. Erikson,
Janesville, WI, February 11, 2020
’69 PhD—Ronald L. Heim,
Warren, NJ, January 24, 2020
’69 PhD—Roger D. Kirby,
Lincoln, NE, January 31, 2020
’69—M. Susan Lewis,
Austin, TX, December 20, 2019
’69 JD—Richard C. Mitchell Jr.,
Oswego, NY, February 25, 2020
’69 BA—Marguerite R. Waller,
Santa Monica, CA, March 11, 2020

1970s
’70 BS Ag—Richard E. Dunn,
Saratoga Springs, NY, March 13, 2020
’70 BS Ag, MS Ag ’77—Daniel H. Hudson,
Cazenovia, NY, February 3, 2020
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’70 BCE—Robert A. Michalove,
New York City, December 22, 2019
’70 BS Ag—R. Alan Miller,
Wayne, PA, February 15, 2020
’71 BS Ag—E. Larry Burlingame,
Tobyhanna, PA, January 7, 2020
’71 MS, PhD ’74—Lawrence M. Busch,
Ann Arbor, MI, December 28, 2019
’71 MST—John V. Meeks,
Auburn, CA, February 6, 2020
’71, BS Ag ’73—Michael R. Moosman,
St. Petersburg, FL, December 10, 2019
’71 JD—Richard J. Orloski,
Allentown, PA, January 26, 2020
’72 DVM—Steven H. Kross,
Saratoga, NY, December 18, 2019
’72 MPA—Nicholas Whitby,
Henrico, VA, January 9, 2020
’73 BA—Ronald T. Carman,
Rockville Centre, NY, January 25, 2020
’73 BS Hotel—Patrick J. Gleason,
Damascus, OR, January 10, 2020
’73 BS Nurs—Florence Marcin,
Danville, PA, January 28, 2020
’73, BS Ag ’74—Seymour L. Solomon,
Rahway, NJ, February 20, 2020
’73 PhD—Donald H. Waters,
Woodbury, NJ, February 14, 2020
’74, BA ’75—Edwin L. Hetfield Jr.,
Saratoga Springs, NY, February 5, 2020
’74 BS Ag—Michael R. Piotrowski,
Austin, TX, December 8, 2005
’75 BS ILR—Allie M. Cage,
Memphis, TN, January 1, 2020
’75 BA—Josephine Lau Ho,
Manasquan, NJ, November 21, 2019
’75—Bradley P. Jordan,
Glen Rock, NJ, January 26, 2020
’75 MS Ag—Stephen P. Lathrop,
Mechanicsburg, PA, December 22, 2019
’75 MD—Alan A. Morgenstein,
Santa Rosa, CA, December 8, 2019
’76 MRP—John A. Chewning,
Cincinnati, OH, March 4, 2020
’76 BCE—Stephen P. Garcia,
New Haven, CT, February 23, 2020
’76 PhD—Glen E. Lewis,
Greensburg, PA, January 19, 2020
’76 BA—Scott A. Millhouse,
Mt. Lebanon, PA, February 19, 2020
’76 BEE—David A. Strange,
San Jose, CA, January 11, 2020
’76 MS, PhD ’79—Neil M. Wolfman,
Dover, MA, January 15, 2020
’77—Joseph R. Barnes,
Bellaire, OH, March 5, 2020
’77 BS Hotel—Roger C. Stehman,
Calabash, NC, January 2, 2020
’78 BS Ag, MBA ’80—John L. Bakos,
Prides Crossing, MA, December 24, 2019
’78 BS ORIE—Philip A. Capin,
Palo Alto, CA, January 18, 2020
’78 BS Ag—O. Franklyn Johndrew III,
Kendallville, IN, January 22, 2020
’79 PhD—Michael N. Chopan,
Hopewell Township, NJ, December 22, 2019
’79 BEE—Edward P. Einhart,
Central Square, NY, March 11, 2020
’79 BS Ag—Robert W. MacCaull,
Clemmons, NC, January 21, 2020
’79 BS Ag—John D. Oles,
Corfu, NY, February 17, 2020
’79, BS Eng ’80—Kathleen A. Perry,
Austin, TX, January 3, 2020

’79 BS Hotel—Jeffrey G. Saunders,
Boca Raton, FL, January 27, 2020

1980s
’80 MCE—David L. Bacon,
York Harbor, ME, January 17, 2020
’80—Frederick D. Greene,
Newton, MA, March 3, 2020
’81 MPS—Joseph M. Quigley,
Ithaca, NY, December 21, 2019
’82 JD—Bruce M. Cormier,
Washington, DC, February 5, 2020
’82, BS Ag ’84—David E. Phelps,
Bethesda, MD, November 15, 2017
’83 BS HE—Cynthia Kulas Messemer,
White Plains, NY, January 31, 2020
’83 PhD—Joseph L. Wysocki,
Amissville, VA, January 13, 2020
’84, BA ’85—Angelo G. Iannone,
Westbury, NY, October 27, 2019
’84 BS Ag—Scott R. Melrose,
Greensboro, NC, January 14, 2020
’85 JD—Mark J. Haberberger,
Milwaukee, WI, January 4, 2020
’85 PhD—Roupen L. Keusseyan,
Carlsbad, CA, September 19, 2019
’85 BA—Norin L. Lucas,
New York City, June 16, 2015
’86 BS Ag, DVM ’91—Karen M. Fischer,
Orchard Park, NY, January 31, 2020
’86 BS Ag—Kimberly Foster Giordano,
Marietta, GA, December 29, 2019
’87 PhD—Michael W. Fazio,
Starkville, MS, February 26, 2020
’88 MPS—F. Douglas Fuller,
Oakland, CA, December 17, 2019
’89 BA—Lauren Flato Labovitz,
Sunnyvale, CA, July 21, 2019
’89 MA, PhD ’91—Tejumola Olaniyan,
Madison, WI, November 30, 2019

1990s
’90—Brian J. Scott,
Bethesda, MD, February 3, 2020
’92, BS ILR ’93—Harmony L. Weisbart,
Orlando, FL, February 9, 2020
’93 PhD—Armando Gonzalez-Caban,
Riverside, CA, December 28, 2019
’93 BS HE—Tyrone Tucker,
Sterlington, LA, February 9, 2020
’94 MBA—Jayaram Chigurupati,
Nandigama, India, February 1, 2019
’94 BEP—Tricia Russell Forsyth,
Warrenton, VA, October 8, 2019
’96 BS HE—Jennifer D. Dubow,
Durham, NC, November 15, 2019
’97 BS Hotel—Ryan C. Duran,
Austin, TX, January 22, 2020
’98 MS ORIE—Bojan S. Manic,
Plymouth, MA, December 21, 2019
’99 PhD—Tim W.J. Bauters,
Sunnyvale, CA, February 16, 2020

2000s
’02 BS HE—Erica S. Liberman,
Campbell, CA, January 31, 2020
’07—Harrison D. Haney,
Lockport, NY, December 30, 2018
’09 BME, MME ’10—Michael E. Isenberg,
Cincinnati, OH, December 28, 2019

2010s
’10 BS ILR—Sara A. Furguson,
Rotonda West, FL, December 3, 2019

2020s
’22—Paul B. Fisher-York,
Ithaca, NY, December 25, 2019

Employment Opportunities
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT, New York—We are seeking 
an Executive Assistant to provide world-class support to a 
dynamic and fast-paced team. Responsibilities will include: 
managing complex schedules; performing planning, logis-
tics, and operational work; and providing comprehensive 
administrative support to assure the smooth running of a 
busy office. Candidates should have exceptional commu-
nication skills, a commitment to achieving a high level of 
accuracy and attention to detail, and a no-task-too-small 
approach to the work. An ideal team member will be able 
to work independently but also be flexible enough to be 
directed at times. This is a year-round, full-time opportu-
nity with outstanding compensation and a full benefits 
package. There is a significant growth trajectory for top 
performers. We welcome applications from candidates with 
varying levels of experience and from a broad range of 
professional and academic backgrounds. Please e-mail 
your resume and cover letter to easearchcl@gmail.com.

Rentals
SENECA LAKEHOUSE on wine trail, 3BR, 2BA, WiFi, sleeps 
10. Watch sunsets from the sunroom, deck, or dock. Spring 
and fall weekends or summer weeks. Cornell alumni-owned. 
(607) 592-2386.

Personals 
BluesMatch.com—Where Ivy League and Oxbridge 
people find love. A decade of successful matchmaking.

COMPLIMENTARY MEMBERSHIP OFFER! NYC Matchmaker 
looking for eligible bachelors for our exceptional female 
clients. fay@meaningfulconnections.com; (212) 877-5151.

SMART IS SEXY
Date fellow graduates and faculty of the Ivies, 
Seven Sisters, MIT, Stanford, medical schools, and 
some others. More than 5,500 members. All ages.

THE RIGHT STUFF
 800-988-5288  www.rightstuffdating.com

COMMERCIAL WAREWASHING EQUIPMENT

6245 State Road    Philadelphia, PA 19135
800-344-4802    insingermachine.com

Ari B. Cantor  ’05
President

Robert A. Cantor  ’68
Chief Executive Officer

 SIMPLE. CLEAN. SOLUTIONS.

C O R N E L L I A N S  I N  B U S I N E S S

Advertise in Classifieds
Contact Sandra Busby

(607) 272-8530, ext. 1023
E-mail: slb44@cornell.edu

C L A S S I F I E D S
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 When Art Leonard ’74 and Mark Schwartz ’74 set out 
to start an organization for gay and lesbian alumni 
in 1979, they faced a hurdle: since many Cornellians 

hadn’t been out during their time on the Hill, finding poten-
tial members to invite was difficult. A letter 
published in the Alumni News—seeking ‘ This group i

Cornellians,
bout supporting each other as people and as 
ays CUGALA president Olivia Tai ’08, BA ’10.

s a
’ s“gay alumni all over the country who would 

be interested in getting to know other gay 
Cornellians”—received just a handful of responses. A few months 
later, in late June 1980, some of those new members gathered 
to walk down Fifth Avenue in New York’s annual Pride march. 
Carrying a red cloth banner with “Cornell Alumni” in white 
letters, they were met with boisterous cheers from onlookers. 
“Alumni started joining us; they just stepped in from the side-
lines when they saw our sign,” Leonard recalls. “It wasn’t very 
many, but every additional person knew someone else who was 
interested in our group and could spread the word. After that, 
our social gatherings got bigger.”

Over the past four decades, that small cadre has grown into 
the Cornell University Gay and Lesbian Alumni Association 
(CUGALA), a thriving network of some 4,000 Big Red grads—
as well as faculty, staff, parents, and friends—around the world. 
Their mission is to make the University a more inclusive place 
for LGBTQ Cornellians through community service, mentorship 

programs, advocating for resources on campus, 
and more. “This group is about supporting each 
other as people and as Cornellians,” says cur-
rent CUGALA president Olivia Tai ’08, BA ’10. 
“For me, it’s about maintaining a community 
and contributing to the world. For many of our 
alumni, it’s about supporting LGBTQ students 
in ways that they themselves didn’t feel support-
ed while they were at Cornell.”

One of the first alumni associations of its 
kind in the U.S., CUGALA was founded about 
a decade after Cornell’s Student Homophile 
League, the second gay rights group ever orga-
nized on an American campus. In the late 
Nineties, CUGALA established a fund for the 
library to purchase gay- and lesbian-related con-
tent, which eventually became part of Cornell’s 
renowned Human Sexuality Collection. More 
recently, the organization has fundraised and 
advocated for on-campus facilities such as the 
LGBT Resource Center and the Loving House, 
an LGBTQ program house located in Mews Hall 
on North Campus. And in 2014, CUGALA held 
its first LGBT Reunion on the Hill; the next is 

planned for summer 2021. “That was a huge step for us,” says 
Tai, who explains that many of the group’s older members attend-
ed the University at a time when discrimination against LGBTQ 
people was rampant in the U.S. “It was a chance for alumni to 

reconcile bitter experiences and see that there is an opportunity 
for them to reclaim what it means for them to be a Cornellian.”

With chapters in New York City, San Francisco, Los Angeles, 
Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C.—and more in the works—
CUGALA members organize dozens of get-togethers every year. 
This summer, due to the coronavirus pandemic, they’re taking 
their programming online, with such events as Zoom discus-
sions (on topics like the struggles of dating in the era of social 
distancing) and a virtual Pride party complete with a DJ and a 
raffle for rainbow-themed Cornell merchandise. “When it comes 
to LGBTQ people, the term ‘chosen family’ came out of the social 
isolation one would face if they didn’t have a lot of family sup-
port—or even outright rejection,” says Tai. “A lot of us found 
our chosen family at Cornell, and that has extended into our 
life as alumni.” n

— Alexandra Bond ’12

Big Red Rainbow
Forty years after its debut at NYC Pride, 
Cornell’s LGBTQ alumni group is thriving

WALKING THE WALK: CUGALA members at the 2019 New York City Pride march

Take an
Education Staycation

FREE faculty-led online classes and webinars for adults and 
academic offerings for youth and teens run July 6 to 31. 
On-demand content is available throughout the entire summer.

Connect with friends and faculty—enjoy
Cornell's Adult University's Virtual Summer!

Register at  cau.cornell.edu/virtualsummer  to access our free programming.

cau.cornell.edu/virtualsummer • facebook.com/cornellcau • instagram.com/cornellcau

Education Vacations
CAUCornell
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ONLINE. BLENDED.
CUSTOM TO YOUR NEEDS.

We make i t  easy for you to develop leaders in 
your organizat ion,  foster a culture of divers i ty, 

and bui ld teams with the ski l ls  that  dr ive results .  
Explore 80+ high-impact professional cert i f icate 

programs created by faculty experts at
Cornel l Univers i ty.

Market ing •  Leadership •  Data Science
Business and Finance •  Technology •  Engineer ing

Project Management •  Hospital i ty
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